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1. Research Objectives
This paper examined how elderly people who have vast experience in life could be
regarded as the major consumers of culture, especially in the performing arts. Most of
the traditional art organizations have a negative image regarding the aging consumers,
but the objective of this paper is to consider that elderly people are actually the main
customers of cultural consumption, as a result the satisfaction of both the elderly and
art organizations can be fulfilled. Regarding the case studies, the world-wide
international music festivals; The Bayreuth Festival, Salzburg Festival and BBC Proms
were selected.
2. Proposed methodology
A survey of these case studies were conducted from 2012 to 2017. A research framework
was developed by conducting a wide survey of advanced research, including both primary materials
(such as interviews and extensive readings of internal material), and secondary materials (such as
various statistical data). In line with this research framework, it combined qualitative research
including participant observation that targets a small number of cases and quantitative research.
These research styles, in employing both qualitative and qualitative methods, has the advantage of
affording both a means of hypothesis discovery and hypothesis verification. This triangulation
method, which involves the simultaneous use of two or more research methods, will strengthen the
objectivity of the research results.
3. A discussion of expected outcomes
From these case studies, the elderly are not only the consumers, but also the significant
contributors to music festivals. Obviously art performances should not only attract the
elderly but also the younger generations, therefore the management to achieve balance,
tradition and innovation is fundamental.
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ABSTRACT
Organizers of arts festivals have developed innovative methods of penetrating their
local communities in order to build their markets. These management approaches
for encouraging community participation have succeeded in serving new publics,

and have today become a key part of overall arts management strategies. This study
examines important new techniques of community engagement observed in a half-

dozen global arts festivals in Europe and North America, identifying trends in three
areas: arts education, artist-audience encounters, and site-specific venues for

exhibitions and performances. The study concludes by suggesting directions for

future research and speculating on community engagement efforts in the future.
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A Question of Legitimacy:
The Creation of Cheng Shih’s Floating Empire
“Conquerors are deemed successful robbers, while robbers are unsuccessful
conquerors.”1 The pirate queen Cheng Shih highlighted the thin line between legitimacy
and illegality by becoming the head of such a large pirate operation that it rivaled the
Qing dynasty. Shih was the leader of the largest pirate fleet in history, and was in control of thousands of men. She became so powerful that the Qing dynasty had to call on
the assistance of the Portuguese and English navy, which was still not enough to defeat her. Cheng Shih created—politically and socially—a floating confederation, which
threatened the existence of the Qing dynasty. While she ran an extralegal body, her legitimacy as ruler was drawn from a social contract between the thousands of crewmen
and herself. Cheng Shih's success and legitimacy as a pirate came from her creation of
an ad hoc government, including an extensive bureaucracy and strict discipline.
Our information on Cheng Shih is derived mainly from three sources. Two of
which are captivity narratives; A Brief Narrative of My Captivity amongst the Ladrones
by Richard Glasspoole, and Further Statement of the Landrones on the Coast of China,
which includes a captive narrative by J. Turner. Both of these accounts provide information on the daily life of the pirate ship, as well as the larger political maneuvers, and
both are European accounts of Chinese piracy, forcing the reader to be aware of any
racial biases. The third is an eastern source by Yuan Yung Lun, History of The Pirates
who Infested the China Sea from 1803 to 1810, which gives an account of the peak of
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piracy while Cheng Shih was chief. These three sources provide accounts that support
each other and give an insight into the character and choices of Cheng Shih. Life in her
fleet is best understood in two facets, political and social. The political structure of the
ship helped to shape the social culture, and the two cannot be separated. They informed each other to create a unique and complex pirate culture. Through both facets,
Cheng Shih’s fleet acted as a governmental body.
At the turn of the 19th century, Cheng Shih had created an extensive pirate fleet
in which she was the chief who presided over a large bureaucratic organization. Her
success as a pirate peaked between the years of 1801 and 1810. By 1805 she controlled 400 junks2 and between 40,000 and 60,000 men. In the years to follow, her organization grew larger than ever before, thanks to her strong leadership.3 Piracy had
long roots among the people living on the coast of the South China Sea, with cities like
Macao and Canton as centers of frequent pirate activity. Chinese piracy at the turn of
the nineteenth century was the product of the Tay Song4 rebellion in Vietnam. The rebellion utilized a large privateering force, and when it ended, a substantive unemployed
mass of sailors turned to the most lucrative choice, piracy. Out of this mass came new
pirate leaders, such as Cheng I, the husband of Cheng Shih.
Cheng I was the head of the pirate bureaucracy and developed a reputation as
an honored and revered pirate leader. Cheng Shih was his favorite prostitute and in
2
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1801 the couple was married and she was brought on his ship. After their marriage the
couple worked as partners5. However, it was not until his death, around 1807, that she
became the most powerful woman in the south of China. His death caused a power
vacuum in which other leaders within the fleet vied for the position as ultimate Chief,
but Cheng Shih quickly established herself as the new leader. After her succession of
the pirate fleet she established herself the true “Commander of all the squadrons together” and saw immense growth in number of ships and men. 6
Diﬀerent captive narratives give evidence of the growth that the fleet experienced under the leadership of Cheng Shih. In 1803, a few years prior to her inheritance, the fleet had around 200 vessels. In 1806, J. Tuner, captive among the pirates,
relates their numbers as far higher than 200 vessels: “as nearly as I can conjecture, between five and six hundred sail.” 7 Turner also relates the amount of men stating that the
crew varied depending on ship size, with the larger ships holding an upwards of a
hundred men and the smaller ships with crews around thirty men. In the end, Tuner estimated around twenty-five thousand men in the entirety of the fleet.8
Mr. Glasspoole, another captive, recorded a vastly diﬀerent amount of ships. In
1809 he estimated about 800 large vessels, about 1,000 small vessels and around
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70,000 men in the entire fleet.9 Glasspoole comes much closer to accurately recording
the vastness of the empire, as the Canton record also lists the amount of men in the
fleet as 70,000 men.10 The diﬀerence in years between Turner and Glasspoole gives
evidence of the immense growth experienced under Cheng Shih. This size is daunting,
especially compared to the western Caribbean pirates, whose golden age was between the years of 1716-1726. Bartholomew Robert is considered by many historians
to be the most successful Caribbean pirates, and he personally only controlled four
ships.11 Roberts could not even compare to the size of Cheng Shih’s fleet. Cheng Shih
saw immense growth within her fleet and used a well-crafted bureaucracy and a strict
discipline in order to control such a large amount of men.
Her unquestioned control over her vast empire was due in large part to the multi-layered bureaucracy that she maintained. Having such a extensive internal structure
was unique to Chinese Piracy, and her fleet is a great example of its eﬃciency. This infrastructure modeled the structure of a government and due to its arrangement and its
size, her fleet rivaled that of the existing Qing dynasty. This central structuring started
with the main squadron, the Red Fleet. These are the ships that Cheng Shih sailed on
and commanded the entire fleet from.12 The other five squadrons — the yellow, the
green, the blue, the black, and the white — all took commands from the Red Fleet.
Richard Glasspoole, Mr. Glasspoole and the Chinese pirates : being the narrative of Mr.
Richard Glasspoole of the ship Marquis of Ely: describing his captivity of eleven weeks and
three days whilst held for ransom by the villainous Ladrones of the China Sea in the year 1809:
together with extracts from the China records and the log of the Marquis of Ely: and some remarks on Chinese pirates ancient and modern (London: Golden Cockerel Press, 1935) 55
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Within each colored squadron there were sub squadrons as well; for instance, Cheng
Shih’s right hand man, Chang Pao, managed his own group of ships, although, ultimately, they were still under the control of the main chief. There was a hierarchy of
leaders aboard each ship, as related in Turners account:
Each vessel has a captain […] whose authority is suﬃciently respected by the
crew. The management of the sails, and steerage of the vessels, are instructed
to two or more experienced hands, whose orders on those points are attended
to and executed by the others. Under them are three of four men similar to our
boatswain’s mates, whose business it is to keep people on deck and at their
duty.13
At the very top of this hierarchy was the commander in chief herself, Cheng Shih,
whose legitimacy as a leader was derived from maintaining a strong network of men
loyal to her.
By sustaining this chain of command, Cheng Shih built herself as the sole head
of this large government-like structure. She drew her legitimacy from her own bureaucracy, and used diﬀerent levels of command to ensure that there would be no dissent.
In this structure, respect and reverence played an important part in its eﬀectiveness.
Influenced by the ideals of Neo-Confucianism, specifically respect for those above, the
system of multiple leaders created a place of reverence for those at the top of the
leadership train. Crewmen felt allegiance to their captain and their captain would owe
loyalty to Cheng Shih, allowing her to pull legitimate power from her bureaucracy.
Loyalty kept her crew and her other captains in line. The captains’ loyalty to her
was the only thing that controlled inter-ship warfare, as related in the History of Piracy:
“Ever since Pao was made Chieftain there had been altercations between him and O
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po tae. Had it not been out of respect for the wife of Cheng Yih they would have perhaps made war against each other.”14 Sheer allegiance to Cheng Shih kept order
among powerful men within her fleet. Loyalty of her captains was crucial to the structure of her ship, and her appointment of captains was strategic. For instance, she appointed her adopted son, Chang Pao, to be second in command. He owed her family
allegiance and Cheng Shih ensured a second in command she could completely trust.
By choosing leaders, implementing layered rule, and demanding respect, Cheng Shih
controlled every man in her fleet.
Having a pirate organization was inherently treason against the Qing dynasty,
but it was profitable and many men came to join the ranks of the pirates. She appealed
to diﬀerent types of men, both men desperate for money and men who were against
the Qing dynasty. She also had well entrenched methods for gaining and retaining
members. Retention of crew members was vital to her success, as her legitimacy as a
chief was derived from the consent and respect of her crew, and her ability to secure
the services of so many men gives credit to her leadership and her methods.
She recruited her men in two main ways. First, men would volunteer to be
crewmen, and they came in scores: “Their numbers are kept up… Chinese who come
daily from diﬀerent parts of the coast to join them.” 15 What drove so many men to join
the ranks of these pirates? Evidence from captivity narratives suggests that the thousands of crewmen who joined the pirate’s service were in reaction to the actions of the
Chinese government. In Glasspoole’s narrative he writes: “The Landrones [pirates] are
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a disaﬀected race of Chinese, that revolted against the oppressions of the Mandarines
[The Qing Dynasty] […] The oppressive state of the Chinese has the eﬀect of rapidly
increasing their [the pirates] numbers.”16 Thousands of men, angry at the state of their
government, became pirates and the disapproval of the current dynasty allowed Cheng
Shih to keep her numbers high. Turner’s narrative makes a distinction between the varieties of men from diﬀerent socioeconomic statuses that join the pirate ranks:
Some of these were, doubtless, vagabonds, instigated by poverty and idleness
to embrace this criminal mode of life; but many were men of decent appearance
and some of them brought money with them. The only reason I ever hears
them assign for their conduct, was, that the Mandarins of their district were
unjust and that they came there to avoid their oppressions. These men are at
liberty.17
Turner accounts that some pirates are merely criminals, but others that came from tiger
stations in life were “men at liberty,” men who chose this way of life as a way to revolt
against the Qing Dynasty. Not only were these men driven by political anger rather than
poverty, but they also had some degrees of freedom. Having a ship full of crewmen
dissatisfied with the current government, pushes the idea the Cheng Shih’s empire was
a parallel institution that functioned as an oppositional ad hoc government. Cheng
Shih’s empire also provided an outlet to rebel against some Neo-Confucian ideals, so
those who did not benefit from those beliefs used piracy as a tool to voice their disapproval.
Disciplined recruitment practices allowed Cheng Shih to control thousands of
angry men, and grow her anti-Qing Empire. Once men joined Cheng Shih’s empire
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there were specific initiations they had to undergo. New crew members were required
to take an oath, pledging their allegiance to Cheng Shih and the Fleet “would allow
them to become Ladrones, if they agreed to take the usual oaths […] three or four of
them refused to comply, for which they were punished...till they died or complied with
the oath.”18 The oaths were required of all those who would go on the ship, including
captives. Captives joining the pirate fleet had specific procedures as well. Captured
crews that did not resist during boarding were allowed to take the oath and join, but if a
crew showed resistance and fought, they would be punished. If captives were not ransomed, and behaved well during their time as a captive, they were allowed to take the
oath as well. Cheng Shih’s oath was one of her entrenched procedures that allowed her
bureaucratic system to be controlled eﬃciently.
This centralized control and well regulated procedure created the outline for the
growth of an incredibly powerful empire, and she used strict discipline to keep her domain. Her control extended past her ship as many costal villages payed tribute to the
pirates. Fishermen would supply them with food so they never had to go hungry. “Unless villagers produced either a certain sum of money, or a quantity of rice the pirates
inevitable burned their houses…. several villages, and even towns on the coast, paid
the pirates annual tribute.”19 Villages would bargain with the pirates, food and loyalty in
exchange for protection and the guarantee that their villages would not be burned
down.
The History of the Pirates who infested the South China Sea relates a particularly gruesome episode of villagers who refused to pay tribute. The pirates came to the small vil18
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lages of Tsze ne and San Shen demanding thousands of pieces of money. Villagers
were split on what to do; half knew about the violence of the pirates and wanted to
pay, while the others believed that the pirates would always come back if they submitted. In the end the villages decided to resist, which led to a horrible episode of violence:
The pirates, seeing that the villagers would not pay tribute, became enraged,
and made a severe attack during the night…the pirates took possession on the
mountain in the rear they then threw the frightened villagers into disorder, pursed
them, and killed about eighty…the villagers were from the beginning very much
alarmed for their wives and daughters; they collected them in the temple and
shut it up. But the pirates being victorious, opened the temple and carried the
women by force all away on board ship…the villagers lost about two thousand
persons. What a cruel misfortune! it is hard indeed only to relate it!20
This story, even hard for the historian to relate it, is one out of many cases listed in the
source of the extreme cruelty of the pirates. They showed no mercy for women or children. This case suggests the daunting size of the landing force as well, seeing as they
were able to carry away two thousand people. This was a “cruel misfortune” indeed.
Cheng Shih used violence to demand tribute all along the coast of the South China
Sea. This harsh action helped to establish her network, solidify her reputation, and legitimize her as a terror. Having a network of tributaries parallels a government. This
was one of the strategies dynasties used to control far away areas, such as the famous
voyages of Zheng He, to establish an extensive overseas network of tributaries to the
emperor. Cheng Shih and the pirates drew upon the same strategy of loyalty, even
when she had to use violence to support it.
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Loyalty was not always forced with violence, tributes who yielded with her wants
were rewarded. “She was astute enough to gain the favor of the country people in certain coastal districts, and decreed that the friendly villages must be paid for all wine,
rice and other goods they delivered. Any pirate who infringed this order was
beheaded.”21 Villages could also count on the pirate’s protection, since they were practically the sole threat to coastal villages. Loyalty, both forced and persuaded was used
by Cheng Shih to control her landed dominion.
Her use of force to ensure loyalty did not stop on land. Aboard her ship Cheng
Shih used violence and procedure to institute control over the coast. Like pirates in the
Caribbean, Cheng Shih had her own version of ‘articles.’22 There were three main rules;
first, if a crew member transgressed the bars 23 his ears would be perforated and if he
did it twice he would be put to death24. Second, no one should take stolen goods for
themselves. Finally, no one should force themselves upon captive women, to use violence against a female or wed a woman without her permission was punishable by
death. These rules were enforced with severe punishment, usually torture or death.
Having an objective and unwavering procedure to deal with insurgents on her ships,
Cheng Shih maintained an obedient crew. Combining respect and fear allowed her unquestioned control.
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Strict financial procedure helped to centralize internal control. “Whatever money
is found in their prizes, is brought to the commander of the squadron as also the sums
received for the ransom of the prisoners and goods. Of this a trifle is given to the immediate captors; part is reserved to purchase provisions and other supplies.”25 The
rules even create a general fund, “All [items] shall be registered, ad the pirate receive
for himself, out of ten parts, only two; eight parts belong to the store house, called the
general fund; the penalty for taking anything out of this general fund shall be death.”26
The collective good was enforced so strongly that “nobody dared to have private
goods.”27 Personal property was not a part of the pirate culture, crew members were
allowed to have private possessions, but at their own risk. This system sent the majority of wealth to the central powers and strengthened the internal structure, resulting in
obedience among the crew and an eﬃcient system.
Cheng Shih allowed no dissidence on her ships, and strict punishments were
put in place for captives as well. Most captives were ransomed oﬀ, as the cases of
Richard Glasspoole and J.M. Turner. However, not every captive made it too being ransomed oﬀ, if there was any resistance from captives they were punished brutally:
their hands were tied behind their back, a rope from the mast-head wove
through their arms & hoisted three or for feet from the deck, & five or six men
flogged them with three rattans twisted together ‘till they were apparently dead;
then hoisted them up to the mast-head and left them hanging nearly an hour,
then lowered them down and repeated the punishment.28
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Good behavior was about the only thing that could protect a captive from any punishment , as any signs of resistance resulted in cruel retribution. Some other forms of punishment included nailing captives feet to the deck29 and even a case of cannibalism.30
Force was a method used by Cheng Shih to ensure that her rule was not questioned.
She herself used force in battle and proved herself an active leader demanding respect.
Evidence from the primary sources suggests that her main role was to act as the
administrative head. They constantly note other generals following her orders, however
this does not reflect that Cheng Shih was merely a distant authority figure:
The wife of Ching Yih then order the pirates to go up the river; she herself
remaining with the larger vessels in the sea to blockade the diﬀerent harbors or
entrances from the sea side; but the government oﬃcers made preparations to
oppose her. There were about this time three foreign vessels returning to
Portugal. Yih’s wife attacked them, took one vessel, and killed about ten of the
foreigners.31
Her power is both pulled from a bureaucratic system and from proving her worth in
battle. She led by example, an important characteristic of rulers in Confucianism. The
captive narratives would paint Cheng Shih as a woman who ruled from the top, enforcing rules and systems but without being an active pirate, who did not participate in
fighting. However, her time in battle proved her to be a well-rounded pirate queen.
Apart from the procedures and rules that Cheng Shih enforced, social life still
existed on board her ships. Within a system that demanded obedience and eﬃciency
still existed drunkenness, drugs, disease, and death. Pirates even had retreats where
29
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“they made a great noise during the night with crackers and their gongs, where heard
at a great distance. At day break the flags were spread out, and the drums sounded;
they were cheerful the whole day; they eat and drank and made a great noise.”32 Their
social atmosphere was not separated from landed institutions. These ships were home
for families and religion; accommodation for those institutions added a second layer to
the ship’s broad society beyond just political structure. Adding a social responsibility
provided another layer to the complexity of the pirate experience; not only does the pirate fleet politically resemble a government, but it provides the social aspect of an organized society as well.
Having families on ships changed the culture of piracy. Without families, namely
wives and children, western piracy saw the growth of a fraternity that replaced the typical family structure. Crew members mattered more than abandoned wives33. Chinese
piracy, in comparison, did not have that degree of separation, and, therefore, the culture was similar to that on land. Having families on board also increased the amount of
women on ships, which was vastly diﬀerent from western maritime culture. “It was
surprising the number of women who lived with these people; for all those who come
to cohabit with females had generally a small cabin to themselves; of course the number of cabins were considerable.”34 Chinese ships even enforced family obligation and
responsibility. Unfaithful spouses were punished with death. “Adultery, I understood, if
fully proved, the man was beheaded and the woman thrown overboard with a weight
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attached to her legs.”35 These rules about familial conduct were extended to captive
women as well, pirates were allowed to take captives as wives but they were obligated,
with threat of death, to remain faithful and provide for her. No captive women were allowed to be debauched. Women and familial conduct was an important and enforced
aspect of the society.
Religion also played a large part in the social climate on board the ships. Contrarily, to western piracy, which rejected religion, Cheng Shih’s fleet worshipped certain
gods. Pirates would make oaths and sacrifices to Joss, a religious deity statue. There
is also mention of gods giving the pirates good favors. In Glasspoole’s captivity narrative, he noted some of the rituals that are associated with Joss. “Every person being
ransomed, is obliged to present him [Joss] with a pig, or some fowls, which the priest
oﬀers him with prayers.”36 Glasspoole also noted the existence of a priest on board,
evidence of the importance of their religion in their personal lives. Pirates would choose
whether or not to attack a town based on Joss’s decision. “The reason they gave for
not attacking the town, or returning the fire, were, that Joss had not promised them
success. They are very superstitious, and consult their idol on all occasions. If his
omens are good they will undertake the most daring enterprises.”37 Glasspoole trivializes the religious atmosphere on board as mere superstition, but the pervasiveness of
the idols and rituals shows that it is far more complex than mere superstition. The crew
members devotion to their beliefs lacked objectivity, while superstition relies on the objective idea that one occurrence causes another. The religious atmosphere abroad the
35
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ships is anything but objective, and crew members believed that their rituals and their
gods were a crucial part of their success. The existence of a priest on board, the worshipping and rituals and the importance of the deity for making decisions, is all give evidence of a rich religious culture.
Cheng Shih used religion to her advantage. By aligning herself with Joss she established herself as a semi-religious revered figure. Even within the recruitment rituals,
Joss plays a part in bolstering Cheng Shih’s legitimacy. When pirates took their oath,
they promised their loyalty to Cheng Shih in front of Joss. In doing so, the alliances
new members had to Cheng Shih were sacred.38 Similar to Emperors at the head of
large dynasties and their divine mandates,39 Cheng Shih had divine backing in her rule.
The religious atmosphere on board both provided an important group cohesiveness
and social aspect, but it also furthered the legitimacy of Cheng Shih’s right to rule such
a vast empire.
The social atmosphere within the fleet both reflected and rejected the ideals of
Neo-Confuciansim. The importance of filial piety remained a crucial aspect of NeoConfucianism 40. Women were subject to the traditional power dynamics within a family
—namely wives were subservient to their husbands. In the Book of Filial Piety for
Women by Ban Zhao,41 she remarked on the importance of ritual, order, and devotion
to upholding virtuous filial piety. “Filial piety expands heaven and earth, deepens hu38
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man relationships, stimulates the ghosts and spirits, and moves the birds and beasts. It
involves being respectful and conforming to ritual.”42 According to her instructions, filial
piety had ritual and order, and this remains true on Cheng Shih's ship. Through threat
of great punishment, Cheng Shih enforced the family obligation on ship.
However, though Neo-Confucianism clearly influenced the importance of family
structures on board the ship, Cheng Shih did not hold true to the power dynamics
within the family structure. Cheng Shih, in her own example, rejected the Neo-Confucian ideals of gender. Within the ideals of Neo-Confucianism, women were subservient
to their husbands. They were, as Lady Ban describes, are “encompassed in purity,
obedience, rectitude, straightforwardness, gentleness, absence of jealousy, orderliness
in the inner quarters, absence of the contact with the outside.”43 Even within these instructions, women were told to have as little contact with the outside as possible, excluding them to the domestic sphere. Ideal women, with their values of obedience, became servants to their husbands. Additionally, the role of the husband was glorified in
Neo-Confucian ideals: “the husband is heaven…she transfers her heaven to serve her
husband.”44 Though the importance of family structure is upheld within the fleet, the
husband-wife power dynamic is not. Within Cheng Shih’s pirate culture, women are not
seen as subservient to men.
Cheng Shih, with her own example, defied the Neo-Confucian subservience of
women. When her husband was alive they worked as equals. After his death, by the
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doctrine of Neo-Confuciansim, her adopted son, Chang Pao, would have been the correct choice for chief, but Cheng Shih put herself as the head of the fleet and Chang
Pao as her first mate.45 As pirate chief she commanded thousands of men, directly rejecting the idea that women serve men. She inverted the gender hierarchy and demanded respect. She did not remain in the domestic sphere, but concerned herself
with all actions of her fleet. She even negotiated her own retirement at the end of her
lifetime. The last few pages of the History of the Pirates who Infested the South China
Sea convey the story of the negotiations between the pirates and the Qing dynasty.
When the men proved incapable of doing a successful job, Cheng Shih took it upon
herself:
The whole crew was of opinion that ‘the designs of government were
unfathomable, and that it would not be prudent to go so hastily on.’ But the wife
of Cheng Shih replied: ‘if his excellency, a man of the highest rank, could come
quickly to us quite alone, why should I a mean woman not go to the oﬃcers of
government? If there be any danger in it, I will take it on myself, no person
among you will be required to trouble himself about it.46
Cheng Shih equates herself to a man of high rank, essentially saying that if he could go
by himself, she could too. She shows courage and responsibility and denies the idea
that women are lesser to their husbands and high-ranking male oﬃcials. In this anecdote alone Cheng Shih rejects the Neo-Confucian ideals of gender and values herself
among the highest ranking of men.
Cheng Shih’s example allows for other instances of female leadership. It is noted
by Yuan Yen Lu that she is not the only female pirate who actively fights on ship. “There
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was a pirate’s wife in one of the boats, holding so fast by the helm that she could
scarcely be taken away. Having two cutlasses, she desperately defended herself, and
wounded some soldiers.”47 Cheng Shih’s fleet oﬀered an outlet where women could
find solace from the ideals of Neo-Confuciaism and where women could turn the gender power dynamic on its head. Piracy was a tool for women to gain agency, through
proving themselves of having courage and being physically capable.
Cheng Shih’s fleet did not reflect all ideals of Neo-Confucianism, but it did
demonstrate the image of women that was previously idealized in popular culture. Chinese storytellers have long been in the spiritual awe of powerful women, and tales are
filled with celebrated heroines, such as ballads like Mulan48 . Brave heroines who reject
the gender roles of Confucianism were abundant in Chinese culture. Even within the
captive narratives, strong women were celebrated, such as the story of a female captive who valiantly fought for her own honor:
Mei Ying, the wife go Ke Choo Yang, was very beautiful, and a pirate being
about to seize her by the head, she abused him exceedingly. The pirate bound
her to the yard arm; but on abusing her more, the pirate dragged her down and
broke two of her teeth…The pirate sprang up to bind her. Ying allowed him to
approach but as soon as he came near her, she laid hold of his garments with
her bleeding mouth, and threw both him and herself into the river, where they
were drowned. 49
Even in this small anecdote, the power of this female captive is clear. She chose death
before dishonor and fought until her death. She is so celebrated that a song to mourn
her fate is included in the narrative. Given this culture of powerful women that existed
47
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in Chinese popular culture it is not all together surprising that Cheng Shih would be the
Chief of such a fleet. Nor is it entirely surprising that she would be respected, especially given the other celebrated heroines.
Something that Cheng Shih’s rule does demonstrate is the disjunction between
the government mandated Confucianism and the rich popular culture that existed in
the lower classes. Though Neo-Confucianism was pushed as the dynasties oﬃcial philosophy, it restricted the lower classes in career opportunities and restricted the agency
of women. Those who rejected the overarching doctrine could find a place on board
Cheng Shih’s ships. As a leader, Cheng Shih benefited from this counter culture; her
legitimacy was supported by images of powerful women. But resembling the heroic
women celebrated in popular culture was not enough to control such a large powerful
fleet. Her strategic organization and her strict enforcement of rules commanded respect. Why was she diﬀerent from her male counterparts? Why was she more successful than western male pirates? In part, it was the culture she created, one where powerful women were celebrated, and it was also her unrelenting demand for loyalty.
Both Political and Social aspects of Cheng Shih’s fleet was a threat to the Qing
dynasty. It was more than a disorganized band of pirate ships; it was a floating empire.
It provided familial and religious structure, a social atmosphere that oﬀered more opportunities for women and lower-class men than the Neo-Confucian ideals pushed by
the Qing. Cheng Shih had unrelenting loyalty, on her ships and on the coasts. Her reputation caused fear, allowing her easy control of the South China Sea. She oﬀered a different way of life, both politically and socially, for those who opposed the Qing dynasty.
Above all she led by example. She was an active fighting pirate who managed the

diplomatic and strategic choices of her fleet. Cheng Shih created an ad hoc government that rivaled the Qing dynasty and became one of the most powerful women in
history; one that built her own legitimacy.
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As historian Arthur Eckstein argues in his book Mediterranean Anarchy, Interstate War,
and the Rise of Rome, the Romans successfully expanded their empire, in part, by conquering
and then incorporating other societies into their own. 1 By way of extending citizenship to
conquered peoples and accommodating foreign customs, the Roman Empire prospered
throughout its expansion. However, when Augustus became the first emperor of Rome after the
Civil Wars of 49-31 BC he felt that traditional Roman morals had been diluted by this
increasing accommodation of alien practices, which led him to attempt to restore those
traditional morals by creating multiple laws regarding adultery, marriage, and women’s’ rights in
marriage. 2 In contrast, imperial Athens followed Pericles’ strict citizenship law of 451/0 BC,
which held that only those born to two Athenian citizens could be citizens of Athens (Plut. Per.
37.2-5, Aristot. Ath. Pol. 26.4). These differences in imperial policy and citizenship laws
ultimately led to different policies regarding women and the flexibility they were allowed within
society. Because Rome was more flexible in extending citizenship leading up to Augustus’ reign,
his disapproval of said extension, and consequent absorption of other cultures, led him to create
changes in societal policies in 23 BC that, for the most part, positively affected the lives of
women. In Athens, however, citizenry rules remained severe, enclosing women in inferior
societal roles more firmly than their counterparts in Roman society.
This paper examines portrayals of women, and various citizenship laws of each society,
in the works of Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, Livy’s History of Rome, and Augustus’ marriage
legislation. These portrayals demonstrate that the rights of Roman women between 133 BC – 54
AD advanced more than Athenian women because of Rome’s accommodating treatment of its
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allies and conquered peoples prior to the reign of Augustus, whose moral reforms in the
aftermath of the Civil Wars extended women’s rights even further. 3
To analyze the societal factors underlying the superior rights of Roman women, there
must be evidence to prove that Roman society did in fact allow women greater rights and social
mobility than Athenian society. In her book The Reign of the Phallus: Sexual Politics in Ancient
Athens, classicist Eva Keuls provides a detailed account of political, social, and cultural practices
in Athens that illustrates the great degree to which misogynistic beliefs inhibited women in daily
life. 4 For instance, gender roles stemmed directly from the charter myths associated with Greek
religion, as there were various myths that established the superiority of men over women. The 6th
century BC Penthesileia vase, for example, portrays the downfall of Penthesileia, Queen of the
Amazons. In Greek mythology, the Amazons were a race of women warriors who were always
portrayed as very aggressive and brutal because their primary concern in life was war, as
explained in Herodotus’ account of their ancestry (1 Hdt., 4, 110). They were an anomaly in
Greek society, as women did not fight or engage in battle; rather they stayed inside the house and
performed stereotypical housewife duties. 5 Because the Amazonian warriors did not follow this
gender system, they became the ultimate Athenian male nightmare, which is why myths were
created that depicted their downfall. The Penthesileia vase depicts Achilles slaughtering the
Queen of the Amazons in a move to secure the superiority of men over women by showing a
Greek male conquering the greatest of all women warriors. Moreover, the vase also depicts
3
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Achilles killing Penthesileia with his spear, which is a symbol of the power of the male phallus
dominating the female power. 6 This became a myth that transmitted the essential cultural value
that men in Athens are to define themselves, and base their superiority, against females.
Not only was the reign of the phallus evident in Athenian artwork, but also in their
literature. The best example is Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, which centers around the male fear of a
female uprising. In an attempt to put an end to the Peloponnesian war, Lysistrata convinces the
women of Greece to join together and withhold sex from their husbands until both sides sign a
peace treaty. The plan does not work and much of Aristophanes’ comedic elements include
women’s failure at political control and civic management, as well as “sexist, male exclusive,
chauvinistic” jokes. 7 Taking into account that his audience was primarily Athenian males, this
does offer some explanation as to why “views of women relating to seclusion and exclusion in
Greek society are trotted out with some regularity in the surviving plays and fragments.” 8 While
plays in modern society are more so a source of entertainment, they carried more weight in
Imperial Athens. In Athens, theater was used in the time of festivals, of which the organization
and structure was “fully an institution of the democratic polis,” signifying that themes present in
Athenian plays “constantly reflect their genesis in a fifth-century Athenian political
environment.” 9 It has been argued that the purpose of these festivals “was to foster and display
the power of the unified state…and to promote a common cultural identity and a system of
values consistent with the new political reality,” thus these plays not only served as a source of
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entertainment, but they also transmitted cultural values and societal roles through their content. 10
This play is just one of many that depict women in a negative and self-deprecating light, and it is
reflective of women’s status in society in that they held no political or social power for the fear
that they would ultimately fail.
While Greek myths conveyed male superiority and domination, Roman myths
transmitted down from the Republic to the Empire contained more favorable portrayals of
women. Women were still frequently portrayed as having no part in political or military
conflicts, but there were many myths that depicted their social influence over men, particularly in
Livy’s works. As scholar Jo-Marie Claassen points out, Livy wrote his History of Rome in the
Augustan era of the empire, presumably with the elite of Rome as his audience, meaning that his
portrayal of women, even in the stories dating back to the founding of Rome, most likely would
have reflected the attitude and perception of women of his time in the first century BC. 11 Livy’s
main purpose for his writings followed Augustan policies of fostering moral uplift among
society, which will be discussed in further detail later, however this purpose may have also
contributed to Livy’s mostly positive portrayals of women in his works. 12 Moreover, Livy
primarily covers etiological myths, which explain the origin of social customs with reference to
historical events so that- as Claassen explains - analyzing Livy’s work in the context of the
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period he was writing in “conveys more about the expectations and attitudes of his contemporary
readership than ‘facts’ about these women.” 13
The first two books of Livy’s work are especially useful given the disproportionate
amount of female appearances as compared to the rest of the work. 14 Book One contains a strong
female character in Lavinia, who took the position of regent for young Ascanius after the death
of his father, Aeneas (Liv. 1.3.1). What Claassen notes is that Livy did not include any doubts
about Lavinia’s capabilities to fulfill the duties of the regency, nor did he question her
appointment to the position because of her gender. 15 As historian Tom Stevenson concludes,
Lavinia provided a great service to her son, and to the state, by selflessly stepping in to power,
thereby establishing an association between moral strength and political stability. 16 Similar
female importance is found in the story of the Sabine women, who were kidnapped by the
Romans under Romulus’ rule, who needed wives in their women-less society to begin
establishing Roman families (Livy 1.9-13). 17 Despite being abducted, the women settle down
with their Roman husbands and, in a great example of women engaging in an active role in
Roman history, the Sabine women storm the battlefield to intervene between the Romans and the
Sabine and prevent war. This heroic action by the Sabine women resulted in the subsequent
peace between the Romans and the Sabine and a negotiated union of the two states, which Livy
claims helped to secure the safety of Rome’s future. (Liv. 1.13.5). 18
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Livy also focuses on Romulus’ wife, Hersilia, who intervened in a political affair when
the Romans defeated the Antemnates (Liv. 1.11.2). After Rome’s success, Hersilia advised
Romulus not to kill the families of the kidnapped Antemnate women, but instead to incorporate
them into Roman society to strengthen the state by use of harmony, thus transmitting the belief
that Rome’s subsequent success was, in part, due to the advice of a woman (Liv. 1.11.2). 19 Livy
claims that Romulus listened to Hersilia’s advice and “readily granted her request” (Facile
impetratum, Liv. 1.11.3). 20 Claassen claims that Livy portrays Hersilia as fulfilling an important
political role, much like Lavinia did when she became regent, and that this may be a “reflection
of the active, behind-the-scenes political role of women in Livy’s own era.” 21 Stevenson argues
that Livy’s Roman audience would have questioned Romulus’ political capacities for taking
Hersilia’s advice, and that later events in his narrative imply that this policy of harmony had
negative side effects. 22 Nevertheless, it remains an important piece of Livy’s work that should
not be overlooked, as it shows a female figure speaking up and voicing her opinions. Despite the
undesirable consequences, Hersilia’s interference here gave women a voice in politics in a time
that often attempted to silence women.
By the end of Book One, Livy reaches the story of Lucretia, which ultimately leads to the
dissolution of the Roman Monarchy and the creation of the Republic in 509 BC. In this story,
Lucretia, the supposed virgin wife of Lucius Tarquinius Collatinus, is raped by Sextus, the son of
then King Tarquinius Superbus in an act of tyrannical cruelty (Liv. 1.57.9). Lucretia then
commits suicide, after which her husband and father swear to expel kingship from Rome (Liv.
1.58.10, 1.59.1). While this is the story of a woman killing herself because of what a man did to
19
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her, Livy does add a positive reflection of women’s morals and values, as he describes Lucretia
as the model Roman wife because of her extreme devotion to her chastity that led her to commit
suicide in order to uphold the value of that practice. 23 Claassen argues that Livy portrays
Lucretia as having chosen suicide as the most honorable path, so that her virtue does not
encourage other women to sin. Not only is Lucretia portrayed as dying honorably, but Livy also
depicts her rapist as a “lustful villain,” thus invoking a feeling of pity for Lucretia’s fate and
conjuring a communal sense of vengeance against Tarquin and the monarchy. 24 Stevenson
admits that Lucretia’s decision to kill herself as a lesson to adulterous women, despite the fact
that she herself was raped, is disturbing in a modern analysis. But he admits that there is an
underlying pattern in Books One and Two of women acting independently from their male
counterparts in critical times that resulted in great consequences for the state of Rome. Lavinia
was able to maintain Rome after Aeneas’ death, the Sabine Women were able to prevent war,
and Lucretia’s suicide compelled citizens to overthrow the monarchy and establish the Roman
Republic in its place.
Many of these actions, however, contribute to discord, rather than harmony within the
Roman state and Stevenson argues that Livy depicts the contributions of the women in his
narratives as dubious, unresolved, and complicated. 25 Despite this fact, Stevenson admits that
Livy’s depiction of women is complex, and that he portrays many of their actions as wellintentioned and leading to momentous changes within the Roman state, as the events of Book
one show the Monarchy giving way to the Republic, thereby associating women with a
23
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fundamental change in society. 26 Thus it is important to note that Livy is portraying women
from Roman history and myth who have voices, and make independent decisions, regardless of
what their male relatives may have suggested to them. 27 In some cases, such as Lavinia’s, the
women’s decision is better than what the males advise. Livy’s depictions demonstrate that the
Roman perception of women was generally more positive than that in Athens, as Roman myths
handed down through the Roman empire often displayed active female characters that helped
make monumental changes to society, and also reflected their quality of treatment within society.
While the Roman Empire expanded the rights given to women in the first century BC and
AD, the expansion of Roman territory had already begun during the Middle Republic (246-146
BC), as did its expansion of citizenship. As early as 90 BC, the Social War of 91 – 88 BC had
resulted in the granting of Roman citizenship to Italians under the Lex Julia and Lex Plautia
Papiria laws. 28 The precise means in which the Italians were incorporated into the Roman
citizenry is debated, however, as the ancient sources provide conflicting claims. Appian claims
that ten entirely new tribes were created for the new citizens, and these new tribes were the last
to vote after all the other tribes voted in assemblies (Appian, Bell. Civ. 1.49.214, 53. 231). 29
Sisenna only mentions the creation of two new tribes (fr. 17 Peter), and Velleius Paterculus
claims that the Italians were incorporated into eight tribes but does not specify if they were
new. 30 After much debate over the conflicting statements of these ancient sources, modern
scholars have come to a few conclusions concerning the fate of Italian citizenship in the empire.
The most significant conclusion is that the Romans did indeed create new tribes to help with the
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incorporation of Italians into Roman society, but they did so in a manner that gave the Italians
little power in the Assembly, thus allowing the Romans to maintain their advantage. 31 What the
Romans really did was extend a form of partial citizenship to the Italians, known as civitas sine
suffragio, which extended all rights of Roman citizenship except for the right to vote in the
assemblies. As scholar Jochen Martin summarizes, the Roman Empire possessed a great capacity
to integrate and extend citizenship. 32 Their system of integration incorporated new citizens into
social sub-systems: Freed slaves came under the patronage of those who freed them, and
conquered cities were “incorporated into the clientele of Roman senators.” 33 This policy of
partial citizenship became the standard imperial policy for incorporating conquered peoples
during the expansion of the Roman empire. 34
As Eckstein concludes, the openness of Roman citizenship “contrasts starkly with the
exclusionary attitude of Greek poleis,” as Pericles’ Athenian citizenship law of 451 BC stated
that only those born to two Athenian citizens could be a citizen themselves (Plut. Per. 37.2,
Aristot. Const. Ath. 26.3). Moreover, it took a formal vote from the assembly to grant citizenship
to a non-citizen whose family had lived in Athens for decades, and those born from a citizen and
non-citizen were deemed legally illegitimate. 35 Exemplifying their total exclusion from any
political participation was also the law claiming that only those who could take up arms to
defend the city could be a citizen of Athens. 36 Women were so excluded from any sense of
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citizenship that they were called aste, the female version of an astu, or someone who belonged to
the city in the physical sense but did not belong to the citizen organization. 37 The Roman
conception of citizenship, however, was not quite as intense, and there was more flexibility to
accommodate foreigners and tolerate alien customs. 38
While the expansion of citizenship did not directly lead to more rights for women, it
shows a trend within the Roman Empire to accommodate and integrate multiple customs and
foreign practices, thus displaying a willingness to extend others’ rights. This pattern became one
of the reasons for the reforms of Augustus in the first century BC, when he passed multiple laws
designed to revive traditional Roman morals within the Empire after the Civil Wars of 49-45 BC
(Aug. RG 8.5). Augustus, then known as Octavian, began his control of Imperial Rome in 30
BC, when the senate voted him tribunician power for life, according to Dio Cassius (3 Dio li. Io.
6 and 7). 39 Rising to ultimate power in the wake of the Civil Wars of 49-31 BC, Augustus was
faced with the challenge of restoring order and discipline to society after not only the war, but
the “wealth, luxury, and heady wine of conquest had combined to weaken and almost destroy the
vitality of the state religion.” 40 The antique traditional Roman religion had broken down and
“given way to the more picturesque anthropomorphism of the Greeks,” which resulted in an
amalgamation of Roman, Italian, and Greek religious ideas. 41 Indeed, scholar Richard Frank
claims that women of the later years of the Roman Republic were notable for their divorces,
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adulteries, and refusal to bear children, thus breaking away from the traditional morals of early
Rome and creating the need to reverse these trends, especially since many Roman sons had died
in the Civil Wars. 42
Augustus’ reforms include the lex Julia of 18-17 BC, which created laws regarding
marriage and adultery, and the de maritandis ordinibus law (18 BC), which was to “encourage
marriage by members of the various classes of citizens,” thereby giving women greater chance of
social mobility since they could marry up in society. 43 More specifically, Dio Cassius claims that
because “there were far more upper-class males than females, he gave permission to marry
freedwomen to those who wished to do so,” with the only exception being senators (Dio
54.16.2). 44 By 9 BC, Augustus’ marriage legislation was completed by the addition of the lex
Papia-Poppaea law. The basis of these laws stated that all females between the ages of twenty
and fifty years old had to marry if they did not already have children. Moreover, a widower had
to remarry within two years, and a divorcee within eighteen months. While having children was
not a requirement, there were advantages to having them as couples benefitted from the right of
children, the ius liberourum. 45 One rule that positively affected the lives of women was that in
which freeborn women with three children, and freedwomen with four children, earned the ius
trium liberorum, which provided mothers with certain inheritance rights. More importantly, this
right also freed them from their lifelong guardianship. 46
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With regard to dowries in Athens, dowry was a legal requirement for marriage, and it did
provide women with leverage in their marriages “because in case of divorce it had to be returned,
with a hefty 18 percent interest, to her father or other guardian.” 47 However, a women’s right to
divorce and collect her dowry was largely a technicality, as women could not initiate the legal
action required for a divorce, and would have to enlist the help of their guardians, who were not
eager to have to marry them off again. 48 In Rome, legislation prior to Augustus stated that the
goods of the dowry belonged to the husband. The reforms of Augustus, however, established
limits on the husband’s power over the dowry, thereby providing the women with some right to
control the goods of the dowry herself. 49 Thus, Athens displayed the illusion that women had
rights within their marriage, while Rome, at the very least, allowed women to have some control.
For example, marriage was fervently encouraged, yet women still had the right to divorce.
Augustus’ legislation required a formal announcement of divorce, but men and women shared an
equal right to separate from each other. 50 Further provisions were also established after the reign
of Augustus, creating the trend of protecting the interests of women within marital agreements
that persisted for the remainder of the Roman Empire. 51
Yet another practice that Augustus believed needed to be curbed to revive old morals was
adultery. Athenian laws stated that “if adultery was determined in court, the culprit was turned
over to the injured party, who could ‘do with him as he pleased, but without dagger,’” meaning
that they could inflict any punishment except death (Dem. 59, 66). 52 Moreover, if a woman was
the adulterous subject, it was unlawful for her husband to remain married to her, and she was
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subsequently “barred from all public rituals.” 53 If she attended a public spectacle, then she was
subject to any punishment but death. 54 As Keuls notes, adulterous women essentially “were fair
game for any kind of abuse.” 55 The Roman understanding of adultery was just as strict as in
Athenian society before Augustus’ reforms. Prior to his legislation, adultery was viewed as a
family matter, but Augustus’ laws established it as public crime for the first time. To emphasize
the severe intolerance for the act, the law states that adulterers – men and women - could be
punished by exile, if requested by anyone. While Roman punishment by exile was far less
physically detrimental than the Athenian policy, it was still utilized widely to convey the
seriousness of the transgression. Augustus himself upheld the law in 2 BC when he had to exile
his own daughter, Julia, after she was arrested for adultery and treason. 56 The redeeming
characteristic of this law for women was that, while they were still punished severely, the
husband no longer had the right to kill his adulterous wife. 57 By these marriage reforms
Augustus tried to prevent the decline of Roman families, combat non-marriage and childlessness,
and ultimately increase the standard of morality that he believed had been corrupted by the latter
years of the Republic. 58
The underlying Athenian fear of women, evident within the previously discussed plot of
Lysistrata, also led to the provision that women had to remain under the guardianship of a man
for their entire lives. While there was a similar practice in Roman culture under the title of patria
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potestas, it broke down in the end of the Republic and eventually disappeared over the course of
the empire. 59 One modification included a regulation entitled coemption fiduciae causa, by
which women could replace their blood-related guardian with another male that they trusted. By
doing so, Roman women were more likely to be left alone and have less interference in their
lives from a superior male figure. Furthermore, parts of Augustus’ marriage reforms spanning
from 18 BC – 9 AD offered other modifications in the guardianship of women. The original laws
claimed that all Romans who were no longer under their father’s power were independent
citizens, but under-age children and adult women were required to have a guardian (GI 1.144;
UE 11.1). 60 Under Augustus’ ius liberonu, as stated earlier, freewomen were freed from
guardianship once they birthed three children, and freedwomen once they birthed four children. 61
Other modifications further reduced the authority of guardians over women, lessened the
interference of the guardian in the woman’s life, and made it more of an inconvenience than an
inhibition to their social mobility (GI 1. 168; FV 202). 62 The position of guardian for freeborn
Roman women was abolished under the reign of Claudius (r. 41-54 AD) and disappeared
completely for non-freeborn women under the reign of Constantine (306 -337 AD). 63 The late
second century Gaius wrote about guardianship, reflecting on its oddity, as there had “been no
very worthwhile reason why women who have reached the age of maturity should be in
guardianship; for the argument which is commonly believed…seems to be specious rather than
true,” (GI 1.190). Gaius also writes that, while the guardian still practiced some authoritarian
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measures over their women, it was “against his wishes,” (GI 1.190). 64 Both Gaius’ comments on
guardianship and Constantine’s reforms help to affirm the trend of the decreasing power of male
guardians over Roman women, as it reflects their increasing legal liberation. For Athenian
women, male guardianship remained.
By now it is a well-known fact that Roman women had greater flexibility within society
than Athenian women, but this paper has attempted to offer some insight as to why this was the
case. Through analysis of mythical interpretations of women in Athenian and Roman history,
evidence of contrasting citizenship laws, and the appearance of the Augustan marriage reforms in
the wake of the Roman Civil War, this paper has sought to demonstrate that eagerness of Roman
expansion, and its tolerance to foreign peoples, led to a decline in traditional Roman values. This
lack of moral standards then led Augustus to pass provisions on marriage and adultery when he
became Emperor, which in turn provided women with greater rights. Thus, Roman expansion
and extension of citizenship had an indirect effect on the extension of rights to Roman women
under the reign of Augustus in the Roman Empire.
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Berthold Brecht employed a technique he termed Verfremdungseffekt (“alienation effect,”

abbreviated as A-effect), in which characters distance themselves from the narrative action to
prevent audience members from being emotionally drawn into the sweep of the story. Largely
abandoned by 20th-century Hollywood composers who sought to illustrate stories emotionally
and keep viewers comfortable, this technique found new use in the films of directors Stanley
Kubrick and Jonathan Demme. Late 20th-century horror film scores capitalized on the American
viewer’s personal distance of understanding from austere classical art music to create their own
form of A-effect—one in which the separation (or estrangement) between characters and viewers
enhances fear and provokes meaningful thought. Though Brecht’s most popular works (which
criticized higher-level societal issues) fell out of fashion with American audiences, his theatrical
distancing technique found a commercially successful niche in modern horror film music.
As a German artist who arose in the aftermath of the First World War, Bertolt Brecht was
fiercely critical of capitalism and tried to provoke social change through his artistic work. His
Marxist political ideas influenced his artistic technique, compelling him to find ways to shock his
audience into examining their beliefs about how society ought to be organized. He developed a
form of presentation he called “epic theatre”—a departure from the theatrical naturalism
advocated by Konstantin Stanislavsky at the turn of the twentieth century. His first major success
in this medium, The Threepenny Opera (with music by Kurt Weill) was a modernized answer to
John Gay’s innovative eighteenth century ballad opera The Beggar’s Opera. Audiences loved the
gritty, satirical plot and jazz-influenced score, but reviewers were not sure what to make of the
anti-operatic A-effect Brecht achieved by having actors “break the fourth wall” and address the
audience directly.1
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Continuing this trend with his next major Weill collaboration in 1930, The Rise and Fall

of the City of Mahagonny, Brecht experimented with even stronger A-effect techniques—this
time involving music. Inspired by the work of his early collaborator Erwin Piscator, who sought
to expose the pretensions of theatrical techniques, Brecht wrote that his goal with Mahagonny
was “to develop the means of pleasure into an object of instruction, and to convert certain
institutions from places of entertainment into organs of mass communication.”2 Weill’s score is
sometimes confusing or unrelated to the staged dramatic action, provoking audience members to
examine the underlying forces at play in the narrative. Brecht insisted on this objectivity, saying,
“Whatever is intended to produce hypnosis, or likely to induce improper intoxication, or creates
fog, has got to be given up. Words, music and setting must become more independent of one
another.”3
Brecht’s alienation of “words, music and setting” features most prominently in the
“Alabama Song” and “Benares Song,” both sung in English (the rest of Mahagonny is performed
in German). Jenny and her associated group of prostitutes sing the “Alabama Song” as they leave
home to go to Mahagonny. This song recurs later in the opera, but also bears similarities to the
“Benares Song,” which describes a city destroyed by an earthquake that the characters wish they
could flee to (to escape Mahagonny). The “Alabama Song” is performed joyfully, while the
“Benares Song” is rife with disappointed utterances—“oh” and “where shall we go?”
Alabama Song
Oh! Moon of Alabama
Oh show us the way to
- the next whisky bar
- the next pretty boy
- the next little dollar

2

Benares Song
Benares, where the sun is shining
There is
- no whisky in this town
- no bar to sit us down
- no boy with whom to shake hands
- no money in this hand4

Bertolt Brecht and John Willett, Brecht on Theatre (New York, Hill and Wang, 1964), p. 42.
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4 Shuhei Hosokawa, "Distance, Gestus, Quotation: ‘Aufstieg Und Fall Der Stadt Mahagonny’ of Brecht and Weill."
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These songs illustrate the rise and fall of Mahagonny, respectively. 5 The characters, guided by
depravity, are drawn away from home to Mahagonny, and, failing to learn from their
disappointment with it, feel drawn to a new destination (Benares) for the same reasons.
However, the same kind of natural disaster—a true deus ex machina—from which Mahagonny is
spared has destroyed Benares (though Mahagonny is threatened by a hurricane, not an
earthquake). 6 The performers telegraph the rise and fall of the city (as well as their hopes) to the
audience not necessarily with the meaning of their words, but instead with the vocal intonation of
their utterances—happy during the “Alabama Song,” sad during the “Benares Song.” Though
many German audience members would have understood the English words, the distance created
by American English lyrics with quasi Wild-West themes and locations would prompt reflection
and thought about the intentions behind their usage. The “Alabama Song” also recurs
nonsensically as a cantus firmus during a funeral procession in the finale.7 Brecht and Weill’s
eerie use of ill-fitting music is echoed in modern horror film scores, where moments of
wickedness are often scored with classical music.
There are a number of theories about what influences contributed to Brecht’s concept of
estrangement, including Russian Formalism, films of Meyerhold, Eisenstein and Pudovkin,
German Romantic tradition beginning with Novalis, Marxism and Hegelianism. His collaborator
Hanns Eisler famously said “the fairground show had a stronger influence on Brecht than any
theory.”8 He first described Verfremdungseffekt in his essays “Alienation Effects in Chinese
Acting” (1936) and “On the Theater of the Chinese” (1940)—writings inspired by his experience
of Mei Lanfang’s traditional Chinese theatre demonstration during a visit to Moscow in 1935.
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However, he viewed Mei Lanfang as a contemporary and did not attribute A-effect’s origin
solely to Chinese theatre.9 Ronnie Bai describes the inherent differences between their works:
…the creation of the alienation effect involves a very conscious attempt in
Brecht’s theater. It purposefully estranges actors’ possible empathy with
characters and forces actors to move directly from presentation to criticism. It also
purposefully destroys the audience’s empathy with figures portrayed and forces
them to change their attitudes from emotional admiration to rational reflection.
Mei’s art, in comparison… requires actors to enter into figures portrayed while
maintaining self-control. It is never its intention to force the audience to stop
admiring stage characters and to use their reason to think about them.10
There are commonalities between Brecht’s work and traditional Chinese theatre, such as the
coldness of the actors’ delivery, their clear awareness of being observed (the lack of a “fourth
wall”), and an acknowledgment of the inherent artificiality of theatrical performance. However,
as Bai points out, the aim of Brecht’s objectivity—namely, provocation—is entirely different
from that of Mei Lanfang.
In his essay “Short Description of a New Technique of Acting which Produces an
Alienation Effect,” Brecht writes, “The object of the A-effect is to alienate the social gest
underlying every incident. By social gest is meant the mimetic and gestural expression of the
social relationships prevailing between people of a given period.”11 Brecht understood that
human society is a construct of various “social relationships” which must be disrupted in order to
effect change in collective thought. As much as he revered the technical alienation abilities of
traditional Chinese theatre actors, Brecht was most interested in the political results of alienation.
This aspect of his technique shows Russian Formalist influence most clearly. In particular, that
of Viktor Shklovsky, his contemporary who introduced him to Mei Lanfang’s work. In his
famous essay “Art as device,” Shklovsky writes:
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And so, in order to make us feel objects, to make a stone feel stony, man has been
given the tool of art. The purpose of art, then, is to lead us to a knowledge of a
thing through the organ of sight instead of recognition. By “enstranging” [sic]
objects and complicating form, the device of art makes perception long and
“laborious.” The perceptual process in art has a purpose all its own and ought to
be extended to the fullest. Art is a means of experiencing the process of creativity.
The artifact itself is quite unimportant.12

Shklovsky’s view of art as a method to examine “the perceptual process” and lack of focus on
the qualities of “the artifact itself” draws direct parallels to Brecht’s eclecticism in Mahagonny—
juxtaposing overly simple western folk tunes in a foreign language with degenerate
characterization. In this same way, hearing Glenn Gould’s recording of the Aria from Bach’s
Goldberg Variations while watching footage of serial killer Hannibal Lecter mutilate his victims
creates powerful viewer estrangement. The Alabama Song and Bach Aria have no special
importance of their own as “artifact[s]” in these settings; rather, it is the strangeness of their
presence and resultant “perceptual process” that creates an artistic result.
In 1947, Theodor Adorno and Hanns Eisler, both composers and contemporaries of
Brecht, penned Composing for the Films, in which they criticized artistic conservatism in
mainstream Hollywood film music. Lamenting the consumerist “culture industry,” in which
works of art are packaged pleasingly with “comfortable and polished euphony” to elicit
conditioned responses in moviegoers, Adorno and Eisler advocated for progressive, atonal music
in film scores that produced an A-effect.13 They believed movie music could be more than just
pleasing accompaniment, as Brecht proved opera could be more than just entertainment—writing
Mahagonny “…to develop the means of pleasure into an object of instruction.” Disregarded by
mainstream Hollywood, Eisler and Adorno’s idea of audio-visual alienation found a home in the
horror films of the late 1950s onward. Jeremy Barham provides a list of prominent examples:
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Herbert Wilcox’s Forbidden Planet (1956) — pre-synthesiser ‘electronic
tonalities’ by Louis and Bebe Barron; Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960) —
Bernard Herrmann’s minimalist dissonant strings with which The Shining’s score
has much in common; Alain Resnais’s elusive Je t’aime, je t’aime (1968) —
Penderecki’s evidently alien-sounding vocal writing; Franklin Schaffner’s Planet
of the Apes (1968) — percussive, Varèse-like modernity from Jerry Goldsmith,
who was reputedly influenced by Penderecki; George Lucas’s THX 1138 (1970)
— grating avant-garde electronic tone clusters by Schifrin; Andrei Tarkovski’s
Solaris (1972) — Eduard Artemiev’s harsh or brooding electronic sonorities and
his similar treatments of Bach; The aforementioned The Exorcist [1973]14

Barham’s article “Incorporating Monsters — Music as Context, Character and Construction in
Kubrick’s The Shining” goes on to provide an in-depth analysis of the score to Stanley Kubrick’s
1980 film, describing its use of Ligeti, Bartók and Penderecki pieces “to project climates of
primarily psychological (rather than physical) horror and to embody the omnipresent but unseen
malevolence of the alien ‘Other.’”15
In the screenplay, Jack, Wendy and their psychic son Danny move into the abandoned
Overlook Hotel, where Jack slowly loses his mind and assumes the identity of an axe-murdering
former resident (surname Grady) who brutally killed his wife and daughters. Wendy and Danny
eventually escape, but not before having to endure many terrifying, violent scenes that blur the
lines of reality. Perhaps the most famous scene of the film—in which the character Danny
encounters the deceased Grady sisters while innocently riding a tricycle through the hotel’s long
hallways—is set to Penderecki’s De Natura Sonoris No. 1 (1966).16 The piece features pitch
clusters and extreme dissonance, similar to Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima (1961), and,
in Barham’s words, “appears immediately to set up a connotative space at odds with the
innocuousness of the activity visually portrayed.”17 This creates a powerful A-effect,
“estranging” the viewer in preparation for the fleeting cutaways to an image of the Grady sisters’
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axe-mutilated, bloody corpses that follow. Music editor Gordon Stainforth arranged these
cutaways to coordinate with pre-existing stingers in Penderecki’s score, while interweaving brief
bursts of dialogue between the louder phrases. Shklovsky said, “The perceptual process in art has
a purpose all its own,” and in this case, Stainforth took special pains to address it in his work:
“What I did…was something more visceral and rhythmic. Trying to make this feel more like a
direct experience, like you are really experiencing it now…one whole big musical/ visual/
emotional ‘phrase.’18 Barham includes a score with Kubrick’s annotations of the “innocuous”
tricycle shots (note the ominous crescendo from figures 2-3 as the sisters appear):

Figure 1: Kubrick's Penderecki score with cues19

18
19
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Kubrick does not achieve every A-effect in The Shining using loud, dissonant music,

however. In the scene where Danny and Jack talk in Jack’s bedroom, the sensitive opening to the
third movement of Bartók’s ‘Music for Strings, Percussion and Celeste’ (1936) plays a vital role
underscoring dialogue—music which John McCabe described as having a “remote feeling” and
“inhuman iciness… with touches of frozen humanity.”20 Barham provides an analysis of the
dialogue and music:

Figure 2: Bartok cue analysis21

At measure 24, Danny asks, “You would never hurt Mummy and me would you?” Jack’s followup questions are timed with the piano/celesta stingers in measures 29, 30, and 32; and his famous
line “I love you Danny. I love you more than anything in the whole world and I would never do
anything to hurt you, never” is set to an unsettling flourish of pentatonic scales, piano and harp
glissandi, and tremolo strings. In true Brechtian fashion, what is written like a comforting line
“alienat[es] the social gest” between them simply by the addition of “remote” sounding music.

20
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In his 1971 horror film adaptation of Anthony Burgess’s dystopian novel A Clockwork

Orange, Kubrick uses far more traditional preexisting classical music to create a blistering Aeffect—this time, using alienation as a plot device. The protagonist, Alex DeLarge (a trope on
Alexander the Great, a pivotal figure in Western patriarchal culture), represents the inner
violence of the audience that has been suppressed by society.22 Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony
accompanies his most depraved actions and fantasies, summarized here by Galia Hanoch-Roe:
The Ninth is heard five times during the film, at pivotal moments, always listened
to actively by the protagonist, and always causing violence.
[1] The Symphony is first heard at a most prominent point in the plot, when a
woman at the Korova Milk-bar begins singing the “Ode to Joy” from the
Finale…This leads to the fight between Alex and his brothers, which in turn leads
to his imprisonment, therapy, suicide attempt and final recovery.
[2] Alex is seen listening to “a bit from the glorious Ninth by Ludwig Van” as a
nightcap to a “perfect evening” of rape and violence. While listening to the
second movements [sic] of the Ninth, Alex places his live rattle snake to crawl up
a naked woman's body and envisions a statue of a bloody-Christ dancing in
perfect choreography to the music…
[3] …during the “Ludovigo therapy” [sic] that Alex undergoes… when he is…
conditioned to become nauseated at the sound of the Ninth.
[4] …Alex is locked in a room where the Ninth is being played in the room below
over huge loudspeakers, causing him to feel so nauseated and depressed, that he
jumps out of the window in an attempt at suicide.
[5] Finally, following his fall, his ability to enjoy the Ninth and the violent visions
that it creates is recovered, and the Ninth is brought in as an offering of
appeasement to Alex by the authorities… the film ends with Alex's determined
exclamation [sic]: “I was cured alright.” 23
Burgess’s character had a wide range of musical interests; Kubrick’s Alex is only interested in
Beethoven. Kubrick, in an interview with Michel Ciment, said “I think this [Alex’s love of rape
and Beethoven] suggests the failure of culture to have any morally refining effect on society.
Hitler loved good music and many top Nazis were cultured and sophisticated men but it didn’t do
them, or anyone else, much good.24

22
23
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Galia Hanoch-Roe, "Beethoven's "Ninth…,”Int. Rev. Aesth. and Soc. of Music 33, No. 2 (2002), p. 176.
Hanoch-Roe, “Beethoven’s Ninth,” p. 173-174.
Gengaro, Listening to Stanley Kubrick, p. 44.
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After being thrown in prison for injuring others in the “Korova Milk-bar” fight, Alex is

selected as a test subject for a new form of prisoner rehabilitation therapy at the Ludovico clinic.
He undergoes behavioral modification therapy based on Pavlovian stimulus-response, in which
he is given medication to induce nausea and strapped to a chair with his eyelids forced open:

Figure 3: Alex undergoes treatment

The doctors attempt to make him averse to violence and aggression by forcing him to watch
films with music while being tortured by nausea and physical symptoms. Here, Kubrick creates
an extra layer of meta-estrangement for the audience, who are horrified by watching him watch
horrifying images set to familiar, triumphant music. He is shown images of gang rape and torture
as well as footage of a Nazi rally set to the Turkish March from Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony
(ironically, Beethoven happens to be his favorite composer). He objects—symbolizing the
objection of the audience—to its use here by the doctors, calling it “a sin.” 25 The doctors are
surprised to learn that he has even heard Beethoven’s music before, having assumed that a
violent outsider would listen to uncivilized music. Peter Höyng observes, “he has no option but
to watch and become increasingly aware of how horrific aggressive behavior is. He therefore
metamorphoses from his role as perpetrator to victim.” 26

25
26

Gengaro, Listening to Stanley Kubrick, p. 30.
Peter Höyng, "Ambiguities of Violence…” The German Quarterly 84, no. 2 (2011), p. 170-172.
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Kubrick specifically chose Beethoven’s Ninth as an allegory. The multitude of its

hermeneutic interpretations notwithstanding—it is ubiquitous, as Ruth Solie points out:
The Ninth is so much discussed, it looms large during the three quarters of the
century after its composition, undergoing symbolic readings that vary enormously
(often contradicting one another) but never slacken either in frequency or
polemical force. One might imagine the piece as a reflecting glass or, better,
something like the monolith of Stanley Kubrick's film “Odyssey 2001” [sic] always present, hugely, at the center of discourse, inviting the attachment of
meanings, almost as though it were a blank surface.27
Solie’s analogy to the monolith in 2001: A Space Odyssey picks up on a theme in Kubrick’s
work—his reductive approach to commentary on patriarchal human society. Much in the way
Brecht’s Mahagonny shocked audiences into considering the ills of capitalism, A Clockwork
Orange “alienate[s] the social gest” between viewers and institutionalized behavioral norms.
Shklovsky said, “Art is a means of experiencing the process of creativity. The artifact itself is
quite unimportant,”—Beethoven’s Ninth is never addressed as an “artifact” in its own right by A
Clockwork Orange. Instead, it is used to produce A-effect.
Whereas Kubrick used Classical music to portray “…climates of primarily psychological
(rather than physical) horror,” Jonathan Demme famously used an imitation of Glenn Gould’s
recording of J.S. Bach’s Goldberg Variations in conjunction with depictions of outright physical
violence in his 1991 movie The Silence of the Lambs. Originating as a theme in Thomas Harris’s
book of the same title, Hannibal Lecter’s predilection for Bach has become a horror movie
cliché—the aloof serial-killer mastermind Classical music lover. However, Hannibal is far more
than a cliché, as Carlo Cenciarelli argues, “‘Hannibal the Cannibal’, both as fictional character
and as a cultural product, dramatizes the friction between Western art music and mass culture,
calling attention to the complex ways in which cinema can use and shape their relationship.”28

27
28

Ruth Solie, quoted in Hanoch-Roe, “Beethoven’s Ninth,” p. 177.
Carlo Cenciarelli, Dr Lecter's Taste for 'Goldberg'" Journal of the Royal Musical Assoc. 137, no. 1 (2012), p. 107.
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Thomas Harris’s original Hannibal Lecter character, a demented former psychologist

turned intellectual serial killer, is so dangerous that he must be kept imprisoned by floor to
ceiling glass walls, and strapped to a stretcher with a muzzle around his mouth when transported.
These extreme precautions are said to be the result of past incidents with prison guards and
nurses and produce their own sense of A-effect—the lack of detail leaves the viewer to imagine
what horrors could warrant such distrustful treatment. Hannibal’s monstrous ability to murder is
not revealed actively until well into the film; in the first act, he appears to be a sensitive, well put
together intellectual who is fascinated by Bach’s Goldberg Variations. In one scene, he
exchanges information with authorities in order to request Glenn Gould’s famously dry,
objective recording of the work (though the movie adaptation uses an imitation of Gould’s
original made by Jerry Zimmerman). The repetitive aspect of variation form that produces
endless possibilities for creativity within the limitations of a certain recurring bass pattern, as
well as the distinctively cerebral performance approach of Glenn Gould, have a clear appeal to a
cannibalistic monster who engages in repetitive killings of different people—the end result is
always the same, but the process differs each time.29
The romanticized objectivity of Hannibal’s characterization (particularly with its musical
connotations) draws direct parallels to Brecht’s use of remoteness and inhumanity to create
unsettling feelings. If Hannibal were to be characterized as a thoughtless, unrestrained butcher,
he would be disgusting, but not psychologically horrifying enough to haunt a moviegoer’s
subconscious. In a gripping, brutal sequence that depicts his escape from jail, Director Jonathan
Demme and composer Howard Shore capitalize upon the duality of violence and objectivity—
choreographing disturbing images with the Bach Aria playing from a diegetic source (a tape
machine in his cell) to create an unforgettable result, described here by Carlo Ciancarelli:

29

Cencarelli, “Dr. Lecter,” p. 110-112.
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…we see Lecter, with eyes closed, utterly still and expressionless, seemingly
attending to the music in complete concentration... After another shot of the
wardens the camera returns behind the paper screen to reveal Lecter rescuing
from his mouth a metallic pin that will set him free. The scene’s suspense is thus
set off by placing the viewer higher in the hierarchy of knowledge…The Aria is at
the core of this mechanism of suspense… It all happens in about 40 seconds.
Lecter, in the blink of an eye, handcuffs one of the wardens, and his savagery,
which the film had so far conspicuously concealed, explodes… The timing of the
attack is deliberately cut against the Aria’s final cadence: just as the music’s final
appoggiatura is about to resolve…a downbeat of low brass, strings and timpani…
The switch from Bach to horror underscore produces a reduction of aesthetic
distance that is crucial to the film’s violence, designed to leave the viewer feeling
shocked and violated… The underscore, with its representational bias, its
proximity to noise and direct appeal to the body, and its anchoring of the action
on screen, epitomizes everything the Aria is not… the orchestra evaporates and
the ‘Goldberg’ returns, the alternation of diegetic music and underscore thus
reinforcing the sequence’s ternary structure… A gigue, Variation 7, is now
playing… Lecter stands at the center of the frame, his face turned upwards and
away from the corpse, ‘moving his bloody fingers in time… 30

Cencarelli describes this scene with the musical term “ternary form”—connecting the sense of
formal proportion found in a simple ABA structure (as in some of the Goldberg Variations) to
the murderous sequence of events. Demme and Shore create a tremendous A-effect (Ciancarelli
calls it “aesthetic distance”) via Hannibal’s “complete concentration” as he secretly plots his next
moves to the innocent diegetic sound of a tape recorder playing the Aria. The viewer and
Hannibal know something is about to go wrong, but the other characters onstage are oblivious
until the music collapses into “horror underscore.” Similar to the return to the triumphant
‘Alabama Song’ as a cantus firmus during the funeral scene of Mahagonny, the return to the
“Goldberg” (with a joyous gigue, no less!) during Hannibal’s post-murder moments amidst
bloody remains is not only ill fitting, but deeply disturbing in its aesthetic remoteness from the
physical reality of the scene. This striking use of Bach to create A-effect distancing interspersed
with associative “horror underscore” allows for maximum visceral engagement with the violence
while preventing the audience from ever being able to identify with Hannibal as a human.

30

Cencarelli, “Dr. Lecter,” p. 118-121.
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The influence of Brecht’s Verfremdungseffekt on contemporary horror film is

unmistakable. Though the connection has never been referred to directly by filmmakers,
composers, or scholars, Brecht’s modernist approach of alienating audiences to provoke shock
and introspection, developed with influences from traditional Chinese theatre and Russian
formalism (as delineated by Shklovsky in his essay “Art as Device”), became the default modus
operandi for some of the most disturbing horror films of the late twentieth century. Just as
Brecht’s Mahagonny used ill-suited upbeat tunes and songs in a foreign language to destabilize
the audience’s comfort with its narrative, Stanley Kubrick and Jonathan Demme used unfamiliar
contemporary music to the American public—or distorted the use of familiar works in the case
of Beethoven’s Ninth and the Goldberg Variations—to upset their viewers.
It is ironic that the very progressivism in commercial film music scoring that Theodor
Adorno and Hanns Eisler argued found its use in a technique that successfully alienated paying
moviegoers for their own enjoyment. Rather than familiarizing them with the inherent artistic
value of newer Classical music, horror films exploit society’s estrangement from the modern
concert hall, placing viewers at the crossroads of modernism and the very sort of Capitalist
artistic exploitation that Brecht sought to destroy with his experiments in the theatre.
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Okakura Tenshin’s The White Fox is based on a legend called “Shinoda-zuma”.

We

can find the story in almost all traditional Japanese genres. But I would like to
discuss how The White Fox is a distinguished work, arguing that it should be mapped
in world literature.

I
In my preceding article, titled “Okakura Tenshin’s The White Fox in the Context
of the Buddhist Reform Movement in the Meiji and Taisho Periods,”

I mapped

references that were motivated by the prevailing passion to modernize Buddhism and to
create a counter-narrative to western thought (16th International Hawaii Conference on

Arts and Humanities Proceedings).
In this paper I would like to examine other aspects of The White Fox, which is
based on a popular Japanese folktale and legend.

In particular, I want to consider its

place in world literature. There is much that is contentious about world literature: its
definition, methodology, and English-centrism.

How can we approach the vast volume

of literary works all over the world? How can we deal with the relationship between
regional or national literature and world literature? Who will evaluate works, and by
what standards? What sort of anthology is possible? How do translations work? In
short, world literature is a highly controversial concept.
Some say that after the disastrous events on 9.11 in America or 3.11 in Japan we
should explore new readings of the works of the past from a different perspective,
because world literature should always be open to different world views.

One writer

who had this revisionary perspective was Daisetsu Suzuki (1870-1966), who wrote more
than 20 books on Buddhism in English. He wanted to counteract serious prejudices
against Buddhism in the west. He strove passionately to show what Mahayana
Buddhism (and Japanese Buddhism) could contribute to the world.

Along this line, I

think Tenshin’s The White Fox, with its outstanding representational power, can
provide space for dialogue among readers all over the world about Mahayana
Buddhism’s view of peaceful co-existence. Okakura Tenshin (1862-1913) shows
a

white

fox (the protagonist)

follows

Buddha's

teachings

through

how
her

self-sacrificial love in this opera.
Mahayana Buddhism influenced almost all traditional Japanese art forms to
differing degrees.
“Kuzu-no-Ha”.

The White Fox is also based on a legend called “Shinoda-zuma” or

We can find the story in almost all traditional Japanese genres. But I

would like to discuss how The White Fox is a unique and distinguished work, arguing
that it should be mapped in world literature as a work which shows not only a
traditional Japanese folk ethos but also ideas we should take up for discussion to create
a society of peaceful coexistence.

II

Kuniyoshi Utagawa (歌川国芳 1798-1861) was a distinguished Ukiyoe painter in the
late Edo period (19th century). His “Kuzu-no-Ha Kitsune” 「
( 葛の葉狐」) is based on a folk
tale called the “Kuzu-no-Ha Legend.”

Honen Tsukioka (月岡芳年), who was influenced

by Kuniyoshi, also deals with this legend. Not only Ukiyoe painters but also authors of

bunraku, sekkyobushi (sermons), kanazoshi (old story books written in kana), yomihon
(storybooks), kibyoshi (illustrated storybooks in yellow covers), joruri (narrative
ballads), kiyomoto (a type of joruri recitation), konkai (an old type of jiuta, or shamisen
song), gozeuta (a blind woman’s song), and kabuki created stories based on this popular
legend, whose influence does not stop here but has expanded to include modern dramas,
novels, films, musicals, operas, manga ("Akeimon" by Osamu Tezuka), rakugo
(“Tenjinyama”, “Hakami”, “Yasubei Kitsune”, “Kuzunoha”), bon-odori, and games. Thus,
the legend has influenced almost all Japanese arts and genres of literature for more
than 1000 years.
The legend goes back to the period before Nihon Ryoiki (『日本霊異記』810-824).
The author of that work was Kekai (景戒), a monk of the Yakushi Temple. According to
Kazuo Kasuga (春日和男), who commented on and annotated the version of Nihon

Ryoiki published by Iwanami Shoten in 1967, it was “the progenitor of Japanese
collected Buddhist tales” (2).

However, the tale of a marriage between a man and a

female fox in Nihon Ryoiki was based not on Buddhist sources tale but on a simple folk
tale, which tells how a man finds a beautiful woman who gives a birth to his child. Her
true form as a fox is revealed by the furious barking of their watchdog’s puppy. Their
son has a supernatural power. Indeed, it seems to be an archetypal story. The
Kuzu-no-Ha legend has two major elements: a marriage between a man and a fox, and
their son’s supernatural power. It does not specify the name of the fox, of the forest
where the legendary fox abides, or of the son.. Later, Shinoda was named as the place,
leading to references such as the “Shinoda-zuma legend,” and the son came to be called
Abe Seimei, leading to references such as the “Abe-no-Seimei legend.”
III
Sermons which provided Buddhist teachings in simple words, unlike difficult
sutras, were very popular in medieval times. “Shinoda-zuma” was one of the five major
such works. But the original text of “Shinoda-zuma” is lost, and the text we find in The

Collected Sermon Clauses (1973), Toyo Bunko series 243, is a transcription.

Sekkyoubushi Shohon-shu (1936) is the only extant collection of the original texts of
sermon

clauses.

It

consists

of

two

volumes

and

remains

uncompleted.

“Shinoda-zuma” is not included.
In "Shinoda-zuma" we find the specific name of the forest where the fox lives,
Shinoda, and of the man who marries the fox. He is the son of Abe Yasuaki, one of the
Abe clan, and is a diviner. There are some important factors added to the original folk
tale. First, we find a Buddhist concept of gratitude (.報恩).

The name of the fox,

Kuzu-no-Ha, does not appear here, but the story tells of how, in order to requite his
kindness, the fox takes a human form to meet Yasuna, who has injuries all over his body.
Yasuna has rescued the fox, which was hunted by Ackeimon for its liver.

There is a

fierce battle between Yasuna and Ackeimon. When Yasuna is nearly beheaded, Raiban,
a monk of the Fujii Temple appears with many other priests and says, “As a monk I
should not deviate from the rules of a monastic life, which means I should risk my life to
help any animate thing, whether it be a bird or a beast” ( ). Ackeimon can not defy
such a reverend utterance, and he lets Yasuna free. These monks reveal their true forms
of foxes soon after that. Yasuna, who is amazed and touched by their conduct, gratefully
says, “Beasts which were thought to be without human minds are superior to human
beings, because they do not forget the ways of pity, and lead lives of gratitude.” ( ).
The reasons the fox reveals its true form also differ in various tellings.

It one it is

a chrysanthemum’s alluring beauty instead of a watchdog’s barking. In that version we
also find a specific name given to the son, Doji (童子). And more importantly, the specific
reason the fox vanishes is added. Doji happens to see the fox's form and is scared. The
fox laments her fate as a beast and agonizes over the parting from her boy, however she
decides to go back to the forest, leaving a farewell letter and song.

This parting is

included in almost all the later Kuzu-no-ha stories and paintings; it has become the
most popular scene.

As she runs away at midnight, the fox narrates again her cruel

fate as a beast and her concern for the boy who will miss and blame her. Thus, the fox’s
deep pathos is integrated into the parting song she draws on a shoji screen.
This version of story focuses not only on the separation but also onYasuna and the
boy’s attachment to the maternal body. They visit the forest where the fox lives and
implore her to come back home, to stay at least three years longer, until the boy becomes
10 years old. Their desperate and pathetic appeal finally causes the fox to appear.

She

embraces her son, expressing how sad she is, still attached to worldly obsessions.
Neverthess, she tries to give up her attachment to the boy. She gives him a golden box,
an esoteric amulet from the Dragon’s Palace [the Sea God’s Palace]. and a golden ball, in
hopes that her son, who is already a child prodigy, can help people as a leader. The

golden box lets him know not only of the human world but also of heaven, the earth, the
moon, and the sun; the golden ball lets him understand what birds and animals say,
which means they give him an almighty power. Thus, arrangements for the boy’s
legendary and worldly success are secure.

The boy becomes Seimei Abe, the greatest

scholar of astronomy and geology of the age. This mythologizing continued in later
Abe-no-Seimei narratives, which included a battle of fortune-telling between him and
Ashiya Doman.
Another factor which was added to Seimei’s mythology was an episode in which
Hakudo, a Chinese holy priest, appears from behind the clouds and provides a book
called Kin-gyokuto, which tells of how Hokinaiden, the Abe clan’s family heirloom book,
along with the Kin-gyokuto, will show the way to cure any disease, control and suppress
any disaster, and even revive the dead, at least once. Hakudo also says that Seimei’s fox
mother is a gracious deity of Shinoda (Myojin), Kibi Daijin, and that he himself is a
personified Manjushiri. Thus Seimei’s mother becomes a bodhisattva. We should note
that the fox and Hakudo lead bodhisattva’s lives: the former to requite Yasuna’s
kindness, the latter to provide people with astrological and geological knowledge.
IV
Now let us look at one of the old joruri narratives, Shinodaduma Tsurikitsunetsuki

Abe-no-Seimei Monogatari (1674), but only to compare the differences between the
sekkyobushi “Shinoda-zuma” and the old joruri text.
The sekkyobushi version tells of how beasts which are thought to be mindless also
have deep emotion, sympathy, gratitude, and self-sacrificial maternal love. In the old

joruri text this concept is developed so far as to insist that not only birds but also frogs
in the water sing songs. Yasuna reveals this at a tanka party.
V
Now let us look at Ashiya Doman Ouchi Kagami, written by Takeda Izumo and
staged in 1734. This joruri was adapted for kabuki the next year. According to
commentary on this joruri, the stories about Kuzu-no-Ha, Abe Yasuna, and Seimei are
based on legends and folkloric sources dating from the Heian period and later.

Hoki-sho (1629), Kana-zoshi Abe-no-Seimei Monogatari , and the Yamamoto Kakudayu
joruri, Shinoda-zuma (1673-81), appeared in this early-modern drama, the starting
point of the so-called “Shinoda-zuma story” (Takeda Izumo 2).

This joruri is a five-act

play, and the most popular and distinguished act is the fourth, titled “Kuzu-no-Ha
Kowakare” (Kuzu-no-Ha’s parting from her son). As the title shows, the specific name of
the fox is given. Yasuna goes mad when his fiancé, Sakaki-no-Mae, commits suicide
because the books she is expected to show at a ceremony are stolen. Here is another
woman’s name. As in some preceding versions, Yasuna rescues a fox which repays his
kindness. She takes the form of Kuzu-no-Ha and lives with him. But in this story
Kuzu-no-Ha is not Yasuna’s fiancé but her younger sister. Thus, we now have three
different women associated with Yasuna. We also find highlights in scenes involving two
Kuzu-no-Has: the human Kuzu-no-Ha and the fox Kuzu-no-Ha.
The real Kuzu-no-ha, who has been searching for Yasuna appears, which leads the
fox Kuzu-no-Ha to leave her son and Yasuna for the forest of Shinoda. “Kuzu-no-Ha
Kowakare” focuses on the absurdity of two identical-twin-like female figures, rather
than on the basic concept of Buddhism, love for all living things, or the idea that even a
fox has an aesthetic sense and can be absorbed by the beauty of flowers. Like other texts
in the Edo period, the story thus becomes modernized and secularized.
VI

“Konkai” ( 狐 会 ) is an old jiuta song related to the “Shinoda-zumi” or
“Kuzu-no-Ha” stories. But in this version, written by Shozaemon Tamon (多門庄右衛
門作), it is a male fox who is desperately in love with a woman, thus the focus is on
his burning love, his agonizing pathos at the parting scene, and his grief at his fate
as a fox. He sings, “For whom do I come all the way, over the hills and fields?” A
refrain follows thrice: “For whom, it is for thee.” This song also refers to the
ephemerality of this life, with a traditional Buddhist perspective. The White Fox
also focuses on this burning love between a man and a woman.
VII
The Goze-uta “Kuzu-no-Ha Kowakare,” as the title suggests, is mainly about
Kuzu-no-Ha’s deep feeling for her son in the parting scene, like other “Kowakare”
stories. But we find in this song a new factor, her concern about the boy’s childish
wildness, which corresponds to the message she leaves for him. She is also painfully
anxious about whether he will be bullied or made fool of:

“I am a wretched fox in

Shinoda/ an embarrassingly lowly creature”.

Both the Jiuta and Goze-uta versions give voice to the fox suffering anguish as
a lowly creature, while the kabuki and joruri versions focus on events more than

emotions. The White Fox also focuses on Kolha’s lament about her fate, which is
deeply impressive, but it focuses more on her way of life and her own decision.
VIII
Now let now examine Tenshin’s The White Fox in detail. It is an opera in three
acts, which was completed in manuscript on February 18, 1913. However, the composer
whom Tenshin had requested to write the music for it could not finish before he died.
Thus, it is an opera manuscript without the music. It remained unperformed for a long
time, and just a few critics commented on it. It was dedicated to Mrs. Isabella Gardner,
a patron of his art, and Priyambada Devi Banerjee, an Indian poet whom he deeply
loved in his later years.

The White Fox tells how Kolha, the titular creature, is hunted by Ackeimon but
rescued by Yasuna, with whom she falls in love, but from whom she has to separate.
The fox’s name, Kolha, is suitable for the protagonist of this story, being independent
of Kuzu-no-Ha, the name in the folktale. Kolha is above all a snow fox.

Her story

includes other factors seen in the proceeding Kuzu-no-Ha versions, but they are closely
related to her way of life and transfiguration. Thus she is not just a tool for creating
another legend in which Abe-no-Seimei’s supernatural power is authorized. In this
sense, Tenshin's version is unique.
Kolha also has a magic stone, but unlike the magical things, such as a golden box or
a golden ball in other Kuzu-no-Ha stories, which provide an almighty power to
embrace the whole world, Kolha’s magic stone gives her the power to assume human
shapes at will, and to invoke mirages and illusions, so that she can control love’s
wayward passions. The focus here is that she is free from the fate of beasts, and that
the passions are uncontrollable. In the final act, she leaves her boy her magic stone,
without which she loses her power and becomes a “cowering beast, a quarry foul” (363)
to be hunted and devoured by dogs, and prowl alone in fear and hunger, a beast to be
despised, a marginalized being. Thus, Kolha’s story focuses on how a fox can show
self-sacrificial love, which leads to a bodhisattva’s life. Sekkyobushi mentions that a
fox is a personified gracious deity of Shinoda (Myojin), but there the issue is superficial
and not substantiated.
Tenshin's story also tells how Kolha obtains the magical stone. She prays to the
polar star in the winter sky for a thousand years. However, because of this magic stone,
she is doomed to be hunted by Ackeimon, who is obsessed with a desire to win
Kuzunoha’s heart. The story thus vividly delineates the self-destructive power of

unfulfilled love and the uncontrollable power of passions and desires, mainly through
the depiction of Ackeimon and Kolha.

Unfulfilled love is also delineated through the

women whose tears are gathered by the fairies “in the icy darkness of dragons’ caves”
(336).

It is these tears that grow into the magical stone which Kolha obtains. This

story focuses not only on the unfulfilled love which is related to the magical stone, but
also on the “Nirvana of Love” Yasuna and Kuzunoha experience. They are torn apart
by Ackeimon’s vicious desire for Kuzunoha, and Yasuna’s soul is lost. Thus, the focus is
on love in different phases: fulfilled, unfulfilled, lost, and sublimated.

However, the

focus is primarily on Kolha’s fate as a beast who falls in love with a man and has a
baby from whom she finally has to separate.
With the power of the magic stone, Kolha takes the shape of Kuzunoha, after being
abducted by Ackeimon, to comfort Yasuna’s soul. The whole story is based on Buddha’s
teachings of compassion for every living thing and of sacrificial love, which transcends
selfish passions and desires.

The essence of these teachings is delineated through

Kolha’s transfiguration, which leads to her self-sacrificial decision to give Yasuna back
to Kuzunoha and leave her child with them.

The Sekkyobushi version similarly

includes Buddhist teachings, but without the transcendental self-sacrificial love of a
beast.
Tenshin's story tells how Ackeimon, who is desperate to obtain Kuzunoha’s love,
is “learned in spells,” and how with untiring vigils he finally obtains from the God Raijin
the fatal arrow to break the spell of Kolha.

When he shoots her with this arrow, she

nearly has the stone wrenched from her mouth. However, Yasuna prevents Akeimon
from slaying Kolha.

Still, in no time Ackeimon abducts Kuzunoha; yet he cannot bend

her “wayward spirit” (350) to his will.
The essence of Buddha’s teachings is delineated through Yasuna’s affectionate
deeds.

We see, for example, how he implores Ackeimon’s mercy on Kolha:
“It is the part of knighthood, I have heard,
To feel the eternal sadness of things.
A harmless brute, by heaven forsaken,
Why lift your arm to add to its woes?” (Act I, 337)

Ackeimon jeers at Yasuna’s plea as “weakling thought,” “priestly cant,” insisting “beasts
and women are man's lawful prey.”
stone back to the fox, saying:

Yasuna then fights with Ackeimon and takes the

Take your jewel, Kolha ! Poor denizen of Night !
What grievous crimes have you committed
In your past lives, to be born
A fox, hunted and despised,
Your silky fur a menace to your life.
With all your magic power
By Ackeimon's wicked arts vanquished,
You meet the fate of common beasts.
Redeem your lot !
Through goodly deeds,
Seek higher incarnation,
In Buddha's mercy trusting.” (Act I, 338)
This is the crucial moment for Kolha to accept Yasuna’s pleas for metempsychosis,
which leads to the final scene where Kolha leaves her son to Kuzunoha, saying, “In thy
bosom/ Kolha leaves her heart.” Kuzunoha accordingly accept Kolha’s plea: “Into her
bosom Kuzunoha takes thy heart” (365). Kolha walks away to the woods, and “Yasuna
falls on his knees and prays” (365). This kneeling in prayer suggests his awe and
respect for Kolha’s self-sacrificial love, suggesting that even without waiting for higher
incarnation, an animal can attain Nirvana.

In other words, human incarnation is not

the only way for a beast to attain Nirvana, since self-sacrificial love leads to it.
Daisetsu Suzuki says in his influential book Buddhism and its Influence on Japanese

Culture (1938), “all beings, regardless of the forms they take in their present states of
existence, are ultimately destined to attain Buddhahood when love penetrates them.”
Yasuna implores Ackeimon’s mercy on Kolha, and this is the moment Yasuna’s love
penetrates Kolha and awakens her will to follow Yasuna’s suggestions, though
Yasuna’s mercy also awakens Kolha’s yearning desire for him, which is also to be
sublimated through Kolha’s self-sacrificial love for him and her maternal love for her
child. Thus Yasuna, who has had mercy on the fate of a hunted and despised fox, “falls
on his knees and prays” when he sees her off.
Now let us look at how Kolha overcomes her selfish attachment to Yasuna with selfsacrificial love.

This is foreshadowed when she says:

“Forgive, forgive my trespass
On thy trusting heart.
Full well I knew

That man must wed his kind.
Full well I knew
That the day should come
When I, a fox, must slink away.” (Act III, 362-63)
Despite this knowledge, she has fallen into a raging desire for Yasuna.
determined to let him go back to Kuzunoha.

Yet she is

Her transfiguration begins when she

internalizes Yasuna’s “pitying voice,” bidding her to seek “higher incarnation” in
“Buddha’s mercy trusting” through “goodly deeds” (338).

Thus Kolha, in Kuzunoha’s

shape, lures Ackeimon to the precipice and reasons with him when he asks her to teach
him “Love’s alphabet”:
“The book of love is sealed forever
To those who see not the unseen
And hear not the unheard.
Behold Nature’s eternal sacrifice,
Giving, giving, asking no return.
Forget thyself in love’s expanse,
Like a cloud melting in the sky” (Act. II, 351).
This is her echo of Yasuna and Kazunoha’s “Nirvana of Love,” which suggests a mutual
projective identification. Kuzunoha says, “I was born when thou awakened/ My timid
soul to know thy love,” and Yasuna responds, “Divine presence, exiled from heaven./…A
new sun in thee arose,/ Filling the world with a nobler light.
glow” (340).

I am a dewdrop lost in thy

Kuzunoha then says, “If thou be the dewdrop,/ I am the cricket, drinking

in thee my life,” and Yasuna responds, “In thee I am,” to which Kuzunoha answers, “In
myself I am not.” This is a sacred round of rapture, a “Nirvana of Love” (341), in which
thoughts vanish in the supreme thought, and passions are merged in the eternal
passion.
This drama thus mainly deals with the raging fire of love sublimated.
impressively expands our sympathies to Kolha as a fox.
prey.

It also

To Ackeimon, the fox is just

To Yasuna, it is a “harmless brute, by heaven forsaken” (337), born a fox because

it has committed grievous crimes in its past lives, now to be hunted and despised (338).
Kolha herself echoes this idea:
“The Fates have entrapped me

Within a fox’s form.
Sadness tempers the joys that were,
Joy crumbles in the sadness to be;
Lend me your purity, O moon;
Bathe my sinful soul with your rays benign…” (346-47).
However, we need to realize that Kolha does not mourn for herself, but because of
Yasuna, whom she desperately wants to help out of difficulties:
For I must haste
To be Yasuna's bride.
In love's vain quest bewildered,
His wounds undressed, with fever raving,
Aimless he roams far and wide;
Unless I take Kuzunoha's shape
And quench the ravage of his scorching heart,
Soon shall his thread of life be broken.
Now may I requite
His kindly deed when he redeemed
My lowly self from a direful doom. (Act II, 347)
Thus she can respond to those who would “mock at lowly beasts” and ask, “What do they
know of love,/ Of constancy, devotion, real surrender ?:
More by ten thousand times we feel
The pang of passion, greed of jealousy,
That bites and tears our very entrails. (Act III, 363)
And she proves the corollary applies as well in her self-sacrificial love.

The

Sekkyobushi and old joruri versions also mention the fox’s deep emotions, but in The
White Fox Kolha herself voices her feelings, and thus more profoundly projects how her
passion is sublimated in religious devotion.
IX
In A Passage to India (1924), written about 10 years later than The White Fox, E. M.
Forster shows how two devoted Christian missionaries in India under British rule are

in a dilemma about divine salvation. The conversation between two missionaries takes
place in the context of a general discussion at the time about bridging the gap between
the West and the East. Sorley, who believes that the mercy of God is infinite, thinks that
heaven would of course accept marginalized people, those excluded from any secular
social invitations.

Seemingly advanced, Sorley even accepts the notion that all

mammals would be welcomed in heaven, yet he balks at wasps, let alone plants and
inanimate

things,

apparently

because

nondiscrimination

may

jeopardize

the

assumptions that serve as the foundation of civilization. This suggests a hierarchy of
beings and things in this world with inequality inherent. Thus, the narrator grudgingly
concludes, “We must exclude someone from our gathering, or we shall be left with
nothing.”
To the question Forster sarcastically but seriously raises here, Mahayana
Buddhism may answer that there is no differentiation between animate and inanimate
things, and all will attain Nirvana. Or the love of Krishna, which Forster explores in
part three, will embrace them all.
authors in the early

20th

Forster may have been alone among western

century to have introduced such a crucial question in a

narrative form, but even Forster seems to hesitate to go beyond the wall of the Marabar
Cave, which symbolizes a space of nothingness, or of non-discrimination, which
suggests a void of soul.
Nirvana is a controversial notion, viewed differently by Japanese and western
scholars.

Japanese scholars see it as a space in which one attains an ultimate truth, a

source of one’s religious activity, while western scholars of southern Buddhism see it
negatively, as a void of soul. In The White Fox we find different ideas of Nirvana. The
Nirvana of Love between Kuzunoha and Yasuna is one example.
Boundless love should penetrate into all beings, and according to Daisetsu
Suzuki, then, “regardless of the forms they take in their present states of existence,” all
beings are ultimately destined to attain Buddhahood” (Buddhism and its Influence on

Japanese Culture 5). In The White Fox, Yasuna’s compassion and love penetrate Kolha,
“a harmless brute” doomed to be hunted and full of woes and sadness. His love and
pleas for metempsychosis ー“Seek higher incarnation,/ In Buddhia’s mercy trusting
(Act I, 338)”ー cause Kolha’s awakening to pure self-sacrificial love, which she herself
shows in the final scene, and which she also sees in Nature. She answers Ackeimon,
who asks her [in Kuzunoha’s shape] to teach him “Love’s alphabet”: “Behold Nature’s
eternal sacrifice,/ Giving, giving, asking no return./ Forget thyself in love’s expanse,/
Like a cloud melting in the sky” (Act. II, 351). The way of Nature itself is the way to
Nirvana.

Here is an idea of incarnation which Yasuna refers to and Kolha herself internalizes.
However, the narrative also suggests human incarnation is not the only way for a beast
to attain Nirvana, since self-sacrificial love leads to it. In the final scene Kolha leaves
her son to Kuzunoha and walks away to the woods, and “Yasuna falls on his knees and
prays” (365). This kneeling in prayer suggests his awe and respect for Kolha’s
self-sacrificial love, suggesting that even without waiting for higher incarnation, an
animal can attain Nirvana.
Much as the mud in the hollow space of Marabar Cave, which symbolizes
nondiscrimination before time and space, causes Adela and Mrs Moore to panic, so
Buddhism, to some western intellectuals, causes a fear of being “left with nothing,”
because it goes far beyond the framework of the western mind. As a result,
misunderstandings,

prejudices,

and

distorted

images

of

Buddhism

became

commonplace, such as the notion that it was nihilistic, solipsistic, and pantheistic.
Tenshin’s influential work The Book of Tea, which shows how “art becomes akin to
religion and ennobles mankind” (45), went some way toward reversing such negative
images of Buddhism.

The White Fox, I believe, would have had a greater influence

than The Book of Tea on the way western audiences viewed Buddhism and the idea of
Nirvana if it had been performed in Boston in 1913.

Kuzunoha’s pilgrimage to

Kannon-do (the temple of Kannon bodhisattva) suggests the way of a bodhisattva who
has vowed to remain in the world to embrace all beings in salvation.

The White Fox, in short, suggests not only a bodhisattva’s life but also the idea of
Nirvana. Even without waiting for higher incarnation, an animal can attain Nirvana.
This is what Mahayana Buddhism teaches, but we seldom find it in an outstanding
work of art like The White Fox. Tenshin dramatizes a philosophy we should take up
for discussion to create a society of peaceful coexistence.

In this sense, The White Fox

should be mapped in world literature as a text with a superb artistic form.

It deserves

a place in the canon at least as much as A Passage to India.
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Introduction
Utilizing the theory of verbal politeness (P. Brown and Levinson, 1987; García, 1992),
and the concepts of power and solidarity (R. Brown and Gilman, 1960), this paper will present
results of a study of the usage of the singular forms of address, tú and usted, in marketing and
advertising documents in Mayagüez, Puerto Rico. Spanish-language address forms reflect the
concepts of respect and politeness in the workplace.
With age and higher rank comes respect, which would dictate usage of the more formal
address (usted along with its corresponding verb forms). People with whom a worker is not
acquainted are also addressed with usted, such as walk-in clients.
Norms of politeness dictate that one should be accommodating toward the addressee: “Be
nice, so that the customer does not lose face”. This politeness can be manifested in the form of
the respectful, deferential usted.
Alternatively, politeness also can dictate informal usage (tú, along with its corresponding
verb forms) for the following:
o toward those sharing equal social status, in all types of situations
o to show confidence and solidarity toward the consumer in business encounters, advertising and
marketing.
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The use of examples from marketing and advertising documents and signs will illustrate
these different usages geared toward different audiences (following Kaul, 2010; Uber, 2012).
For example, advertisements from newspapers employ different address forms for different
target markets. Ads directed toward:
o business executives
o wealthier clients
o mature or elderly people
tend to use usted, to show respect. Usted is also used in
o signs on store doors
o signs issuing direct orders (prohibiting certain activities or behavior).
On the other hand, the following situations tend to show tú usage:
o public service announcements, to establish confidence and to show solidarity and togetherness
o ads directed toward women, young people, students or families, showing informality
o ads directed toward local consumers or in-group members, showing local group unity (“you are
one of us”, “you belong here”).
The Community
Mayagüez is a port city located on the central western coast of the island of Puerto Rico.
According to Wikipedia, over the last century, it has suffered serious destruction from almost
every type of natural disaster, including earthquakes, fires, hurricanes, lightning strikes and
floods. More recently, given Puerto Rico’s economic crisis of 2015-2016, Mayagüez has
undergone a reduction in population. This has occurred on the heels of an almost 10% loss of
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population during the decade of 2000-2010, due to the closure of textile factories and tuna
canneries. Another consequence has been the closure of many stores and restaurants, leaving a
large number of abandoned buildings and homes in the downtown area, known as Mayagüez
Pueblo. (Mayagúez, Puerto Rico. September 25, 2016. Retrieved October 10, 2016 from
Wikipedia)
The remaining population of Mayagüez is somewhat older than that of the San Juan
metropolitan area, so that many buildings are now occupied by health care facilities, to serve
these older residents. The residents of the city are very friendly individuals, many of whom
struck up conversations with me on trolleys or as I just walked down the street. They are also
very respectful, always addressing me with usted, but some combined it with seemingly intimate
vocatives, such as mi amor, mi reina, mi corazón, the more formal doña, or even the youngersounding Miss. Some language students from western Puerto Rico informed me that these
vocatives are quite common in this part of the island. A previous study carried out in the San
Juan metropolitan area (the northeastern part of the island) did find these vocatives used by
female speakers there, in combination with either tú or usted, but usted was found to accompany
the vocatives more frequently than tú (Uber, 2000).
Examples of documents
Representative examples of different types of document will be given below, including
advertisements from newspapers, magazines, signs, and promotional literature. There is an
overall predominance of informal, familiar address. For example, a count of address usage in a
sample of magazine and newspaper advertisements and flyers shows that 30 of the ads address
the reader with tú (T), while 12 use usted (U).
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Given that local residents and families would buy cable television services, their ads use
tú (T) to show local group unity:
¡Disfruta de estos canales con tu triple pack! choicecable.com
Llévate el KIT DIRECTV PREPAGO
By the same token, a restaurant offering children’s birthday parties also shows T:
VEN Y CELEBRA TU CUMPLEAÑOS EN NUESTRO SALON [SIC] PRIVADO EN HAPPY
LAND YOGUFRUTI MAYAGÜEZ
Cell phone ads follow a similar pattern:
Libérate con T-Mobile
Similarly, a political candidate would wish to address residents of the island with T
(Endosa…, Ponte de pie):

Figure 1. Political ad uses T.
These results correlate with those discussed in Uber (2014), where T was found in
advertisements directed toward local consumers, and in public service announcements, in
Madrid, to try to establish solidarity and togetherness with local residents (p. 4). Similarly,
advertisements directed toward local consumers, and public service documents, tend to use the
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familiar vos in Buenos Aires, as found in ads for caterers, an Argentine folk music restaurant,
and ads on subway tickets (Uber, 2012, pp. 1788-1791).
In contrast, advertisements directed toward the elderly frequently use the respectful usted
(U). Here, older people in Puerto Rico are advised to prepare for Medicare (Prepárese…,
Comuníquese…):
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Figure 2. Medicare ad directed toward the elderly uses U.
A formal newspaper ad for housing for the elderly also uses U:
. . . desea informarle que se están recibiendo solicitantes de vivienda . . .
Again, we see a parallel with results found in Madrid, where ads directed to business
executives or to elderly people generally show respect, and tend to use U (Uber, 2014, p. 4).
However, one ad for hearing aids in Mayagüez uses T, perhaps to soften the suggestion:
Evaluar tu audición, no es una opción . . . es una necesidad
Advertisements for prescription drugs use U, because they provide all of the formal
instructions and warnings about the medication, and because they are not directed toward
customers from a particular area:
No suspenda el uso de ELIQUIS…. El médico le dirá cuándo debe…. Si tiene que
suspenderlo, el médico le puede recetar otro medicamento para ayudarle a evitar….
Usted puede correr un riesgo mayor de sangrado si toma ELIQUIS y usa otros
medicamentos que aumentan su riesgo de sangrado…. Informe al médico sobre….
Mientras tome ELIQUIS, usted puede ser más propenso a que se le formen…. Procure
atención médica si tiene….
Signs on store doors, such as this one on the door of Zapatería HQ tend to employ U:
Empuje
Empuje
Signs in stores issuing direct orders (particularly prohibiting certain activities or
behavior) also use U.
Service Department of Autoland (Mazda and Hyundai dealer), directed toward employees:
Aviso: Mantenga el área limpia y organizada.
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Zapatería HQ, directed toward employees:
No entre con zapatos a la vitrina.
Zapatería HQ, directed toward clients:
Atención clientes: Sin recibos no se cambia, exija su recibo.
Grand’s, a store selling clothing and domestics, uses T on an ad for customers, but U on a
sign prohibiting non-employees from entering a back room:
Decora tu hogar. T
No entre. Solo personal autorizado. U
These results also correlate with those of the Madrid study (Uber, 2014), in which U
tended to be used in more formal directives (p.26).
Most signs in the Mayagüez Mall show T usage:
LensCrafters: Aprovecha nuestra tarjeta. Aprovecha. Financiamiento disponible.
Sears’ appliances: Te servimos con rendimiento.
General promotion for the mall: Mayagüez Mall. Date el gusto!
Dr. iPhone: Compra aquí tu teléfono desbloqueado.
DirecTV: Si tu reintegro aún no llega…. Además recibe gratis …. Llévate los mejores equipos
desde $4.14 al mes.
searspr.com: encuéntralo aquí
However, an apology for construction uses the respectful U, saying that the mall’s
customers deserve new facilities:
Estamos construyendo nuevas facilidades, porque usted se lo merece.
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Figure 3. Mall construction sign uses U.
Advertising flyers obtained in the mall also use T, except for the formal credit card
application, which uses U to deal with financial information:
An ad for the JCPenney credit card uses T: La tarjeta que te trata de maravilla. ¡Combínalo
con otro cupón y ahorra aún más en la tienda!
However, on the form to fill out personal financial information, in order to be approved
for credit, U is used:
Complete sólo para Solicitudes por Correo. Consulte la próxima página.
Similarly, product labels and instructions were found to vary in Madrid. For example, a
colorful sticker on the front of a product employs T. Instructions on the back of a label, and on
the fold-up technical information use infinitives, because they are addressed to no one in
particular. A specific recommendation to the consumer uses U, because it is more direct (Uber,
2014, p. 4).
Two advertising brochures for sales of Hyundai autos in Mayagüez use T, trying to
establish solidarity:
Lávalo. Tásalo. Manéjalo. ¡Sal con tu Hyundai nuevo!
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LLÉVATELO NUEVO AL COSTO! ¡VISITANOS [sic] HOY, en menos de lo que imaginas sales
con TU NUEVO HYUNDAI!
In contrast, a brochure for auto insurance uses U consistently, perhaps because insurance
is considered a more serious issue:
Protéjase del alto costo de las fallas mecánicas. No deje que le pase algo a su familia
sin esta valiosa protección. Elija el plan Advantage que más le conviene. Lo último que
quiere hacer en las vacaciones familiares es preocuparse del alto costo de una
reparación inesperada. Puede financiar el programa Advantage junto con la compra de
su automóvil.
At the University of Puerto Rico—Mayagüez, the following sign on the reception desk in
the office of the College of Business Administration (Administración de Empresas—ADEM)
uses a tú command (regístrate), thus showing in-group solidarity directed toward the students of
that College. These students are instructed to check in on the computer on the counter.
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Figure 4. Sign for UPRM Business (ADEM) students uses T.
In contrast, visitors and students of other departments of the university are instructed to
check in at a different location, and the following sign uses the infinitive (registrarse), instead of
either a tú or usted command.

Figure 5. Sign for non-UPRM Business (ADEM) students uses the infinitive.
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Thus, we see that tú is used for students of the College served by that office, but the
neutral infinitive is used for visitors and those who study in other departments of the university.
A sign on campus to recruit tutors in writing uses usted consistently throughout (Se cree,
sabe, ES, tiene, necesita, Tiene, LE DUELE, Desea, siga, escriba). The idea of formal writing
and grammatical and stylistic correctness may contribute to the use of U.
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Figure 6. Sign to recruit tutors in writing uses U throughout.
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Examples of Switching (T~U)
Quite a lot of switching between T and U is also found. As seen above, in the case of
JCPenney at the mall, the store’s brochure uses tú, but a form to fill out for store credit (which is
a more serious issue) uses usted.
A party planner’s sample invitations use T for quinceañera parties (Te invito a
celebrar….. Quiero compartir contigo….).
On the other hand, U (invitarle) appears on the party planner’s sample for wedding
invitations, presumably because most participants in a wedding would be older than 15.
However, not all switches are as easily explained as those presented above. For example,
in a promotional brochure for the city of Mayagüez (Guía Informativa Mayagüez Ciudad
Universitaria), we find T used in the following entries:
p. 2: MasterCard ad: Comienza a manejar tu crédito con … nuestra tarjeta MasterCard. Visita:
www….
p. 8: places of interest around the town: Diversos . . . te esperan para que deleites tus sentidos.
p. 17: yogurt ad: Yogurízimo: Te esperamos.
p. 22: Mayagüez Medical Center: Manos que te cuidan.
p. 28: brewery ad (Cervecera de Puerto Rico): Únete a nosotros en Facebook.”
On the other hand, U is found in the following entries:
p. 4: the welcoming statement from the Mayor: …un maravilloso retiro que seducirá sus
sentidos y traerá un nuevo significado a sus vacaciones. … le damos la más cordial bienvenida
a la Ciudad de Mayagüez…
p. 9: a natural food store, Natucentro: Su centro de productos naturales. Pase por cualquiera
de nuestras dos tiendas o llámenos.
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p. 14: how to obtain a more detailed map: Para un Mapa más grande y detallado sobre los
puntos de interés que ofrece Mayagüez, escanee aquí con su celular.
p. 28: Mayagüez Ford ad directed toward students at the local campus of the University of Puerto
Rico: Uno de nuestros ejecutivos le atenderá para presentarle todos nuestros servicios y le
proveerá con una Oferta Especial para Estudiantes Universitarios.
In this brochure, one might expect T usage for yogurt, tourism, and the brewery, but not
necessarily for a credit card or a medical center. If MasterCard uses T, why does a Ford
dealership use U, given that both are directed toward university students?
Zales, a fine jewelry store at the mall, uses mostly U on their signs:
Ahorre hasta el 25% en seleccionadas joyas para novias. Declare Su Amor.
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Figure 7. Fine jewelry store uses U on signs.
However, the next sign begins with two usages of U and concludes with a usage of T:
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Reciba $100 en Zales premier rewards ¡por cada $300 que compre! ¡Redímelos ahora.
[redimir=to redeem]

Figure 8. Switching UàT on fine jewelry sign.
The optical shop, LensCrafters, as mentioned earlier, has two signs that use T:
Aprovecha nuestra tarjeta.
Aproveca. Financiamiento disponible.
However, another sign in the same LensCrafters uses U:
Programe su cita para un examen de la vista hoy.
When I pointed out these examples of switching to the woman who accompanied me to
the mall, she was at first surprised. Then, she expressed a negative attitudinal reaction by saying,
“No somos un país muy culto. Debemos saber usar el usted.” [“We are not a very cultured
country. We should know how to use usted.”]
At the large town market, Plaza del Mercado, one fast-food stand, Antojitos, used T on
their signs:
Llama, ordena y recoge. Aprovecha nuestro menu[sic].
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On the other hand, a paper flyer vacillated, beginning with U:
Llame, ordene y recoja.
Then two lines below, it switched to T:
¡Antójate!
A Regional Bilingual School switches throughout its flyer, which was posted on the
bulletin board at the city’s post office. The text begins with T, but then uses U three times on the
page of text:
Acepta el reto y sé parte de nuestro selecto grupo de estudiantes. (T twice)
Busque …. (U)
Envíe un correo electrónio solicitando los documentos de admission[sic] a…. (U)
Puede llamar para más información al…. (U)
The flyer’s cover pages show U used three times in the instructions for Facebook:
Busque Bilingue Ramirez Hostos (sin diéresis ni acento)
Solicite un “Friend Request”
Una vez aceptado solicite por inbox los documentos
However, the email instructions use T:
Escribe un email solicitando los documentos de admission[sic] a….
The final instructions in the flyer switch back to U:
Para información adicional conuníquese a los siguientes números telefónicos:…
Interestingly, although we see a lot of switching between T and U, which would not be
viewed favorably by prescriptive grammarians, below the school’s crest on the cover, we see the
slogan:
UNA ESCUELA DE EXCELENCIA ACADÉMICA
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A newspaper advertisement for Sherwin-Williams paints uses T in the ad:
Enamórate del color. Encuentra una tienda cerca de ti.
However, just below this ad, U is used in a coupon for its products:
¡Traiga este cupón y ahorre! Ahorre 30% en pinturas, barnices y selladores de techo Koolseal.
Ahorre 15% en accesorios para pintar.
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Figure 9. Sherwin-Williams uses T in ad and U in coupon.
A brochure for prevention of teen pregnancy from Catholic Social Services uses T in its
text:
Ser feliz y realizarte en la vida es tu destino. Fuiste creado (a) para el triunfo, y la plenitud.
Pero el triunfo no llega solo, debes buscarlo. No está lejos, está en tu interior y en el bien que
puedas hacer a los demás.
On the other hand, the instruction for how to obtain more information uses U:
PARA MAS INFORMACION SOBRE EL PROGRAMA COMUNIQUESE AL:…
Some people have asked me whether it might the case that some people simply do not
know the forms, and that this could explain the switching between T and U. However, I would
argue that speakers do, in fact, know the forms of their language. Others have wondered if,
perhaps, the U forms are disappearing from Puerto Rican Spanish, which is possible, and should
be investigated. I would suggest that formal directives, such as commands, may have become
lexicalized in the U form. This would explain the usage of U in more direct types of instructions.
A similar result was discussed in Uber (2012) for Buenos Aires, where the subway tickets all
have a formal directive:
Conserve esta tarjeta en buen estado
But all of the advertisements on the tickets appear in the familar vos form, showing group
identity (pp. 1789-1791). Also, a sign that appears in all stores and restaurants in Buenos Aires
uses U first:
Exija su factura
This is a formal directive, instructing the customer to be certain to obtain a receipt. However, the
remainder of the sign uses the familiar vos form:
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ü Pagás
ü Pedís
ü Ganás
These verbs are not imperatives, but, rather, indicative forms, which explain to the consumer
why there is a benefit from obtaining a receipt. Thus, the familiar forms are used to show
solidarity with the local consumer.
Conclusions
We have seen that the concepts of respect and politeness are reflected in the forms used
to address different consumers. Politeness dictates usage of usted in advertisements directed
toward older and wealthier clients, toward business executives, and in ads for financial
assistance, in order to show respect. Usted is also used toward unknown consumers and in more
formal directives, such as signs on store doors and signs issuing direct orders (prohibiting certain
activities or behavior). These formal directives, such as commands, may have become
lexicalized in the usted form. This would explain the usage of usted in more direct types of
instructions.
Politeness also dictates usage of tú in advertisements directed toward women, young
people, students, and families, in order to show confidence, togetherness and solidarity. Tú is
also used in ads and public service announcements directed toward local consumers or in-group
members, in order to show local group unity (“You are one of us.”, “You belong here.”).
Ideological conflicts in Puerto Rico may help to explain the frequent switching between
tú and usted. Certainly, it is possible that different people wrote different parts of some of the
documents, such as the advertisement for Sherwin-Williams, on the one hand, and the coupon for
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its products right below the ad, on the other hand. However, most of the examples discussed
here show switching of address forms within the same document (advertisement or brochure).
Many Puerto Rican speakers are proficient at switching between languages (Spanish and
English) and cultures (mainland and island). Address may present a similar conflict for some
users, in terms of the politeness of respect vs. the politeness of solidarity.
One line of future inquiry would be to elicit linguistic attitudes toward switching. Some
Puerto Ricans have expressed surprise, or even disbelief, when made aware of switching
between tú and usted in the same document. Also, the negative attitudinal reaction expressed by
the woman who accompanied me to the mall shows a high degree of linguistic insecurity:
“No somos un país muy culto. Debemos saber usar el usted.” A similar negative attitude was
expressed in Buenos Aires by some speakers toward their porteño Spanish. After friends
congratulated me on my ability to use vos, they then said that they preferred tú over vos, because
they thought it was prettier (Uber, 2012, p. 1791):
Yo prefiero el ‘tú’. Es más bonito.
Another example of a negative attitude toward language usage in Mayagüez is the sign on
campus to recruit tutors in writing, which suggests that the person who drafted the sign has seen
examples of writing in this fashion:
¿EztAah ezdriitUra LE DUELE EN LO MÁS PROFUNDO DEL ALMA?
Future studies are suggested along these lines also, to examine linguistic ideologies and
attitudes in a more systematic way.
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The paper reveals a striking relationship between the state of Zen meditation in
Gary Snyder’s poetry and the sense of visuality, particularly that in ink drawings. On
one hand, Gary Snyder’s “Piute Creek” out of the first part of his Riprap
and Mountain Poems well expresses the state of meditation. When
reaching the meditative state with full concentration, words and books,
civilization and conventions, all yields to nothing, and the mind turns
clear and attentive. In another word, the concentrated awareness helps
the mind gain the strength of immovability beneath the ever-changing
flow of thoughts. In most of Gary Snyder’s poems, the poet himself and
nature seem to represent the totality of universe, a meditation of oneness.
Meditation does not imply physical stillness; rather, it refers to the
identification that takes place between the poet’s inner mind and the
outer nature.
On the other hand, the state of concentration and harmony between
human beings and nature are well represented in some ink drawings. Zen
meditation masters usually take brush and ink as the medium to do the
teaching, to inspire the inner vision. The brush work and the line quality
of each person, as well as the flow of the energy in the brushstrokes,
reflect the state of mind. While completely focusing on the drawing, the
meditative mind creates an environment where the drawer and the drawn
become one. In other words, the viewer and the viewed also become one.
The immediate, natural mind, thus, is reflected on the ink drawings, and
breaks down the boundaries of values, standards, and stereotypes. The
inner meaning, as Buddha said, “The true Law is no Law,” lies beyond
words, and this also explains why “A clear, attentive mind/Has no
meaning but that/Which sees is truly seen” in Gary Snyder’s “Piute
Creek.”
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The Zen Mind in Mary Oliver’s Poetry
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Mary Oliver depicts simplicity and wisdom of nature in her poetry. Similar to
a person with the Zen mind, who’s capable of seeing things as they are and realizing
the very nature of everything, Oliver, with an empty and ready mind, walks into the
temple of nature regularly, and expresses the simplicity and mystical contemplation of
nature in her poetry. Zen practice of meditation is not limited to seated meditation but
extends to all areas of daily life. As a beginner, Oliver meditates on wisdom and truth
in the natural world, and illustrates glory because glory is her work. While reading her
poems, like guided by the Zen master, the reader’s mind uncontrollably flies out of the
enclosure of both verbal and visual discourses. Her awareness of all beings as a
homogeneous entity in nature, and her respect at all creatures in nature blur the
boundary between now and then, between internal and external, and echo the Zen
Buddhist principle of innermost reality that transcends form and resides in
everywhere. To keep balance and peace in mind, every individual should realize one’s
own value in the universe and accept and respect everything in the way it originally is
from heart. With the open and ready mind, one realizes one’s own being. Oliver’s
poems are full of wisdom and teachings of Zen Buddhism. Echoing the concept of
Buddha nature or Buddhahood, Oliver points out harmony and community between
mind and body, self and nature, everything and everything else, and thus, describes
wisdom out of mediation upon life and the world, as well as wonder and joy of
primitive nature in her poetry.
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Abstract
Body shapes and proportions of the South African women of African descent vary
considerably from the western women. It has been observed that in the South African
ethnicity, the bottom-heavy body-shape (pear-shape) typifies a large percentage of the
women. The actuality of differences in body shape profiles needs to be recognized and
appropriately addressed, because, these differences pose a strong problem on the fit
of every constructed apparel, be it ready-to-wear or custom-made. The purpose of this
paper is to present the differences that exist between the Western pear-shape and the
South African women pear shaped bodies.

The objectives were to establish the

differences and to compare and contrast the differences between the shapes in
measurements, and to describe the observed differences within the South African pearshape body. The sample was visually identified plus-sized pear-shaped South African
female of African descent, between the ages of 25 and 55. Visual evaluation of
photographs and models was done based on drop values and curvature, an established
methodology of sensory evaluation. The use of trained evaluators as determining
methods was observed to be akin to the use of any scientific strategy to bring out the
measurements of precise focus under examination. The results indicate substantial
differences of 25cm in the drop values between bust and hips of the South African pear,
while the drop values between the bust and hips of the western pear-shape was 8cm;
therefore, establishing their differences. Findings further revealed that western pearshape was undeniably different categorically from the African pear-shaped figure. The
body-shape characteristics identified in this paper should then define the designation of
the two types of pear-shape, South African descent’s pear-shape and the western-pear
shape to highlight the disparities.

Keywords: South African pear-shape, bottom-heavy and drop values.
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INTRODUCTION

Female body shape is the cumulative product of skeletal structure and the quantity and
distribution of muscle and fat on the body. There is a wide range of normality of female
body shapes. Female figures are typically represented as narrow at the waist than at
the bust and hips. The bust, waist and hips are called key body dimensions and the
ratios of their circumferences are used to define basic body shapes (Holland, 2004).
The female shapes have been described by metaphorical names of common objects
shaped in similar appearance such as hourglass, spoon, ruler, barrel or cone, and
according to letters or numbers, such as “X”, “A”, “V”, “H”, and Ö” or figure 8. Some
classifications are described by fruits like apple and pear based on the bust ratio to the
hip circumference. The bust, stomach, waist, abdomen and hip girth measurements are
usually used in blends to define respective body shapes (Devarajan & Istook, 2004;
Simmons, Istook & Devarajan, 2004a).

Pear shaped body
The pear shaped body (also referred to as triangle) is typically characterised by hips
larger than the bust in circumference, with a nicely defined waistline. Sometimes
accompanied with elegant neck and proportionatelt slim arms and shoulders (OlaAfolayan & Mastamet-Mason, 2013). Figure 1, shows a representation of a female pear
shaped body.
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Figure 1:

A representation of a female pear shaped body (Source: Ashraf, R.

2017).
The Western pear shaped body
The Western pear shaped body is described as a silhouette wider at the hip than the
bust with an indented waist line. It has an overall appearance of heavy hip area relative
to waist and shoulder (Connell, Ulrich, Knox, Hutton, Woronka & Ashdown, 2003). The
full bust line of the Western pear shaped figure is proportionally narrower than the full
hip line with a well-defined waist line and a typically narrow shoulder.
The South African pear body shape

The South African pear shaped body is characterised by exaggerated hips and a large
amount of fat in the buttocks as described by Mastamet-Mason (2014). The South
African pear body shape is a profile in which the hipline area and upper thigh region is
much fuller than the hourglass profile but the upper torso/bust area is smaller than the
hour –glass profile with narrow shoulders (Makhanya, 2015; Ola-Afolayan & MastametMason, 2013; Zwane & Magagula, 2006). Studies in South Africa confirmed that 58.7%
have pear shaped bodies and prevalent among South African women of African origin
(Makhanya, 2015; Ola-Afolayan & Mastamet-Mason, 2013; Zwane & Magagula, 2006).
Figure 2 present the western and South African pear shaped figures.
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Figure 2: Western pear shape and South African pear shape (Source: Adapted from
Ola-Afolayan & Mastamet-Mason, 2013).

This study therefore, sought to present the differences that exist between the Western
pear-shape and the South African women. The objectives were to establish the
differences and to compare and contrast the differences between the shapes in
measurements, and to describe the observed differences within the South African pearshape body.
Literature Review

Globally, disparity in female body shapes are to a great degree credited to the varied
ethnic groups. Body shapes, proportions and sizes vary among racial groups and
accentuate the need to understand the differences in body shapes as a way of
improving consumer fit satisfaction with ready-to-wear garments across the diverse
ethnic groups (Makhanya, De Klerk, Adamski & Mastamet-Mason, 2014). Moreover, the
study of Ola-Afolayan and Mastamet-Mason (2013) reveals that the body shape of the
South African women of African origin are majorly pear shaped which differs from both
the western pear shaped and the ideal body shaped figure.

Comparing body shapes and body measurements and ratios of deferent population
groups (such as the South African pear shape and the wester pear shaped) are
imperative in determining any differences. Furthermore, differently shaped consumers
require differently shaped garments to accommodate body shape variation (Connell, et
al, 2006; Anderson et al, 2001). The South African ready-to-wear industry has currently
adapted western sizing system for clothing manufacture. The South African Bureau of
standard (SABS) 1989 draft was an adaptation of the International standard
Organisation (ISO) (ISO/DIS8559-1; 2014(E) approved by ISO procedures that need
75% endorsement by voting members (SABS/ISO. 2014). Regrettably, these adapted
sizing systems have proven insufficient in tackling the fit problems experienced by the
multiracial South African women. More so, with the female consumers that have body
5

shapes built, different from the ideal and other body shape, and consequently have fit
problems with ready-to-wear garments.

As it is in other countries, South African clothing manufacturers do not make allowance
for the body shape variations in existence, rather continue to base garment production
on body shape and measurements of the hourglass (Strydom & De Klerk, 2006;
Anderson et al, 2001). Therefore, women with varied body shapes and proportions from
the ideal body may suffer fit problems with ready-to-wear garments. Consequently, it is
vital to investigate and compare body-shape structural differences of the South African
pear shape population and the western pear shape. This could help to determine and
formulate representative standard measurements, size-chart and garments for a
satisfactory fit across several target markets. Otherwise, fit problems currently
experienced by the South African pear shaped women will persist.

To escape the fit problems faced by the South African pear shaped population, there is
need to understand the pear shaped body structure as well as body characteristics, in
order to resolve the fit problems and provide the fit needs as a niche market (Shin &
Istook, 2007). It would be more advantageous to demarcate the market into niche
segments of prevalent body shapes. Segmentation of market according to body shape
would facilitate the creation of fitting garment specifications beneficial for target market.

Methodology
Sampling
Fifty purposively selected were visually identified as South African pear shaped of
African origin and western pear shaped women, between the ages of 25 and 55 years.
It is believed that this age range is the target of garment manufacturers and retailers
because they are the working-class with financial purchasing power of apparel items
and also fashion conscious. Evaluation of the differences in the body shapes was done
through visual sensory evaluations, which is the assessment using human good
judgement with the sensitivity of human senses (Bye & Delong, 1994; Chen, 2007:140;
ASTM, 1981). It entails the evaluation of selected characteristics of a product under
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controlled conditions by professional judges. Visual sensory was used as a measuring
device like the use of any scientific strategy to bring out the dimensions of specific
subjects under investigation (ASTM, 1981).
Data collection
Photographs and descriptive statistics of mean difference, and standard deviation were
used to evaluate measurements data. The data were analysed by averages of both the
picture and measurements output scores of the visual evaluators.

Results

Comparism between the western pear-shaped and the South African pear-shaped
characteristics
The results confirm that indeed a pear-shaped woman of African descent differs
significantly with a western pear shaped woman and to discuss the implication on sizing
fitting into the available ready-to-wear apparel in the retail environment. Based on the
result of body measurements of the South African woman of African descent, which
indicated that the participants wore garments sizes 16 with 98 cm bust to size 24 with
119 cm bust size based on the South African size standards (SABS, 2014). OlaAfolayan & Mastamet-Mason, (2013) established that the hip measurements of the
South African pear-shaped women differ considerably from the Western pear-shaped
figure, as garment sizes were determined with the bust measurement as a control
dimension. Findings further revealed that western pear shaped undeniably varied
categorically from the African pear-shaped figure type. The drop values between bust
and hips of a western pear shaped is 8 cm, according to Simmons, Istook and
Devarajan (2004), while for the South African pear shaped was as much as 48 cm (OlaAfolayan & Mastamet-Mason, 2013). There is an indication of substantial mean
difference (MD= 32cm) in sizes 20 between the hips of the western pear body shape
and the South African pear body shape, and the standard deviation of same was
(SD=5.5). Therefore, the Western-pear body shape and the South African pear body
shape differ both statistically and in appearance as evident in Figure 3 and Table 1.
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Front view

Side view

Back view

Figure 3: The western pear shaped figure

Table 1: Mean difference and standard deviation between key body dimensions of
Western pear and South African pear body shape
KEY BODY DIMENSIONS IN
SIZES 20

WPS

MD

SD

SAPS

PV

BUST (CM)

104

2

7.7

106

2%

WAIST (CM)

84

-

-

84

0%

HIPS (CM)

112

32

5.5

144

28%

WPS (western pear-shaped) SAPS DV (Drop value) (South African pear-shaped) PV (Percentage value)

From the 50 photographed South African pear shape women, though South African
pear shaped in body characteristic, differences were observed in their body contours
and formation. Five different types of South African pear-shapes were identified and
described in this paper namely: Hourg-Pear, True-Pear, Thighy-Pear, Diamond-Pear
and Oval-Pear among the photographs observed, the following sections describe the
identified South African pear-shape figures.
The South African pear-shaped in Figure 4 has a semblance with Saartjie Baartman’s
body shape that is characterised by distinctively exaggerated buttocks that jut outwards,
while her breast is full and rounded (Scully & Craise, 2008). Her waistline is narrower
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than her shoulders, bust line and the hipline. Although her hipline region is way larger
than the rest of the body parts, her body shape is more of what can be described as
Hourglass-pear shaped (Hourg-pear), because it combines large fleshy breast with
exaggerated hip-line (Mastamet-Mason 2014). The visual characteristics of this figure
cannot be termed as true-pear because of her full and rounded breast unlike the truepear shaped characterised by small breast.

Front view

Side view

Back view

Figure 4: South African Hourg-pear body shape

Fit implication on critical fit points
A garment constructed for the South African hourg-pear without taking the full-rounded
breast into consideration, will definitely experience tightness at the bust region of such a
garment.
Figure 5 depicts and typified a true South African pear shaped body with very small
breasts when compared with the rest part of her body. This figure type is characterised
by distinctively exaggerated buttocks that protrude outwards while her waist-line is
narrower than her shoulder, bust-line and the hip-line. This South African pear-shape,
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has small breasts, large hips and statopygia (large amount of fat in the buttocks) as
described by Byrd & Clayton (2000). Based on the above characteristics, the shape can
best be described as South African true-pear body shape since it replicates the
descriptive symbol object.

Front view

Side view

Back view

Figure 5: South African True-pear shaped body
Fit implication on critical fit points
The South African true-pear body shape requires extra fabrics to accommodate its
distinctively exaggerated buttocks, large hips and steatopygia (large amount of fat in the
buttocks) to have a satisfactory fit.
The South African pear-shape in Figure 6 though very pear in nature with small breast
when compared with the rest part of her body. The position of the buttocks and thighs
are extensively situated around the hip region and therefore influenced the
circumferential dimensions around the hip-line. The hip-line (trochanterion) was
positioned above the normal hip-line (half height), for most participants in the study;
nonetheless, it is a typical characteristic of South African pear-shaped figure. The
broadest hip position (thigh bulge) situated at 15-20cm below the normal hip-line. This
oversized thigh/buttocks that curved outwards with extremely large thigh can best be
identified and described as South African thighy-pear body shape. Figure 6 presents
the South African thighy-pear body shape.
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Front view

Side view

Back view

Figure 6: South African Thighy-pear shaped body
Fit implications on critical fit points
The broadest hip position (thigh bulge) situated at approximately 15-20cm below the
normal hipline, could possibly affect the fit of an apparel item for this figure if not taken
into consideration during garment construction. The findings of this study indicated that
there were 98% of the participants with extra-large protruding buttocks (derriere)
according to visual evaluations and body dimensions respectively. This suggest that
most women with thighy-pear body shape are likely to experience tight fit problems
around the hip, buttocks and crotch line regions.
The South African pear body shape in Figure 7 has an appearance similar to diamond
body-shape figure, characterised by stomach, waist, and abdomen measures that are
more than her bust measure. Several large rolls of flesh in the midsection of the body
that protrude away from the body at the waist. The top arm muscle of this South African
pear body shape is larger and carries more weight than the top arm of the average
South African pear shape. This features and characteristics make the South African
pear body shape distinct and better described as South African diamond-pear body
shape.
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Front view

Side view

Back view

Figure 7: South African Diamond-pear shaped body
Fit implications on critical fit points
The top arm muscle of this South African pear-shaped figure is larger and carries more
weight than the top arm of the average South African pear shape. This indicates that
garment sleeves may not contain adequate fabric to fit comfortably and attractively
around the bicep region, resulting in horizontal ripples or wrinkles forming around the
upper part of the arm, in the absence of a representative sizing system.

Figure 8 has a veneer to the Western oval body shape with all the characteristic of the
South African pear-shaped, with the stomach, waist and abdomen measurements larger
than the bust, and folds around the midsection compared to the rest of the body. The
study indicates that (40%) of the South African pear-shaped participants had a high
abdomen, appearing like the lower-case letter “d” accompanying all the characteristics
of the South African pear-shaped body. This suggest that the stomach protrusion
exceeds the shape of the regular South African pear-shape. Figure 8 presents the
South African Oval-pear body shape. Therefore, this body type can best be described,
classified and identified as South African oval-pear body shape.
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Front view

Side view

Back view

Figure 9: South African Oval-pear shaped body

Fit implications on critical fit points
Existing apparel made based on the regular western pear body-shape will therefore
have less fabric length and width or even insufficient curved shaping to fit comfortably
and nicely over the abdomen. In skirts and dresses, tight horizontal folds are likely to
form above the abdomen as the apparel items rides up. The side seams will tend to bow
forward between the hip and the waist, while angled ripples may also form towards the
stomach curve. With fitted skirts or dresses, the hemline may be pulled up in front,
causing a “poke out” at the center. On trousers, wrinkles may form between the crotch
and abdomen. The crotch seam is likely to be pulled up uncomfortably and to cut tightly
through the body (Rasband & Liechty, 2006).

Conclusion

Considering that the ready-to-wear apparel items are designed based on the
(hourglass) body-shape, the South African pear body shape women with varied body
shape classifications are very disadvantaged and dissatisfied with the fit of ready-towear apparel. This population’s body shape characteristic differs extensively from the
Western pear-shaped body and distinctively within the South African pear-shape
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women of African descents group identified in this study. Having looked at the critical fit
points and scrutinised the fit implications associated with the population segment’s body
characteristics of the South African pear-shaped body, it has become clear that it would
be unrealistic for the apparel industry to continue manufacturing apparel items that are
only suitable for the hourglass and western pear body shape body shape, and expect to
fit the South African pear body shape women of African descent with diverse pear body
taxonomies appropriately. Several researchers insist that the quality of apparel in
respect of its fit can only be determined collectively through sizing systems which must
represent the target population’s size and body shape characteristics (Ashdown 2014;
Salusso-Deonier, 1989; Mastamet-Mason, 2008).
Recommendation
The paper recommends drafting of different apparel patterns and a sizing system based
on the informed understanding of the uniqueness of the South African pear body shape
characteristic.
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Abstract: Selecting diverse repertoire for the undergraduate lyric tenor can be a
challenging process for instructors of this voice type. Francesco Paolo Tosti, a lyric
tenor and composer, wrote songs that exemplify technical concepts that should be
cultivated in the undergraduate lyric tenor voice. This poster presentation and
accompanying guide will present ten Tosti songs that address technical issues, which
the lyric tenor must overcome in order to progress into more advanced repertoire.
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TITLE OF THE PAPER

SCIENCE VERSUS SPIRTUALITY or is it SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION?

After a brief introduction on the nature of reality according to Plato, Plotinus and various
tenets in mystical theology, this paper explores the common thread that can be traced
through the teachings of most spiritual paths in antiquity and how Science, although initially
one with Spirituality grew apart from it when the latter became formulated within the
development of different religions which are at odds with each other. The contemporary
tendency of the rapprochement between Science and Spirituality is discussed, in view of the
new ways we begin to perceive the universe within the recent developments in Science and
the re- discovery of the ancient teachings on this subject through the tremendous
informational possibilities of our era.
A Brief Note about the Author
Evie Holmberg is currently working on a project on comparative spiritual mystical traditions and
how the symbols they employ are represented in the Arts as well as how they have been
traditionally interpreted or misinterpreted by institutionalized religion. Her interests include
comparative research in History, Archaeology/Art Conservation and various spiritual traditions.
She has lectured on graduate and undergraduate levels at Holy Cross Orthodox School of
Theology and Boston University and presented and published papers at international
conferences held in the United States and Europe on all these subjects.
She is a member of the academic advisory committee in the project “Gaia”, one of her present
and continuing future projects. It involves the Eleusinian Village in Greece, where the Eleusinian
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Mysteries used to be held in antiquity. It is an important initiative, aiming at the creation not
only of a new Museum and at restoring the environment of the surrounding area which has
been destroyed during the past century by the industrial development, but also at the inclusion
of this ancient center of Mystery Initiations within the four Greek centers of the world heritage
under the protection of UNESCO.
Since the time of her initial talk on this subject in January 2014, she has presented several
papers at International Conferences, integrating the importance of these ancient mysteries
within the domain of ancient spirituality as well as within the early Christian Church as a point
of reference for the early Christian Greek Fathers.
On November 11, 2016 Eleusis was named one of the three cultural capitals of Europe for the
year 2021.
This is a major step toward the realization of the goals -as they have been established by the
“Gaia Project”-. It will certainly draw attention to the ancient and modern site at a universal
scale and enhance the rich cultural activity which is already vibrant at the site where the
ancient Eleusinian Mysteries used to take place.
Besides her teaching responsibilities, Evie Holmberg has worked at the Fogg Art Museum
(Harvard University), LA County Museum, National Art Gallery and Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston. One of her work initiatives combines her background in Classics, Archaeology, Art
History and Art Conservation in a major project presenting the study, conservation and
restoration of ancient Greek works of art from the permanent collection of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, as well as the greater implications of such reconstructions within the field of
Archaeology, Art History and culture. Other important works of art from museums around the
world are examined for comparison purposes. The political agendas involved in certain of these
reconstructions as well as the general conclusions that can be drawn with regard to the factors
involved in our interpretation of ancient works of art as well as our inability or refusal to relate
to the original intent of the ancient artist, are being discussed.
As part of this project she has been presenting papers on the examination, analysis,
conservation and restoration of works of art at the International Hawaii Conferences on Arts
and Humanities for the past 10 years. The first one was presented at the 2007 Hawaii
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International Conference on Arts and Humanities with the title: The Technology of Beauty:
Studies in Analysis, Conservation & Restoration of Ancient and Early Byzantine Works of Art
from the Permanent Collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. The second paper was
presented at the 2008 conference with the title: The Greek Perception of Beauty: A vehicle of
Communication that Transcends Space and Time. The third was presented at the 2009
conference with the title: Ancient Greek Pottery: The Craft as a Work of Art and a Window
into Greek Society. The fourth presented in 2010 had the title: Art and Deception in
Reconstructing the Beauty of the Past. How Far Can a Restoration Go? The paper presented in
2011 had the title: How Much Do Our Learned Aesthetic Evaluations Influence the Way We
Reconstruct the Art of Antiquity. The paper presented in 2012 had the title: Learned Aesthetic
Values and National Propaganda: Reconstructing the Art of Antiquity to Satisfy a Particular
Agenda. It drew upon the previous paper and was a natural continuation of the conclusions
presented therein. The component “politics” was added as an important factor in the way we
reconstruct and project the art of antiquity. The paper presented in 2013 had the title: Art in
the Service of Deception: How Much Can We Get Away With? It traced our attempts to
reconstruct certain facial characteristics (the human chin in this case) basing our guidelines on
cultural preconceived ideas and disregarding the original intent of the ancient artist.
Starting with 2014 the papers presented at the Hawaii International Conferences begin to
combine her expertise in comparative literature, religion and spirituality (as they appear from
early shamanic experiences through ancient Greek philosophy and early Christian Mystical
Theology) with her hands-on experience of how various spiritual ecstatic experiences are
represented in Art.
The paper presented at the 2014 Hawaii International Conference had the title:
The Sacred and the Profane: Artistic Expression versus Intellectual Interpretation. This paper
made the connection between the classical perception of beauty and our limitations to relate
to this ideal as explained by Plato in his allegory of the Cave.
This paper included examples of restorations and reconstructions of ancient works of art where
the intent of the ancient artist cannot be even guessed from what remains of their original
work. These reconstructions/restorations were based on personal evaluations and
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assessments. The driving force behind such extreme restorations -where there is not enough
information for a truthful reconstruction of the missing areas –was discussed and examples of
works of art –some very famous – restored in such fashion were presented.
The paper presented in the 2015 Hawaii International Conference connected the artistic
expression in its purest form -as a symbol of a transcendental state- to various spiritual paths
with a concentration on Dionysus and the sacred initiations in his Mysteries. Its title was:
Dionysus and Sacred Initiations.
In the paper presented in the 2016 Hawaii International conference, ancient Greek Mysteries
and the rituals pertaining to the communion with the divinity are associated with basic
shamanic experiences. The title of the paper was: Introspection and Shamanic Experiences.
Dionysus: Deconstructing the Ego.
The paper presented in the 2017 Hawaii International Conference traced the misinterpretation
of universal spiritual symbols with a concentration on Ancient Greek, early Christian and Yoga
spiritual paths. The title of the paper was: The Divine Concealed within its Physical
Manifestation. The Misinterpretation of the Symbols.
The title of the paper presented at the 16th Hawaii International Conference in Arts and
Humanities was : The Eye of The Soul and The Ascent of Spiritual Power

This paper starting with the Platonic idea of raising one’s spiritual power through
intense esoteric discipline, connects the idea of the “eye of the soul” as it
appears in the 7th book of the Republic with similar symbolism in early Christianity
and the Yoga tradition.

Her interests also include recent archaeological conferences as a source of information of
ancient spiritual practices. In this respect she presented a paper at the Second International
Symposium of Megalithic Monuments and Cult Practices, at South-West University, Neofit
Rilsky, Bulgaria, 2016.
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In a similar light, the connection of ancient spiritual practices to modern endeavors of reviving
the ancient ways of communicating with the cosmos and the divine, present a great
opportunity in establishing the common threads within the various spiritual traditions through
time and helping with the reconciliation of various religious traditions, peoples and the
environment. In this spirit, In May of 2017 she presented a paper and taught a Kundalini Yoga
class at a Wellness and Arts Festival in Eleusis. This festival was one of the first steps in realizing
the goals which had been set by the “Gaia” Project.
The purpose of these projects is to encourage an interdisciplinary approach with regard to
works of art, as well as symbolic expressions of spiritual practices, an approach that takes into
consideration most of the aspects connected with their production, their importance within the
society which produced them as well as their influence on subsequent generations and the
ways in which they are perceived today.
Her interdisciplinary research in artistic spiritual expression and the symbols it employs, traces
the ancient Greek mystery religious rituals and their symbols to the early Christian beliefs and
practices of prayer and meditation most of which had as their ultimate goal the establishment
of the connection of the individual “I” with the Universal Consciousness and the transcending
states of consciousness accessed therein.
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SCIENCE VERSUS SPIRITUALITY or is it SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION?
As products of the “time of Enlightenment”, the beginning of which scholarship officially
attributes to the emergence of the Renaissance in 14th century Italy, we have been aware of a
widening rift between Science and Religion. Although there is a great number of very important
and famous scientists who have proclaimed themselves deeply religious, or to put it differently,
scientists who do not see any controversy between the physical and metaphysical (they, in fact,
accept the possibility of the “metaphysical”), the official standing of science vis a vis anything
which is not intellectually comprehended as following the accepted and agreed upon scientific
parameters is considered a naïve and illusionary perception of reality.

What is reality? Is the reality we are used to perceive, all there is?
Here begins the controversy that has been very elegantly presented in Plato’s description of
regular human perception versus “true” reality in book 7 of his Republic.
It is one of the most elaborate and vivid descriptions of the state of common human perception
versus the reality of “being”, and what happens when one is able to free oneself from the false
perception of the “shadows”, the reality into which one has been indoctrinated 1. Plato presents
Socrates comparing humanity to a group of people living chained to the wall of a cave with their
necks also shackled upon the surface of the cave so that they cannot turn their heads, and all
they can see are shadows of things passing in front of a fire behind them and projected on a
wall in front of them, the only area accessible to their vision. The prisoners ascribe forms to
these shadows and these shadows are as close as the prisoners get to viewing reality.
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I present here three different pictorial representations of Plato’s Allegory of the Cave. They
illustrate how our state of “imprisonment” since Plato’s time is still our “reality” and only the
fetters that bind us have changed in the recent two centuries.

Rendition of Plato’s allegory of the cave as described in book VII of the Republic

Plato’s allegory of the cave in modern terms: the people are portrayed prisoners of the
“reality” that is presented to them through the media. The image perceived though the
proper right portion of the eyeglasses is from the tv show “the Flintstones”
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From The New York Times Literary Supplement, May 22, 2018 by Elia Baron. It reads: “Plato’s
Cave” followed by an excerpt from the conversation between Socrates and Glaucon as
presented in the relevant section from the Republic. The excerpt reads: “How could they see
anything but shadows if they were never allowed to move their heads?”
We are presented here with three different renditions of Plato’s Allegory of the cave a) as it
would have been pictorially rendered at the time of the actual narrative in the 5th century
B.C.E., b) at the time of mass media communications through television and c) in our times with
the complete mind control through the devices of the internet. The interesting fact in all this is
that Plato’s “utopian” world view (as it has been often presented and contested even by his
contemporaries) is being re- examined and seems to be gaining approval in our times.
Of course, there are always going to be those, who, adhering to accepted and safe from ridicule
scholarly parameters, will attribute this tendency of going back to Plato or to “mystical”
explorations of reality, to our dissatisfaction with the material world the way it is, as David
Berreby seems to ascertain in an article that appeared in New York Times in 1995 2.
Be it as it may, the tendency of paying serious attention to Plato’s views on reality as well as to
other not formerly accepted “mystical” views regarding human consciousness, is a very recent
trend with a progressively accelerating number of adherents within scientific circles. And to pick
one more example from the New York Times, In an article published in 2014 3, the point of the
practical connection between the Platonic message in the Allegory of the Cave and man’s every
day experiences in life is being explored, with a link being suggested between every day
existence and Philosophy. The readers are encouraged to go over the entire passage in Plato,
and an exposition on Philosophy and Addiction is offered by Peg O’Connor,
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Plato’s discussion of the “reality of being”.
According to Plato’s account, as discussed by his teacher Socrates, the reality that most people
perceive equals the shadows produced by their limited accumulated experiences within the
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cave of their cultural upbringing, and, if we want to pursue this idea further following Platonic
theories of the pre- existence of the soul, by their experiences through previous incarnations.
The person who is freed from the cave and comes to understand that the shadows on the wall
do not make up reality at all since he now perceives true reality rather than the shadows seen
by the prisoners, is most likely not to be believed by those who are still prisoners in the cave
and be ridiculed or even put to death. Those who aspire to free themselves from the fetters
which bind them to this false reality are being cautioned to proceed carefully and gradually
from the darkness of the cave to the light outside so that they can see clearly (or, -if we want to
use spiritual language- so that they become enlightened.) You cannot force anyone on the
ascent toward enlightenment. The process of illumination cannot be hastened and the aspirant
has to be ready to receive the teachings. Attempting to impart the “truth” to the unprepared
can be dangerous, as every spiritual tradition has suggested, and often has clearly formulated:
“do not give the holy to the dogs neither throw your pearls in front of the swine, lest they
trample them with their feet, and then, turning around, tear you apart”. 5
According to Plato and the basic tenets of most spiritual traditions our ability to relate to
anything outside the “reality” we have constructed through the history of our collective
evolution depends to a large extend on the degree of our development and personal evolution.
One has to be able to look within, explore one’s own inhibitions and basically one has to get to
know one’s self. The real Self, not the limited one which has been constructed by our ego. One
has to undertake the journey within, a difficult perilous journey depicted through many ancient
symbols, the most prevalent being the labyrinth the fire and the snake.
And most importantly, one has to have a guide who has travelled the path.

Most “esoteric “ teachings are said to be the product of “divine revelation” or what is called
“grace” accessed by the guidance of the “teacher” through intense meditation/introspection and
what we could call “centering prayer”. These teachings could have been initially open to the
many, however historical evidence abounds regarding the adverse reception of such teachings
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Jesus speaking to his disciples as expressed in Mathew 7:6
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and the abhorrent treatment of the teachers within the society they taught. There have always
been teachers but the majority of their teachings have been kept secret and those that were made
public have been forgotten, misrepresented, altered and the teachers persecuted, chased away,
tortured and killed.
Only some are able to receive the teachings. As it is mentioned in the beginning of the Gospel
according to John: “to his own he came and his own did not receive him” 6. Hence the
admonition for keeping the message hidden, and the circle of disciples sworn to secrecy. Hence
Jesus’ admonition in the Sermon on the Mountain 7.: Here we find the reasons for the secrecy of
the mysteries, expressed in the strongest of terms.

The kingdom within
Although surrounded by secrecy there are certain common threads that can be traced in the
“veiled” language which was used to protect these teachings from the profane.
In the Gospel according to Luke 8 we read: “ For behold, the kingdom of God is within you”.
In the same Gospel 9 we read: “woe to you the teachers of the law, because you removed the
key of knowledge: you yourselves did not enter, and those entering you hindered”
In the Gospel according to Mathew 10 we read a similar statement expressed by Jesus: “Wow to
you teachers of the law and Pharisees hypocrites, because you shut the kingdom of God from
the people: for you do not enter, neither do you allow to enter those who are entering”. The
above statements must have sealed the fate of the Teacher who was shortly arrested and
crucified.
The teaching of Jesus is :“The kingdom of God is within” and the previous two statements
attributed to him accuse the teachers of the law and the Pharisees of not letting the people enter
the “Kingdom”. They “remove the key of knowledge and they themselves do not enter and those
entering they hinder”.
Is this done on purpose or is it due to their inability to relate to the true meaning of the teachings,
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which become henceforth misinterpreted and misleading?
Most people cannot relate to concepts of the nature presented above. They tend to interpret
things literally as perceived through their senses and basic way of reasoning. Thus, the
“kingdom of God, for example”, is a certain place where you can go after you die if only you
were to follow the particular commands of your religious path. And organized religion has
performed a great job of hiding most of what would be likely to point one to the truth or “the
Kingdom”.
Here is one more example of a misinterpretation of a very important passage in the New
Testament:
In the beginning of the Gospel according to John 11 we read: “In the beginning was the word and
the word was with God, and the word was God. This one was in the beginning with God. All
through him came to be and without him came to be not even one which has come to be. In
him was life and the life was the light of the people. And the light shines in the darkness and
the darkness did not overtake it. ……..”The light the true one was, which enlightens every
human being who comes into the world. In the world it was, and the world through him came
to be and the world did not know him. But as many knew him, he gave them authority to
become children of God, to those who believe in his name. And the word became flesh and
encamped inside us and we beheld its glory, glory as of the only begotten from the Father full
of grace and truth.”
The passage above is one of the best known statements referring to the “Word” as “the one
who was” “in the beginning” “through whom all came to be” 12 and that it became flesh and
encamped inside us. And yet even here in the beginning of the gospel there are already several
attempts to alter the meaning of the original Greek in the English translation: in verse 9 a
comma has been inserted after the word “human being” (ἄνθρωπον) in order to force the
association of the participle “coming” (ἐρχόμενον) with the word “light” (φῶς). The result is
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that this translation reads: “the light was coming into the world” instead of the correct
translation of the Greek text: the light was illumining every human being coming into the
world”. The correct association of the participle “coming” is with the “human being”, not with
“the light”. Besides the well- known fact that the ancient texts did not use punctuation marks,
and therefore, the insertion of a comma is ludicrous, if one tries such an association the syntax
of the Greek clause becomes awkward to anyone who knows Greek well. The usual excuse in
such cases -offered by the theologians and/or others involved in the translation of such texts of
religious significance- would be that the Greek text of the New Testament is full of such
unfortunate examples in the proper use of the Greek language due to its stylistic “decline” at
the period in question, or to some closeness to a Hebrew form of diction – a phaenomenon
called in biblical scholarly circles a “Semitism”. I will not discuss here the implications of such a
change in the translation of the text since this is not a biblical exegesis lecture.
In the same excerpt from John 13 we read: “And the Word became flesh and encamped inside
us”. This statement is almost everywhere translated “and the word dwelled among us”
although the preposition used here “ἐν “ has already been used with the meaning “inside,
within” four times in the previous 14 verses of John’s text. The change of the original meaning
of the text is obvious.
The original statement in the Greek text is: “the word became flesh and encamped inside us”
which seems to corroborate Jesus’ statement: “the kingdom of God is within you”.
Here we have an example of a particular message of vital importance to the whole teaching of
what follows in the Gospel according to John, and the message is lost through the translation. Is
it done on purpose or is it an example of the inability of the translator to convey the meaning of
the original since he/she cannot basically relate to it and therefore he/she resorts to the
“exegesis” of the text which is the result of a long and complex struggle between the original
teaching and the dogmatic interpretation through the countless struggles of the Church to
prevail over its pagan and later its “heretic” adversaries? The answer could be a combination of
both. The fact is, however, that the process of human individuation with the emphasis on the
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individual “I”, the ego, has made it next to impossible for the individual human to relate to the
universe as an integral part of it, to deconstruct one’s individuality which separates one from
the “One Who Is” 14 and reconstruct oneself with the same awareness of the eternal “being” the
one which has always existed and is conscious that there is no separateness, division, duality
and conflict in “being”. He has to reach, in other words, the state best described in the
shamanic experience, he must dismember and re-assemble himself, the god has to die and be
reborn, the yoga aspirant has to awaken his dormant Kundalini serpent energy and let it
ascend the vortices of his spiritual body of energy and then be able to redirect it to the base
chakra, at the beginning of the of initiation, or, in the language of modern psychology, one has
to encounter his shadow, assimilate it and return with the awareness of oneness within oneself
and the universe.

This is the meaning of the journey within the labyrinth and the encounter with the Minotaur,
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This statement appears on the halo of Jesus Christ in Orthodox Christian iconography
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this is the meaning of Jacob’s all-night struggle with the angel and the dislocation of his thigh,

this is why Dionysus is dismembered and consumed by the Titans only to be reborn from his
Father’s thigh. It is characteristic that Dionysus is called “twice born”. This is a statement
familiar to various religious/spiritual paths, even in today’s Christianity.

Apulian Red Figure Krater
405-385
National Archaeological Museum
Taranto
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The Dionysian cult, similarly to other Mystery religions, expresses the basic spiritual concept
that the divinity resides inside or within and can be summoned to manifest itself without or
outside, through specific secret rituals. In these rites, the deity ecstatically possesses the
initiated devotees, and the divine and the human become one, inseparable, as they have
always been, but only forgotten and realized again through divine communion or re-cognition.
There is no difference between the Cosmos and the individual. The whole creative energy of
the universe can be contained within the human experience.
And this is the basic common thread in Platonic (Pagan), Christian, Shamanic and Yoga
teachings on accessing true reality.

Is Science competing with Spirituality, or is it with Religion? It may be that it is
the traditional views of Religion and Science that compete with Spirituality.
There is a quote attributed to Albert Einstein, which I was not able to trace in order that I could
properly footnote it, but which, I believe, regardless as to whether Einstein said it or not,
characterizes traditional Scientific and Religious approach toward the workings of the Universe:
Both Science and Religion have the blind spot of not accepting the one thing that both recent
scientific research has reached and Spiritual teachers have always taught, namely the unifying
power behind what we traditionally call “the Universe”. Spiritual teachers have experienced it
and taught it as Universal Consciousness, and yet the various religious paths around the world
actively deny this unity, a fact which becomes so obvious from the intense controversies which
separate them. And Science, in spite of accumulating scientific evidence of a unifying force or
power -for lack of a better word- which appears to connect everything experienced through the
progressively accelerating in complexity scientific methods, obstinately refuses to consider this
as a power beyond what can be intellectually accessed, in spite of the fact that the point of
intellectual comprehension of the so-called physical laws has already been surpassed.
And here is the quote attributed to Albert Einstein: “It is harder to crack prejudice than an
atom”.
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There is no more obstinate of an obstacle than opinions refusing to change, and one of the
strongest forces directing our destiny as a species is the power of our thought and the
opinions formed based thereupon.
In spite of the progressively widening rift between Science and Religion since the Italian
Renaissance, It seems that since the beginning of the 20ieth century there has been a tendency
of bringing Science and Religion closer, or at least, of re- defining the roots of Spirituality by
seeking the common teachings of the Spiritual Masters and working out the unification process
in this manner.
The John Templeton Foundation was established in 1987 by Sir John Templeton. It is a
philanthropic organization which funds inter-disciplinary research. One area of interest are
projects which would bring science and religion together. In 2008 the Foundation received
the United States’ National Humanities Medal from the National endowment for the
Humanities.
It is worth mentioning here two very important initiatives funded by this Foundation in
Boston. The first one is the “Cambridge Roundtable on Science and Religion” where
professors mainly from Harvard, M.I.T., B.U. and Tufts Universities investigate current
academic thought on important religious and non -religious issues and explore how they
relate to science and faith.
The second one is the “Black Hole Initiative, Harvard University”, an international effort
investigating the most recent developments in the study of black holes.
Having been a witness and a participant in both these efforts I can attest to the surfacing of
an intense interest in the exploration of how scientific methodology can relate to what could
be called: “spiritual technology”.
The tendency for a “rapprochement” between science and religion has been particularly strong
during the new millennium. The more science is treading in new territories where the
boundaries between the physical and the “not-so physical” (in order to avoid the term
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“metaphysical” which tends to be a sensitive term in the world of science) begin to become
blurry, the gap between science and spirituality keeps getting smaller.
In fact, there recently appears to be often coincidence between science and spirituality. For
example, we now know that what we actually thought of as the solidity of matter is a mirage
and that physical matter is a result of energy vibration. Spirituality has always known that
everything is a vibration, including thoughts, feelings and various perceptions based
thereupon, and that in order to reach what would in spirituality and philosophy be called
“true knowledge” or “wisdom” one has to transcend these vibrations.
We are finally reaching a point where in science we have to admit that things are not what they
seem to be or as Plato has most elaborately demonstrated in his famous “allegory of the
cave” 15 our “normal” perception of this world is a mirage, shadows at best, of what one could
perceive through a state of “raised awareness”, a state, which in most spiritual paths is reached
through centering prayer or meditation. A state which basically is achieved by turning one’s
attention inward and transcending all external distractions -which include all kinds of feelings,
thoughts and all intellectual activity.
The world is not what It “appears” to be and we are not just talking about appearances
experienced through sense perception alone. Science has progressed far beyond what we used
to perceive as a physical universe with well-defined behavioral laws. Since the beginning of the
previous century we have begun to become acquainted with concepts of quantum physics,
where particles behave like waves and the reverse can be true, and where different parts of a
physical system are linked together, no matter how far apart, in a manner that affecting one
part in any way (even through simple observation) affects the other parts in the system -the
phenomenon called “entanglement” -. But this is something that shamans and spiritual leaders
have known and taught since the beginning of human existence. Namely that we are all one in
this universe and everything and everybody is inter-related and affected by every action,
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every thought and every vibration produced through them. And taking it one step further,
they have proclaimed that the whole universe is inside each one of us.

Above as Below
The concept that the macrocosm resides inside every single particle of the cosmos is perhaps as
old as the Palaeolithic times. It is expressed also in the canonical texts of Christianity. Gregory
of Nazianzus, a fourth-century theologian and Patriarch of Constantinople, refers to the human
creature as being both earthly and heavenly, existing on both the material and spiritual
dimensions of the universe, reflecting the two aspects of the created cosmos. This is an idea
frequently found in both Pagan Greek and Christian authors. Origen, an early Christian
Alexandrian theologian (ca. 185 to ca. 254), in his Homilies on Leviticus wrote:
Understand that you have within yourself, upon a small scale, a second
universe: inside you there is a sun, there is a moon, and there are also
stars. 16

Origen depicted in an early Christian manuscript
Nilus of Ancyra (early fifth century) expressed the same concept.
Look within yourself and see there the whole of creation. 17
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Similarly, Maximus the Confessor, a Byzantine theologian from Constantinople (sixth century)
speaks of the human person as a “laboratory that contains everything in the most
comprehensive fashion.” 18

Icon of Maximus the Confessor found in the Australian EJournal of Theology

This same idea of the entire universe contained in every cell of the manifested creation is the
basis of the shamanic experience as it is currently practiced and as it has been documented in
cave paintings of over 40,000 years ago. In the alchemical tradition, traceable back to
Mesopotamian and Greek sources, the same notion, as it developed through the medieval and
Renaissance periods, is stated in the dogma of the so-called Emerald Tablet 19 that the above is
as the below and that manipulating either will induce a correlating modification of the other.
How very similar is this to what has been known as “entanglement” in the world of Quantum
Physics?
It seems that initially there was no difference between Science and Spirituality. The shaman
would travel through different dimensions using his energy body to gain information and help
his people. To which argument modern science would reply that this is all pure nonsense, or
hallucination. And yet, modern science has spoken of multiple dimensions beyond the ones we
are “normally” aware of, and shamans, besides their experiences which cannot yet be
explained by science, have been providing their people with scientific information about
18

Maximus the Confessor, Ambigua, 41 (PG, XCI. 1305A).
Also known as the “tabula smaragdina” is a cryptic piece of the Hermetic tradition highly
regarded by European alchemists, reported to contain the secret of the universal inter-relation
of consciousness. A translation of its text has been found among the papers of Isaac Newton
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seasonal and astronomical phaenomena without possessing the methods or instruments of
today’s science.
It has by now been demonstrated that the astronomer/shaman/priests of the late Upper
Paleolithic cultures knew mathematical sets as well as the relationship between the moon
annual cycle, ecliptic, solstice and seasonal changes on the planet. Between 1964 and the early
1990s Alexander Marshack, a research fellow at Harvard’s Peabody Museum, published his
research documenting that the sets of marks carved into animal bones and walls of caves are
records of the lunar cycle.

Aurignacian Lunar Calendar after a drawing by Alexander Marchack, A. 1970 – Notation dans
les Gravures du Paleolithique Superieur, Bordeaux, Delmas / Don’s Maps
The artists controlled the line thickness in the markings so that the correlation with lunar
phases could be perceived. These markings are also found in cave paintings of the same period
along with depiction of Aurochs.
It has by now been accepted that animal imagery in cave art is not sympathetic hunting
magic. It is most likely that the more important animals for ritual/spiritual purposes were
depicted in cave art. Among those the Auroch and then the Bull take priority.
The mother goddess has been associated with her surrogate - the bull since prehistoric times.
Her depiction holding a bull’s horn bearing 13 notches, dates, from the Upper Paleolithic
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period. This is the so-called Venus of Laussel a 1.5 foot high limestone relief of a nude female
figure dating from the Upper Paleolithic period (created about 25,000 ago). She is depicted
holding a bull’s horn with 13 notches. This is an obvious association with the number 13, a key
number in lunar calendars.

Venus of Laussel

The earliest testimony about bull cults date from Catalhoyuk in Anatolia (7500-5700 B.C.E.)
In Chaco Culture National Historical Park in Northwest New Mexico there are three large
stone slabs leaning against a cliff which channel light in a shape of a dagger and shadow
markings on two spiral petroglyphs indicating the summer and winter solstices and
equinoxes. How did a 10th century Mesoamerican culture have such advanced knowledge of
the structure of our solar system?
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Schematic representation of the slabs and the sun daggers marking the solstices and
equinoxes
Fajada Butte in Chaco Culture National Historical Park in Northwest New Mexico

The sun dagger and the spiral petroglyph at Fajada Butte
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It is interesting to notice the design of the spiral on the stone slabs
In Yoga a spiral is a symbol of the energy of creation. Constant vibrations from that
Wheel of cosmic energy give power of life movement to this wheel of creation. Spirals are
found all over the world since prehistoric times. They form decorative patterns on stone
carvings, tomb markings and on the body of the mother goddess herself:

The whirling spiral configurations in the universe are reminiscent of the ‘vortex’ of creation and
dissolution, apparently depicted in numerous ancient carvings and drawings, usually in the form
of the initiatory pathway of the labyrinth. These whorls are now detectable through the
instruments of modern technology. The vortices of energy are represented in the Yoga tradition
as the depiction of the energy centres, the chakras, literally ‘wheels or circles or turnings’ within
the ‘ethereal body’ or the energy body and they are similarly associated with the assent to the
highest level of consciousness, known as the ‘merging’ with the cosmos, seen as both the
deity’s creation and the divine presence itself.
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Galaxy Spiral Formation.

In the Hindu spiritual discipline of Yoga (literally ‘unite,’ cognate in English with ‘yoke’), these
wheels of energy vibrate in their own frequency, hence the different colours in which they are
depicted often corresponding to the way they become manifest through intense meditation
and ascetic discipline. There is a rhythm to everything and the chakras have their own rhythm
of energy waves, their own colour, vibration, and sound. According to this tradition, everything
was created from a spark of divine consciousness spinning out from the centre into being, out
into time, into the wheels of life. From the great spiral galaxies to the miniscule atom, the same
pattern is replicated. The cosmos is composed of spinning wheels of energy, spinning into life,
solidifying into form, not unlike the Platonic vision of the Spindle of Necessity in the myth of Er
or the spindle that Zeus ingested to create the world that was destined to be in Orphic
mysticism.
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Energy Vortexes which both Absorb and Radiate Universal Energy According to the Basic
Yoga Teachings
The spiral energy of the chakras may be the symbolic representation of a map leading us back
to that spark of energy from the primordial explosive burst -the “big bang” of modern physics that spun creation into being, into time and life, the map plotting the pathway for our ascent
back to the spirit. This is the map that Socrates described as the topography for the experience
that will lead our soul from becoming, back to the truth and being, back to the notion of the
“one who is” 20 Numerous ancient spirals, myths, and fairy tales represent the symbolic map of
the descent and ascent of the cycle of energy from spirit into matter and back again to
transcendence. Modern Psychology, through the pioneering works of Sigmund Freud and Carl
Jung, has shown conclusively the connection between most ancient symbols and their
occurrence latent within the human psyche, symbols reflected as well in the structures of the
cosmos.
According to Yogic doctrine, aligned along the central channel of our body, called the
Sushumma channel, running from the base of the spine, which the Greeks named the sacred
bone, to the crown of the head, there are seven levels of manifestation (comparable to the
seven manifestations of deity in the Sephirot of medieval Judaic mysticism known as the
Kabbalah) forming a rainbow bridge and the stepping-stones from matter to spirit. These are
the whirling chakras which spin what is called the ‘auric field’ or the perceptible auras of colour
20
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emanating from the physical body. Their spinning is caused by the intersection of two basic
currents passing between the chakras. The centres of the chakras turn like gears that transport
us along the trip or journey that is called life.
Nonnus, the 5th century pagan turned Christian a “wise man” of his time, in his Dionyssiaca 21
similarly refers often to the heavens and the whole of creation as being manifested in seven
levels. The lyre of Apollo had seven strings and Pythagoras’ 22s followers saw seven or the
heptad as the most mystical number, deriving its name from the Greek verb “σἐβειν” meaning
to ‘venerate.’
The Pythagorean octave was composed of seven ascending tones, which intoned together
sounded the music of the spheres, the revolving of the seven planets, whose music was
inaudible to ordinary hearing, but which Pythagoras actually heard according to his followers.
With the same symbolism, it was claimed that Siddhartha Gautama (623 BCC), the first Buddha,
immediately took seven steps as he came into being from his mother’s dream and that a lotus
bloomed, marking his seven mystical stages into being. 23 In Zoroastrian Mithraism, similarly the
seven visible planets mark the seven stages of descent of the spirit from the solar disc into
being. The seven stages are reversed in tracking the spiritual re ascent to the empyrean 24
through the sevenfold degrees of initiation.
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The longest surviving ancient Greek epic poem composed in Homeric dialect describing the
life of Dionysus and his expedition to India
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Ancient Greek mathematician, philosopher and mystic 6th century B.C.
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Matara Sri Nanarama, The Seven Stages of Purification and the Insight of Knowledge, (Kandy,
Sri Lanka: Buddhis Publication Society, 1983).
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From the Greek “ἒμπυρος” “on fire”, the highest heaven in ancient cosmologies
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Schematic Representation of the Spiral Energy of the Chakras.
These seven chakras present a formula for wholeness or oneness and provide a template for
transformation through transcendence. Their location and frequency of vibration within the
body imparts meaning to the respective levels of consciousness. The first chakra, for example,
represents the material world, the indrawn force that binds us to the Earth that transforms
energy into material form and creates our instinctual drive for survival. It represents the root of
our being, our respect for the temple of our body, our proper foundation upon which to begin
our journey to reconnect with the spirit.
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This model of the chakras and vortices of spinning energy is the symbolic language of a specific
esoteric doctrine, the tradition of Yoga, used to express the spiritual pathway of transformation
derived from the experiences of those who have gone before and travelled to the final goal.
There were other traditions, as previously mentioned, that used similar symbols in ancient
times. The symbols have survived but the description of the path eludes us since it has fallen
into disuse with the passage of time, and information about the ancient rites was kept secret
and accessible only to the initiated.
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The Symbols which Trace the Path
One would be surprised to find similar ideas of the descent and ascent of the spirit which
emanates from Divine Universal Consciousness in Plato, Plotinus and Christian mystics.
In Yoga the ascent and descent of the spirit is symbolically represented by the ascent and
descent of the kundalini energy pictorially depicted as one or two interwining serpents.

The ascent and descent of the kundalini energy through the Nadis (energy channels) in
Yoga
The Ida and Pingala Nadis intertwined around the Sushumna channel could be the
mystic’s vision of the spiraling helix of DNA
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The spiral Helix of DNA

The ascent of Kundalini Energy
There are numerous almost identical pictorial representations of this concept in many
traditions including Christianity.

Caduceus, the Rod of Hermes. Is this another depiction of the Spiraling ascending energy,
a reminder of the DNA, the genetic structure which builds all living things?
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The Ankh: the symbolic representation of Physical and eternal life.

Mesopotamian Tree of Life.

The Olmec Tree of Life (Mesoamerican Cosmology). Another spiral configuration of the
life force.
A similar ascending serpentine configuration coiling itself around a tree (named either the Tree
of Life or the Tree of Knowledge) occurs in Judaic-Christian traditions.
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Michelangelo: Temptation and Punishment
Here the interpretation, although not absolutely clear in the account of Genesis, is daemonic,
although mystical Judaic and Christian traditions saw the serpent as the saviour.
The serpent is definitely a symbol of wisdom even in the Christian tradition where Jesus in
Mathew 10:16 admonishes his disciples: “be shrewd as snakes and innocent as doves”.
The serpent is wise and can lead the way to illumination but it can consume the inept and
unprepared. In a similar way the journey into the centre of the labyrinth leads to the Minotaur,
the monster that can consume the uninitiated.

Theseus fighting with the Minotaur. Roman Mosaic 3rd century CE
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According to mystical traditions those chosen and deemed worthy to undertake the journey
toward the ultimate transformation will suffer the ordeal of dismemberment and be
reassembled in a resurrected form that will defy the fate of physical death. Those not prepared
for the secrets of the experience will merge with the monster (personal ego or shadow
persona), be consumed, and suffer death, condemned to await another attempt in subsequent
incarnations.
In the case of the serpent in Judaeo-Christian tradition, the dual meaning of deconstruction and
re-assembly/regeneration has been lost after centuries of patriarchal exegesis. This universal
symbol of fertility, rebirth, guardianship, and so on, may have been reduced to its negative
polarity, like the tale of the creation of the female in the two contradictory versions of
Genesis. 25 The first passage describes the original creation of the human creature as ‘male and
female’; the second is the well-known myth of the creation of Eve as subservient being, molded
from the rib extracted from Adam. The spiritual path has been blurred and the original message
lost. Judaic-Christian theology has become disjointed, or perhaps it may still hold its sacred
truths hidden from the unworthy.
The serpent is one of the oldest and most universal mythological symbols. The ouroboros (Latin
uroborus) is the serpent that forms a ring or circle (like a chakra), with its tail in its mouth. It’s
motto in the earliest depicition in the Chrysopoeia (‘Gold-Making’) of the fourth-century CE
Egyptian-Greek alchemist Cleopatra is hen to pan, ‘all is one and one is all.’

25

Genesis, 1.26-27; 2.24.
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Image of Ouroboros from the Chrysopoeia of Cleopatra.
The Kundalini energy is such a serpent coiled at the base of the spine and it can be unwound
upwards through spiritual discipline extending through the vertebrae of the spinal column.

Some claim that the Milky Way Galaxy inspired it since some texts refer to it as a serpent of
light residing in the heavens and it represents the totality of existence, the ‘all in all’ infinity of
the cyclic nature of the cosmos.
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The Milky Way Galaxy.

It is comparable to the Mayan feathered serpent deity Quetzalcoatl and the constellation of the
Serpent seen in the sky consuming itself, an act that will be completed within the span of
25,900 years, marking the period of completion and renewal.

The Constellation of Ophiuchus, the snake.
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The serpent has also been associated with Dionysus and his mystical rites. It is often depicted in
the artistic representation of his followers who dance beating the drums, with snakes coiled
around their hair.

White ground Kylix by the Brygos painter, 500 BCE. A maenad holding a thyrsus and a
leopard, with a snake coiled around her head.
In the myths referring to Dionysus the god and his devotees exhibit some of the basic
characteristics of the “siddhis” –the “divine” powers channelled when the certain Chakras of
energy have been pierced. Specifically, Dionysus’ association with the snakes and his mastery
over the elements of fire and water as they are represented by the equivalent chakras, become
clear through Nonnus’ descriptions of the god’s adventures in conquering India.
The element of water is represented by the Svadhisthava chakra. This chakra is associated with
creativity and procreation. It governs the emotional and sensual aspects of life. When out of
balance, it can manifest as exhibiting overly emotional behaviour, sexual addiction, and
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constant need for pleasurable stimulation. In later antiquity, Dionysus becomes emblematic of
this unbalance, as the god of drunkenness, licentiousness, and every kind of emotional excess.
This is, of course, the way that the uninitiated would perceive him, and with the demise of
paganism there would have been no initiatory rituals any longer available to the commonality
of humankind.

Svadhisthava Chakra
In Yoga, the third chakra, the Manipura, is the one that represents personal
empowerment, the right to think, the balance of intellect, self-confidence and ego power, the
ability to control one’s self. Its element as fire is symbolic of the power that sustains us as we
burn through the ego and access the true source of our being. In Nonnus’ Dionysiaca, this fire is
repeatedly called ‘purifying.’
This chakra is depicted as located in the area of the navel or the solar plexus, the one
that corresponds to the consciousness within which the Homeric heroes live and function. Jung
saw this as the state that Western mankind found difficult to evolve beyond. 26 The location of
this chakra at the navel/solar plexus, between the stomach and the spine, coincides with a
noticeable ganglion of nerves radiating outward from it like the sun.

26

Carl Gustav Jung, The Psychology of Kundalini Yoga (Notes of the Seminar Given in 1932)
(University Park, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996, previously privately printed in 1933).
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Manipura Chakra
Jung’s interpretation of the chakras of Yoga was a milestone in the psychological understanding
of Eastern thought. According to Jung, the individual on the spiritual journey, arising from the
previous chakra, whose element is water, analogous to the Baptism of Christianity, must
awaken to a reality beyond one’s self to that of the deity, so often symbolized in theologies as
associated with fire, the sun, the illumination, and light. The individual has to rise beyond the
perception of ‘me’ and ‘mine’ to that of the oneness with the universe. In this process, the
aspirant is initiated through fire, in the words of the Baptist:
I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance: but he that cometh
after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to wear: he shall
baptize you with the Holy Spirit, and with fire. 27
The successful passage beyond this important marker along the spiritual pathway is expressed
similarly in the tale of the bush that Moses saw burning on Mount Sinai without being
consumed. In the epic of Nonnus, Dionysus seems to have undergone a similar initiation. He is
constantly associated with fire, which he has mastered, a fire that can be destructive to his
opponents and purifying to his initiates. Nonnus probably saw the true vine that was Christ
prefigured in the Dionysus of pagan antiquity. The poet was extremely knowledgeable of the
spiritual traditions prevalent at his time, and his epic abounds with symbolic allusions to the
important markers along these spiritual paths and the language they use to conceal the sacred
from the profane
27

Matthew, 3.11.
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Nonnus’ descriptions of Dionysus’ mastery over the elements of water, fire and natural
phaenomena, as well as that of his devotees, are indicative of the author’s perception of the
transcendental power of the divine and its assimilation with the universe. According to him, the
Indian Brahmans were able to reach such a state of transcendence, to the point of acquiring the
power to influence the course of celestial bodies. In the Dionysiaca, the god’s mighty opponent
Deriades threatens Dionysus with the miraculous powers of these people, who are his allies.
Well then, I muster against you my wise Brahmans, unarmed. For they go
naked; but their inspired incantations have often enchanted Selene [the
moon] as she passes through the air like Phaëthon swiftly driving his
hurrying car. 28
This is a testimony by an extremely educated and gifted pagan poet/philosopher converted to
Christianity, on the power of inspired incantations mastered by the wisdom of the Brahman
priests. Their power is immeasurable by human standards. They do not need arms. In fact they
go naked. These are the Gymnosophists who initiated Apollonius of Tyana in the Soma/haoma
sacrament, the ones whom Alexander the Great questioned near the banks of the Indus. What
is the secret behind these super human powers?
Hildegard of Bingen, the eleventh-century German mystic who has been dubbed the ‘Sibyl of
the Rhine,’ had visions reminiscent of the chakras of the Yoga tradition. She was an adept
herbalist and well versed in the lore and effects of psychoactive agents, including the fungi. 29
She described her experience in her work Scivias seu Visiones (Latin Sci vias, ‘Know the
pathway’), illustrated with illuminations from the scriborium of her monastery. 30 The Scivias
was completed in 1151 or 1152, and written with the help of her friend and spiritual advisor,
the monk Volmar, describing twenty-six of her visions (visiones).

28

Dionysiaca 36. 344-349
Gerrit J. Keizer, “Hildegard of Bingen: Unveiling the Secrets of a Medieval High Priestess and
Visionary”: 85-210, in John A. Rush (ed.), Entheogens and the Development of Culture: The
Anthropology and Neurobiology of Ecstatic Experience (Berkeley, CA: Atlantic Books, 2013).
30
Carl A.P. Ruck, Blaise Daniel Staples, José Alfredo González Celdrán, and Mark Alwin Hoffman,
The Hidden World: Survival of Pagan Shamanic Themes in European Fairytales (Durham, NC:
Carolina Academic Press, 2006), 26-30.
29
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In some of them, the ‘blue being,’ a creature that materializes as a spiritual persona through
intense meditation, stands in front of a labyrinth. In another, the Tree of Knowledge/Life is
depicted with two serpents ascending in the configuration of the caduceus up toward a dove of
hovering in its branches. Another illumination is very similar to the schematic representation of
the crown chakra or Sahasrara.

Illumination Accompanying Hildergard and the Tree of Life or Knowledge Second Vision of
Part II.

Illuminations from the Same Manuscript Resembling Schematic Representations of the
Crown Chakra, the Sahasrara.
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Schematic Representations of the Sahasrara.

Schematic Representation of the Location of the Sahasrara, Emanating from the Pineal
Gland.
In Yoga, the Sahasrara relates to consciousness as pure awareness. It is the state of becoming
one with the Universe, union with the divine, the ‘I am That’ awareness of the Yogis, ‘I am that I
am,’ as conveyed to Moses in his vision of Yahweh on Mount Sinai, “the one who is”—the
phrase appearing on the halo of Christ. In the Sat-Cakra-Nipurana, a Hindu text written in 1577,
it is said that this chakra, as mentioned, releases a ‘stream of a nectar-like essence, and brings
enlightenment.’ 31 One is endowed with the ability to control one’s destiny and leave one’s own
body, as shamans do on journeys with their spiritual guides. Some of Hildegard’s illuminations
strongly suggest that she experienced such transcendence.

31

Sat-Cakra Nipurana, verse 45.
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Depiction from the Scivias: the Sun, the Moon and Stars. Illumination Accompanying the
Third Vision of Part I of the Scivias.
The spiral configuration of energy as expressed in the pictorial representation of the chakras
within the human energy field is a visual reference to a concept to which it is impossible to
relate unless one goes through the experience symbolised by it. This symbolic map of the
ascending and descending energy presents, however, a somewhat visual reference to the
possibilities open to the potential spiritual aspirant. This may be one of the elements which
makes the symbolically depicted spiritual path accessible as a first step of initiation to many
yoga practitioners today.
A Labyrinth is similar to a spiral. It is an ancient symbol that relates to wholeness. It combines
the imagery of the circle and the spiral into a meandering purposeful path. It is the journey to
our own center and back again into the world. Could it also represent death and rebirth, the
cycle of existence? Walking the Labyrinth could be interpreted as an initiation in which one
awakens the knowledge encoded within one’s DNA.( A knowledge which in many traditions
has been interpreted as past impressions from previous incarnations -this concept can, of
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course, function within the realm of physical, emotional and intellectual reality, where the
laws of time and space apply-).

Atlantic Bronze Age Labyrinth, Meis, Galicia.
Hundreds of thousands of people have walked the labyrinth at Chartres Cathedral since it was
built in the 13th century. It is 13 meters in diameter and forms more than 261 meters of a
pathway. Many must have done it unconsciously, some as a centering spiritual practice, some
as a symbolic journey within. The popular belief is that walking the labyrinth is useful for
healing and meditation.
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The Labyrinth in Chartres Cathedral
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The ‘Reality of Being’
Is there a reality which extends beyond the physical world and its manifestations? And if
there is, and most spiritual traditions tend to agree on that point, there must be ways to
access this reality.
The various spiritual traditions teach that this is achieved through intense training in redirecting
one’s powers of perception inward, into the source of all creation -which is the human soul
once it experiences and identifies itself with the Universal Soul, the source, emanation and
point of return of the whole Universe. This experience, which transcends the intellect and
understanding and cannot be translated into words, Plato relates to truth, knowledge and the
highest of his “Forms”: the Good.
In our modern “rational” scientifically oriented culture we have severed our connection to the
mystery of a living, animate universe and since at least the Middle Ages we have considered
shamanic experiences as sorcery, demonic possession psychosis and hallucination. In the 20ieth
century, however, with our existential agony mounting after the shock of two major wars, and
after serious investigation of shamanic practices still practiced today and the experimentation
of mind altering In substances and with the additional spiritual interest triggered by the advent
of yoga practices and philosophy in the West, we have begun to wonder: Are there really other
states of consciousness? The ancient Mystery initiations, the Gospel writings, the desert
Fathers, the Yoga practitioners seem to agree: There are states of consciousness which are
beyond the one accessed by our physical senses. Socrates explains the “allegory of the cave” as
follows: 32:“This entire allegory, …….you may now append, dear Glaucon, to the previous
argument; the prison house is the world of sight, the light of the fire is the sun, and you will not
misapprehend me if you interpret the journey upwards to be the ascent of the soul into the
intellectual world according to my poor belief which, at your desire, I have expressed – whether
rightly or wrongly God knows. But, whether true or false, my opinion is that in the world of
knowledge the idea of good appears last of all, and is seen only with an effort; and, when seen,
is also inferred to be the universal author of all things beautiful and right – parent of light and
of the lord of light in this visible world, and the immediate source of reason and truth in the
32

See footnote 1
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intellectual; and that this is the power upon which he who would act rationally either in public
or private life must have his eyes fixed.” In antiquity, this path that led outside of the prison of
the cave perceived through our physical senses was accessed with the help of sacred initiations.
Ancient and contemporary Shamanic practices as well as the ancient Mystery religions,
express the basic spiritual concept that the divinity resides inside or within and can be
summoned to manifest itself without or outside, through specific secret rituals. In these
rites, the deity ecstatically possesses the initiated devotees, and the divine and the human
become one, inseparable, as they have always been, but only forgotten and realized again
through divine communion or re-cognition. According to secret Initiations there is no
difference between the Cosmos and the individual. The whole creative energy of the
universe can be contained within the human experience. Indications of such experiences,
which transcend the so-called “normal state of consciousness” abound from depictions of
shamanic journeys in prehistoric cave paintings to accounts of ancient sacred initiations of
the pagan world, Christianity, the Yoga discipline, the Jewish tradition and other spiritual
paths. The basic teaching for the acquisition of such a transcending experience is
Introspection.
Introspection as the tool for the ultimate experience of the universe can be found throughout
the course of human history all over the world. The basic concept is: look within and you will
experience the whole universe. The whole universe abides within you.
The teachings, however, of such spiritual practices have been traditionally hidden from the
many and reserved for the select few. The term: “mystery initiations” is an obvious
indication of such secrecy. Even Jesus openly comments on this secrecy with his use of
parables in his address to the many and on occasion even to his own disciples who, in his
words “are not able to uphold his teachings as yet” 33. One could, therefore, say that
mythology is the symbolic outer garment of inner spirituality, similarly to the body being
the house or the “temple” of the soul, the interpretation of the name “temple” being
dependent on the spiritual evolution of each individual “inhabitant” of such a house. And
the key to experiencing the essence behind the symbol is directly proportional to the
amount of self knowledge each individual has aquired.

“And the disciples came and said to him: “Why do you speak to them in
parables?” He answered and said to them: “ Because it is given to you to know
the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven, but to them it is not given. For
whoever has, to him shall be given and he shall have more abundance. But
whoever has not, from him shall be taken away even that which he has.
Therefore I speak to them in parables because seeing they do not see and
hearing they do not hear, neither do they understand” 34
Jesus speaks in parables, the ancient spiritual wisdom is concealed within the
mythological garment of each culture and the Greeks did wonders in
33
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John 16:12
Mathew 13:10-14
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embellishing this garment with their exquisite expression in literature and the
visual arts.
The difficulty of the journey has been described in many cultures, at different times, in many
parts of the world. The aspirant, initiate, pupil, future shaman, ascending god, has to be
deconstructed and be put together again, a process which in mythological accounts is
represented by death and rebirth. All spiritual traditions, including the shamanic ones, even
when shamans resolve in the use of entheogens as “facilitators” for entering the state of
transformation, describe the journey of this transformation as extremely difficult and perilous.
One needs a spiritual guide on this journey of transformation and one can fall at any time from
any step of “Jacob’s ladder”. As it is mentioned in the Orphic fragment 576 and referred to by
Plato in his “Phaedo 35: “many are the thyrsus bearers but few are the Bacchoi”

All this collective emergency in our world during our times to explore the so called “altered
states of consciousness” can be attributed to an intense dissatisfaction with the way things
are and can be perceived as an indication of decline of our form of civilization. Or, it could be
a sign of an “Apocalypse”, a Greek word which means “uncovering”. The uncovering of the
truth that had remained hidden for all these centuries for lack of a fertile ground in the
psyche of the potential aspirants. Could it be that in our era of technological transparency
where nothing can remain hidden any more, a tremendous pool of past information from all
spiritual paths, information that was hidden under the strictest rules of secrecy is open to
investigation?

35

Plato, Phaedo, 69C
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Are there Shortcuts in the Process of Spiritual Transformation?
In spite of the strict warnings against the undertaking of this journey without the necessary and
appropriate guide, the one who has already travelled the path and can direct the initiate on the
right way of passage, there have been many attempts to duplicate the path through one’s own
unguided efforts and through the use of drugs. Natural substances “entheogens” such as having
been occasionally used by shamans throughout the centuries should not be used without the
proper direction of the teachers as a form of “short cut” toward the search for the divine
within. These are substances that the teachers have assimilated through a long process of
spiritual observance of the interplay of what we could call “Universal Consciousness” and the
connection of everything within it. Observations of the use of consciousness altering plants by
some shamans and experimentation with such plants and eventually the use of synthetically
produced psychedelic substances such as LSD in certain studies, led some to the conclusion that
all shamanic experiences were initially induced through the help of these substances and,
consequently, anyone interested in achieving altered states of consciousness could easily
reproduce such experiences at will.
To offer just one example, in the United States in the 50s, more than 100 Hollywood –
establishment people begun using the drug lysergic acid diethylamide as a “facilitator” in
psychotherapy. Well known personalities like actors Betsy Drake, Cary Grant, Esther Williams,
agent Freddie Fields, writer Anais Nin, Time publisher Henry Luce, started using LSD during
psychoanalysis. LSD was administered by well established Beverly Hills therapists as a wonder
drug that had the power to break through to the subconscious. The substance that the young
Swiss chemist Albert Hofmann had synthesized in 1938, when he was experimenting with fungi
in search of a stimulant for the nervous system and to which he had given the name LSD-25,
began to be distributed for research experiments by Sandoz

laboratories (at present a

subsidiary of Novartis). By the mid-50s it was already being used by the C.I.A., the U.S. army
the Canadian government and others as a potential truth serum. In the psychiatric circles it held
the potential to cure just about anything. But its greatest potential was the ability to
instantaneously dissolve the ego instead of slowly peeling it away through psychoanalysis layer
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by layer, and let the unconscious burst to the forefront. Between the 50s and 60s more than
40.000 people worldwide had been tested or treated with LSD.
And then, as it often happens, “too much of a good thing” for too many people who used it for
the wrong purposes, and perhaps our aversion to too much mind opening which questions our
well-trodden accepted cultural paths without the necessary preparatory work of preparing
ourselves for the surprises which lay ahead, led to control and final confiscation and prohibition
of the drug by the Food and Drug Administration in the 60s. The sexual revolution and the
flower children of that period had a lot to do with the reaction from the Establishment.
There are numerous indications that such facilitators for the transcendence of the ego which
binds one to time and space have been used in the past. The evidence abounds from antiquity
to the use of mushrooms in Mesoamerica all the way through to our times. The work of
R.Gordon Wasson, Richard Evan Schultes, Carl Ruck and others contain a tremendous amount
of information on this subject. But ancient use of such substances was done for spiritual
purposes, the participants were guided by the initiated ones/priests, priestesses/ shamans and
the secret of the ritual and the substance used were carefully guarded, revealing the secret to
the uninitiated often incurring the death penalty as was the case with the incident involving
Alcibiades and his friends who were using the sacred potion consumed in the Eleucinian
Mysteries during their parties with their friends. The Athenian judiciary system condemned
them to death and confiscated their properties. In our times the example of ethnomycologist
Gordon Wasson and the shaman – Maria Sabina - who initiated him into the use of the
teonanacatl -the magic mushrooms of Mesoamerican folklore- is a testimony to the effects of
misuse of such “facilitators” of a transcending experience. In her own words: the “sacred
children” were “profaned” by the hoards of tourists who flocked to her in search of the “magic
experience”. They lost their force; the foreigners spoiled them. From now on they will not be
any good”. The use of these “facilitators” or entheogens was intended for the few, the priests
and the shamans who could initiate the ones deemed worthy into a transcending mind
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opening experience. And the mushrooms themselves were considered “sacred” as expressed by
the contemporary shaman Maria Sabina.

How did science and spirituality grow apart?
In prehistoric and ancient times there was no difference between Science and Philosophy. For
example, the ancient Greek philosopher Pythagoras could be called the first known string
theorist.
Pythagoras had experienced one of the cosmological view of modern physics, namely that the
universe is composed of infinitesimally minute vibrating filaments, hence his work on harmonic
relationships and his expositions on the movement of the celestial bodies producing what he
had called “the music of the spheres”. Carrying his experiences one step further than modern
physicists, he maintained that a person should align himself to the universal harmony by
aspiring to the development of a healthy body, mind and spirit through exercise, proper diet (a
vegetarian diet) and meditation/prayer. In this way he could experience alignment and union
with God. And this is exactly what most spiritual traditions aspire to: the total alignment of the
individual spirit or soul with universal harmony (or energy) and hence union with it and with
God.

Bust of Pythagoras of Samos in the Capitoline Museums, Rome
Here we find again the concept of Universal vibration, harmony and oneness with all.
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Among the teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan 36 in Sufi Teachings Volume II The Mysticism of
Music, Sound and the Word there are numerous statements in the same spirit:
In chapter 1, p. 1, in the volume mentioned above, we read that everything is a vibration: “The
mineral, vegetable, animal and human kingdoms ate the gradual changes of vibrations, and the
vibrations of each plane differ from one another in their weight, breadth, length, color, effect,
sound and rhythm. Man is not only formed of vibrations, but he lives and moves in them…….his
different moods, inclinations, affairs, successes and failures, and all the conditions of life
depend upon a certain activity of vibrations that accounts for the variety of things and beings.
This vibratory activity is the basis of sensation and the source of all pleasure and pain: its
cessation is the opposite of sensation. All sensations are caused by a certain grade of activity of
vibration”.
The aim of all spiritual paths is to attain access to the initial state of “being” that of being one
with the “creator”, the one beyond being, the “One” of Plotinus, the unmovable mover of
Aristotle, the Christ Consciousness of the Christians, the Universal consciousness of the Yogis.
This is the state of cessation of all grades of activity, the state beyond the moment of creation
(or the “big Bang” for the physicists).
And the closest definition of this cessation of activity in the world of thinking and language is:
peace, or silence. This is why mystics throughout the ages have emphasized peace and silence.
Both words essentially mean cessation of all vibrational activity in order to reach the initial
state of being one with the Divine.
In the “Philokalia” 37 Saint Peter of Damaskos 38 comments on the value of stillness: “…..Stillness
is the highest gift of all, and without it, we cannot be purified and come to know our
weakness….neither will we be able to understand the power of God…..” 39
36

Indian Sufi mystic and musician, founder of the Sufi Order in the West in 1914, and teacher of
Universal Sufism.
37
A collection of texts written between the 4th and 15th centuries by spiritual masters of the
Eastern Orthodox Church
38
Monk who lived in a small monastic village in Syria ( 1027?- 117?)
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What is this stillness or peace? Is it a state of annihilation? All spiritual traditions suggest or
plainly state that this is a state of annihilation of the limited individual ego. And since this is
the only one with which most of us identify, it can be a scary anticipation, and also a scary
experience once on a spiritual path. Hence the need for a teacher.

The Experience outside the Cave
“I know a man in Christ, 14 years ago, whether in body – I do not know- or outside the body- I
do not know; God knows. this kind of man ( I do not know, God knows), that he was
snatched up to the third heaven. And I know this kind of man, whether in body or outside the
body, I do not know; God knows, that he was snatched to Paradise, and heard unspeakable
words, which is not possible for a human being to utter” 40
What is this experience of the Divinity which transcends the physical and is beyond all
knowledge and comprehension?
One of the names that has been ascribed to it is ecstacy a word coined from Greek, meaning:
standing outside, presumably standing outside the usual bodily experience, or simply standing
outside one’s body and its associations with feelings, thoughts, and the intellectual processing
of acquired information.
.Saint Teresa of Avila, the Spanish mystic and Catholic saint 41, describes her experience of
religious ecstasy in her encounter with an angel: 42 “
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Philokalia, Vol. III, “Spurious Knowledge,” translated by Philip Sherrard, Faber and Faber,
London, p. 194
40
Description of St. Paul’s vision on the way to Damascus in his own words in 2 Corinthians,
12:2
41
1515-1582
42
Teresa’s Autobiography, chapter 29, Part 17
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The Ecstasy of St. Teresa.
“I saw in his hand a long spear of gold, and at the iron’s point there seemed to be a little fire. He
appeared to me to be thrusting it at times into my heart, and to pierce my very entrails; when
he drew it out, he seemed to draw them out also, and to leave me all on fire with a great love
of God. The pain was so great, that it made me moan; and yet so surpassing was the sweetness
of the excessive pain, that I could not wish to be rid of it. The soul is satisfied now with nothing
less than God. The pain is not bodily, but spiritual; though the body has a share in it. It a
caressing of love so sweet which now takes place between the soul and God, that I pray God of
His goodness to make him experience it who may think that I am lying.”
This description, to one initiated into introspection in the basic yoga practices, evokes an
intense experience of the kundalini energy rising to the heart chakra and travelling back to its
source through the navel down to the base of the spine. To a person not familiar with such
practices, this could be an intense experience of ecstatic erotic nature strongly flavored with
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the love of God. There are, after all some similarities between these experiences, which share
the spiritual and bodily essence of a human being. The rendering of this subject by Bernini is
primarily erotic with the angel aiming his lance at St. Teresa’s womb, an example that each
one’s understanding is according to each one’s evolution and personal experience. And this
tendency extends to the official stance of what we could call religious institutions.
One of the best descriptions of the incomprehensible and ineffable of an experience of this
state of ecstatic union with the divine is offered in the description of St. Gregory of Nyssa 43 of
Moses’ vision of God on Mount Sinai 44:
“What does it mean that Moses entered the darkness and then saw God in it? What is now
recounted seems somehow to be contradictory to the first theophany, for then the divine
was beheld in light but now He is seen in darkness. Let us not think that this is at variance
with the sequence of things we have contemplated spiritually. Scripture teaches by this that
religious knowledge comes at first to those who receive it as light. Therefore, what is
perceived to be contrary to religion is darkness; an escape from darkness comes about when
one participates in the light. But as the mind progresses, and, through an ever greater and
more perfect diligence, comes to apprehend reality, as it approaches more nearly to
contemplation, it sees more clearly that God cannot be comprehended. For leaving behind
everything that is observed, not only what sense comprehends but also what the intelligence
thinks it sees, it keeps on penetrating deeper until by the intelligence’s yearning for
understanding it gains access to the invisible and the incomprehensible and there it sees God.
This is the true knowledge of what is sought; this is the seeing that consists in not seeing,
because that which is sought transcends all knowledge, being separated on all sides by
incomprehensibility as by a kind of darkness. Therefore, John the sublime 45 who penetrated
into the luminous darkness, says “no one has ever seen God” 46,

thus asserting that
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knowledge of the divine essence is unattainable not only by humans but also by every
intelligent creature. When, therefore, Moses grew in knowledge, he declared that he had
seen God in the darkness, that is, that he had then come to know that what is divine is
beyond all knowledge and comprehension, for the text says, “Moses approached the dark
cloud where God was”. 47
In his “life of Plotinus 48”, his disciple, Porphyry 49, narrates a certain episode which exemplifies
his teacher’s views on the relationship of poetry, philosophy and mysticism. The excerpt reads
as follows: “At Plato’s feast I 50read a poem, “The Sacred marriage”; and because much in it was
expressed in the mysterious and veiled language of inspiration someone said: “Porphyry is
mad”. But Plotinus said, so as to be heard by all, “you have shown yourself at once a poet,
philosopher and expounder of sacred mysteries”. 51 This comment is also an indication of how
Plotinus functioned and expressed himself. Porphyry tells us that “..he was present at once to
himself and to others , and he never relaxed his self-turned attention except in sleep” 52 and
that “…this god-like man above all, who often raised himself in thought 53, according to the ways
Plato teaches in the Banquet (Συμποσίῳ), to the First and Transcendent God, that God
appeared who has neither shape nor any intelligible form, but is throned above intellect and all
the intelligible. I, Porphyry, who am now in my sixty-eighth year, declare that once I drew near
and was united to him. To Plotinus “the goal ever near was shown”: for his end and goal was to
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be united, to approach the God who is over all things. Four times while I was with him he
attained that goal, in an unspeakable actuality and not in potency only.” 54
According to Porphyry and Plotinus himself, he achieves the goal of the merging with the
Divine Principle, (the One- as he calls it), not through a mental process of discursive
reasoning, but through an intuitive direct perception or vision: “A simple self-intuition, an
immediate self-consciousness higher than the thought of the Divine Intellect” 55
This is a description of a transcending mystical experience, one beyond what the intellect can
dissect and identify, and diametrically opposite our western perception of philosophical
thinking which is directly influenced by Descartes’: “Cogito, ergo sum”. According to Platonic
and Neoplatonic philosophy, the beginning of a real, a true experience happens when one
raises oneself beyond thinking. Thinking is not the proof of the experience of the “reality of
being”.
The experience of the Truth, of the reality of the archetypal Forms cannot be expressed in
thoughts or words.
In his 7th letter 56, Plato commenting on serious philosophical endeavors or any serious matter
in general, states the following: “…every serious man with really serious subjects carefully
avoids writing, lest thereby he may possibly cast them to prey to the envy and stupidity of the
public..” 57
And also commenting on the need to commit the truth to memory by writing: ..”there is no fear
lest anyone should forget the truth if once he grasps it with his soul,…” 58
This is the reason why spiritual masters do not write their teachings, but their disciples do.
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In the case of Plotinus, he was convinced to write toward the end of his life at the urging of his
disciple Porphyry. Plotinus’ teacher, however, Ammonius Saccas, did not write anything, and it
is interesting that Hazrat Inayat Khan 59’ expresses the same idea in his account of his teacher’s
reaction when he attempted to take notes the first time he heard him speak. His teacher
immediately changed the subject. As Plato states in his 7th letter: ”there is no fear lest anyone
should forget the truth if once he grasps it with his soul,…”.

Is God’s Language beyond Intellectual Exegesis?
The spiritual masters have taught that the human body contains the whole universe. Within the
human energy field the horizontal lines are like musical notes to play upon. For the
Pythagorians the distances between the planets have the same ratios as harmonious sounds
produced in a plucked string.

The DNA Helix
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See note 35
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How did he arrive at such conclusions? The predominant modern view is that his discoveries
were simply a product of looking and listening. Or had he perhaps experienced the workings of
the Universe within himself when in an altered state of consciousness?
If there is a reality which extends beyond the physical world and its manifestations, and most
spiritual traditions tend to agree on that point, there must be ways to access this reality. Or, as
Stephen Hawking put it, if we want to read God’s mind, we must first understand God’s
language.
Which is God’s language? According to the Pythagoreans and Plato himself, God’s creation - or
that which we perceive as the physical Universe as well as the one beyond the physical
(including that which we will call the soul of the Universe or the “Universal Soul” resonate with
the harmonious vibrations emanating from the Divine Source. And judging from the intense 10
year curriculum of mathematical sciences (-the so called “quadrivium”- consisting exclusively of
arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and harmonics) which constitutes the higher education of the
guardian class of the citizens in his ideal society from the age of twenty to the age of thirty, one
gets the idea that in Plato’s “experience of Reality” the Cosmos operates in accordance with
certain laws which can be approached by the human potential. One approach into the inner
workings of these laws according to the Pythagoreans and Platonists is through the
mathematical sciences and modern science would agree with that. Modern science will also
agree that at the level of trying to reconcile Quantum mechanics with the theory of relativity,
the string theory and the behavioral patterns of the “black holes”, there is a lot of speculation,
and in certain instances the working out of mathematical equations surpass the level of
intellectual understanding. In other words, we know that the mathematical equations work, but
we cannot always explain why.
And this is the point where Science and Mystical Theology, or plainly “mysticism” meet.
A good example of this meeting point between Science and Mystical experience comes from
the beginning of the twentieth century exemplified in the working methodology of Srinivasa
Ramanunjan. Srinivasa Ramanunjan was a self-taught-for the most part- Indian mathematician
who during his short life developed his own research with extraordinary results in pure
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mathematics. According to his testimony he would receive information about his pioneer work
during his sleep, which would follow his daily practice of meditation.
The workings of scientific methodology require proofs for every invented theorem. There
cannot be, however, proof of the workings of the most profound intuition of an inspired genius
simply because one cannot prove the mechanism of the workings of something one has not
experienced. And the inner workings of an intuitive genius defy the limitations of scientific
methodology.
During the brief span of his life, Ramanujan seemed to pull out of thin air mathematical
relationships for which he often had trouble to produce proof in spite of the demands of his
mentor and colleague at Trinity College in Cambridge, England, G.H. Hardy.

G.H. Hardy and Srinivasa Ramanujan
When asked by Hardy how he would arrive at his theorems, identities and equations without
producing any proofs, Ramanujan credited his discoveries to the goddess Namagiri who would
appear to him in visions.
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According to Ramanujan “no mathematical equation was important to him unless it expressed
the thought of God”. The notes that Ramanujan sent from his deathbed to his mentor Hardy
have just begun to be understood today, 100 years after his death, and are being used in order
to interpret string theory and the behavior of black holes.

Courtesy of Ken Ono

Srinivasa Ramanujan’s final letter to G. H. Hardy in 1920, explaining his discovery of what
he called “mock theta” functions.
We now know that Ramanujan’s work which was produced by such “unorthodox” methods according to the rules of scientific research-, as well as quantum physics clashed with the
accepted at the time physical theories. Newtonian physics do not explain the workings of the
Universe any more, other than in the practical way we function in our every day reality.
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Scientists are talking about as many as 26 dimensions, which we cannot perceive in our ordinary
state of being, and of the coexistence of past present and future.

It seems that with both Pythagoras and Ramanunjan we are dealing with an intuitive source of
inspiration through which Universal mathematical truths are accessed.
In Ramanunjan’s case the source is clearly identified by himself as accessed through meditation.
In Pythagoras’ case the source must be equally relevant since ancient sources coincide with
regard to the mystical associations of himself and his School.
Science and Philosophy or Science and Spirituality were not at odds until the 5th century B.C.E.
In fact, even the distinction between their object of study (the study of the outer versus the inner
world) could not have worked within the ancient philosophical conception where there is
coincidence of the inner and the outer Universe. Plato divided math in two categories: The one
which has practical applications in every day human activities and the one which explains the
workings of the Universe, that is, the language of God.
A concept such as “the language of God” implies a different mode of conception beyond normal
intellectual understanding. One that transcends intellectual understanding itself and moves to
the realm of mystical transcending experience.
Contrary to “popular” belief, or what Plato would have called the ῞δόξα τῶν πολλῶν῞ translated
as close as possible as “the opinion of the many, that is the opinion of the mob”, the clash
between science and spirituality dates far more back than the Renaissance. In fact it is found in
the initial tension between rhetoric and philosophy as best exemplified in Plato’s Gorgias and
Protagoras. Rhetoric’s claim of teaching “politike arete”(῞πολιτικἠ άρετή῞) literally translated as
“political virtue” is better understood and actually represents not what philosophy had
considered as “virtue” but actually as what the “many” the “mob” consider as useful. So it
would be better if this term be translated as “political science”. Plato and Isocrates had
diametrically opposing views as to what is appropriate and beneficiary for the training of an
individual (the youth in particular) 60. Plato’s ideas on this subject are dispersed throughout
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Ancient Athenian rhetorician (436-338 B.C.E.) instrumental in establishing a school in Athens
teaching -according to what he proclaimed- rhetoric diametrically opposed to the methods of
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most of his work but can be expounded in detail in the 7th book of his Republic where his basic
description of what reality is when perceived by the untrained eye of the “many” as opposed to
the perception of those who have been trained according to his proposed system of creating
the “guardians” and the “philosopher leaders” is described.
According to Isocrates’ point of view, the teaching of this kind of “virtue” based on absolute
knowledge –the “wisdom” one reaches when one transcends the false world of appearances- is
beyond the capabilities of most men and, therefore, unrealistic. Δὀξα “opinion” is mostly
accessible by most mortal men, the “opinion of the many”, and this is what should be taught.
Fact is that Isocrates’ vote on “opinion” has won the educational system ever since that time
and labelled Plato as an “idealist” or a “utopian” and Isocrates as a “pragmatist” and “realist”.
When viewed in this light, the phrasing of concerns raised by certain scholars about a biased
nature of the research funding of the Templeton Foundation (the point being made is that
the foundation is primarily funding projects whose aim is to unify science and religion) .. as
expressed by Guillaume Lecointre 61 sounds like an argument from the Isocrates’ school of
thought: according to Lecointre the Foundation’s funding criteria are..”blurring the
epistemological lines between the collective and public empirical enquiry and the individual
and private metaphysical convictions 62”.
Here we have the ancient-old dichotomy between Science and Religion and the confusion on
the subject of Religion versus Spirituality. When we talk about spirituality, we are not talking
about “individual and private metaphysical convictions” -to use Lecointre’s words. We are
actually not talking about convictions at all. Because once you begin having convictions you
are back on the track of accepted laws of cultural reasoning and understanding. We are

what he called bad sophistry. His ideas about education have influenced the basic school
curriculum from antiquity through the Renaissance and can be traced even in today’s basic
liberal education system.
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talking about a technology which has been experienced by its practitioners as being beyond
the commonly accepted so far laws of human reasoning.
I will conclude with a statement by Dionysius the Areopagite 63on the subject of spiritual
enquiry:
Here the author is admonishing his student Timotheos, who is on the path of spiritual quest:
“You, now, my dear Timotheos, in your persistent involvement in mystical visions, abandon
your senses as much as the energies of the mind, all the things perceptible by the senses and
the mind, all the things that are, and are not. Elevate yourself in order to be united in an
incomprehensible way, as far as it is possible, with the one who is beyond every essence and
knowledge. Because through the absolute and devoid of every association pure ecstacy from
yourself and from all things, you will elevate yourself, after you get rid of everything and
become liberated from everything, to the ray of divine darkness which transcends every
essence” 64.
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The name of a Saint, -converted to Christianity by St. Paul-, to whom a series of writings on
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ABSTRACT: This is the second in a series of papers I presented at the Hawaii
International Conference on Arts & Humanities that will result in the first
complete study of the Mason-Dixon Games, held in Louisville, Kentucky. The
initial paper was presented at last year’s Conference. The Mason-Dixon
Games became one of the premier indoor Track and Field meets in the United
States in the 1960s, and the first such international sporting event ever to be
held in the Southern United States. This paper details the background from
which the Games emerged at Louisville and examines the organizational
efforts and the personalities involved that led to the first successful MasonDixon Games in February, 1961. They continued as one of the world’s
marquee indoor track meets for the rest of the decade.

Today, Kentucky is well known as one of the nation’s foremost sports capitals

and home of NCAA National Basketball Championships. Its major universities in
Louisville and Lexington are members of the ACC and SEC, two of the most

prestigious and successful athletic conferences in the country. Football, baseball,
track and field, swimming, and soccer programs routinely rank at the top of the

national collegiate level, including world class athletes who vie for Olympic medals.
Annually, the Kentucky Derby draws over 100,000 racing fans to Louisville the

first Saturday in May to witness one of greatest equine events in the world, and the
hefty purses at Lexington’s Keeneland bring more track aficionados to the “Blue

Grass State.” Three times a year, the richest breeders from around the globe crowd
1

the auctions there, looking for the next multi-million-dollar thoroughbred.

Lexington is also home to the Kentucky Horse Park., attracting a national and
international crowd for the past forty years.

Muhammed Ali and his Museum have forever made Louisville a destination for

boxing fans. The once famous “Kentucky Rifle” is long gone, but new legends have
sprung up around another heavy hitter-- the “Louisville Slugger” of Hillerich &

Bradsby, whose baseball bats have been immortalized by numerous hall-of-famers:

Its factory and museum are a perennial downtown tourist magnet. Kentucky and
sport just seem to go together.
•

*

*

It was not always that way. Louisville, Kentucky, in the early 1960s was not the

kind of place where one would have anticipated a world-class indoor track and field
meet like the Mason-Dixon Games suddenly bursting forth on an equal footing with

other well-known competitions in the country’s largest urban centers-- and in a new

facility unrivalled internationally at the time. The sports world was caught off
guard.

The post-World War II optimism that was causing economic and population

booms elsewhere in the country, did not always favor the Commonwealth. Outside
interest in its affairs had severely lapsed and even the new interstate highway
system initially went everywhere but through it. Things were changing— but
slowly.

At the end of the 1950s, Louisville was not a recognized sports hub of any
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consequence— especially one concerned with International Track and Field. There
were no major league teams. The Kentucky Derby quickly came and went; the

University of Kentucky continued to “surprise” the nation’s newspapers and

basketball fans by emerging from the proverbial backwoods of “Old Kentuck” to

contend for, and even grab away, National Championships from better-known

teams; and the University of Louisville was only beginning to make its presence

known in the sport. T.V. was still in its infancy, and Kentucky was still remote. What
thoughts, if any, the nation’s population had about the state included Appalachia,
hillbillies, horses, coal-mining, tobacco, moonshine, raccoons, and possums.

Louisville was well aware of its backward image, and earlier in the 1950s had

even moved to gain national attention with its promotion of local cultural

attractions like the Louisville Orchestra. It was hoped that such publicity would

portray the city more positively outside the region and help draw economic interest
to the community. General Electric was impressed enough to begin construction of

its massive Appliance Park there in 1951. Not only does Louisville still have a wellknown orchestra, but it also has a ballet company, an opera company, and Actor’s

Theater, among the most recognized regional theater companies in the nation. In
fact, there are few metropolitan areas of its size in the country that have so many
opportunities for cultural enrichment.
•

*

*

Louisville was once known as the “Gateway to the South” during the glory days of

the riverboat era and train travel, but that time had passed. Even identifying the city

with the “South” had become a geographical stretch by today’s standards. Louisville
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shares borders on the Ohio River with Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, stalwarts of the

North-- on the opposite bank of the same river from Cincinnati, which is only about

130 miles upstream and was served for more than a century by the Louisville and
Nashville (L & N) Railroad (as was St. Louis). However, the Ohio River had also

become known as the border for the Mason-Dixon Line symbolizing at the time the
cultural boundary between the North and South— and Louisville was squarely

located on the “Dixie” bank of the Ohio, not even a mile across the Ohio from Yankee

territory.

Loyalties of Kentucky residents, and especially Louisville, had predictably been

divided during the Civil War, and its unusual location always made it something of

an anomaly among states in that respect, sharing a mix of sentiments and interests
spanning both sides of the Ohio. Many across the river in Indiana still make the

daily commute to Louisville as a part of their lives-- the continued interweaving of
interests having coined, probably in the 1940s, the popular designation of
“Kentuckiana.”

Over the decades, the changing tides of history and popular sentiment in the

country resulted in both positive and negative associations with Kentucky, including
racial controversy. By the mid-twentieth century, most of those living in other parts
of the U.S. would probably have regarded it more as a South-Central, or even

Midwestern state. No matter what its geographical location or its progress toward

joining midstream America, Kentucky’s legacy would, however, remain inescapably
tied to the popular concepts most Americans continued to associate with the more
traditional Old South.
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Kentucky, and especially its largest city, Louisville, continued to evolve in post-

World War II America. Perspectives were changing-- becoming more “national” and
less parochial. Besides lingering war memories affecting what was happening in
America, there were the growing fears of communism, nuclear annihilation, and
advances in the Soviet Space program. More emphasis was placed on higher

education and advances in technology had the most influence in pushing the country
in new directions. It was inevitable that the blend of societal currents altering the

fabric of America in the mid-1950s would also affect the country’s more enjoyable
pastimes such as its long-established tradition of athletics – and, perhaps not

surprisingly, it was during this same time that plans for the First Annual Mason-

Dixon Games in Louisville, Kentucky, began to take shape.

Amid the most immediate life-changing innovations of the day was air

conditioning and climate control, which would not only transform home and office
environments but also dramatically affect the future of large indoor gatherings for

athletic contests. For the latter, the inability to regulate temperature and ineffective
ventilation had always impeded wide spread use of indoor facilities for big crowds.
Air conditioning, along with adjustable heating for winter events and effective

ventilation, provided the previously lacking climate control, which, by the 1950s,

was revolutionizing the facilities in which athletic competitions could be held. Many

cities now began the move to relocate major sporting events indoors, adapting old
arenas, auditoriums, and armories to the new technology. Indoor climate control,
especially during the cold months of the year, most decidedly helped bring the
Mason-Dixon Games to fruition in Louisville.
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Big cities continued as the centers for major sports, but smaller indoor areas

required less land and could be built downtown. To off-set the accompanying

smaller crowds, a number of types of athletic contests and entertainments could be

held more frequently, as the new facilities could quickly be altered to accommodate
them. Basketball, ice hockey, track meets, horse shows, and circuses could all be

scheduled in rapid succession. Weather was no longer a problem, and air quality
could be constantly maintained. Indoor lighting allowed events to be held at any

time; and the proximity of the spectator to what was going on in these new arenas
made it easier to see the participants and read the new and more effective score
boards.

Unexpectedly, Louisville would be at the forefront of indoor facilities with the

completion of Freedom Hall Coliseum in 1956. Not only was it equipped with all the
modern innovations spectators expected in a new facility, but it was also on the

perimeter of Louisville’s downtown area, had extensive on-site parking, tourist

accommodations nearby— and was only a stone’s throw from the airport. There
were few, if any, large spectator facilities at the time where T.V. and radio

broadcasters, participants, and fans could arrive at a major airport and be at the
event within a few minutes.

Originally conceived as multi-purpose arena and the centerpiece for the new

Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center, Freedom Hall’s main function was to host

what would quickly become the most celebrated equestrian competition in the

country, “The Kentucky State Fair World’s Championship Horse Show.” Its name,
“Freedom Hall,” was chosen from a statewide essay competition. Its path to
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becoming home to the Mason-Dixon Games was just as unexpected because it does
not appear that the new facility was originally intended to host national, even

international, track meets— although, as with all such facilities, Freedom Hall

needed to acquire tenants as quickly as possible to sustain its expenses through the
calendar year. Almost immediately, it became home to the Louisville Cardinal

basketball team in 1956. Its attractiveness and central location also made it the

ideal place to hold the NCAA Basketball Final Fours six times between 1958 (won by
the University of Kentucky Wildcats) and 1969. Sports administrators and fans

around the country now knew about Freedom Hall.

The first in a series of USA-USSR track meets began in Moscow in July, 1958, but,

typically, the sport was never as big a draw in America as football, basketball, and

baseball. Increasing in interest, however, especially during the winter months, were
the newly-instituted indoor meets in large cities, many sponsored by major

newspapers. Many previously lukewarm sports fans were demonstrating their

desire to see world-class track and field athletes complete indoors. All new indoor
records were “world records” since none had existed before, so stars rushed to

compete on the good chance they would set one. The meets became so popular that
athletes could literally hop around to different cities on an almost weekly basis

during the season to complete, often purposely arranged on a Friday-Saturday night
schedule.

Because the indoor arenas were smaller than major outdoor facilities, shorter

races that would not normally have been held were specifically arranged by meet
directors to produce new world records and attract crowds. Organizers of the
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Mason-Dixon Games benefited from Freedom Hall’s spaciousness, which allowed the
only 70-yard dashes and hurdles run in the country. Many of these short races were
in yards— not meters, which was the world-wide accepted measure. Not

surprisingly, Europe was slow to warm to holding such meets, although there was
no problem attracting athletes to them from outside the U.S., especially those

attending American universities and colleges. World records did not receive the
same respect they did in international outdoor meets in other countries.

Nonetheless, no one could argue with success. The bigger the indoor arena, the

more events could take place. An engaging announcer, first-rate air-quality, lighting,

new scoreboard technology, and the purposeful “circus-like” atmosphere at the

meets was working to perfection: Indoor comfort, the prospect of world records,

good seating, closer contact with the athletes, and more accessible food and drink
were a perfect combination for success during the last half of the 1950s.

The growing frequency of indoor games helped captured the public’s attention

and benefitted the celebrity of the day’s best athletes, many of whom were black.
Wilma Rudolph and Ralph Boston were among the greatest crowd pleasers.

Freedom Hall was the most advanced venue in the country to sponsor a major

indoor track and field meet, far surpassing, in many respects, the more famous big
city arenas like Madison Square Garden, whose facilities had become outdated for

indoor sport and fan expectations. The moniker of the famous New York arena, of

course, continued to entice competitors and draw capacity crowds, but, in terms of a
state of the art facility, it would be another decade before a new MSG caught up with
Freedom Hall.
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In Louisville, George Gibson, Jr. and his dedicated inner circle of enthusiasts in the

newly-formed Kentuckiana Cinder Club recognized what was happening around the
country in respect to track and field. Following its organizational meeting in

September, 1957, the rapidity of the Cinder Club’s transformation of Louisville into

one of the country’s most modern, up-to-date track and field centers and host city
for the Mason-Dixon Games at the new Freedom Hall Coliseum, was certainly

unprecedented. What was particularly unique about Freedom Hall-- the result of

the equine shows designed to take place in it-- was the 300-foot length of its floor
and the permanent seating arranged along it that afforded spectators the

opportunity to see the entire show ring without their views being blocked. Gibson

and his cohorts immediately recognized this built-in potential for turning Freedom

Hall into a world-class center for track and field. No other facility in the country

had a 100-yard straightaway on which sprint races (realistically, limited to 70 yards,

with room for start and finish) could be held with unobscured views-- nor a state-of-

the-art, unique, eighth of a mile banked oval board track. The long jump/pole vault
runway was also the longest in the world. Records begged to be broken.

Everything seemed to be falling in place at the right time for the highest level of
indoor track and field in Kentucky.
*

*

*

George G. Gibson, Jr. was a tall, thin, soft-spoken bespectacled gentleman with a

ministerial look. He was the founder and chairman of the new “Kentuckiana Cinder

Club.” A driving force behind the Mason-Dixon Games, he had gone to school at Yale
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University after running for the local Male High School track team in Louisville in

the 1920s. Things were very different in New Haven, Connecticut. He saw or
associated with people from all over the country, including children of very

influential parents. It was an eye-opening experience for a Kentucky boy. Athletics

are a common denominator everywhere-- and George lettered on the track team at
Yale. His exposure to more fully developed, well-financed, and interactive athletic

programs in the northern part of the country and the opportunities they presented
to young people never left him.

Back home with a successful insurance business, George continued to run as a

member of the Louisville YMCA team. By the 1950s, he was not the only one who
was disappointed with the continuing lack of an organized effort in the Louisville

and Southern Indiana area to encourage athletics at local high schools and colleges.
There were few opportunities and experienced coaching staffs available to help
groom promising young men and women to compete in the many regional and

national track meets that had been growing up around the country-- and even at the

Olympic Games. George, along with others, had also become concerned with the rise
in obesity among area youths. He believed it, too, was largely due to the lack of

organized physical activity on a regular basis. The interest in developing athletic

programs at all levels was definitely there— but someone needed to take charge to
focus it. That man, most would agree, was George Gibson.

Another key mover was Clark Wood. Wood, a native Kentuckian who was an All-

American Tackle on the University of Kentucky football team, had returned from

service in World War II with a Silver Star, a Bronze Star, and a Purple Heart. From
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the 1940s to the 1960s, he was the track coach at the University of Louisville, and an
assistant with the football team. Football great, Lenny Lyles, the first black athlete

at the University of Louisville (U of L) in the mid-1950s, credits Wood with “shaping
my life.” “He made sure I got to the Penn Relays, Drake Relays, and other major

competitions.” Wood’s association with Lyles led the latter to state that, “Clark was
my track coach at Louisville and pushed me to excel. The black-white matter

shouldn’t be an issue. People are people.” 1 Lyles’ friendship with Clark Wood was
so close that it would later result in the “Lenny Lyles/Clark Wood Invitational

Annual Track Meet” at the University of Louisville that is still held today. The same
sentiments embodied in the close relationship between Lyles and Wood were

inherent in the goals subsequently declared in the first “Kentuckiana Club Bulletin”
in March, 1958-- foremost among which was the Club’s desire to establish for

everyone’s benefit throughout the region the “Co-operation with schools, colleges,
the A.A.U. and all others interested in friendly, keen, track and field competition.”
Area schools had been integrated in 1956, casting Louisville into the role of a

regional leader in race relations, but much of public society still remained

segregated into the 1960s. At a 50-year reunion of the 1961 class at Male High

School in Louisville, about one-sixth black, the statement that, “Many of the white
alums remembered it as an exciting and hopeful time, while black alumni recall

being marginalized and ignored,” 2 is probably a soberer assessment of the realities

of the day. “The black community was fighting battles we didn’t know about— or we
John Steadman, “Former Colt Lyles chooses to give back something,” at, articles.baltimoresun.com.,
March 9, 1994).
2 Courier Journal, August 23, 2013.
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chose not to know about,” said one white alumnus; another commented, “I feel badly
about it, but I didn’t know.”

A sit-in at the luncheon counter of prestigious Stewart’s Dry Goods, the anchor

department store at the time not only in downtime Louisville but also in the entire
geographical area, took place on February 9, 1961, only nine days before the first

Mason-Dixon Games. The luncheon counter was closed to black customers, and the

demonstration clearly showed that racial divisions were still a concern in Louisville.

It was part of a larger downtown effort that involved Blue Boar restaurants and
other establishments. Whether or not the timing had anything to do with the

attention the new Games were receiving, cannot be known, but it was certainly

opposite the intentions and interests of the Cinder Club, whose membership was

already doing everything it could to change things through sport for the betterment

of all Kentuckiana. Both George Gibson and Tom Ecker, two Club leaders, were

members of the NAACP. George and his son were activists-- the latter marched at
Selma.

By this time, Willie Lewis, a prominent high school teacher and the most active

supporter of athletics in Louisville’s black community, was serving a second term as
one of the Cinder Club’s vice-presidents. It was also already widely known that
world record-holding black athletics and Olympic champions had accepted

invitations to the First Mason-Dixon Games and would be coming to Louisville.

There were just too many members of the Club, some, like Ecker, who was not even

from Kentucky, who had been competing in and attending track and field meets

around the country which routinely included black athletes, to intimate that the
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Club’s intentions were less than altruistic. So many prominent, civically-active

businessmen, university and college coaches, former athletes, and teachers would
not have joined together for the purpose of bringing a world-class track meet to
town without having known from the start that its success would depend upon
these same black athletes. They wanted the collective spirit of athleticism that

characterized track and field competitions elsewhere in the country-- and at the
Olympic Games-- to have a home in Louisville. If world records were set, all the

better. Dr. Thomas Owen, Archivist for Regional History and prominent local

historian at the University of Louisville, succinctly summed up the situation in a
recent interview, “I think the fact that the games occurred in the midst of racial

tumult make the tension and acceptance of the black athletes and [Cinder Club]
committee members meaningful.” The stage was set.

The best black athletes of the day would highlight the prize-winning field at the

First Mason-Dixon Games. Wilma Rudolph was breaking world and crowd records
wherever she appeared. She and Ralph Boston, the world record outdoor and

indoor long jumper had enthusiastically committed to come. So, too, had their coach
at Tennessee State, Ed Temple, the most prominent mentor of black track and field
athletes in the country. He also brought with him the best women’s relay team in

the country, the world record holding 440 relay team, the “Tiger Belles.” In the early
planning, at least, John Thomas of Boston University, the first man to clear 7-0 and

world record holder in the high jump, had also been expected to compete-- the night
after his world class jump off with Valeriy Brumel of the U.S.S.R. in New York City.
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The seriousness of the Cinder Club’s own commitment-- and how it was

immediately viewed-- was demonstrated right after its March, 1958, initial meeting,
almost three years earlier. Not even two months later, the Club’s leadership was

approached by the administration of nearby Fort Knox with an offer to sponsor the
Annual Kentucky AAU Meet at the military base. It was not a small affair. Almost
200 athletes from universities, colleges, athletic clubs, and high schools on both

sides of the Mason-Dixon Line competed, including world class black sprinters like
Lenny Lyles.

By the time the First Mason-Dixon Games took place in February, 1961, the

Kentuckiana Cinder Club’s founding principles were already widely known:

Athletics were for everyone who had the desire to complete and everyone was

welcome to do so— a theme simply and personably re-emphasized in the Club’s
welcoming statement inside the front cover of the Games’ first program:

Many of you reading this have never seen a track meet, indoor or outdoor. We
hope that tonight’s program will please you to the extent that you will become a
fan of track and field. Many others seated in the stands tonight have at some time
in the past competed in track and field. For you, it is our wish to present a meet
that will allow you to relive a pleasant part of your life.
In all probability the most numerous of our spectators tonight are those persons
who simply enjoy the presentation of athletic competition in its many forms. With
the return of indoor track competition to this area, we hope that your enjoyment
of the MASON-DIXON GAMES will enable us to count you as one of our supporters
in the future.
We are pleased to present tonight a group of athletes that we feel to be the best
yet assembled for the 1961 indoor track season. The competition of this group on
the nation’s newest and largest banked board track, in one of the country’s
outstanding coliseums, should be a combination that will enable Louisville,
Kentucky to further increase its stature among the cites of the United States.
No one associated with the Games alive today remembers anything negative
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concerning the organization and performance of the First Annual Mason-Dixon

Games— or about how anyone was treated. There is also nothing negative in the

daily papers at the time. A number of world class athletes had without hesitation

wished to participant. The Louisville crowd was not disappointed-- and two world

indoor records were set by black female athletes, one by Wilma Rudolph, the darling
of American track and field. There was such a special desire to see her and Ralph

Boston competing in person the observation was made that the cheering crowd of

over 9,000 spectators that February night would have been even greater had not the

report been circulating earlier in the day that Rudolph and Boston would not make
it to the Meet because of air traffic problems in New York City. They did arrive,

although late, and while some fans missed them, those who did attend more than

made up for their absence— so much so, that before the Meet was even over, plans
for the Second Annual Mason-Dixon Games were already underway.
*

*

*

The ultimate success of the First Mason-Dixon Games had been due to the

dedication, hard work, and vision during the previous four years since the

Kentuckiana Cinder Club’s founding. The road to that success had started in 1957

when George Gibson had first joined informally with Clark Wood, Charlie Fisher,
who was president of the Kentucky AAU, and Dr. Selby Love, another interested

veteran and member of the U.S. Medical Corps in World War II, to form the Cinder

Club. The initial organizational meeting took place on September 22, 1957, followed
by additional meetings-- but the first public meeting was not held until March 25,
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1958, after the Club had been incorporated by the state as a chartered, non-profit

corporation on March 6. By that time, Tom Ecker, a recent Big-Ten, athletically

savvy, University of Iowa graduate, had also become a Charter Member and another
driving force behind the Club’s activities.

Ecker had recently moved to the area with his new wife and infant daughter. She

was a Louisville native whom Tom had met and married while at the University. He
had been a standout high school track star in his home town of Waverly, Iowa, but
had planned to join the army after he graduated. No one in his family had ever

attended college, but, like many other mid-western families, his father had sent his

sons off to war-- three of them in the Ecker family’s case-- and told Tom he was not

going to be the fourth. Iowa had already contacted young Ecker with the offer of an
athletic scholarship, so he was off to Iowa City, where he continued his success on

the University of Iowa track team, even winning the Big-Ten individual title in the

600-yard run his senior year.

Ecker had come to Kentucky from Iowa late in 1957 to teach, where there was a

shortage of teachers. He knew little about the state but needed a job to support

himself and family. In his own words, he did not see much about Louisville at the
time that was very different from his own small-town experiences in Iowa,

As far as Louisville being a bit backward in 1961, remember that I moved there
from Iowa. And from there I moved to Elizabethtown and Bowling Green. Of the
four places, Louisville was to me a modern, up-to-date place. There were no
major highways between Iowa and Louisville either.
Ecker was working “behind the counter” at a local drugstore at night, taking

weekend classes to complete his teaching degree— and substitute teaching on a
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temporary certificate. When he was not working, his focus came back to athletics,
writing articles for the Athletic Journal and laying the plans for a book entitled,

Championship Track and Field by 12 Great Coaches, that would ultimately reach

fruition in 1961. Once published, it was an immediate success as a handbook for

less-experienced coaches, both at the high school and college level. He also came up

with the idea of creating a Louisville Track Club as a training center for local athletes
that would sponsor at least one indoor and one outdoor meet a year. The intention
was to send top performers to bigger meets, including national championships—

and, hopefully, the Olympic Games. Even at this stage of his career, Ecker was never
afraid to think big. He even designed a uniform for the Club. He had previously

learned that Louisville once had a big winter meet tradition at the local Armory,

attracting “the greatest stars of the time.” There was no reason not to build on that
foundation and establish a new tradition to rival other “Track and Field Carnivals,”
as the indoor meets were now being called by the press, drawing increasing
attention in larger cities around the country.

Before he could proceed with his plans, however, Ecker learned about the newly-

forming Kentuckiana Cinder Club. When he discovered that the efforts of George

Gibson and other Club founders were already under way and closely aligned with
his own, he quickly joined the “grass-roots” movement, mostly made up of sports

minded business and community leaders, coaches, former athletes like himself, and
area teachers interested in developing their students’ lagging physical abilities. It

was a popular idea, and the membership rolls grew quickly-- attracting soon to be

Mason-Dixon Games front rank leaders like Charles Ruter (referred to by some Club
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members as “Rotor-Ruter”); Letty Walter, teacher and one of the leading female

sports promoters in local schools; the aforementioned Willie Lewis, prominent

youth sports leader in Louisville’s black community; and Tom Conner, another local
insurance broker who contributed his already recognized “well-informed and

enthusiastic” announcing abilities to emerge as the “voice” of the Mason-Dixon

Games. However, there was still no certainty the Club would even succeed— let
alone host a nationally-recognized track meet in less than three years in a

community not generally known for such undertakings.

There were others like Tom Ecker now residing in Kentucky who had come to

the state from the “North” with fresh faces, fresh outlooks, and with little in the way
of preconceived notions about the so-called “South.” They were simply looking for

work and wanted to start new lives. Ecker had majored in television production at

Iowa, hoping to become a producer/director in the emerging industry. That did not
happen for a variety of reasons, including a federal freeze on establishing new

television stations, wages too low to support a family, and too much competition
from a large pool of young people who also thought they had a future in the new

business. Tom’s nascent T.V. and radio experience, however, would become very

helpful in his laying the groundwork for the publicity efforts for the future Mason-

Dixon Games. No one locally had more personal experience or knew more about the
“three-ring circus-like atmosphere” that was “the foundation for indoor board

meets.” He quickly became an essential piece in the Cinder Club’s growing
movement to bring big time indoor track and field to Louisville.

Ecker was an ideal addition to the Kentuckiana Cinder Club. He knew many
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athletes and coaches from his own Conference and elsewhere around the country.

His college athletic experience had taken him to Big-Ten schools in six states, as well
as to major meets like the Kansas and Drake Relays-- well beyond Kentucky and its
southern partners in the SEC. He, himself, had previously competed in nine indoor
track meets, had run and jumped in sixteen different events in indoor and outdoor
meets, and was still actively running outdoors at the Olympic level. He had once
been expected to make the U.S. Team in the 400m hurdles for the Melbourne
Olympics in 1956

Today, Ecker is a well-known Olympic lecturer and sports historian, and is also

the author of numerous books, including the popular Olympic Facts and Fables, 3 and
articles on the Olympic Games. He continues to be associated with Track and Field
News-- one of the premier American sports publications— and escorts groups of

fans to the Olympics every four years for the same publication. Ecker’s involvement
with the Mason-Dixon Games and subsequent coaching career at Western Kentucky

University-- where he transformed its track and cross-country teams into nationally

competitive powers and was named Conference-Coach-of-the Year the four years he

was there-- led to Sweden naming him their national coach for the1968 Mexico

Olympics. In 1986, he was the single American asked to speak at the International
Coaches Association meeting in Olympia Greece at the Olympic Academy. He has
also taught Olympic courses at Cal State, Hayward.

Ecker and over forty other Charter members, including Dr. Cash Seaton, head

track coach at the University of Kentucky, and Nolan Fowler, former track coach at
Tom Ecker, Olympic Facts and Fables (Mountain View, CA: TafNews Press, 1996; second edition,
2008).
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Morehead State College in Kentucky, were present at the first official meeting of the

Cinder Club on Tuesday, March 25, 1958. It took place at Bellarmine College, a well-

known Louisville Catholic institution with a regionally competitive athletic program,
and a number of future Club meetings would also be held there. Bellarmine’s

Athletic Director, Eddie Weber, would later be named the Mason-Dixon Games first
meet director.

A track and field highlights film from the 1956 Melbourne Olympics preceded the

first Cinder Club meeting, and it was a great turnout— especially considering the

membership fee was $5.00, worth almost ten times that in today’s buying power. It
was a sizable outlay, particularly for those like Ecker, who had just come to

Kentucky and had no full-time job. It had to be that way, however, because there

was no outside funding for the Club— and George Gibson wanted to make sure at
the start that only individuals as serious as he was about the new organization
would join.

*

*

*

When the first official meeting of the Kentuckiana Cinder Club did take place,

George Gibson, who had been directing the Club since its inception, was formally

elected President. Charlie Fisher, president of the Kentucky AAU, was elected First
Vice-President, and Clark Wood was confirmed as Corresponding Secretary. Other

officials elected were also currently, or had been, athletically active in the

community. Jerry Denny, track coach at emerging Catholic athletic power, Trinity

High School, was Second Vice-President; John Moll, assistant Trinity track and
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football coach became Secretary; Rich Pegge, who had starred in track at University

of Louisville, became Treasurer; and Uncas Miller, another local record holder in
track, Third Vice-President.

A number of other members at the meeting had previously been involved in

laying the groundwork for the Club’s activities, and, as indicated by Clark Wood in a
June 27, 1957 interview in the Courier, some “Louisvillians interested in track and

field had already pledged financial support toward expanding and intensifying track
and field in the state…We already have people interested in helping to defray the

costs of a giant indoor meet.” Building toward a significant national indoor, and an

accompanying outdoor, track meet was well-organized from the start.

Gibson immediately reminded his first-meeting audience what he had already

made clear to the press and local supporters concerning the Kentuckiana Cinder

Club’s goals. Months before the meeting took place, the Courier Journal (June 27,
1957) was aware of group’s initiatives and had already praised its efforts to give
“the lagging track and field programs in Kentucky— both in high schools and

colleges— a life giving shot in the arm,” affirming just how low local programs had
sunk and how much new efforts were needed. “It began from a number of men’s
ideas,” Gibson began. 4

The aims of the Club were the promotion of track and field in the area, including,

as previously mentioned, close cooperation with schools, colleges, the AAU, and

anyone else in the area interested in “friendly” but “keen” competition in the sport.
Improving local athletic facilities, it was hoped, would also produce a healthier

This and other quoted material included here are taken from Kentuckiana Cinder Club, Bulletin, No.1
(original typescript, undated).
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result for all area youth. These goals, of course, were straightforward and already
known to most now listening to George, but they needed to be reemphasized

publicly. What may have surprised more recent members in the audience who had
not yet fully comprehended the Club leadership’s vision was George’s next

statement: “We’re looking into the possibility of building an indoor track and having

a meet of national importance during the late winter,” at Freedom Hall Coliseum, he

stated. He not only compared the local arena favorably with already nationallyknown facilities such as Madison Square Garden, Boston Garden, and Chicago

Stadium, but also offered the assurance that the first indoor four-minute mile could

well be run on the planned new extended board track at Freedom Hall, “one of the
best if not the best in the country.”

Clark Wood had previously told the Courier Journal (June 27, 1957) that, “We’re

situated right, geographically. And we have facilities for track and field that can be

converted into the best in the nation.” That was certainly was a quantum leap for a

community that had earlier organized “big meets” at the Louisville Armory with

some nationally-prominent athletes. That experience paled in comparison to the

level of competition Gibson was now proposing. There was already confident talk

that it was going to happened in the near future: “We’re in a wonderful position in
Louisville to have a national indoor track meet the last week in March, getting the

athletes who compete in mid-March in the big Chicago relays.” No one could claim
that the Cinder Club was shy about its lofty goals.

The audience was excited, but they also knew things had declined in the area to

the point that schools and recreational facilities could barely supply equipment and
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training to everyone who needed or wanted it on either side of the Ohio River.

Nonetheless, Gibson and other members of the Club’s leadership had no doubts

from the start. There was no question about what the Club intended to become a

reality for Louisville— and the leaders and members of the Club came to be viewed

just as seriously by the press, city officials, and the community as a whole. The State

Fairgrounds administration was also on board from the start.

Gibson’s statement that the Club wished to hold the first of the proposed major

meets in Freedom Hall the next winter turned out, not surprisingly, to be

overenthusiastic— but he wanted to demonstrate to any skeptics that those

involved were serious and there was no turning back. He made the crowd aware of
what the Club had already been doing in preparation, especially outlining how

Freedom Hall was not only ideal for the new games-- but also offered qualities, as

Coach Wood had already indicated, that were unique among indoor stadia in the
country:

Do you realize that Freedom Hall at the Fairgrounds will accommodate a 220
yard track perfectly? A dismountable board track there would be one of the
best if not the best in the country…And a 100 yard dash can be run through the
middle of Freedom Hall! It’s 312 feet between the two big doors. And everyone
of a potential 14,660 spectators could see every bit of the races on the 220 yard
oval and the 100 yard straightaway!
The long jump/pole vault runway was 144 feet long, which also made it the

longest in the world. Gibson announced that a sketch showing all the appealing

features at Freedom Hall that would attract a world class gathering of athletes in

Louisville had been sent to Bob Chambers, former coach at Male High in Louisville

and now track coach at Duke University. Chambers had responded positively after
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seeing it, “…the sketch you enclosed of the track seems ideal and I’m sure you can
draw capacity crowds here during the Indoor Season, even though that conflicts
with some of the big Eastern meets.”

Gibson also made members aware that the Club leadership had obtained bids on

an indoor 220-yard oval board track and the 100-yard straightaway for Freedom

Hall and needed a little over $34,000 to make them a reality. They had also

consulted with the organizers of other established big meets and had collected

enough financial information to determine that it was possible to proceed with their
plans to spearhead “a real revival” of top-rate track and field in Louisville. Figures

had been turned into an interested Fairgrounds management, who had passed them
on to the state. Club leaders were hopeful because they wanted to get started as
quickly as possible.

Collaterally, it was also announced that the Club had inquired into the cost for an

up-to-date outdoor track with bleachers at the Fairgrounds, next to Freedom Hall, to
hold local and regional dual and tri-meets, again aiming high and hoping to host the
next Kentucky State AAU Open Meet. This, too, was part of the Club’s effort to

satisfy its community goal, “to help the youth of today and in the future to enjoy
similar or greater benefits” from participating in athletics. Initial plans for the

outdoor track were designed to use what was already available at the Fairgrounds.
“We can hold that meet on the blacktop parking areas and we can seat 10,000

people in bleachers.,” observed Clark Wood. The AAU Meet was only two months
away, and, as already noted, Fort Knox assisted the Club’s ambitious efforts by

stepping up almost immediately to offer their brand-new, top track and field
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facilities on the base to hold the meet. It was an unexpected shot-in-the-arm and
certainly took a lot of pressure off the Club and Fairgrounds management to get
things ready for the large meet.

Everything was being done to make track and field as attractive as possible in

order to add spectator interest and increase the fan base in the Kentuckiana area.

That included employing new, appropriately large and smaller kinds of scoreboards,

presently woefully inadequate, to the keep fans appraised of actions on the track

and on the field. Gibson also added that Club members would volunteer as officials

for any meets needing them— a shortage of such qualified individuals had also been
impeding progress athletically. The Club would meet as often as necessary (at least

four times a year) to keep up with what was required by the local athletic

community, to receive input, and to provide advice and spark additional enthusiasm

for sport. Regular bulletins would also be sent out to members, sportswriters,

broadcasters, and others, keeping them up-to-date about what was happening.

To anyone in the audience who may previously have had doubts about joining the

Club, Gibson could not have provided a more comprehensive or positive assessment
of what had already happened and what was going to happen. Not surprisingly, the
member rooster continued to grow. For those in the community, especially

interested black supporters, who simply could not afford the membership fee, the

Club made sure to include them in everything that was happening and sought their

input. To quote the Courier, it was “full speed ahead for track and field in Kentucky”
(June 27, 1957). The mayor of Louisville at the time, Bruce Hoblitzell, was also on
board, having earlier announced his own official “plan for stepped-up athletic
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opportunities for the youth of the community,” although under his administration,

integration continued to proceed slowly in Louisville. He and some Aldermen were
replaced in the next election.

With Gibson’s, Wood’s, Fisher’s, and Ecker’s athletic experience, connections, and

leadership, in particular, the possibilities of what might be done in Kentucky in

respect to track and field were evolving quickly. It would take a few more years, but
the great athletic stars from around the nation and internationally would soon be
coming to the “Blue Grass” to compete in the Mason-Dixon Games-- with good
reason.

*

*

*

Once the Kentucky Fairgrounds Board had been advised by the Kentuckiana

Cinder Club about their plans, they were very enthusiastic. Already in June of the
previous year (1957), Bill Henry, Fairgrounds Sports Director, pledged his co-

operation in promoting both an indoor and outdoor meet to draw top national

talent to Louisville. For the more important indoor meet, it now mostly became a

matter of obtaining state approval and raising funds to construct the new oval board
track for Freedom Hall, envisioned to be largest in the country. There was also no

facility to match Freedom Hall at the time, and the organizers were confident that it
together with the new track, which would significantly cut down on the number of
laps and turns, was enough to draw the greatest runners of the day to set new

records. They were correct, and the immediate benefits were so great that the
Mason-Dixon Games, the first significant indoor track meet held within the
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traditional borders of the Old South, would bring Louisville into that same prized
athletic circle as New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Washington, D.C.,

Cleveland, Milwaukee, and Los Angeles. The city immediately became a “player” on
the indoor circuit, and the eyes of the country focused on what happened there.

From the start, everything appears to have gone smoothly for the new Games, and
whatever negative feelings there still might have been about marginalizing black

communities and black athletes, or any other lingering issues for that matter, gained

little or no traction in a sea of positives. That was for a variety of reasons.

Long before the initial Mason-Dixon Games were held in 1961, there had already

been large multi-state and regional track and field meets such as the previously

mentioned Kentucky AAU at Fort Knox, which included black and white athletes

(both men and women) competing routinely under one “roof.” Additionally,

Louisville’s “backyard” had always bordered on the North, and, for a long time, its

Kentuckiana populous had included family members living on both sides of the Ohio
River, resulting in a more “national” and less parochial attitude toward athletic

competition. So, too, the individuals involved in organizing the Games were among
the most respected in the greater metropolitan area, including at least one strong
voice from the black community on the Cinder Club’s Board, and their efforts

received immediate support from local government, universities, colleges, and

schools— and even the full weight of the United States military with the

involvement of Fort Knox. For those few who did not share, for reasons all their

own, the Cinder Club’s goals, there was little or no incentive to oppose the proposed
games simply because it appeared to them at the time that they had little to no
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chance of success: There were no guarantees that a meet of such scale could ever

take place; that top athletes would, if invited, come to participate; and there were no

assurances that the national press and sports audience would even notice what was
happening in Louisville. The proposed games would most certainly fail -- and

everything, athletically and otherwise, would remain the way it had been always
been.

All that changed when the greatest black male and female athletes, who had been

competing elsewhere in the country for years, receiving the accolades of the nation
and the world, did commit to come-- as did other international and nationally

prominent male and female stars who were making newspaper headlines. This was

what elevated the Mason-Dixon Games to a level they would otherwise only have

marginally achieved— most likely dooming them to sports oblivion, or a footnote in
some sports almanac.

What did transpire through the dedicated efforts of the Kentuckiana Cinder Club

and everyone else who supported it, immediately elevated the Mason-Dixon Games

to the top of the charts along with the other major city’s more established games.
Despite the quick march of the Mason-Dixon Games to the national stage of track

and field athletics, the significance of what had happened to change Kentucky and
track and field in the Old South still has received little notice.
*

*

*

The first Mason-Dixon Games in February, 1961, were the realization of what had
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been agreed upon by members of the Kentuckiana Cinder Club from the earliest
days of its existence-- that it would host a large invitational indoor meet which

would attract outstanding athletes from around the world. On the way to that event,
Eddie Weber, athletic director at Bellarmine College had been named “Meet Head.”
Since Tom Ecker had the most recent personal experience competing in Indoor

Meets around the country at the university and post-graduate level, he had been
assigned the role of “Coordinator of Special events,” and was urged to attract as

many big-name athletes to the new Games as possible. He was also placed in charge
of publicity. Just as his own home state of Iowa was not on most people’s map,

Ecker knew only too well the dangers of the nascent Mason-Dixon Games being
easily overlooked. His major interest as an athlete and teacher now living and

working in Kentucky was that if there were going to be a successful major track
meet in the Bluegrass state, the Cinder Club needed to bring together the best

athletes to produce the best competition— and Louisville was where it was going to

be done. He would proceed as if the Games were already established at the national
level of athletics in America-- and he never looked back.

It would still take some catching up to square Louisville with the kind of image

George Gibson and the Cinder Club wanted for the games they were proposing.

To say that no one around the country was expecting an international indoor track
and field competition to erupt suddenly out of Kentucky is an understatement. At

the very beginning, there was not even a name for the proposed games. There was
no money, no indoor track, and none of the necessary preparations yet in place.
Everything was based on what could or might be. Of the forty plus members
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present at the Club’s first meeting on that March day in 1958, it was not even clear if
it were possible to mount a national indoors games in Louisville, Kentucky-- or that
any kind of a respectable crowd would show up on a winter’s eve and pay to see it.
Even if things did work out organizationally, there was no guarantee that any

notable athletes would come to participate. Fortunately, it would, they did-- and

Louisville became for the first time an international stop for Track and Field at the
Mason Dixon Games.

An almost immediate indication that the commitment, vision, and influence of the

newly instituted Cinder Club was going to be taken seriously and bear the promised
fruits beyond the initial expectations of many members, came only three days after

its first meeting. The invitation from Fort Knox, by itself, to oversee what would be
the “biggest and most significant track and field meet in the Commonwealth since
World War II…with support from the Armor Center brass,” would add mightily to
the Club’s gravitas and firmly set it on the road to the Mason-Dixon Games.

Coincidentally, the base had just completed a new, fully lighted, cinder track that
was already being described as one of the finest in the south. Kentucky AAU

President and First Vice-President of the Cinder Club, Charles Fisher, characterized
Fort Knox’s unexpected gesture by observing, “It’s a most generous offer which Ft.
Knox has made…Right now the opportunity stacks up as one that is too good to
overlook” (Courier Journal, March 28, 1958). Elvis Presley, a member of the 3rd

Armor Division at the time was, unfortunately, away serving in Germany-- but, as it
turned out, even Elvis’ presence was not needed.

The meet would attract teams from universities and colleges around the state, as
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well as those from Fort Knox and Fort Campbell, another major military base

literally astride the Kentucky-Tennessee state line. Individual entries came from as

far away as the University of Wisconsin. Highlighting the Fort Knox-- Kentucky AAU
Track and Field Championship Meet held on Saturday, May 24, 1958, would be two
of the best black splinters in the country from both north and south of the old
Mason-Dixon Line: The University of Louisville’s Lenny Lyles and Ed Adams.

Adams was attending Tennessee State at the time, but was representing the Dayton,

Ohio, Athletic Club at the meet. Between them, a world record in the 100-yard dash
was expected on the new track. It did not happen, but what was important was that

it now could happen in Kentucky. No one before had thought that possible.
*

*

*

It would be almost three years more before the First Mason-Dixon Games took

place-- but everything the Cinder Club had envisioned for their first national indoor

meet at Freedom Hall proceeded as envisioned. Much fell conveniently into place at

the Fort Knox Meet, including, it might be suggested, the inspiration for the name

with which the new Games would later be identified. Tom Ecker, who subsequently

proposed calling them the Mason-Dixon Games, had already noticed the competitive
spirit engendered when athletes competing from both sides of the traditional

cultural line between North and South raced together. By the time the Mason-Dixon
Games were held, they would rival any of their more established big city

competitors with many of the best athletes present who were regulars around the

country and globe. The difference was that it was the first such meet to welcome
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everyone who desired to compete indoors within Kentucky and the boundaries of
the traditional Old South. While the Cinder Club never consciously intended the

Games to be pivotal in that respect, it was, nonetheless, a groundbreaking event in
the eyes of many outside observers. Freedom Hall was now “home turf” to any
athlete, North or South, National or International, who wanted to compete.
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ABSTRACT: This is another chapter in a series I have presented at past
meetings of the Hawaii International Conference on Arts & Humanities on the
life and times of Phillis Goggs Seal and her husband, Charles, in nineteenth
century England and the British colony at Hobart, Van Diemen’s Land
(Tasmania). Phillis has been a neglected figure in the history of Australia, and
this inquiry has already shown that she was among the most fascinating
women of this, or any other era, and her life demands study to place her in her
deserved position. She was, among other things, the only woman ever to own
and operate an important whaling fleet, the largest under one flag in the
Pacific in the 1850s, after her husband Charles’ death. This paper is one of
several concerned with the Seals’ involvement in the whaling industry (two
previously presented at this Conference) that discuss the impact of whale
products in the 1800s; the Seals becoming involved in the industry; and their
impact on the business through their twenty years of marriage until Phillis
was left to operate it after Charles’ accidental death in 1852. Her continued
involvement with whaling earned her the respect of her fellow whalers at
Hobart and earned her the nickname of “The Whaling Woman of Hobart
Town,” a title that is still used to describe her today in Tasmania.

“There is no employment more hazardous, more laborious, nor disgusting, than

whaling.” So begins Michael Nash’s 2003 study, The Bay Whalers of Tasmania’s

Shore-based Whaling Industry, 1 and there is no better way to start a discussion on

the whaling business of Phillis and her husband, Charles Seal. Of all the pursuits in
which they became jointly engaged since moving in 1831 from England to Hobart
1

Town in the British colony of Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania), whaling came to

dominate, 2 as well as complement, the rest of their commercial interests for over

two decades.

Phillis would become as much involved in the routine running of the Seal’s

whaling operations as Charles was-- far past what any woman was expected and

supposed to do, while remaining a proper English lady through it all. In the final

analysis, she was as respected and admired by her fellow whaling associates as any

man could be— to the point that after her husband Charles’ death late n 1852 when

she was not yet 45 years old, she fully operated the family whaling fleet at Hobart,
the largest under one flag in Van Diemen’s Land, which also must have made it at
one time or another the largest under single ownership in the Pacific. No other

woman could boast the same, which, by itself, makes her one of the most singular

women in nineteenth century Australia— and, for that matter, in the world. Yet, the

“Whaling Woman of Hobart Town” has been all but forgotten.
“SEALS”-- BUT NOT YET WHALES

Whether or not Phillis’ husband, Charles Seal, had initially come to Hobart

late in 1822 with any intention of getting involved in the whaling business, is

unclear-- but it probably had not seriously crossed his mind. British restrictions had
favored the country’s home whaling industry until shortly after Charles arrived in
Van Diemen’s Land, so the Colony had been severely limited in what it could do. 3
Prospects did not pick up until 1824 when the Crown lifted the barriers it had

imposed on the local whaling industry. The latter subsequently grew quickly, and
2

Charles’ interest in whaling would pick up during the next decade.

Charles was only twenty-one years old when he first arrived at Hobart, was not

yet married to Phillis (who was only fifteen at the time) and was primarily looking
to expand his family’s London Docklands business to the New World Down Under.
For someone of his age, he came well prepared with merchandise to sell

immediately and a good amount of cash. It seems clear that, as a wealthy young
man and English “Gentleman,” his first concern was to develop the Seal family’s
commercial interests in exporting and importing and establish firm trade links
between Hobart and London.

That process had already been underway for some time. A number of London

friends and associates were already at Hobart, including George Langford, the

former London business partner of Phillis’ father, Henry Goggs. The Goggs and Seals
had known each other for years. Henry Goggs, Phillis’ father, while continuing to

reside in the small village of Whissonett in Norfolk, where Phillis was born, had also
established a family business in London next door to that of the Seals on Rosemary
Lane. Hence, the families’ business goals, as well as personal goals for their

offspring Charles and Phillis, had been progressing since Charles and Phillis were
children. Young Charles apparently was the “seal” that the former Londoners at

Hobart who had been associated with the Rosemary Lane businesses were waiting

for to help them finalize their early commercial efforts. They were all there to make
money. Charles quickly purchased a ship, the Liberty, sailing to Port Jackson

(Sydney) and wherever else in that part of the world he thought profits could be
made -- but he sold the ship in November, 1824, apparently not finding it of any
3

use for his purposes.

While Charles probably did not realize it at the time, Hobart would become, and

remain, his center of operations for the rest of his life-- with regular business/

personal trips back to England. It would still be almost a decade before Phillis was

ready to marry and join him in Van Diemen’s Land. Her father died in 1827. She

and Charles would marry in England late in 1830 after she became twenty-three, the
age of inheritance according to her father’s will. They would leave London for
Hobart a short time later, early in 1831.

Understandably, a London man like Charles would have known little about

whales in 1822-- although he had certainly seen whaling ships in England, at sea on
his voyages, and heard stories about the hunt for the great creatures since he was a
little boy. Whalers frequenting the Thames River Docklands would have routinely

visited his father Richard’s business on Rosemary Lane near the Tower of London to

trade what they had accumulated on their voyages, including whale products like

scrimshaw (perhaps piquing Charles’ interest), and they told their stories about the
huge animals. In later years, Charles kept a favored piece of scrimshaw in his
Hobart home.

As Charles matured and was subsequently left a wealthy young man (along with

his four brothers) by his father, an astute businessman who had gained “Gentleman”
status, himself, whale products had increasingly become part of his life. In this

respect, he was not alone since the same products were contributing momentously

to a better quality of life in Great Britain, Europe, and America. Much of what people
used in their daily routines was made from whale by-products. Especially useful
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was baleen, commonly known as “whalebone.” Baleen is not so much a “bone” as it

is the “teeth” of whales, such as the humpback, the right, the gray, and the blue. It is

a skin derivative and is used in the form of plates of keratin “bristles” inside a

whale’s mouth as a filter-- a system to collect food. It was both tough and flexible, so
it was ideal for any number of products.

Charles and his brothers had grown up with toys made of this “whalebone.”

Likewise, his collar stays, the ribs of his umbrella (a London staple), fishing rods (as

a boy on the Thames, he must have had several), and his horse and buggy whips,
were also made of the remarkable material-- as were the “springs” in household
furniture, carriages, and even early typewriters. There is good reason why

“whalebone” has been called “the plastic of the 1800s.” It was also used in paints,

varnishes, and some processes of textile and rope manufacturing.

As for whales like the sperm whale, that really do have teeth, whaling men carved

many a tooth while wiling away the empty hours at sea. Known as “scrimshaw,”
these decorated teeth have now become quite valuable and provide interesting

pieces of folk art and tidbits of history. The commercial use for whale teeth was
what would typically be expected for ivory: piano and organ keys, crowns for

walking sticks, game pieces, handles, jewelry, buttons, decoration for artistic works

and furniture-- and ivory mounts on bagpipes. Actual bones of whales were used as
building materials, kitchen utensils, knitting needles, hunting tools, and more.

As for Phillis Goggs Seal, what she knew about whales prior to moving to Hobart

Town in 1831 was substantially less than Charles. She would have at least heard
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about them. Although she had grown up in the tiny inland village of Whissonsett in
rural Norfolk, that part of eastern England has an extensive seacoast and a long

maritime tradition. A significant number of seaman worked the harbors and coastal
waters of Norfolk, as well as its extensive inland waterways. Two famous standouts
were Admiral Lord Nelson and explorer, George Vancouver. Phillis’ own

granduncle, too, had once owned a boat probably large enough to sail to London,
and her family was routinely involved in reclaiming salvage from the frequent

shipwrecks along the treacherous Norfolk coast. Stories about whaling experiences
told by whalers recently arrived back in London would also have reached the

Goggs’s family home in Norfolk because of the already mentioned business Phillis’
father had established a few blocks up from the Thames River and the London
Dockyards and next door to that of Richard Seal, Charles’ father.

London was an important part of the Goggs family environment— and the

children were encouraged to be more urban in their dress and behavior than their
Whissonsett environment might otherwise suggest. Phillis, herself, was familiar
with London from an early age because her mother, Martha, had relatives and

friends there, including one Stepney family, the Coleys, who remained so close that

two of their children would marry Martha’s children, Henry and Mary Goggs, Phillis’

older siblings. In the Goggs’ own part of England, nearby Norwich to the east was a

convenient communication center for the area, and had, until recently, been one of
the larger cities in England. Phillis, like her older brother, Henry, and younger

brother, Matthew (The Queenslander, May 20, 1882) may have received some of her
education in Norwich, including, perhaps, her beautiful penmanship. Fakenham,
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only a short distance north of Whissonsett, was the more popular local gathering

place and crossroads. Lord Nelson was frequently there, especially during extended
leaves from naval duties during peacetime. He was killed at Trafalgar before Phillis

was born in 1807, but both her father, Henry, and particularly her grandfather (also
named Henry), were very familiar with the Nelson family from the nearby tiny
village of Burnham Thorpe.

Reverend Robert Knopwood, who had lived in Hobart from its beginnings, had

originally come from a well-known Norfolk family, and, over his decades in Van

Diemen’s Land, corresponded regularly with friends still living in that part of

England. As the latter kept him up to date with happenings at his old Norfolk

haunts, he did the same for them in respect to Hobart and Van Diemen’s Land. As

the colony’s fledgling whaling industry continued to grow and impact the industry
and economy of Great Britain, Knopwood’s duties as Chaplain since the colony’s

foundation, made him a central figure at Hobart. He knew everyone of importance,
as well as the many ship masters who regularly sailed their ships to Van Diemen’s

Land and New South Wales. Any significant news about whales and whaling passed
on from Knopwood would have traveled quickly through Norfolk’s local news

“network.” Knopwood’s extensive Diary, although not as detailed as we would like,

still provides a welcome insight into life in the nascent colony.

While such sources would have familiarized Phillis with stories about whales and

whaling, she probably also would have seen actual whaling vessels docked at

London. She, as well as everyone else, knew and used whale products. Nonetheless,

she had never been to sea and chances of her ever having seen a real whale would
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have been very slim. Along the Norfolk coast, the first humpback whale sighting on

record occurred only a few years ago. Even if a whale(s) had showed up in in local
waters when Phillis lived there, only a few residents would have seen it. Most

people of her day had never seen a whale, and most of the stories they and Phillis
heard about them were typically negative— especially about how whales killed

whaling men and sunk their ships. Mocha Dick, the great white sperm whale that
helped inspire Herman Melville’s Moby Dick, was already among such stories.

Whales have always been remote to most humans, who, knowing little about

them mostly feared or revered them. There probably would have been little

sympathy in a nineteenth century Christian society that knew well the story of Jonah
in the bible and routinely identified the creature that had swallowed him as a whale.
Usually included with other scary sea monsters, real or imaginary, whales

highlighted the stories of sailors who had lived to tell their tales about encounters
with the behemoths. The dramatic Jonah sermon delivered from a pulpit shaped
like the bow of a whaling ship by actor Orson Welles in the 1956 film, Moby Dick,

probably captures well, in Hollywood style, the mixed feelings of the sailors, wives,
and widows in the New Bedford church pews. Parents undoubtedly found ways to

use the worst of whale stories to bring their children in line at bedtime. Even in the
last century, Walt Disney’s Pinocchio (1940) put the fear of whales into several
generations of children with its villainous depiction of “Monstro.”

Along with young Phillis, most people in Great Britain were content to know that

whales were out there somewhere, and they could enjoy the products that the

leviathans provided for their comfort-- especially better lighting and heating. She
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would already have had personal experience with some of those products before

leaving England in 1831. In fact, she is most likely wearing something from a whale
in the contemporary representation of her reproduced below (Figure 1) from

London. The silhouette was fashioned for her mother at the end of 1830 just before

Phillis’ departure to Van Diemen’s Land. There were soaps, cosmetics, perfumes,
jewelry, and hoops for skirts— but the greatest use of whales by women was for
their corsets, the style of the day, which were reinforced with flexible but hard

whalebone (baleen). Its continued use in women’s fashion lasted into the twentieth
century, but whales had been enhancing women’s figures long before Phillis in the
19th century. 4

Of all the whale products of day that enhanced the lives of Phillis and Charles

Seal and millions of others throughout the world, whale oil was the most important.
The industrialized world in the late 18th- early 19th century would have been a very
different place without the whale. The statement that the whale helped lubricate
the Industrial Revolution, generally thought to have begun in England in the late

18th century, is probably not far from the truth. The use of whale oil, especially that
derived from spermaceti, must be considered an all-important factor in the growth
of industry worldwide. The whale came to be regarded “as a swimming oil well.” 5
Whale oil serviced every kind of mechanical device, including chronometers

(ironically, many aboard whaling ships), clocks, pocket watches, sewing machines—
and early trains. Whale oil was used for all types of general lighting, public and
private, and candles— those made from the spermaceti harvested from sperm

whale heads were smokeless, odorless and considered the best. Spermaceti-fueled
9

Figure 1. Phillis Goggs Seal at age 23, shortly before she left London for Hobart with
Charles Seal where she spent the rest of her life. There can be little doubt that
something she is wearing here originally came from a whale. Family collection of
Kate Ackland, a descendant of Phillis and Charles Seal.
lighthouses, also ironically, probably saved many a whale ship from going aground.
Owners of whaling operations unfortunately put profit ahead of all other

concerns (including the sustainability of their industry), and many whale species
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were hunted to near extinction. What is also interesting about whales is that they

were not hunted commercially for their meat. Early on, most fresh whale meat that

was not immediately consumed by whaler crews could not be saved for more than a
few days. Even then, it was mostly regarded as a “secondary choice” by whale men

when more desirable shipboard food stores were low. The greater bulk of the dead

whale rotted quickly. Once it had been harvested for the desired materials, the huge
carcasses were dumped overboard and wasted, except by indigenous hunters, who

had been eating it for centuries. 6 Killer whales and other predators were very quick
to learn of the opportune meals provided by whaling ships. Widespread

ambivalence about eating whale meat did not change— so much so that no

international market ever developed. However, as the demand for whale products
declined with the advent of petroleum and eventually plastic, whale meat did

continue as a delicacy in some countries-- or was used for animal feed, fertilizer, and
even for string for tennis racquets.

There has probably never been a creature whose body supplied so many kinds of

products that became so central to the lives and the transformation of those who

hunted them. At any given moment during the nineteenth century, something used,
made from, or affected by whales could probably be found in every city or home, or

carried on one’s person in Great Britain, Europe, and America.

WHALING AND THE SEAL FAMILY: SOME INTERESTING OBSERVATIONS
The Industrial Revolution, usually placed between 1780 and 1850, and the

Golden Age of Whaling, typically assigned the general period of 1800-1850, have
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often been seen as dependent on one another. Too many individuals, ships, and

businesses spent too much time and money and disposed of far too many whales for
there not to have been a demand so strong that the importance of whales to human
progress and profit during this period cannot be denied. A boast by the

Massachusetts whaling center of New Bedford, the greatest in America, as “The City
that Lit the World” (with whale oil) was not meant as an idle one.

Conversely, the ever-increasing use of gas, coal derivatives, mainly in the form of

kerosene, and petroleum products, certainly influenced the future of the whale and
the decline of the industry. However, it is not the intent here to determine the

extent to which whales ultimately helped nurture the Industrial Revolution— or, for
that matter, to discuss the character of the world’s nineteenth century whaling

industry. Neither is there a focus on the general question of whaling in the

Australian colonies-- nor the modern scholarly models, statistics, and assumptions

derived from discussions about it. This inquiry relates only to specific detail about
the personal involvement of Charles and Phillis Seal-- and, subsequently, Phillis’

single participation-- in the Australian whaling industry from their home in Hobart,
Van Diemen’s Land: What they actually did and then only limited to what their
impact was on that industry.

One of the most interesting observations gained from Phillis and Charles’

participation in the Hobart whaling industry might cause one at least to question the
generally accepted scholarly conclusion that the Australian side of the business was

pretty much played out by 1850 when values from “fishery” exports had declined
markedly. Whatever was left, American whalers dominated. To be sure, whaling
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was becoming less efficient and profitable in face of the “harvest” of the new landbased products replacing it. Entirely new equipment was needed to produce oil,
gas, and more coal-- but, notwithstanding changes in technology and tools,

companies no longer had to build or purchase whale ships and dispatch them on

long voyages of two or more years with no guarantee of profits. Cost differences,
however, never had a chance to be legitimately compared because the American

Civil War (1861-1865) basically brought the major market for whale oil to a

standstill. Few, if any, whaling ships in New England could even get out of harbor.
As in all such cases of revolutionary societal change, there was a transitional

period between the old and the new-- and, based on available contemporary

evidence, whaling continued to be a profitable business for some years into the
future in parts of the world where those like the Seals were involved. The end

would eventually come-- but not like a curtain dropping down on the show: The
performance went on, but the “audience” continued to dwindle.

If there were any indications of impending doom at the end of the 1840s, it was

not evident among the Seals and their contemporaries at Hobart. In fact, everything
looked to be fully on the upswing. In respect to the whaling industry, Charles had

just purchased a new whaler, the Sussex, in February, 1849, prompting Hobart’s

Courier (February, 7) to observe, “Our whaling fleet is increasing greatly, and will
tend to add materially to our resources. We have always pressed upon our

merchants the importance of extending this interest [whaling], which in process of
time will be sufficient to support Hobart Town.” Both the Sussex and the Pacific,

another of the Seal’s vessels, were reported along with other local whalers in nearby
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waters, already brimming with “tuns” of sperm oil the next year (Courier, July 10,

1850); and, in the meantime, Charles, himself, had been in London to purchase the
Litherland, which was to be his finest vessel, bringing back a large cargo (Courier,

May 23, 1849), including iron, coal, finished lumber, and 60 oars (presumably for

whale boats), that could only have been employed for additional industrial advances

at Hobart. The newly-purchased Litherland would leave almost immediately, on July
11, for its first whaling voyage under the Seal flag. When the Southern Cross, built by
the Seals at Hobart, arrived back from London just after Charles’ unexpected death
in November, 1852, it was carrying specifically for Charles, ”1926 bars 282 bales

iron, 20 bundles steel…two casks lead pipe,” among other things. That sounds like a
cargo destined for a good future at Hobart— not a bad one. The ship was also
packed full of merchandize and goods for a variety of other individuals.

Progress in the political future of Van Diemen’s Land can be viewed, like the

positive growth of the whaling industry to which it was now closely tied, to reflect

the colony’s inexorable confidence that things were only getting better. Charles was

a participating contributor, especially from 1845 onward (e.g. Courier, December 13,
1845), when he and other Hobart worthies like his neighbor David Lord, the richest
man in Van Diemen’s Land, friends Thomas Chapman and Richard Lewis, and many
other responsible citizens, moved to convene a public meeting for “the purpose of

petitioning her Majesty and the House of Lords and Commons for a Representative
Assembly at Van Diemen’s Land.” Charles also helped underwrite the “London

Agency,” a lobbying organization established at the Empire’s capital, “To bring our

wrongs fully and fairly before the public and the Parliament of England…” (a full
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statement of the agency’s purpose is outlined in the Colonial Times of July 24, 1846),
seeking the colonists’ right to be represented in Great Britain. Charles’ trip to

London in 1849 was for both business and personal reasons, but he certainly would
also have used the opportunity to voice his fellow colonists’ disappointment with
how they were being governed and how it adversely affected the future for both

colony and mother country. Charles’ prestige, wealth, and connections could not be
ignored at London, and, added to that of the colonists’ already established Agent in

England, his voice had to be seriously listened to at the Colonial Office.

The Seals and their business colleagues were also challenging the continued

Transportation of convicts to Van Diemen’s Land to the point that they were

demanding something be done about Great Britain’s established policy of using the

colony as a dumping ground for homeland criminals (e.g. Colonial Times, January 8,
1850; September 10, 1850; Courier January 12 and September 4, 1850). All

responsible citizens in Hobart and Van Diemen’s Land knew that they could never

progress politically, economically, or socially, until the noose of convicted criminals
was literally taken from their necks to let them proceed as a respectable,

progressive community. The required assignment of convicts to wealthy

landowners, like the Seals, who had to cloth, shelter, and care for them, had also
always been a burden and drain on finances since the beginning of the system--

further complicated by the reality that free citizens and their families were

constantly surrounded by convicts, many of them dangerous and untrustworthy.

Unfortunately, Transportation would not end until 1853, the year after Charles’
death.
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It seems clear, then, that the only thing that Van Diemen’s Land thought was

holding it back on every level as it headed toward the start of the new decade of the
1850s was Great Britain, the mother country, itself. Self-government and a freely

elected Assembly of the Representatives of the Colonists were the desired remedy-no better expressed than in the enthusiastic editorial appearing in the Colonial
Times of February, 1849, which fully expresses the colony’s case for ending its

Struggling against adverse circumstances of no trifling character—almost crushed,
as it were, by the gross injustice and tyrannical rule of our Downing-street
Autocrat— it is gratifying that, in despite of all, Van Diemen’s Land is advancing in
importance and wealth. The spirit displayed by the free inhabitants, under the
disadvantages they have to contend with, strikingly indicates what might and would
be done if their shackles were removed, and that they could move and act as
becomes free-born Englishmen.
Among the list of the colony’s accomplishments the same editorial highlighted for

the edification of the home government was its prosperous whaling industry —
"What, however, will strike our British friends with some surprise is the proud
position in which the colony stands in respect to one of her most important

interests— the whaling;-- even the colonists themselves will hardly be prepared to
learn that Van Diemen’s Land is in possession of such a noble fleet of whalers…”

The editorial proceeds to list 38 whaling vessels, including classification (barque,

brig, schooner), owners, tonnage, value, and manpower. It gives absolutely no

indication that the whaling industry was declining at Hobart— in fact, the sense

conveyed therein is the exact opposite and one of immediate, exuberant pride by a
leading voice at an important newspaper. It is a realistic observation of what was

important in Hobart at the moment. That is where the importance of the editorial
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lays: It was the current expression of where the leading citizens of Hobart thought
they were positioned for the future: “infinite potential.” 7

In that respect, things could not have been more positive nor optimism any

higher. The colony was “advancing in importance and wealth.” The free population
had almost tripled since 1837; surprised itself at the size of its “noble fleet”; and
there was no hint that anyone at Hobart envisioned a decline of the whaling
industry in 1849. Indeed, the editorial is a plea to the home government to
recognize the obvious worthiness of Van Diemen’s Land to be granted self-

government by England. Whaling was seen by the colony’s own inhabitants as not

only alive and well at the end of the decade but on the verge of making the island an

even greater player in the British Empire-- and one of the most important factors
that could make Hobart, Van Diemen’s Land, a major Pacific capital in the 1850s.

In the aforementioned 1849 list of ships, the Seals are recorded as owning (or co-

owning) five vessels. While the list already included their newly-acquired whaler,
Sussex, it was at this very time Charles was sailing the Litherland back to Hobart, a
vessel which he had just purchased in England to take its place as the pride of his
fleet-- and it was bringing back a major cargo that demonstrated nothing but

confidence in the Seals’ increasing business interests in the colony. The Litherland’s
almost immediate dispatch on a whaling expedition was another sign of that

confidence-- so Charles and Phillis actually had six ships at the time of the article in
February, 1849. They also had previously had three other ships, the Maria Orr, the
Catherine, and the Dundee Merchant— which indicates that their whaling fleet had
been larger not long before the February, 1849 editorial appeared. 8
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Everything suggests great expectations at Hobart-- no indication by the residents

themselves, in word or action, of an impending decline in the whaling business.

When the first setback for the Seal’s whaling operation did come in the early 1850s,
it had nothing to do with the lack of demand for whale products. It was the

California and Victorian gold rushes that occurred precisely at this juncture and

immediately drained away many of the young men who would otherwise work their
ships. The Seals were apparently unprepared for so abrupt a change.

Charles had recently seen ships in London, loaded with potential prospectors

headed for California. There can be little question that he, himself, was already

involved looking into events in California, and now also in Victoria, where the

Australia gold rush broke out in 1851. It was his nature to do so. He had begun

traveling to the Australian mainland just across Bass Strait from Tasmania just a

little over a year after he had first arrived at Hobart when he sailed to Port Jackson

(Sydney) in mid-July,1823 (CUS 33/1/3 p309), returning again the next year on his

own ship, the Liberty (CSO 63/1/1 p92). He had again visited Sydney with Phillis in

1840 (Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, March 7, 1840). Charles also

was doing business at the struggling Swan River Colony in Western Australia (near

where Perth would be established) as early as 1830 before he returned to England
to marry Phillis.

What was happening at Port Phillip (Victoria), which was being redeveloped by

entrepreneurs from Van Diemen’s Land beginning in the mid-1830s, would also

have attracted the Seal’s attention early on— and led to their own involvement in

the Victorian Gold Rush in 1851. How that would affect their whaling business and
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the family’s future in a variety of other positive and negative ways is a subject for
the next chapter.

taken from Michael Nash, The Bay Whalers: Tasmania’s Shore-based Whaling
Industry. Canberra: Navarine Publishing (2003), page 7.

1Quote

Recent studies most useful for background material and bibliography on whaling
in this part of the world in addition to Michael Nash’s previously cited work, are,
John Ares Mills, The Contribution of The Whaling Industry to The Economic
Development of The Australian Colonies: 1770-1850.” 2016 University of Queensland
Doctoral Thesis (on-line version); and Kylli Firth, “Bound for South Australia”: 19th
century Van Diemen’s Land Whaling Ships and Entrepreneurs (Finders University
Maritime Archaeology Monographs Series, Number 9: Adelaide, South Australia,
2006). Susan Chamberlain, The Hobart Whaling Industry, 1830 To 1900,
Dissertation, La Trobe University, Bundoora, Victoria, 1988, also remains useful.
2

Perry Kostoglou provides a very concise accounting of the evolution of early events
that finally resulted in the rise and development of the whaling industry in Van
Diemen’s Land in his, Shore Based Whaling in Tasmania. Archaeological Research
Project, Volume 1: Industry Overview and Report. A Report for the Parks and Wildlife
Service (Hobart, Tasmania, 1995), pages 10-15.

3

Brian Phelps, “Mary Phelps Jacob,” (2017), on-line at, phelpsfamilyhistory.
com/bios/mary_phelps_jacobs.asp, may help place things into perspective about the
amount of whalebone once utilized solely for corsets. It provides an example from
1917 when corsets were still in use in the United States, but metal had replaced the
lighter (and more malleable) whalebone. When the U.S. War Industries Board
requested that women not buy corsets so that the metal used in making them could
be freed up to help the war effort, it resulted in a surplus of 28,000 tons-- enough
steel to build a World War I era battleship like the U.S.S. Texas, which is still an
impressive sight when viewed today near Houston. The comparison is, of course,
not a precise one, but if a similar request had been made to the women of the world
in 1850 wearing the lighter whalebone corsets (and, arguably, that number would
have surpassed the female population of the United States wearing metal corsets in
1917), even if the result were only half the weight, it would have amounted to
14,000 tons of whalebone to satisfy their corset needs. Presumably, Phelps’ figure
includes corsets worn by some men. It is not clear which of the sources Phelps used
for his article mentions the 28,000 tons that provided metal for two battleships. In
any case, perhaps he means “warships” in a general sense, since one battleship
weighed that amount or more by 1917.

4
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Robert McNamara, A Brief History of Whaling, “The 19th Century Whaling Industry
Thrived for Decades.” On-line reference www.thoughtco.com/a-brief-hsitory-ofwhaling-1774068.
5

Nancy Shoemaker, “Whale Meat in American History,” Environmental History,
Volume 10, Number 2 (April 2005), 269-294. Published by Forest History Society
and the American Society for Environmental History. Retrieved on-line under this
title at, www.hcs.harvard.edu.
6

Mills, Whaling Industry, pages 90-91 and Table 32 in Appendix 1, page 206,
appears to recognize all this, but wants to see a much more thorough (scholarly?)
analysis in the article of trends of whaling at Hobart over time, an unrealistic
expectation for a contemporary nineteenth century newspaper editorial. “Infinite
potential” is what the one knowledgeable person who wrote it saw as the only
meaningful “trend” at the time.
7

Maria Orr, in which the Seals were the majority owner, had sunk in February,
1846 (Tasmanian Shipwrecks, Volume 1, 1797-1899: HTC l7, 14 February 1846; HTA
17 February 1847; Reg. Hobart 5/1838).
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(Abstract)
Concomitant with globalization, cultural exchanges within and without the borders of the United
States have reached a historically high level (Jackson, 2012). As such, effective intercultural
communication has become increasingly important for U.S. Americans as these States have
quickly turned themselves into a multicultural and multilingual nation (Johnson, 1999). The
purpose of this paper is to examine the challenges facing the currently dominant language,
American English, in a culturally diverse society where citizens’ intercultural communication
competence becomes imperative. Analysis of these challenges shows that the present dominance
of American English inadvertently prevents its citizens from gaining a better cultural
understanding of each other and therefore, hinders their effective intercultural communication.
Given languages are expressions of cultures (Sharifian & Jamarani, 2013), having a language
policy that promotes linguistic diversity will enhance U.S. Americans’ cultural understanding of
each other which, in turn, contributes to the development of intercultural communication
competence.

Key Words: intercultural communication competence, U.S. language policy, globalization and
linguistic diversity, American English
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Language policy and intercultural communication competence:
Challenges for the dominance of American English

Many analysts consistently fail to notice that the strength of American language
policy is not in what is legally and officially stated but in the subtler workings of what I
have called the covert and implicit language policy.
--Schiffman, 1996, p. 211.
Language is the carrier of culture, and every language is the crystallization of
each culture. It is the process of cultural exchange and cultural diffusion for people to
use language to communicate with each other. Language users can gain a sense of
cultural identity and social belongings through language.
---Xue and Zuo, 2013, p. 2261.

As Schiffman (1996) pointed out, the U.S. does not claim an official language policy and
yet, that is referring to the overt language policy and certainly not the covert. Covertly, the
language of English has enjoyed its dominance in the country ever since colonial times as, we all
understand, in the very beginning the country was a colony of the British and ipso facto, English
was the natural language to use. In addition, a great majority of the settlers in the “new world”
spoke English then with the native Americans, non-English speaking European immigrants and
many others at the time, however, spoke their own languages. In fact, quite contrary to popular
belief, language diversity has existed in the U.S. from the very beginning (Johnson, 2000). Over
the years though, the dominance of the American English continued and prevailed in these States
which has effectively contributed to turning the U.S. into a “graveyard” of minority languages
(Edwards, 2010).
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Given the current dominance status of the American English in these States, the purpose
of this paper is to examine the challenges facing the American English in such a culturally
diverse society where citizens’ intercultural communication competence becomes imperative.
We will first delineate and discuss the dominance of American English in the life of the U.S.
Americans and then trace the development and formation of the U.S. linguistic culture. We will
further explore the issue of cultural and language diversity and how language policy would
promote or hinder citizens’ intercultural communication competence. The conclusion of this
research essay is drawn toward the end of the paper and implications are also presented and
discussed.
The Dominance of American English
As mentioned earlier, before the United States gained its independence, it was a British
colony and as such, it inherited not only the English language but also much of the British
culture. Concomitant with this inheritance comes the power of the English language and the
worldwide influence of the British culture before the Second World War as English was regarded
as the “imperial tongue” in the world (Wiley & Lukes, 1996). In the early days of its
independence, the American English and its culture were considered rather “provincial” and “its
art was considered second-rate, especially in painting and literature, where European artists set
the tone, defining quality and form” (Cismas, 2010, p. 389). Together with the development of
its cultural identity in the 19th century, the American English gained its recognition from world
English speaker. Only with the appearance of authors such as Emerson and Thoreau who
portrayed individualistic characters closely connected to natural and spiritual sources rather than
tradition and social life, did the American language and literature has established its recognizable
status in the English world (Schiffman, 1996).
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This worldwide recognition of American language and literature was substantially
enhanced after World War II when the United States emerged to be the world leaders in political,
economic, social and cultural areas. As an immigrant country, the American language and
culture have always been impacted by the number of incoming immigrants. In the 18th and 19th
centuries, for instance, language diversity in these States was mainly driven by immigration as
many of the new immigrants spoke their native languages in addition to English (Jandt, 2016).
What is worth noting, however, is the speed with which these “mother tongues” come to perish
in the United States. While the “melting pot” permits ethnic identities to last into the third and
fourth generations of immigrants, their native languages usually die by the second generation
(Rumbaut, 2009) as American English is the dominant language “used in schools, colleges,
business; in state, federal, and local administration; in health-care delivery, in the media,in
sports, in entertainment, and is the primary language used by religious bodies in America
(including some that once used other languages)” (Schiffman, 1996, p. 212).
In this age of globalization, the dominance of American English has become much more
prominent and omniscient. The “imperial language” is now the lingua franca of the United
States with its dominance permeated in the life of its citizens. It is the most spoken language of
these States; it is the language of politics, economics, education, academic and social and
cultural life of the people living in the U.S. It is indeed a privilege in the U.S. if and when one
has gained competence in using the American English. Conversely, those who have not yet
acquired competence in using the language are certainly disadvantaged, if not deprived in
benefiting from the U.S. linguistic culture.
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The U.S. Linguistic Culture
Culturally, the United States of America is an individualistic country. Among the 53
countries and three regions investigated, Geer Hofestede (2001) found that the United States tops
the list. In addition, migrants from Europe, regardless of their countries of origin, who came to
populate North America, are found to be sufficiently individualistic to have made the decision to
leave their countries (Jandt, 2016) and settle down in North America. Chief of the cultural
practices with people living in individualistic societies is how they come to define individuals
when they meet each other for the first time. Instead of asking their family backgrounds and
ancestry roots as a typical practice in collectivistic countries, individuals in individualistic
cultures are first and foremost defined by what they do (professions), what they have achieved in
life (accomplishment-orientation) and what kind of materialistic possession they have.
In his analysis of the U.S. linguistic environment, Schiffman (1996) pointed out that no
explicit language policy in the U.S. does not mean that every language, be it minority’s or
majority’s, is on an equal footing to compete. On the contrary, the tacit U.S. language policy is
embedded in its linguistic environment which he termed as the U.S. “linguistic culture”. It is
precisely this linguistic culture of the U.S. that cherishes the dominant status of the American
English. To a large extent, the U.S. linguistic culture is such that intimidates the development, or
prohibits the thriving of minority languages in the U.S. Schiffman (1996) continued:
In other words, the covert language policy of the United States is not neutral, it favours
the English language. No statute or constitutional amendment or regulatory law is
necessary to maintain this covert policy —its strength lies in the basic assumptions that
American society has about language. These basic assumptions range from simple
communicative competence in English to deeply held prejudices, attitudes, biases (often
supported by religious belief), and other ‘understandings’ that constitute what I call
American linguistic culture which is the locus of covert policy in this (or any) polity
(p.213).
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The core of this U.S. non-policy on languages demonstrates the belief, “prejudices, attitudes,
biases, and other understandings” held by the majority of native American English speaker
which, on the one hand, offers the majority a language privilege (Wiley and Lukes, 1996) and,
on the other hand, is deeply rooted in the ideology of individualism. Proficiency in any given
language apparently renders the user privilege in that linguistic social environment. Together
with the privilege comes the power for individuals in that culture as language is the essential
means of communication. Thus, efficient and effective communication is obtainable only when
the communicators have gained language competence in that social-cultural milieu.
On the other hand, based on their cultural subscription to the ideology of individualism,
linguistic incompetence in any circumstances is perceived as the individual’s failure to obtain
success in the subject of learning. Immigrants who succeeded in acquiring competence in the
American English after their arrival to the U.S. are typically viewed as fitting in and have made
the efforts to adapt to their new living environment (Jandt, 2016). Conversely, from the view of
the majority native American English speakers, those immigrants who lack language competence
in the American English are simply not trying to fit in and, therefore, have failed in their
linguistic and cultural adaptation to their adopted country.
However, we must understand that linguistic competence is closely associated with one’s
cultural identity as language is an expression of one’s culture. The relationship between
language and culture is an inseparable one (Sapir, 1949) and as such, the process of learning a
second language is the process of acquiring another cultural identity. As such, for the language
learners, the acquisition of another language is the obtainment of another cultural identity. It is a
process of re-identifying oneself culturally (Kramsch, 1998). This is, perhaps, the primary
reasons for the “quickened death” of immigrants’ native language.
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Language Policy and Intercultural Communication Competence
With the understanding that no policy is a policy in the U.S. linguistic environment where
American English has been dominant ever since the founding of the country. In colonial times,
this linguistic environment was taken for granted as most of the immigrants to “the new world”
were coming from English speaking countries and culturally, the country was also known in the
world as the “melting pot” in which immigrants were surrounded by a cultural environment of
adopting the American cultural identity or resistance to being “melted” or assimilated would be
fertile. Changes in the world, however, has brought substantial changes to American
immigration policies. The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 (also known as the HartCeller Act) enacted on June 30, 1968, which marked a significant change from past U.S.
immigration policies. “The Hart-Celler Act abolished the national origins quota system that had
structured American immigration policy since the 1920s, replacing it with a preference system
that focused on immigrants' skills and family relationships with citizens or residents of the U.S.
(Starkweather, 2018).
Following the enactment of this 1965 Immigration Act, a massive wave of immigrates
from non-Western countries landed in the United States. The arrival of this group of immigrates
to the U.S. has revived linguistic diversity in the U.S. (Edwards, 2010) as most of the immigrates
brought with them their native tongues, languages other than American English, and more
importantly, they also brought with them unique non-European characteristics such as Asians
that prevented them from “total assimilation” into the American “melting pot”. As the trend
continued, the population of U.S. Americans “speaking English only at home” steadily declined.
For instance, the U.S. census data shows a decline of almost ten percent of this group of the
population from 89.1% in 1980 to 79.7% in 2000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018). And, with a large
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number of immigrants from Asian countries like China and India in recent years, the percentage
of this groups of “speaking English only at home” must have continued its steady decline.
Although demographical changes in the U.S. strongly suggest the U.S. seek for an
alternative language policy that promotes linguistic diversity in the country, the inertia of the
U.S. linguistic culture remains to be a hindrance for minority languages. The reason that the
U.S. can no longer be regarded as a “melting pot” partially lies in the difficulty experienced by
recent immigrates in being perceived as a member of the “melting pot”. This inability for Asians
Americans to be perceived as an integral part of the U.S. culture has been captured by Okihiro
(2014) when he discussed racial tensions in the U.S. Unlike the blacks and whites in the U.S.,
Asian Americans have been totally marginalized to the periphery” and as such, they are
considered either “just like blacks” or “almost whites” (Okihiro, 2014). Perhaps, because of this
strong sense of not-belongingness, those who feel alien to the American “mainstream” are
inadvertently encouraged to keep speaking their native languages in hope that their cultural
identity is thus strengthened.
In the U.S., these minorities’ efforts in speaking and using their native languages and
hence keeping their cultural identity alive are apparently evident in the increase of the number of
people who use their native tongues at home. According to the 2016 American community
survey (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018), the top ten minority languages, excluding American English,
spoken in the country are (ranking by the number of users):
Spanish – 40.5 million
Chinese (including Mandarin and Cantonese) – 3.4 million
Tagalog (including Filipino) – 1.7 million
Vietnamese – 1.5 million
Arabic – 1.2 million
French – 1.2 million
9

Korean – 1.1 million
Russian – 0.91 million
German – 0.91 million
Haitian Creole – 0.86 million

The desire to keep their own mother tongues is very clear among these groups, most of whom are
immigrates from places where the language is spoken. Quite hopefully, in the future, the
newcomers’ efforts in keeping using their native languages will likely help to turn the
“graveyard” of minority languages into a thriving place for their languages. In the interests of
promoting cultural diversity in the U.S., it is high time to consider a language policy that helps to
change the current linguistic environment that promotes the dominance of American English.
Given languages as the manifestations of cultures, cultural diversity in the U.S. will only be
possible when the U.S. Americans are ready to embrace linguistic diversity.
Further, promoting linguistic diversity in the U.S. helps to facilitate individuals’ exposure
to other cultures and thus, enhance their awareness and understanding of people from other
cultures. Without a good understanding of cultures other than their own, people are not able to
communicate with each other effectively due to their lack of intercultural communication
knowledge and skills. Cultural awareness, attitudes, sensitivity, knowledge, and skills are
essential components of one’s intercultural communication competence (e.g., Spitzberg, 1994;
Paige, 2004; Arasaratnama & Doerfelb, 2005). When communicators are exposed more often to
other cultures/languages, they will be more aware of the cultural aspect of others’ life and
become more sensitive and knowledgeable in communication with them. This is particularly
important in a society like the U.S. where cultures co-exist and intercultural communication
takes place at all levels and settings. Thus, it is of critical value and significance for the U.S. to
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adopt a language policy that encourages and fosters a linguistic environment that welcomes
speakers of all languages.
Conclusion
This paper sets off to examine the challenges facing the dominance of American English
in the culturally diverse United States where intercultural communication competence becomes
imperative for its citizens. Analysis of the current U.S. linguistic environment informs us of the
prevailing dominance of American English supported not by an official language policy for the
country but by a linguistic culture rooted in individualism and individual achievements.
Linguistic diversity, in fact, existed in the U.S. ever since its independence when people
speaking languages other than English came to settle in the “new world”. However, as the States
gradually evolved into a “melting pot” in which only American English was cherished, the U.S.
linguistic culture becomes a “graveyard” for all minority languages where linguistic diversity
brought in by immigrants dies quickly.
In the era of globalization when the U.S. has quickly turned itself into a multicultural
society, newcomers who speak a language other than American English found it increasingly
difficult for them to completely be melted into this so-called “melting pot”, particularly when
their linguistic identity is regarded as an integral part of their cultural identity. The newcomers’
inability to melt coupled with the U.S. Americans’ propensity to welcome a multicultural society
in which cultural diversity is desirable, the current linguistic culture calls for a language policy
that will promote linguistic diversity. In a multicultural society where linguistic diversity is
valued, people will have more exposures to other cultures and languages, which helps to higher
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their intercultural awareness, sensitivity, knowledge, and skills, all of which will contribute to
enhancing their intercultural communication competence.
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Science as Means for Making in Contemporary Art
The interweaving of art & science that was commonplace in Greek culture and in the European
Renaissance, has once again been embraced as a source for enlightening collaboration.
According to scientists Sallie Marston & Deborah Dixon, who lead an International project
research team, Art-Science: Collaborations, Bodies, Environment at the University of Arizona,
there is a loosely-held movement of 'new Leonardos' emerging:
“Despite a modern-day institutional compartmentalization that seeks to distance the arts
from the natural sciences, these revolve within a shared history characterized as much by
negotiation, mutual learning, and symbiosis as by the search for fundamental difference.
And, it is the recognition of this shared history, as well as a desire to draw upon it as both
intellectual resource and source material, that helps drive the emergence of present-day
art-science collaborations.” (Dixon & Marston)
The practices of art and science have numerous commonalities including the use of
experimentation, creativity, visual thinking, and the interpretation of the natural world. Scientist
Eugene Garfield states, “Artists in various media still go about observing, interpreting, and
rendering nature-activities not at all dissimilar to those performed by scientists.“ (54-55)
In turn, the conceptual underpinnings of twentieth century modern and contemporary art
established new directions for art making that led to a widespread use of non-traditional media in
art making. This mindset paved the way for current artists to explore and integrate other
disciplines and methodologies. This paper will provide evidence of a sampling of the numerous
conceptually driven projects by recent visual artists that blur the distinction between Art and
Science. Methods include the visual interpretation of scientific data, harnessing nature’s
processes of creation, and collaboration with scientists. These projects have integrated the fields
of microbiology, geology, apiology, arachnology, meteorology, chemistry, and physics to create
sculptural objects, installations and images.
There is a long history of using visual art to document scientific phenomenon. Charles Darwin is
an example of a scientist who saw a connection between the study of data and the visualization
of it. His book, Power of Movement in Plants examines how individual plants respond to
external stimuli to gain understanding of some general principles governing their growth and
life; and more specifically, how plants have adapted to differing environments. The discovery of
circumnutation, a process that creates the spiraling movement of the stem and tips of plants when
they search for light, was identified as a significant one in enabling plants to evolve and adapt to
almost any environment on the planet. (“The Power of Movement in Plants”) He made his
discoveries by tracing the movements of each plant’s growth with a line drawing.
Whereas Darwin used creative thinking and a simple drawing technique to visually document
natural processes, an artist can combine the same creative experimentation with their training in

aesthetics to make the object or imagery more complex. The British aesthetician Harold Osborne
drew parallels between artists, scientists, and their relationship to nature, noting that while an
aesthetic response may be elicited by “the diverse kinds of order in nature discovered and
described by scientists,” it is artworks made by artists that are “the most powerfully effective
objects for the evocation and expansion of aesthetic experience.” (qtd. in Garfield, 55).
Nathalie Miebach is an example of a contemporary sculptor that focuses on the intersection of art
and science and the visual articulation of scientific observations. She translates scientific data
from meteorology, astronomy, & ecology into complex sculptures using basket weaving, a
method which provides her with a simple, yet highly effective grid through which to interpret
data into a three-dimensional space. (Miebach)
“Central to this work is my desire to explore the role visual aesthetics play in the
translation and understanding of science information. By utilizing artistic processes and
everyday materials, I am questioning and expanding boundaries through which science
data has been traditionally visually translated (ex: graphs, diagrams), while at the same
time provoking expectations of what kind of visual vocabulary is considered to be in the
domain of ‘science’ or ‘art’.” (Miebach)
Miebach’s series “Recording and Translating Climate Change,” uses simple data-collecting
devices to gather weather observations from specific ecosystems, and compares the numbers to
the historical/global meteorological trends before translating the data into sculpture. Miebach
acts as a researcher, with curiosity similar to that of a scientist, as this investigation reflects her
“hope to gain a better understanding of complexity of systems and behaviors that make up
weather and climate change.” (Miebach) For her, the visualization of the data is not enough.
After assessing her earlier artworks to be in want of emotionality, Meibach took her process of
experimentation further by collaborating with musicians to adapt the data into musical scores,
which she believes may present the data in a new light and reveal patterns that she had failed to
see before.
In contrast, the Dutch artist Berndnaut Smilde recreates weather phenomena as an ephemeral
“sculpture,” the lifespan of which is 10 seconds on average—just long enough to be
photographed. Smilde may spend days perfecting his formula of smoke and water vapor, until he
arrives at the ideal miniature cloud. He finds locations that are cold, damp, and have a controlled
lack of air circulation. “For one shoot, he might create 100 clouds to get the image. The result is
stunning, an ephemeral artwork caught just before it vanishes.” (Slobig) Akin to a philosopher,
the artist says “I see them as temporary sculptures of almost nothing—the edge of
materiality…They can stand in for the divine, but also for misfortune.” (qtd. in Slobig)
The artist Luke Jerram fuses his artistic sculptural practice with scientific and perceptual studies.
His Glass Microbiology series, begun in 2004, was made to imagine the global impact of
multiple diseases and designed in collaboration with virologists from the University of Bristol.

Jerram wanted to depart from the common representations of viruses that use artificially colored
imagery; because he contends “viruses have no color as they are smaller than the wavelength of
light.” (Jerram)
Assisted by the glassblowers Kim George, Brian Jones and Norman Veitch, a combination of
scientific photographs and models were transformed into color-less translucent glass sculptures
with an astounding physical presence. “By extracting the colour from the imagery and creating
jewel-like sculptures in glass, a complex tension has arisen between the artworks’ beauty and
what they represent.” (Jerram)
Jerram’s glass artworks are seen as useful representations of virology within the scientific
community, and photographs of his work have been used in medical journals, text books and
media stories including the Lancet, the British Medical Journal and Nature Magazine. His
sculptures have also been presented alongside the work of Leonardo da Vinci at the Art-science
Museum, Singapore and the Mori Museum in Tokyo.
Rather than imitate nature, artists such as Roger Hiorns & Peta Clancy make art with nature
itself. Peta Clancy developed the project Visible Human Bodies (VHB) during an artist’s
residency in a genetics laboratory, in which she made drawings of the human figure in petri
dishes using live bacteria. Clancy chose bacteria in order to “create a metaphor for the
fragile and mutable human body.” (Clancy)
“Keen to see how ‘the human body was viewed in the context of gene therapy,’ Clancy
produced her images by first drawing blind with pathogenic bacteria onto Petri dishes in
order to create living likenesses. The dishes were incubated at 37C for several days, after
which the images materialised, to be subsequently photographed, enlarged and
transferred to lightboxes. Clancy wanted to duplicate the lab’s aesthetics: ‘I watched the
scientists view bacteria colonies on lightboxes in the lab. Plus, I want to suggest the
conditions of viewing cells through a microscope. The individual lightbox works are like
large Petri dishes…’ And the bacteria, luminescent blobs which make up the final form,
are themselves metaphors for what she describes as the ‘fragile, transient, mutable and
constantly changing nature of the human body’ itself.” (Periz 118-121)
For several years, the UK artist Roger Hiorns has also experimented with growth in his
sculptures, via chemical experimentation. In 2008, he created his most pivotal work in
chemistry, a monumental installation of crystal growth called “Seizure.” Hiorns selected an
abandoned residence in London that was slated for demolition, and undertook extensive
preparations for the ambitious project.
“The work required some engineering chutzpah. It was created by pouring 75,000 litres
of copper sulphate solution into the flat, and then draining it off to allow the crystals to
grow. To do that safely, a watertight steel structure had been built around the flat,

otherwise, according to Hiorns, London would have had its worst-ever chemical spill on
its hands.” (Higgins)
The chemical process resulted in an interior fully covered with gleaming blue crystal formations,
transforming the walls, floor, ceiling and bath. The installation was open to the public, but to
protect the installation, only five people were able to enter at a time, and they had to don rubber
boots and gloves before entering. The site soon became a place of pilgrimage, with people lining
up around the block. "You heard of people going in there to meditate," said Caroline Douglas,
head of the Arts Council Collection. "There was a sense of absolute wonder. It was a thing of
breathtaking beauty: it was the colour of the best Mediterranean sky but somehow unnatural,
uncanny.” (Higgins)
“Like a modern-day alchemist Hiorns transforms the objects and materials to give them a
new function and meaning. [Seizure] is destined to be remembered as one of the truly
worthwhile and significant moments of modern British art … The result is a mineral
cavern inside a bereft flat, as if the inhabitant had magically created this beauty by force
of will and dream. It invites you to make up a story about how this transformation
occurred, to picture some strange life of tragedy and transcendence.” (Jones)
Hiorns’ process forced him to embrace the fact that he was not in complete control, and allow
elements of chance to enter the work, letting nature do its’ work.
“The crystal growth is governed by a precise and yet uncontrolled logic and this ability to
self-generate a sculptural form is why Hiorns chose to use it. Hiorns' use of copper
sulphate as a transformative material in his work dates back several years. Other objects
Hiorns has coated with the solution include BMW car engines, thistles and architectural
models, all of which have emerged encrusted with a glittering layer of intense crystalline
blue. Hiorns has also made sculpture with detergent, disinfectant, semen and fire. "I'm not
somebody who's interested in a deliberate form, design or style. These materials - fire,
foam or crystal growth - have their own behaviour and aesthetic, which takes me out of
the equation." (“Roger Hiorns’ Seizure.”)
The contemporary artists Hubert Duprat, Roger Hiorns, Peta Clancy, Hilary Berseth, Aganetha
Dyck & Tomas Saraceno took the idea of collaboration with nature one step further, by
harnessing the natural construction methods of living creatures to create lasting artworks.
After French artist Hubert Duprat learned about Trichoptera (caddis fly larvae), who excrete silk
from their salivary glands and glue nearby substances in their environment into a sheaths or
cases, like miniature architects, he asked the question, “What if a caddis fly had only gold and
other precious stones or jewels to work with?” (Jobson) This hypothesis led him to an
experiment in collaboration with a group of the larvae, taking advantage of their engineering
skills to make miniature sculptures. Duprat removed them from their natural environment,
“providing them small aquariums of gold, turquoise and pearls that the larvae readily used to

construct their temporary homes.” (Jobson) Duprat learned that “The larvae are remarkably
adaptable: if other suitable materials are introduced into their environment, they will often
incorporate those as well” (qtd. in “The Built Environment”) and was able to create a series of
works that deceivingly look as though they may have been designed by a jeweler.
The artists Hilary Berseth and Aganetha Dyck instead exploit the building skills of honeybees.
Hilary Berseth realized after investigation that you can ‘break the behavior’ of the bees and
“manipulate [their] instincts about proportion and form.” He constructs frameworks to provoke a
desired shape from the bees while working with the acclaimed beekeeper Jim Bobb. Berseth says
“I knew they were ordered and regimented. I had an intuition that I’d be able to organize that,
architecturally…You can plan out a certain amount of the design, and it will sort of ripple
through, and then they’ll begin to draw out combs and riff off that design.” (Bonanos)
Instead of more abstract formal shapes like those of Berseth, artist Aganetha Dyck asks the bees
to mend and transform sentimental objects that she selects from second-hand shops. “I choose
damaged objects because honeybees are meticulous beings, they continuously mend anything
around them and they do pay attention to detail.” (“Interview with Aganetha Dyck”) She
describes her work as “interspecies communication;” a cooperative conversation or exchange she
has with the bees. To encourage the honeybees to converse, she strategically adds wax, honey,
propolis, or hand-made honeycomb patterns to the objects before placing them into the
hives. “At times, the honeybees encourage me to add or delete honeycomb after they have
worked on an object. As an example, by overextending their honeycomb, the honeybees
encourage me to sculpt into this mass of waxed cell construction and return it to them for further
consideration.” (“Interview with Aganetha Dyck”)
Dyck describes her collaboration with the scientist as an exchange in research that helps each of
them think differently, leading to new discoveries.
“All my work with honeybees is overseen by a scientist and is always completed under
the direction of a beekeeper. The beekeeper takes care of the bees. I am an artist
interested in environmental issues and in inter-species communication, specifically
interested in the power of the small. My ongoing research asks questions regarding the
ramifications all living beings would experience should honeybees disappear from earth.
The scientists and beekeepers who have generously assisted my art work have indicated
that my research methods and my art practice makes them think outside their box.
Observing scientists working in bee labs has blown my mind and made me think entirely
outside my box.”
Through their interdisciplinary investigations, these artists have made unique scientific
discoveries and unprecedented contributions. Artist Tomás Saraceno is a superlative example of
an artist who has successfully combined research and scientific experimentation with his artistic
processes.

Saraceno is fascinated by the beauty and complexity of spider webs, and the best way for him to
understand the spider’s web was to recreate it. “That no one has done this before might derive
from the fact that for a biologist, for example, imitation is not an obvious route to knowledge.
Here, the artist opens a door to new insights into the spider’s web, but also into how we can build
a model of it so as to experience with our senses something that we cannot yet weave ourselves.”
(Arrhenius 2)
He has created monumental room-size installation artworks inspired by spider webs, handmade
out of nylon thread, and some created with over 70,000 knots. It was a logical next step to
investigate the unique sculpting power of the creatures themselves. His celebrated series working
with spiders, 14 Billions (Working Title) started from his inquisitiveness: “Is it possible to
measure and understand a spider’s web, to depict it and re-create it in a three-dimensional
model?” (Arrhenius 2) As a result, in 2010, Saraceno was the first to create a three-dimensional
digital replica of the spider web of the Lactradectus mactans (black widow). To prepare for
creating the work, Saraceno spent two years researching and consulting with arachnologists,
astrophysicists, engineers, and architects. “The three-dimensional model was developed with
coordinate data collected by using Laser Supported Tomography combined with
Photogrammetric analysis, a method and set-up devised by the artist Tomás Saraceno with
Photogrammetric Institute at the Technische Universität in Darmstadt in consultation with
leading arachnologists Peter Jäger and Samuel Zschokke.” (“3D Spider Web Scan”)
“First he and his team put a solitary spider into a transparent cube where it will spin a web. Then,
they replace that spider with a colony of social spiders. As individuals build on top of the
original spider’s creation, Saraceno and his team rotate the boxes, inducing disoriented new
patterns.” (“The Cosmic Spiderwebs…”)
Significant members of the scientific community have consistently praised Saraceno for his
discoveries, which have informed scientists. Professor Joseph Koh of the Lee Kong Chian
Natural History Museum and author of two encyclopedias on Spiders from Southeast Asia
affirms “I would like to applaud Tomás for breaking new ground with his artistic
creativity…with spider silk, he has spun a web that has connected the two separate domains of
art and science.” (“Arachnid Orchestra”)
Peter Jäger, Head of Arachnology, Senckenberg Research Institute, and co-author of the World
Spider Catalog, says “Saraceno has opened our eyes to the intricate geometry of spider webs…
Saraceno’s technique has enabled much needed comparative studies in mathematics, engineering
and arachnology.” (“Hybrid Webs”)
The art critic Sara Arrhenius praises his interdisciplinary proficiencies:
“The world that Saraceno moves through is a vast, open field where the boundaries
between science and art are not set out in the usual ways. Here, there is no high fence

between disciplines and fields of knowledge, but a world of possibilities that are driven
forwards by a sense of wonder at how the world was created. This playfulness, the desire
to test out the new and the apparently inexhaustible torrent of ideas, gives Tomas
Saraceno’s art an intensely visionary energy. An energy that I believe arises in the
coming together of and interaction between different worlds, fields of knowledge and
thought models.” (3-4)
The artists just mentioned represent a mere sampling of the new partnerships and innovations
developing, and the prevalent return to an interdisciplinary, enlightened collaborative
philosophy. Appreciating the close link between creativity and scientific experimentation,
several science-based laboratories are now offering artist residencies, cooperative opportunities,
or commissioning artists to assist with research and data visualization.
Jeff Stanford, vice president of marketing at the Orlando science center affirms, “Imagination
and creativity are at the heart of both art and science. It is very important to use art to provide a
new perspective on science. Artists and scientists use several of the same skills in pursuit of their
goals, including critical thinking and problem solving, communication and collaboration,
flexibility and adaptability, and social and cross-cultural skills. These skill sets are essential for
success in both fields.” (“Orlando Science Center…”)
Max Planck, the father of quantum theory, felt that the pioneer scientist must have “a vivid
intuitive imagination, for new ideas are not generated by deduction, but by artistically creative
imagination.” (“Full STEAM Ahead...”)
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This study examines selections of Chilean testimonial drama and film, as portrayed by
victims of political repression during and following the Pinochet regime in Chile, as well as the
enduring effects on victims of state-sanctioned violence. The play Death and the Maiden, written
by Ariel Dorfman, and Chilean director Patricio Guzmán’s documentary films, center on the role
of mimesis and memory in responding to historical amnesia and official stories. Each
representation reminds us that history and truth are far from absolute and that it is incumbent upon
each of us to continue to question official histories, to seek alternative truths, and to interrupt
cycles of violence and oppression. Through a close analysis of these texts and the role of testimony
in them, various questions will be posed about what may be deemed to be true, historical, and
legitimate. In both Death and the Maiden and Guzmán’s documentary films, the reader or
spectator must determine if, and how, survivors of trauma can heal, even with the awareness that
political, psychological, corporeal, and historic colonization endures and prospers, regardless of
hemisphere or national identity.
Ariel Dorfman’s life story is one of internal and external diaspora and exile. His family,
having initially moved to the Southern Cone from Europe, “… emigrated [to New York] after the
military ousted the constitutional government in 1943 [in Argentina]…. A decade later,
McCarthyism [forced] them once again into exile; this time, they took permanent residence in
Chile in 1954” (Gil 183). Dorfman then was forced to flee Chile for the United States in the early
1970s, with the overthrow of President Salvador Allende. Though Chile remains the subject of
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Guzmán’s films, he has not lived there since 1973, following two weeks of imprisonment under
the Pinochet regime (1973-1990). He now lives in exile in France, though he is permitted to return
to Chile.
In Nostalgia de la luz (2011), Patricio Guzmán, initially recognized on a large scale for his
three-part documentary film Batalla de Chile (1975, 1976, 1979), presents a masterful artistic
representation of Chile’s need to reclaim its recent past through the act of remembrance. In
addition to approximately 30,000 victims of torture under the Pinochet regime, an estimated
30,000 individuals have not come forward. The nation still has done very little to address the
trauma that remains more than 30 years later. Without the opportunity to declare and denounce the
trauma inflicted, victims, “… often use a bodily metaphor - the wound that remains open,
unallowed to heal – to express memory of military rule as endless rupture” (Stern 249). Guzmán
utilizes the “bodily metaphor” in Nostalgia de la luz, with archeologists, astronomers, and women,
searching for their loved ones’ remains in the Atacama Desert, linking the calcium of the stars with
the calcium in the bones of the buried and unburied dead. While the search is, in one sense, that
which keeps the relatives of the disappeared alive, the wounds will never heal without the closure
that the discovery of the bones might bring, a physical testament to their loss.
Both Dorfman and Guzmán center their texts on women’s searches for an affirmation of
the pain they endure and a resolution to it. Both portray the complexities of victims of politically
sanctioned violence co-existing in the present with their torturers, and both grapple with silence.
Dorfman initiates his play Death and the Maiden (1991), by situating it in the present, which
would be 1991, just following the end of Pinochet’s dictatorship, in a “… country that is probably
Chile but could be any country that has given itself a democratic government just after a long
period of dictatorship” (preface). Clues point specifically to Chile, and references to the truth
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commission connect it directly to the Rettig Commission, in which only the torturers whose acts
resulted in death are punished. As Steve J. Stern explains, the Retting Commission “… was to
focus on maximal cases – death, disappearance, and torture leading to death by agents of the state
or persons in their hire, and deaths by private persons acting from political motive” (247), not
necessarily on cases in which victims were allegedly tortured, but survived. Paulina in Death and
the Maiden represents just such a case, as do the thousands of relatives (represented by Violeta
Berríos in Nostalgia de la luz) who endured the disappearance of their loved ones.
Guzmán commences Nostalgia de la luz with a scene revealing the sights and sounds
of the enormous telescopes used by astronomers in the Atacama Desert in Chile, which
encompasses 1000 kilometers and in which no humidity exists. Because of the translucent air,
astronomers find it an ideal location in which to continue to study celestial life from laboratories
situated in the desert. For archeologists, the Atacama provides insight into the ancient and more
recent past, preserving mummified corpses and fragments of human, animal, and other remains.
Guzmán’s documentary film Botón de nácar (2015) opens with a contrast between the glacial
lands of southern Chile and its archipelagos, and the arid northern desert. Whereas the Atacama
desert preserves its secrets in silence, water’s voice and memory will not be muted. In a sense,
Botón de nácar is a contestation to Nostalgia de la luz, which connects the suffering of the victims
of political oppression in the 20th century with humanity’s oppression and suffering across
millennia.
In an initial scene in Nostalgia de la luz, the camera pans to Guzmán’s childhood home in
Chile. The narrator describes the pre-coup past with nostalgia, explaining that “La vida era
provinciana. Nunca occuría nada y los presidentes de la república caminaban por la calle sin
protección. El tiempo presente era el único tiempo que existía” (Nostalgia de la luz). Now,
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according to Guzmán, Chile’s history has become mummified, in the archeologist Lautaro Núñez’s
words, “el pasado encapsulado” (Nostalgia de la luz); accordingly, the present has ceased to exist.
The coup exterminated dreams, science, art, creation. Back to post-coup Chile, the narrator
presents victims who suffered torture at the hands of the Pinochet regime and family members who
continue to seek information and evidence of the deaths of their loved ones who were disappeared.
One victim in particular, Luis Henríquez, a sort of “architect of memory” (Guzmán 22), describes
in the documentary the manner in which he forced himself to remember his imprisonment in the
concentration camp Chacabuco, located in the Atacama Desert, which had served as the quarters
for the desert miners in the early 20th century. So miserable were the miners’ living and working
conditions in Chacabuco that the only feature needed to convert it into a concentration camp was
barbed wire. Henríquez describes memorizing the number of feet in each cell, the dimensions and
conditions of the cells, and how he drew them each day and then destroyed his drawings each night
by ripping them to shreds and throwing them into the latrine. As Guzmán explains in an interview
with Cineaste, “Luis [Henríquez] is a porte-parole, the witness whose testimony can suddenly
transform the mine back into a concentration camp, despite the fact that everything was erased,
including the guard towers, and the electrified barbed-wire fence” (Guzmán 22). Thus,
Henríquez’s story contests the nation’s “collective amnesia” (Agosín ix), and “opens Chile’s
memory box” (Stern 247).
A play in three acts, Death and the Maiden addresses the themes of repression and torture
and the trauma that results. The work opens in the living room of a beach house after midnight, as
Paulina hides behind the curtains, gun in hand, waiting for the arrival of her husband Gerardo.
Clear from the initial scene of the play is Paulina’s fragile emotional state. Having heard an offscreen conversation between Gerardo and an unknown man, Paulina and the audience learn that
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Gerardo’s car has suffered a flat tire, and a stranger named Roberto Miranda has given him a lift.
The conversation continues, and Gerardo reveals that he has accepted an appointment by the
president to serve on a truth commission formed “…to investigate human rights violations that
ended in death or the presumption of death” (Dorfman 9). While the Commission represents an
initial step toward national healing, perhaps even catharsis, Paulina expresses her outrage at the
fact that it will not investigate the disappearance of victims, nor will it identify the perpetrators of
these crimes. The dialogue further reveals that Paulina had been tortured and raped fifteen years
prior, while blindfolded, under suspicion of political subversion. Though her torturer continued to
demand Gerardo’s name, she never acquiesced and refused to reveal her husband’s identity. The
reader/spectator then learns that, upon her return from detainment, Paulina discovered Gerardo in
bed with a woman. With the revelation that Paulina knows of Gerardo’s betrayal, while she was
“faithful” in keeping her silence under torture, Paulina assumes a moral superiority over both
Gerardo and Dr. Miranda. Paulina’s testimony thus falls within the definition of “epideictic”
testimonio (Nance 39), that is, “… the heroic resistance of the unbreakable revolutionary, even to
martyrdom” (Nance 39). She problematizes her positionality as victim, however, by the very
heroism that she proclaims; that is, “Just as torture destroys humanity, so, in another way, does the
discourse of heroic invulnerability” (Nance 40).
In Scene II, Dr. Miranda returns to the beach house, ostensibly because he recognized
Gerardo’s name as one of the appointees to the Investigating Commission. Paulina is now
convinced that she recognizes Dr. Miranda’s voice as that of her victimizer 15 years before and
initiates her own truth commission of sorts. The dialogic exchange among the three participants in
the drama demonstrates again the subjectivity of truth and history and the profound effects of
physical and psychological torture. The personal betrayals between Gerardo and Paulina reflect
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betrayals on a national level. This silence and mistrust between the two characters reflect the
fragility of the nation, as well as the inevitable possibility that these profound conflicts may indeed
“defy resolution” (Stern 250).
Each scene in Death and the Maiden portrays truth, exaggeration, false confession,
mistrust, pretense, lies, evidence, conspiracies, injustice, investigations, naming, and sacrifice, in a
seeming effort to de-stabilize any fixed notions of what is real, known, and factual. In Nostalgia
de la luz, Violeta Berríos, a 70-year old woman who has walked the Atacama desert for decades,
searching for her loved one, Mario, expresses her lack of faith in the “facts” accordingly: “Me
enseñaron a no creer. Me cuesta mucho a veces. Yo creo que paso de tonta por hacer preguntas,
preguntas, preguntas y que al final nadie me puede dar la respuesta que quiero” (Nostalgia de la
luz). Yet Berríos refuses to relinquish hope, as she explains to her interlocutor: “La esperanza da
mucha fuerza…. tantas veces Vicky y yo hemos ido con la cabeza metida en la tierra ,… [pero]
nos hemos sacudido y hemos partido… con más eperanza, con más ganas, con más deseos de
encontrarlos” (Nostalgia de la luz). As a response to those who question why they continue to
search for bones, Berríos declares: “Yo los quiero, y muchas de las mujeres los quieren. No me
quiero morir sin encontrarlos” (Nostalgia de la luz). Not only do Violeta Berríos and Vicky
Saavedra continue to inconvenience the Chilean government with their insistence on answers, but
also, ironically, they move the collective consciousness to the present with their commitment to
memory and to remembrance. As James A. Wood explains, “… history is related to collective
rather than individual memory” (241).” Accordingly, “historical memories are …. produced by the
collective memory of social groups” (Wood 241). Thus, these women’s personal struggles
represent a collective response to official oblivion, to a “collective amnesia” (Agosín ix).
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Finally, Berríos expresses her wish that telescopes could search below the earth, as well as
above: “Ojalá los telescopios no miraban sólo al cielo, sino que pudieran traspasar la tierra para
poderlos ubicar” (Nostalgia de la luz). The narrator, Guzmán, communicates his belief that roots
and origins of life may be found in the cosmos, as well as in the earth, a theory that is confirmed
by astronomers in the documentary; the matter in the earth is the same as that of the cosmos. Near
the conclusion of the film, Guzmán includes a poignant scene in which Saavedra and Berríos
arrive at the astronomers’ lab and view the heavens through the telescope, connecting heaven and
earth, in their search for the remains of the disappeared.
Paulina’s role in Death and the Maiden exemplifies that of the nation itself. Through
mimicry, she functions as a would-be confessor, insisting that she seeks not vengeance, but
guarantees from Dr. Miranda, who she accuses of having witnessed and participated in the torture
she endured while blindfolded. At last, Paulina embraces the opportunity to speak, to end the
silence that has enveloped her for fifteen years: “And I can speak – it’s been years since I
murmured even a word. I haven’t opened my mouth to even whisper a breath of what I’m thinking,
years living in terror of my own… but I’m not dead” (37), but in a sense, Paulina is dead. As Amy
Novak explains, “… by evoking the language of her oppressor, Paulina actually underscores her
own lack of voice… [her] agency is limited to replaying the trauma of the past through role
reversal… [and] the struggle over whose [voice] will be heard, the assertion of the right to speak,
and the question of whether the memory of a voice constitutes evidence” (303). Certain that she
recognizes his voice, his skin, and his scent, Paulina proceeds with her interrogation, enlists the aid
of her reluctant spouse, and promises freedom only if Dr. Miranda confesses verbally and in
writing to a crime he insists he did not commit. Paulina’s husband Gerardo and the nation have
betrayed her and thousands of others; thus, she attempts to reclaim her loss of self, the sacrifice of
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her security and her potential to exist fully and mindfully. While Gerardo accuses Paulina of being
mentally ill, Paulina vacillates between acquiescence to his criticism and reasserting her power, by
implicating Gerardo in her suffering:
Paulina: And that night, Gerardo, when I came to you, when I told you, when I started to
tell you, what did you swear you’d do to them when you found them? “Someday, my love,
we’re going to put these bastards on trial. Your eyes will be able to rove… over each one of
their faces while they listen to your story… So now, darling, tell me who do I go to now?
Gerardo: That was fifteen years ago. (Dorfman 35-36)
Rather than participate fully in Paulina’s performance, Gerardo enacts his own role of double
agent, on one hand exhorting Dr. Miranda to comply with the “false” confession, and on the other,
playing along with Paulina. Finally, Gerardo feeds information to Roberto in order to comply with
Paulina’s demands of a confession, false or otherwise. For Paulina, Miranda’s innocence or guilt is
less important than his confession, in the sense that he represents a system that has oppressed,
silenced, and tortured thousands of innocents. Ultimately, Paulina ascertains that Dr. Miranda was
indeed her torturer because of his correction of false information she had fed Gerardo. At this
point, however, the potential for catharsis has been extinguished. Both Gerardo and Paulina,
unable to complete the task of finishing off Miranda, voluntarily return to the status quo. As we
discover at the end of the play, Roberto Miranda and the Escobars continue to co-exist in the very
society that generates and perpetuates institutions of repression. The meta-performance continues,
as the three spectators sit in the same concert hall, preparing to view the opera “Death and the
Maiden.”
Guzmán addresses the re-traumatization that results from the co-existence of victim and
victimizer in a mimetic “normalcy,” by including in his documentary a mother exiled during the
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Pinochet regime. After having lived and given birth in Germany, she returns to Chile with her
“hijo del exilio,” (Nostalgia de la luz) to assist in healing victims of the regime’s torture. She
describes this re-traumatization accordingly:
Las mujeres que buscan a sus muertos exigen respuestas de los que hicieron
desaparecer a sus muertos. Esta gente se encuentra con los que participaron en la
desaparición de sus familiares, con los torturadores que están libres y caminan por
las calles de su pueblo. Estos tipos de cosa son los que re-traumatizan a la gente:
encontrarse con el tipo que saben que detuvo a su esposo o a su hijo. Ese es un
factor re-traumatizante muy potente. (Nostalgia de la luz)
Paulina recognizes in the third act that her voice will not be heard: “… why does it always
have to be people like me who have to sacrifice, why are we always the ones who have to make
concessions when something has to be conceded, why always me who has to bite her tongue,
why?” (66). Thus, despite her attempt to defy this silencing and insert herself as a survivor into the
national narrative, Paulina actually “… marks the elision of women from the national discourse
and arena and…. the loss of a challenge to masculinist narratives of past and nation” (Novak 304).
While Violeta Berríos recognizes that she and the other women who continue to question and to
search (“Somos la lepra de Chile)” (Nostalgia de la luz), archeologist Lautaro Núñez, one of the
principal interviewees in Guzman’s film, declares “Yo no podría olvidar. Hay que mantenerlos en
la memoria. Hay que vivir en estado de búsqueda” (Nostalgia de la luz). Likewise, the principle
astronomer in the documentary, Gaspar Galaz, expresses his own concerns about the national
perception of women like las Mujeres de Calama and other communities accordingly: “Su proceso
es como el nuestro, con una diferencia. Nosotros podemos dormir tranquilo. Esas mujeres no van a
dormir. Nunca van a tener paz” (Nostalgia de la luz). He then notes with curiosity and concern the
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fact that society is more concerned with searching for the past in space, than turning its attention to
the women who continue to scan the desert for their loved ones’ remains.
Guzmán concludes his film by introducing Valentina, the daughter of parents who were
disappeared, and who was raised by her grandparents in a relatively happy home. Having just
given birth, Valentina reflects upon her self-perception as a “falla de fábrica,” but she draws hope
and peace from the promise of her newborn’s future as unmarked by trauma. Whether or not the
vestiges of trauma will live on in her children remains unclear, as well as whether or not Chile will
be able to recuperate as the child of not only a tortured and tortuous regime, but also of a more
distant past with which it must contend. The documentary concludes with photographic images of
the disappeared, names and faces partially erased with time.
Thus, we return to the questions posed at the outset of this study regarding history and
truth, but we may add the very questions that Dorfman himself poses in the afterward of his work:
“How can those who tortured and those who were tortured coexist in the same land? And how do
you reach the truth if lying becomes a habit? How do we keep the past alive without becoming its
prisoner? How do we forget it without risking its repetition in the future?” (73). Both Dorfman and
Guzmán explore through writing, film, and activism the potential for healing from and coping with
oppression, violence, trauma, and recovery. While attempts to document, reconstruct, and resolve
these issues continue, so does the awareness that history and truth are far from absolute. For this
reason, among others, enduring questions remain unanswered. Just as the authors in this study
continue to seek movement away from the past and into the present and future, so must we, the
readers, spectators, and participants in the drama of life consciously resist the perpetuation of
institutionalized oppression and violence, and refuse to be “banished and condemned by a
collective amnesia” (Agosín ix).
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Abstract:
Around 1645 B.C.E. an enormous volcanic eruption occurred on the Aegean island of Thera (Santorini)
which affected the entire world. Scientific evidence has been found in many locations, including the
Near East, Central Asia, and North America. Movement of people and aspects of their culture can also
be traced to this happening.
The nomads of the Altaic Steppes were particularly vulnerable; their existence and that of their livestock
depended on the sun. With the volcanic cloud obscuring this life-giving source for an extended time,
their natural reaction was to flee. Their language, religious beliefs and horses traveled with them. The
foundation of Sanskrit became part of later languages in Europe, the Classical World, and South Asia.
The movable gods of the cosmos could easily travel through the chanted hymns of the Steppe nomads.
Particularly important for the Indian subcontinent was the simultaneous end of the Indus Civilization
with the introduction of ‘Aryan’ pre-Vedic religious elements from the Steppes. Sun-worship, combining
horse and chariot, evolved over the centuries. Later, a booted divinity could be seen in many examples,
including Apollo, Helios, Sol and Surya.
But the Bronze Age nomads fleeing the volcanic ash particles migrated West as well as East. The
Trundholm Sun Chariot, found in present-day Denmark and dated to around 1600 B.C.E., reflects early
Steppe rock-art. Germany’s Nebra Sky Disk, also dated to the same period, can well be an example of
former nomadic peoples settling in one location and becoming agriculturalists.
This illustrated cross-disciplinary presentation re-defines the so-called Aryan ‘Invasion’ as mass
‘Migrations’, resulting from the volcanic action originating from Thera in the mid-1600s B.C.E. It also
indicates that the Steppe nomads did not only travel towards the Indus, but also in other directions,
spreading cultural elements in a variety of forms.
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Abstract
This paper looks at the relationship between graffiti, street art and activism in the inner city
suburb of Footscray in Australia, which is known as a culturally diverse neighbourhood.
The works presented were created in the last decade and feature works painted on walls,
both legally and illegally.
To give context to the work, a brief history of the suburb is provided with an understanding of
how it gained its reputation as a multicultural suburb. Acknowledgement is given to past
activism including William Cooper in the 1930s, and how his presence continues through
street art. Additionally, context is given to the use of the word, ‘graffiti,’ as opposed to,
‘street art,’ and the interchangeability of such terms.
A further analysis of these works is conducted through Taylor’s theory of Recognition (1994)
Coulthard’s view of Self-determination. Self-determination in particular, has strong ties to
Indigenous and refugee activism. As Footscray is on the traditional lands of the Kulin
nation, which form an alliance of Indigenous tribes, and with the increase in refugee support
networks in the area, the placement of such works within this suburb also holds significance.
Different scenarios are evaluated including the act of both creating and removing of work.
The subjects in this study are not only the street art practitioners, but also the general public
as both audience and participants. Also an evaluation of is conducted of how these works
are managed by the local council including commissioning and censoring of such works.
By reviewing these different scenarios, a broader understanding is presented of the
significance of street art beyond its surface aesthetic. Through this study, this paper
presents street art and graffiti as a tool for activism, and proposes its use as an effective way
of contributing to social change.

Keywords: Community, Culture, Street Art, Activism, Recognition, Self-determination

1 Introduction
Street art, graffiti and murals have become a commonplace part of the urban landscape.
Within Footscray, some works have extended beyond providing a pleasing aesthetic or an
act of youth anarchy to address more complex community issues. The works examined in
this paper were all created around the Melbourne suburb of Footscray. Footscray has a
reputation for being a multicultural suburb due to its diverse ethnic demographic.
To explore this further, this paper presents a short history of Footscray. Through this study,
this paper highlights the role of street art activism in this inner city Melbourne suburb.

1.1 Graffiti or Street Art
This treats graffiti and street art interchangeably due to the transient and complex nature of
the practice. Often graffiti is seen as illegal and street art is legal. This is due to the
perception that street artists, “had some formal training in art, design, or graphic arts,”
whereas graffiti artists are seen as vandals or anarchists (Molnar 2017). However some
practitioners create both legal and illegal work. Also it is unclear who determines the validity
of a work as art and how. An art collector may consider a piece to be valuable where a
council may consider it to be a work of vandalism.
Graffiti and street art have a long history that has been studied by historians and
archaeologists. They have been documented to understand community issues and can be
considered important artefacts for research. In their article, ‘We’ve got better things to do
than worry about whitefella politics’, Ralph and Smith (2016) discuss their research into
graffiti in Jawoyn Country as signs of resistance to government. The researchers examined
graffiti tags that they found at and around aggregation sites such on built shelters,
community entrances and surrounding road signs. They found that the graffiti practice was
part of an overall feeling of alienation from government and their wider society (Ralph,
Smith, 2016).

1.2 A History of Footscray
Footscray is an inner city suburb in Melbourne, Australia, which lies within the municipality of
Maribyrnong. The suburb was built on the land of the Kulin nation. According to the
Maribyrnong Council website, the area was originally home to the Woi Wurrung and Boon
Wurrung tribes of the Kulin nation for more than 40,000 years” (Maribyrnong Council
Website, 2017).
Over the last few decades, Footscray has become home to migrants and asylum seekers,
“Waves of migrants and refugees arrived from Europe after the Second World War, and by
1966 almost one-third of Footscray’s population had been born overseas,” (Cunningham,
2011). It is home to the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre and New Hope Foundation which
provides support to refugees.
More recently, it has become popular for being a melting pot of cultures with a diverse range
of restaurants offering Vietnamese pho and Ethiopian platters alongside hipster breakfasts
spots and coffee shops.

2 Activism in Street Art
Although art has played a role in activism, its value as an activist tool to encourage social
change is harder to determine. According to Stephen Duncombe (2016), there is a,
“recurring inadequacy of the conceptualization of the relationship between activist art and
social change.” However, he argues that this lack of ability to measure its worth does not
mean it doesn’t work. Duncombe (2016) states that good art can, “stimulate a feeling, move
us emotionally, or alter our perception.”
Being a public form of expression, the impact of street art and graffiti is arguably more
visible. Its accessibility has allowed the practice to extend beyond art galleries and
participants can be general members of the public without any art training. This section
looks at several examples in which activism and street art or graffiti have come together and
the impact of those works on the community.
History of Activism

Footscray’s activist history is visible as soon as one walks out of Footscray Station on the
Bunbury Street side. There is a mural of several images in Footscray. On the top right of
this image is an older gentleman with a moustache against a yellow sun against a red and
black background. This gentleman is Indigenous activist, William Cooper.
Cooper moved to Footscray in around 1933. It was here that, aged in his 70s, he became
an activist. A couple of years later, he founded the Australian Aborigines League, an
Aboriginal Activist group (Cooper, 2018). Through this organisation, he organised a petition
with 1814 signatures to be sent to King George V, seeking representation for Aboriginal
rights in parliament. This letter was never passed on to the king.
He also organised an Aboriginal day of mourning on the 26th of January 1938 which was the
150th anniversary of the arrival of the First Fleet. Later that year he organised a protest at
the German consulate in Melbourne against the Nazi persecution of the Jewish people.
(Aboriginal, 2018).
This mural which includes his image, is a celebration of the legacy of Cooper as an activist
in Footscray. Except for the tags along the track, this is one of the first instances of street
art one encounters when they arrive in the suburb. It’s unclear when the work was
produced but it serves as a reminder of this man’s contribution to human rights.

2.1 Self Determination and Recognition
One criticism of activism in street art is the use of representation rather than recognition and
self-determination.

‘Representation’ is, “The action of speaking or acting on behalf of

someone or the state of being so represented” (‘Representation, 2017). Recognition is about
“identification” and validity of “existence” (‘Recognition’, 2017). By creating work without
community consultation, this representation of others can be misinterpreted.
Self-determination is recognition that comes from within the group, and is acknowledged by
the dominant authority such as a government body. “The concept of self-determination as a
process whereby Indigenous communities take control of their futures and decide how they
will address the issues facing them remains central to Indigenous rights activism and is
fundamental to the United Nations International Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples,” (Australians, 2018).

Coulthard uses Fanon’s view of self-determination to argue, “the colonized must initiate the
process of decolonization by first recognizing themselves as free, dignified and distinct
contributors to humanity” (Coulthard, 2007). By instigating the recognition in themselves
first, this empowers them to demand recognition in others.
Governing bodies as well as individual artists can be guilty of representing a group rather
than allowing them to self-recognise or self-determine. The following are two examples
involving street art and graffiti which occurred in Footscray.
In 2006, a public artwork was commissioned by the Maribyrnong council in response to a
popular graffiti piece, The West Welcomes Refugees, that was created in response to
reported mistreatment of refugees by the Australian government. The work was located in
central Footscray, which is home a number of refugee communities. Their chosen artists,
Michael Brennan was awarded the $30,000 commission. However, there were some in the
community that felt that the council’s choice was not in the spirit of the piece.
Artist, Hoang Trang Nguyen, put forward the following objections:
“(i)The panel contained no one from a refugee background, nor anyone with any
demonstrated professional knowledge of refugee communities, or the specific
refugee communities in the City of Maribyrnong.
(ii) The call-for-interest had no strategy for attracting submissions from Professional
Artists from non-English speaking backgrounds, nor did the decision-making process
have a strategy for managing submissions from such artists,” (Low, 2006).
Researcher Danielle Wyatt (2013), also notes other critiques by Trang Nguyen and others
about the process in which the selection was conducted. “They dismissed the artwork on
the grounds that the council’s processes of selection excluded the perspectives of the very
people whom they sought to represent. They considered the artwork an ‘image’ in the sense
that it promoted the idea of creative engagement with place without any substantive
engagement” (Wyatt, 2013).

Low (2006) argues that such projects are, “more about ticking

boxes on paperwork than truly engaging with locals.”
Another more recent example occurred in 2017 when a mural was commissioned for the
local Womenjika festival, which celebrates Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture.
However, the council enlisted a non-Aboriginal artist to create the work which would feature
a desert child. They also failed to consult with local Indigenous community. When

Aboriginal Leader and Elder, Larry Walsh heard of this, he and other community members
penned a letter of protest to the council.
Walsh’s letter to council outlined some of the harm this representation could bring to his
community such as the portrayal of a stereotype of Indigenous Australians as ‘desert’
people. According to Taylor (1994), “misrecognition shows not just a lack of due respect. It
can inflict a grievous wound, saddling its victims with a crippling self-hatred. Due recognition
is not just a courtesy we owe people. It is a vital human need.”
These misrecognitions can be overcome through community consultation and selfdetermination such as through the employment of an artist who is a member of the
community to create the piece. Another method is through increased community
participation in the creation of street art.

2.2 Community Participation
Welch (2016), who lived and worked in several cities around the USA and participated in
community art projects in these areas believes, “community based organizations, churches,
and schools are ideal agents to help reclaim marginalized urban spaces through murals,”
(Welch, 2016). She saw first-hand how the act of working together created a sense of
community ownership and investment. This implies that a sense of “self determination” was
felt among the community to reclaim this space as theirs.
Local Indigenous artist, Rosie Kalina, also spoke about the need for artists such as herself to
be able to create work for her community. In 2014, she participated in a community mural
entitled, This is Footscray, (Widiarto, 2018). Her contribution was the creation story of Bunjil
the Eagle, as told by Aboriginal elder, Larry Walsh. At the time, she was only a year out of
secondary school and it was her first public work. However, at the same time, another Bunjil
was being created by a professional non-Indigenous artist which was commissioned by the
local council without consultation from the local Indigenous community. It is unclear how the
concept was developed but it was protected with anti-graffiti materials. However, Rosie’s
work was removed by local council due to graffiti tags appearing around the work. The work
itself did was not defaced by tags. As both works were created at the same time, this was
an opportunity to create a work with community participation and self-determination.
Instead, there exists only the representation of Rosie’s community by a non-Aboriginal artist.

However, it isn’t just creation of work that involves community participation. When racist
graffiti that appeared overnight on a predominantly Indian shopping strip in West Footscray,
the community came together to clean up. The white supremacist and racist messages
were quickly removed as residents came together to join business owners in cleaning up the
graffiti. In this instance, it was the removal, not creation of work, that was the act of activism.
Local residents say the clean-up was to show their support for the area’s ‘multicultural
identity’ and was a way of ‘living out our values’ (Millar, 2016). The fact that street art and
graffiti occupies public spaces is what allowed the residents to participate in its removal.
They did not allow these racist messages to exist in their space. Instead they worked in
solidarity with the businesses and residents affected to remove the offensive tags.

2.3 Censorship
One of the most prominent street art activists in Melbourne today is Van T Rudd, who is a
regular contributor to the Melbourne street art scene. He is known for his political works,
often criticising politicians. Incidentally, his uncle, Kevin Rudd, used to be Prime Minister of
Australia. The reason I first contacted Van was to talk about his mural of a bulldog urinating
on the face of politician Pauline Hanson. The bulldog is a mascot of the Australian rules
football team, the Western Bulldogs, whose home base is a short distance away from the
mural. Pauline Hanson is leader of the right-wing party, One Nation, which is known for its
anti-immigration and anti-multiculturalism views.

Figure 3: Van Rudd’s mural of the bulldog and Pauline Hanson after the image of Hanson
was removed.
The mural was a response to Hanson’s recent rhetoric towards the Muslim community. She
has made comments such as calling Islam, “a disease Australians need to vaccinate
themselves against,” (Remeikis, 2017). The mural was censored by council who painted
over Hanson’s face but left the dog.
According to the 2016 Census data, 6.1% of Footscray residents identify as Muslim. This is
almost double the total percentage of Victoria which is at 3.3%, and higher still than that of
Australia as a whole at 2.6%. Therefore, the positioning of Rudd’s work within Footscray
shows how street art can reflect community attitudes, opinions and values.
Artists such as Van T Rudd use their work on the street as acts of public activism. His more
recent work, Trump Tank (2017), captures the current political climate in the USA, with
President Donald Trump and his feud with Colin Kaepernick, the American footballer, who
refused to kneel for the national anthem to highlight black rights.

Figure 5: Van Rudd’s mural Trump Tank, before it was censored.
Van’s perspective comes from his lived experience of growing up in Nambour and
subsequent exposure to racism. Van’s intention was in solidarity with Kaepernick and others
who face racial discrimination by government authorities. These works show how Van uses

his art to address injustices he sees in society and therefore, provides an important voice for
the community.
Both of Van’s murals were censored by the local council due to the works being considered,
“offensive,” according to the Graffiti Prevention Act 2007. This brings about questions over
what is considered offensive in art. “The council did not clarify why the mural was
considered offensive or who decides what constitutes offensive graffiti,” (Millar, 2017). In
fact, the Act allows, “reasonable political comment,” (Millar, 2017). It is clear from Rudd’s
experiences that there needs to be more clarity around censorship of street art and graffiti.

3 Conclusion
This paper has shown various ways in which street art and graffiti can be a tool for activism.
Effective community consultation can ensure proper recognition and self-determination of all
members of society including refugees and Indigenous Australians. Due to their placement
in public spaces, it is an accessible practice that community members can use to celebrate
their culture or express their values through both its creation and removal.
Censorship and removal of works by governing bodies also needs to be reviewed so there is
a clear understanding of what is considered, ‘offensive.’ As Duncombe (2016) stated, good
art can evoke feelings. It does not specify whether these feelings are positive but allude to a
spectrum of emotions. If all works deemed by the council as, ‘offensive,’ are removed
without proper community consultation or review, will this leave simply aesthetically pleasing
works that ignore the community issues? In doing so, does this also censor voices within
the community?
The works presented in this paper are only a small snapshot of street art created by
activists, but provide an insight into the how public art can embody a community’s spirit.
Through the process of analysing these works, this research presents techniques in which
street art and graffiti can be used as effective tools for creating social change, celebrating
diversity and strengthening social cohesion.
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Objectives
Nursing care is often stressful because it includes emotional labor (Hochschild, 1983), and
nurses must regulate their emotions in communication with the patients. Kaneko et al.
(2017) have classified the emotion regulation styles of nursing into four typical patterns:
avoidance, or an evasive attitude toward the patient and one’s own emotion;
patient-priority, prioritizing the patient’s emotion; self-priority—giving priority to the
nurse’s own emotion; and “regulating both”: reconciliation of both the patient and the
nurse’s emotions. Among these, the regulating both style is the most adaptive because it
correlates to lower burnout scores than other styles (Kaneko et al., 2017). This study
focused on the deliberate creation of cognitive meaning in nursing care and how nurses can
take up the adaptive emotional-adaptation style by making meaning of their stressful
nursing experiences.
Method
Participants:
The participants were 757 practicing nurses who were working at Japanese hospitals (mean
age [SD]: 37.59 [9.39] years; 670 women and 87 men).
Materials:
a) The Meaning Making from Stressful Care scale for nurses (MSS-N) (Ito et al., 2015): F1:
understanding meaning (assimilation), F2: finding benefits (accommodation), and F3:
making sense (equilibration)
b) The Emotional Coping Strategies of Nurses scale (Kaneko et al., 2017): F1: avoiding the
emotions of both, F2: prioritizing the patient’s emotion, F3: prioritizing the nurse’s
emotion, F4: regulating the emotions of both.
Results
A hierarchical regression, using sex, level of experience, and academic background, was
performed in the first step, another with understanding meanings was performed in the

second step, discovering meanings was addressed in the third step, and meaning creation
was examined in the final step. The results showed that overall, independent variables
predicted little variance between avoiding the emotions of both (R2 =.03) and prioritizing
the patient’s emotions (R2 =.03). In the prioritization of the nurse’s emotion, a negative
strategy, understanding meaning was a positive predictor and finding benefit was a
declining predictor. The finding benefit (β =.35, p <.01, ΔR2 =.22) and making sense (β
=.29, p <.01, ΔR2 =.03) subscales had a strong positive effect on the strategy of regulating
both the emotions of both.
Discussion
These results indicated that meaning making in nursing care was strongly related to
adaptive emotion regulation and was effective for acquiring the most adaptive emotional
coping style. Understanding meaning is a process of self-centered meaning making. It
showed a relatively smaller effect on emotion regulation styles holistically although people
using this type of meaning making tend to cope with nursing stress in a self-prior way.
Examining the three ways of meaning making, we can postulate that finding benefits and
making sense are better for facilitating the adaptive emotion regulation style within the
patient–nurse relationship.
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Abstract
The focus of Emotionally Intelligent Robots, a multimodal digital
humanities project at the University of Southern California’s (USC’s)
Libraries, centers on the cross-fertilization of ideas and of differing
cultural approaches with regard to robots and AI. This project aims to
explore both the complexities of human-machine interactions and what
they inform us about what it means to be human, at a time when
“emotionally-intelligent” AI creations fundamentally change the playing
field, whether deliberately or as by-products. Our research concentrates on
our emotional bonds with machines and efforts in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) to replicate or to artificially model humanity.
Introduction – Multimodal Digital Humanities Projects at the University of Southern
California’s (USC’s) Libraries.
USC Digital Voltaire, http://scalar.usc.edu/works/voltaire/index, a librarian-led Digital
Humanities [DH] project, was set in motion in May 2016. It is a digital multi-modal critical
edition of thirty-one original (autograph) letters and four poems (covering the years 1742 to
1777) authored by Voltaire (François-Marie Arouet, 1694-1778) and his correspondents,
including leading figures of the French Enlightenment (such as Jean le Rond d’Alembert,
Frederick II (the Great) of Prussia, and Madame de Pompadour, mistress of Louis XV (Mihram,
2017).
USC Digital Voltaire was conceived, designed, and implemented by five subject
specialist librarians, two metadata librarians, and two library staff members, one specializing in
web
design
and
the
other
in
digital
scholarly
communication
(See:
http://scalar.usc.edu/works/voltaire/the-usc-voltaire-letters-project---project-developers). From
the very outset, our aim has been to create a critical edition, one allowing for (editoriallycontrolled) user-generated content, thereby enabling scholars and students (at USC and beyond)
to “mark up” texts, maps, illustrations, as well as born-digital materials, so as to further enrich
(organically) the content. Consequently, this edition is not restricted to a technologically
	
  

advanced, open presentation platform for important primary sources: it includes a seamless
integration of digital resources as well as a digital methodological base for use in dealing with
broader issues connected, e.g., to existing research on the intellectual culture of the 18th Century
Enlightenment debates.
Indeed, USC Digital Voltaire aims both to combine the traditional scope of humanities
inquiry with the affordances and methodologies of digital scholarship and to support scholarly
inquiry at all levels, beyond the disciplines associated with Voltaire and the Enlightenment.
Digital editing, and digital editions in particular, will likely expand in the next few decades as a
multitude of assets become digitized and made available as online collections (Mihram and
Fletcher, 2019).
USC Digital Voltaire provides students with the opportunity to both author and submit a
variety of content: annotations, mini-essays, visualizations, or films. In addition, students may be
asked to ‘embed’ their content within the overall hypermedia structure of the project—that is, to
think about the multiple contexts in which that content may live and the various pathways by
which readers may navigate to and from it. Work on USC Digital Voltaire may thus require
students to master content related to Voltaire’s letters and poems and, at the same time, urge
them to apply critical digital literacy skills in situating that content within a scholarly information
architecture.
In this way, USC Digital Voltaire and the pedagogical workflows described above are
meant to facilitate core aspects of the ACRL’s Framework for Information Literacy for Higher
Education (ACRL, 2016) in encouraging today’s students to see themselves as both producers
and consumers of knowledge, as contributors to informational and scholarly ecosystems. In
addition, asking students to reflect on issues of information structure while generating scholarly
content invites them to take part in shaping our expansive, multimedia critical edition and, in
doing so, takes seriously the role undergrads can have in thinking through the organization,
interactivity, and readability of emergent scholarly genres in the digital humanities.
Emotionally Intelligent Robots – A Second Polymathic Multimodal Digital Project
In early January 2018, a second librarian-led Digital Humanities [DH] project began to
take shape as a result of one undergraduate student’s interest in contributing to a multidisciplinary digital humanities research project that would focus on Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Robotics. AI and its many manifestations offer the possibility of a multidisciplinary
approach (including the humanities, engineering, and the social sciences); hence, the creation our
second Polymathic Digital Humanities Project within the Scalar Digital Humanities Series: a
Project tentatively titled: Emotionally Intelligent Robots. The University of Southern
California’s (USC’s) unique set of academic units and faculty interests in AI and robotics is very
well positioned to support such a project.
In addition to the present author, our current project team includes: Dr. Melissa L. Miller,
USC Libraries; Dr. Curtis Fletcher, USC Ahmanson Lab/Sidney Harman Academy for
Polymathic Study, and Emily Liu, Undergraduate Trustee Scholar, USC, and recipient of several
awards including USC’s Undergraduate Research Associates Program (URAP).

	
  

The evolution of the “Robot” as a concept and as a product of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the words robota (Old Czech and Old
Polish for “forced labor”), robāt (in Middle High German), and rabota (in Old Russian and Old
Bulgarian) referred to the central European system of serfdom, by which a tenant's rent was paid
in forced labor or service. The system was abolished in the Austrian Empire in 1848. The word
robot was incorporated into the English language without being translated, and it stems from the
1920 play, R.U.R.: Rossum's Universal Robots, a play by Czech author Karel Čapek (1890–
1938). This science fiction drama, in three acts, was published in 1820; it	
  was	
  first	
  performed	
  
at	
  the	
  National Theater in Prague in 1921:	
  	
  
	
  
A	
   scientist	
   named	
   Rossum	
   discovers	
   the	
   secret of creating humanlike machines. He
establishes a factory to produce and distribute these “manufactured humans” worldwide. Another
scientist decides to make the robots more human, which he does by gradually adding such traits
as the capacity to feel pain. Callously exploited by factory owners, the robots revolt, and they
ultimately destroy humanity.
According to Čapek, the word “robot” was suggested to him by his brother Josef (1887–
1945).
The history of robots dates to ancient alchemists’ obsessions with homunculi (artificial
humans) and automata (life-like figures), and it includes many antecedents, as for example the
story of Pygmalion and Galathea from Ovid’s Metamorphoses (first published in 8 A.D.); Mary
Shelly’s Frankenstein (1818); the modern use of the term android in Auguste Villiers d’IsleAdam’s 1886 novel, L’Ève Future (The Future Eve), and the development of humanoids,
“machines that have the form or function of humans” (Bekey et al., 2008, p. 71) such as Čapek’s
robots. This fixation has persisted throughout time and is now branching into new and
unexpected areas spurred by the exponential technological advancements of the past decade,
manifesting in books, short stories, movies, the visual arts, and many other expressions of the
humanities. These works reflect not only how artists and scholars have contemplated these issues
but also how the public has reacted—with awe, fear, excitement, nervous anticipation—to
robots, intelligent machines, and increasingly complex automata.
In today’s technologically saturated environment the creators of AI and emotionally intelligent
robots are not only often inspired by the art and literature of their times, but also and by
extension, by the ideals and biases of their societies and cultures. For example, movies,
television, and books are all agents from which we learn how to process and react to the world
around us, emotionally and behaviorally, and by which we are inspired, empowered, and
dissuaded. (For detailed research on the history of robots in myths, religion, literature, and the
arts throughout the ages, as well as currently, in the cinematic arts, see: Cohen, 1967; Peck,
2016; Russell, 2017; and Voskuhl, 2013).
	
  
Humanoid Robotics
Research into the functionality and potential uses of robots did not grow substantially
until the 20th century. Today, robots serve various practical purposes, whether domestically
(assistive robots), commercially (industrial robots), or military. The field of robotics is now a
swiftly growing field, as technological advances continue at a very rapid pace.
	
  

A growing body of research on Humanoid robotics, beyond science fiction, began in
1970, when Masahiro Mori’s essay, “Uncanny Valley”, first appeared in a Japanese journal titled
Energy. Mori, a robotics professor at the Tokyo Institute of Technology, explored a hypothesized
relationship between the degree of an object's resemblance to a human being and the emotional
response to such an object. In simulating human qualities, researchers face both practical design
challenges and philosophical questions about how to guide our interactions with synthetic
humans. See: “Uncanny Valleys: Thinking and Feeling in the Age of Synthetic Humans,” A
USC Visions and Voices Event, 23 March 2017—March 23, 2017	
  
https://libraries.usc.edu/sites/default/files/0323uncannyvalley_themeguide.pdf
It is now an accepted undertaking in the creation of assistive robotics to build robots that
perceive human expressions of emotion and can ‘express’ simulated emotions to ease
interactions with humans. Within the study of interpersonal relationships, there is the idea of a
“relational self” embedded in our sense of self that speaks to the aspects associated with our
relationships with others: in fact, core aspects of our emotions and behaviors are intricately
shaped by the bonds we form with others.
Whether they are created for the purpose of forming a relationship with us and or whether
the relationship that emerges is a byproduct, these AI might fundamentally alter the way we
perceive our own self and how we relate to others –and perhaps even the way we view what it
means to be human. The book, Who Needs Emotions? (Fellous and Arbib, 2009), includes
chapters written by experts in neuroscience and artificial intelligence who focus on the issue of
whether robots can have emotions from a purely scientific point of view. They address many
challenging questions concerning human and animal emotions, and their possible analogs in the
"brains" of robots, both now and in the future: What do we know of emotions in the animal and
human brain? What are their functions? Can we design robots that will do more than mimic
emotions? What would be the advantages of such designs, and how would they help us better
understand human emotions?
It seems inevitable that our relational self – how it forms, the manner in which it
manifests itself, and how we perceive it – will change along with the ever-growing prominence
of AI companions. Questions do remain as we ask what may be the nature of emotions in future
generations of robots that share neither our biological heritage nor our need to share emotions
with our fellow humans.
In 2006 Robert Epstein, an eminent psychologist and expert in artificial intelligence, fell
in love with a woman (“Svetlana”) over email. This Svetlana was charming, friendly, and very
affectionate. She was also, Robert discovered after a two-month online romance, merely a
chatbot. Epstein’s ability to be duped in this manner, especially given his bona fides in the fields
of psychology and AI, lay bare the ways in which we are potentially made vulnerable in our
interactions with emotional machines. Epstein’s book, Parsing	
  the	
  Turing	
  Test	
  (Epstein	
  et	
  al.	
  
eds.,	
   2009),	
   is	
   an	
   exploration	
   (by	
   psychologists,	
   computer	
   scientists,	
   philosophers,	
   and	
  
programmers)	
  of	
  both	
  the	
  philosophical	
  and	
  methodological	
  issues	
  surrounding	
  the	
  search	
  
for	
   true	
   artificial	
   intelligence:	
   “Will	
   computers	
   and	
   robots	
   ever	
   think	
   and	
   communicate	
   the	
  
way	
   humans	
   do?	
   When	
   a	
   computer	
   crosses	
   the	
   threshold	
   into	
   self-‐consciousness,	
   will	
   it	
  
immediately	
   jump	
   into	
   the	
   Internet	
   and	
   create	
   a	
   World	
   Mind?	
   Will	
   intelligent	
   computers	
  
someday	
  recognize	
  the	
  rather	
  doubtful	
  intelligence	
  of	
  human	
  beings?”.
	
  

More often than not we have an emotional response to robots and we attribute
personalities to these inanimate objects. We understand cognitively that the machines are not
sentient beings, but we are able to respond to them emotionally as if they are. This may stem
from our fundamental human needs to relate socially and to bond emotionally: we are driven to
relate to others (Turkle, 2011). When the experiences of bonding and belonging are absent in our
environments, we attempt to reproduce them through TV, film, music, books, video games,
artificial intelligence….anything that can provide an immersive social world. Known as the
Social Surrogacy Hypothesis, this is an empirically supposed theory from social psychology, that
many have started applying to AI.
The focus of Emotionally Intelligent Robots is the cross-fertilization of ideas and of
differing cultural approaches with regard to robots and AI. This project aims to explore the
complexities of human-machine interactions and what they tell us about what it means to be
human, at a time when “emotionally-intelligent” AI products fundamentally change the playing
field, whether deliberately or as by-products. The project will also investigate practical and
philosophical challenges relating to emotionally intelligent robots and the potential impact on
human-to-human interactions.
In the context of student engagement in the Digital Humanities, engaging in such a
project opens for our undergraduate students many opportunities for research and career
development, including their acquiring (or enhancing) a variety of skills leading to digital, visual,
and information literacies. More generally, such participation should bring into focus the very
nature of research in scholarly and professional fields: a discursive practice in which ideas are
formulated, debated, and weighed against one another over extended periods of time.
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ABSTRACT
We develop an understanding of the distinction between our Modern Science and that
human activity earlier referred to (by the ancient Greeks, e.g.) as ‘natural philosophy’. First, our
Modern Science is actually [still] natural philosophy, yet now properly conducted: observation
must precede mental reflexion(s) thereon, as was pointed out by mathematician Cotes affront
Newton’s early (ca. 1713) treatise on some mathematical foundations for natural philosophy.
Our review of the literature of the history of science reveals (uncovers) the ‘Method’ of
our “Modern Science” as a model-building process conducted historically in six stages, each
investigation motivated the search for the very explanation for (i.e., for the truth about) any
particular naturally occurring phenomenon.
Science’s goal therefore requires inherent criticism. We later expand on this relationship
of religion as Mankind’s earliest science, but first relate, stage-by-stage and feedback-loop—by
feedback-loop, the history of science’s revelation of the Scientific Method.
We then proceed to examine the neurologist JZ Young’s conclusion that there is a single
(earlier, yet biological) model-building process for ensuring survival: first ‘conducted’
genetically, then neurally. We note that the conduct of our Modern Science is actually an
isomorphic mimicry of this quite biological process.
We then enquire of the nature of human creativity (of actually providing new Human
Knowledge) itself, learning that this also be founded biologically: viz., by the analogy-making
process recognised by ethlogists, students of animal behaviour.
We then conclude the paper, confirming thereby the notion of religion as Mankind’s
earliest science via a review of the literature of comparative religion: Different religions provide
differing support for Science (i.e., of both constraints on and welcomes for), the search for
truth(s) about Nature.

0. Introduction
	
  
Via the literatures of the history of science and the philosophy of science, we locate the
features distinguishing our “Modern Science” from the preceding efforts conducted primarily in
ancient Greece. This distinction was addressed quite explicitly by the mathematician Roger
Cotes in his Preface to the 1713 Edition of Isaac Newton’s PHILOSOPHIAE NATURALIS
PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA [(Some) MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES (for) NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY]: viz., that any prospective scientist must have first	
  observed a naturally	
  
occurring phenomenon, then reflected thereon before publicly voicing/publishing his/her
hypothesized, conjectural conclusion: his/her ‘model’.
In he ensuing Section 1, we report our historical investigation first by understanding a
review of artistic model-building, including an historical categorisation of Mankind’s models
(physical artifacts; then, post-Sumerian advances in the use of clay tablets: written
documentations].
We expand considerably on these categorisations, referring to an extensive tabulation of
this, of Mankind’s, model-building. Another conclusion here is that uncovered by the neurologist
JZ Young: the single attribute distinguishing Mankind from the remaining species.
Then, in Section 2, our examination of the literatures of the history of science and of the
philosophy of science further reveals that there is a ‘pattern’ by which our Modern Science has
been (and continues to be) conducted (either individually and/or collectively). As we shall
observe, in our review of the literatures, these two activities (I. Reflexive Observation; and then
II. Artwork: Model Expression) constitute the first two “Stages” of the Scientific Method, stages
which are intended by the scientist to lead to his/her own advancement to Human Knowledge
[viz., (to “Stage 0”: the current collection, at any point in time, of Mankind’s models, as housed
in the museums and libraries worldwide, including cave-borne artistry and petrographic
images)]. One concludes here that our Modern Science is therefore a re-introduction of the early
Greeks’ natural philosophy, but one now amended to require that any investigation be initiated
by observation (and mental reflexion thereon).
This ‘procedure’ demands, as demonstrated within the literature of the history of science,
a pair of mechanisms for conducting corrections: [Stage III: Perscrutation (thorough editorial—
logical and grammatical—scrutiny of any published model, plus this same treatment’s
application by any other scientist/individual; then, Stage IV: Confirmation Testing, during which
stage any of the model’s readers is entitled to ask whether any conclusion—impeccably derived
from accepting as true the published model—will be found by observation to be true in Nature.
The resulting Scientific Method incorporates two corrective processes, ending in the
search for truth(s) about the external (observable) world:
Loop III➚II, logico-grammatical; and Loop IV➚I, Nature’s Affirmation(s).
[A third correction loop, Loop IV➚II, arises whenever a previously (Stage III) undiscovered
error was not noted until Stage IV.]

	
  

The fifth (‘final’) stage [Stage V: Knowledge Augmentation] reflects truly the goal of
Science (of any scientist). This six-stage model therefore provides an historically well-founded,
and nearly algorithmic, model of the Scientific Method.
We then explore and confirm (in Section 3) JZ Young’s conclusion (1964) about the
unique characteristic of our own species: viz., we construct (and mime extracorporeally) for our
survival two quite biological model-building processes [A. genetic; and B. neural], each of
which	
  has	
  been	
  (and	
  is,	
  quite	
  biologically	
  actively,	
  being)	
  employed:	
  isomorphically	
  both	
  
stage-‐by-‐stage	
  and	
  feedback-‐loop—by—feedback-‐loop	
  today.	
  
	
  
	
  
We arrive at a rather astonishing conclusion here: Modern Science’s goal (in seeking
truth(s) about Nature) is actually one proven to be of the essence to biological survival itself.
In the terminal two Sections (4 and 5) of the paper, we first deal (Section 4) with the
underlying process beneath any scientist’s capability to ‘originate’ an advancement of Human
Knowledge. This mental process is that of creativity, one which we (Mihram, 1972a [1970]) had
shown to be founded on analogy, a conclusion then confirmed later by Nobel Laureate KZ
Lorenz in his Acceptance Address for the Nobel Prize.
The second terminating Section [5] reviews the historical connexion between religion(s)
and Science. We examine the literature of historians and philosophers, including Newton, Cotes,
Whewell, Butterfield, Sarton, Popper, Alston, and Anawati. We conclude with a primary
observation as to why the success of our Modern Science (i.e., of the Scientific Method) has
been so relatively restricted geographically to the Western World.
In Section 6, we outline our deductions/conclusions afront Section 7: References.
1. Mankind’s Uniqueness: Extracorporeal Model-building for Survival
We report this historical investigation by referring the reader to an earlier paper (Mihram,
1972b), a lengthy review of artistic model-building, with its historical categorisation of our
(Mankind’s) models (physical artifacts, including, e.g., petroglyphs; then, post-Sumerian
advances from the use of clay tablets: written documentations. We will here for now insert first
the quite pertinent conclusion of neurologist JZ Young (1964):
[viz., Mankind’s uniqueness among the species is that
‘By using tools and written language, we construct models for survival outside the
brain and outside the genetic system.’.
We then, secondarily, note at this point that Mankind has indeed provided our Modern Science
with three grammatically distinct linguistic forms:
i. Natural language: used by scientists for a first-person description of Nature;
iii. Mathematics: used by some scientists for a third-person formalisation; and,
ii. Computer-programming languages for a second-person algortithmic presentation.
We shall attend to the pertinence of these two conclusions in the historical derivation of
our Modern Science’s ‘Method’ later (in Sections 2 and 6).

	
  

2. Modern Science: Its Six-stage Model-building Process
In this Section 2, we shall show the development of the ‘Method’ by which scientists
have so successfully advance Human Knowledge for the past several centuries. In so doing, we
provide for the philosopher (and theologian) Whewell (1860) the answer as to how	
  19th-Century
scientists had indeed become quite adept at securing so many truths about Nature. Since our
Modern Science is well-defined as
‘that human activity devoted to the search for the very explanation for (i.e., for the
truth about) any particular naturally occurring phenomenon’,
----[cf. O.E.D. (1989: entries no. 4.a and no. 5.b)],
then the description herein provides the very answer which Whewell had sought.
Furthermore, we have been prompted by philosopher Alston’s stated religious-based
motivation (1996) for his book [REALIST CONCEPTION OF TRUTH] to note that this
acquisition and accumulation of Human Knowledge (of truths about Nature) is conducted by
means of a model-building process to which we can refer as the Scientific Method.
This six-stage model-building process possesses three corrective feedback loops
depicting error detection (falsehood or linguistic inaccuracy) and its correction appears in this
Section 2, yet in Section 3 this six-stage model-building process, together with its positioned and
oriented feedback loops, is shown to be an isomorphic mimicry of a (single) biological process
by which the survival of all Life on Earth has to date been assured. This single biological process
for survival had itself evolved, prior to Mankind’s use of tools and language to construct extracorporeal models for survival: first, via chemico-genetic modelling, each plant and animal
species ensures (however unwittingly) its survival; then, via chemico-neural modelling, the
‘higher’ species of animals (those with memory-and-recall capabilities) enhanced the survival of
their respective individual members via the same six-stage process.
In this Section, we show that the history of science reveals the very philosophy of science
(i.e., the Scientific Method). This awareness that Science, that human activity devoted to the
search for the very explanation for any particular naturally occurring phenomenon, is conducted
as a model-building process, yet one which itself derives from the understanding among
computer scientists that every computer programme is actually a simulation model, any one of
which requires tests of its credibility (Mihram, 1972a,b). Simulation models are so designed and
constructed in accordance with a six-stage process [Mihram, 1970, 1972c): See also the present
Figure 1, the right-most of its three diagrams.]
At the conclusion of this Section 2, we point out historically that humanists and men of
letters have invoked the metaphorical process as a means for conveying to others their
understanding of some aspect of Nature. This process, conducted over centuries (as opposed to
decades/years for more contemporary science), is the same six-stage process that has become our
Modern Science’s [Scientific] Method.

	
  

The six stages of the Scientific Method are depicted as a feedback-laden process by
which Human Knowledge is acquired and accumulated [Mihram (1970): its Fig 5.2; and the
rightmost diagram of the present Figure 1:
Extant Knowledge
Observation + Reflexion = Insight
Postulated Hypothesis
Perscrutation
Confirmation
Knowledge Contribution/Extension

{ Stage 0 }
{ Stage I }
{ Stage II }
{ Stage III }
{ Stage IV }
{ Stage V } .

At any point in time, there is {0} an extant accumulation of Human Knowledge, best
recognised as the total collection of all the museums (including cave walls and petroglyphs) and
libraries worldwide.

Figure 1: Popper’s Three Worlds as One Biological Process
One of us, observing some previously unexplained phenomenon of Nature, reflects on
that observed matter and, in accordance with the “Aha!” experience which Nobel Laureate
Lorenz agrees [with our earlier (Mihram and Mihram, 1974(1971)) paper: cf. Table I, below:

	
  

Item 4a] can be attributed to analogy-making [the Table’s Item 6], arrives at a likely explanation
for the observed phenomenon, thereby concluding Stage {I}.
The non-hermitic among us then postulates his hypothetical understanding {Stage II} by
constructing in some artistic format a model: a sketch, a painting, a book, a mathematical
treatise, a computer programme, a manuscript.
He then transmits this (e.g., the manuscript) to an editor for its thorough review {Stage
III: Perscrutation}, during which any error [typographical; logical; failure of any ‘Eq (31)’
therein to be compatible with its or an earlier author’s ‘Eq (5)’, e.g.] within the manuscript will
lead the editor to return it to the author for correction {Feedback Loop: III➚II}. This feedback
would be repeated until all errors located by the editorial review are corrected.
Once a scientist’s model has been published {end of Stage III}, humankind (Science)
requires one further test of its credibility: viz., Does any impeccably logically derived
conclusion, following from accepting as true the published model, hold forth in Nature? If not,
humankind is asking that the author (or, his successors) return first {Feedback Loop: IV ➚ I} to
examine{I} the natural phenomenon, then return with a corrected hypothesis {II} and then
despatch this to an editor for its dissemination {III}.
It is of course logically possible (as with, say, a complicated computer programme) that a
logical incompatibility between a scientific model and Nature may be the result of an earlier
undetected grammatico-logical error (a ‘bug’ in the programme), so that a third corrective
{Feedback Loop: IV➚II} in the academic process would instruct one to return from Stage IV
directly to Stage II (rather than Stage I for further observation of Nature).
Indeed, the discovery of Neptune shows that these three types of feedback mechanisms
describe this intrinsic character of the Scientific Method (Grosser, 1962), the issue having arisen
because of a 19th-Century failure of Newton’s 17th-Century ‘model’ of gravitation to account for
the location of Uranus. (A similar demonstration of the feedback mechanisms can also be
applied to Darwin’s scientific model of evolution: Today’s fields of genetics and microbiology
serve as its confirmatory tests.)
The result?: The six-stage model-building process of the simulation methodology
(Mihram, 1970; Mihram and Mihram, 1974) of computer scientists has served to uncover the
Scientific Method itself by means of an examination of the history of Science. Science
accumulates {Stage V} in accordance with a near-algorithmic model-building process (the
Scientific Method: Stages 0 through V). An implicit Feedback Loop {V➚0} in effect connotes
Human Progress [(Mihram and Mihram, 1971). Indeed, we are suspecting that the present paper,
e.g., may well serve to terminate Popper’s 1976 “Unended Quest [for the Scientific Method]”.
A Note on Science’s Predecessor: The Metaphorical Process
One can note that, over lengthier periods of time, men of letters have employed the
metaphorical process in order to construct human understanding of natural phenomena. For
example, both the Great Chain of Being and the Metaphor of the Circle were early metaphorical

	
  

descriptions of what we recognise today as Darwin’s and Newton’s scientific models of
biological evolution and gravitational mechanics, respectively. Linguistic	
  corrections	
  and	
  
logical	
  imperfections	
  of	
  each	
  of	
  these	
  metaphors,	
  when	
  subjected	
  to	
  the	
  tests	
  of	
  attempted	
  
confirmatory	
  observations,	
  have	
  led	
  to	
  their	
  inclusion	
  as	
  exemplars	
  in	
  the	
  progress	
  
(Popper,	
  1962)	
  of	
  Human	
  Knowledge:	
  	
  See	
  Item	
  3	
  of	
  Table	
  I.	
  
Table I
The Intimate Relationship Shared by Scientific Method and Biological Survival
(A Critical Bibliography)
[Excerpted from: Proceedings of the Eighteenth Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, 1985.]
Page 313 of “Credibility: Every Computer Programme is a Simulation Model”, by
G. Arthur Mihram (P.O. Box No. 1188; Princeton NJ 08542) and
Danielle Mihram (New York University; New York, NY 10012).
1. The credibility of computer-directed simulation models is a six-stage model-building process:
JOURNAL OF STATISTICAL COMPUTATION AND SIMULATION: 1: 35-44, 1971;
SIMULATION: STATISTICAL FOUNDATIONS AND METHODOLOGY, 1972 (1970); and,
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH QUARTERLY 23: 17-29, 1972 (1971).
2. The Scientific Method is this same modeling process of six stages, conducted historically:
IEEE TRANSACTIONS, SMC-2: 621-629, 1972 (1971);
THEORY AND DECISION 7: 67-94, 1976 (1973); and,
SCIENCE 191: 790, 1976.
3. The metaphorical process of Men of letters, of Humanists, is this model-building process, conducted historically over
centuries:
PROCEEDINGS, SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CYBERNETICS: 635-6441, 1973.
4. THE ACQUISITION AND ACCUMULATION OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE IS THIS SAME MODELLING PROCESS:
International Journal of General Systems 1: 41-60 and 2811, 1974 (1971); AND
Modeling and Simulation 8: 1003-1012, 1977 (1975).
5. THIS SINGLE MODEL-BUILDING PROCESS HAS GUIDED MANKIND, IN OUR QUEST FOR TRUTH(S), FROM MYTH TO METAPHOR TO MODEL:
Pacific Telecommunications Conference B6: 30-361,2, 1981 (1974);
General Systems Research and Design: 537-5461,3, 1981 (1978); AND,
Relation Between Major World Problems and Systems Learning: 283-2903, 1983 (1982).
6. THE NEURAL OPERATION OF THE ADULT MIND (THE LEARNING PROCESS) IS THIS SAME MODELLING PROCESS:
Role and Effectiveness of Theories of Decision in Practice 320-327, 1975 (1972); AND,
Compstat 1976: 256-263, 1976.
7. EACH OF POPPER’S THREE WORLDS (GENETIC; NEURAL; MAN-MADE) IS CONDUCTED VIA THIS SAME MODEL-BUILDING PROCESS:
Systems Thinking and the Quality of Life, 464-473, 1975;
Nature 263: 620, 1976;
An Epistle to Dr. Benjamin Franklin, 1975 (1974); AND,
American Scientist 67: 394, 1979.
8. MAN’S SEARCH FOR NECESSARILY UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED TRUTH IS MODERN SCIENCE, CONDUCTED BY A SIX-STAGE MODELLING
PROCESS WHICH MIMES NATURE’S SURVIVAL PROCESS:
Proceedings, Statistical computing Section, AMER. STATISTIST. ASS’N: 265-270, 1979;
Contributed Papers, 143RD Nat’l Meeting, AMER. ASS’N ADV. SCI.: 26, 1977; AND,
Biometrics 37: 615, 1981.
_____________
1. Paper co-authored with Danielle Mihram.
2. Paper, using the historical perspective to understand this evolution of our knowledge of electricity and magnetism, reveals
why our move into our Age of Tele-communications is to date an historical regression, not progression, from the Age of
Reason founded on and controlled by the written and printed word.
3. Paper, using comparative religion to note its own historical evolution, the progression of religions worldwide, includes as a
logical corollary the resolution of the contemporarily revived debate between evolutionists and creationists.

	
  

3. Biological Bases of the Scientific Method
We here examine neurologist Young’s conclusion regarding the two biological modelbuilding preceding our human-conducted Scientific Method: genetic, then neural.
A. Chemico-genetic Model-building
In this Sub-section [A], we establish that our extracorporeal model-building process (i.e.,
Modern Science) is quite a biological one, actually one preceding Mankind as a biological
species. Indeed, we confirm with both this result and that of the succeeding Sub-section [B] that
neurologist JZ Young’s conclusion regarding the unique characteristic separating Mankind from
the remaining animal species is quite correct.
If one views at any point in time the complete set of existing genes, whether living or
dormant, as Life’s “Extant Knowledge”, one has the equivalent of the Stage {0} describing the
Scientific Method in Section 2 above. Though one requires a near-Lamarckian attitude to explain
how early chemicals “learned” or compared combinations, the result tends to imply that a
process quite akin to “observation and reflexion” took place, leading to chemical structures
which could accumulate energy sufficiently so as to reproduce themselves (unisexual at first).
These two aspects of Life (conserving both energy and information) describe a {Stage I} within
biological evolution genetically.
One could here conveniently note the biological phenomenon, “lateral genetic
transformation,” in which bacterial ‘species’ have been observed to transfer from one bacterium
to another some of its genetic content. It is though a ‘method’ to unwittingly consume another
bacterium, yet use ‘undigested’ genetic material as its own, then transmitting this to succeeding
‘generations’.
Among the bisexual species there eventually developed a process (as if a sperm were
making a postulate to an egg) to forward (as a ‘manuscript’) its genetic hypothesis {II} as a
“model” of proven capability for survival. The gamete of one sexual partner, when presented to
one of the other genre (sperm to egg, e.g.) is akin to a perscrutation process {III}, though the
concern as to whether the egg “editorially reviews” the sperm’s genetic grammar/encoding is
probably resolved by the egg’s simply detecting on the surface of the sperm an acceptable
chemical code there before admitting entrance to the sperm.
One might do well to relate the present discussion to the left-most diagram of the three
isomorphic diagrams in the present Fig. 1. If, as would be the case with most inter-species
sodomy, the egg rejects the sperm, then the feedback loop, {III ➚ II}, has been (quite
unconsciously) activated, essentially the Gene Pool making a ‘statement’ as if to say “Go try this
somewhere else, buddy!”. Even so, if a fertilized egg forms and a progeny results (even in this
case of biological sodomy), then Nature itself will ‘perform’ a Confirmation Test {IV}: Will the
progeny be sufficiently fit to survive to its own age of puberty? If not, then the second feedback
loop {IV ➚ I} is essentially being ‘activated’, as if advising the Gene Pool to ‘locate’ another
egg-sperm pair (or sibling) for its own confirmatory testing (of survival to its age of puberty).

	
  

Indeed, the remaining (third) feedback loop {IV ➚ II} associated with our [Mankind’s]
model-building process for seeking out the truths of the world about us, also occurs in the case of
inter-species sodomy: The mule, e.g., does live to its own age of puberty, but, as is rather typical
of the result of such sexual unions, is sterile. (It is of course tempting to note that certain human
conjectures, of the extra-corporeal sort, suffer this fate of “impotence” toward creating further
credible Human Knowledge.)
Potent progeny which survive to their own age of puberty {V} become a “Knowledge
Contribution” to the Gene Pool, so that survival of the species persists, thereby demonstrating the
ultimate Feedback Loop, {V ➚ 0}.
B. Chemico-neural Model-building
The ‘higher’ animals, those possessing a neural system with a memory-and-recall
capability, have progressed to use another biological model-building process for enhancing the
survival of the species’ individual members. Evolving from the chemico-genetic model-building
capability, any member of such an animal species shows its ability to learn from its experiences
and to employ this information (but in a ‘chemico-neural grammar’ so as to enhance that
individual’s survival to at least its own age of puberty.
The procedure is quite well demonstrated by the mental model-building process
employed by the human adolescent, busily engaged [unlike children (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958)]
in building a mental model for his/her conduct as an adult in the nation/society into which he/she
is about to enter: viz., the formation of his/her personality [cf. also: Inhelder and Piaget, 1958].
(This exemplary process is captured in the central diagram of the present Fig. 1.):
Therein, one’s Extant Knowledge {Stage 0} is, at any point in time, the complete
collection of one’s experiences, including instructions from others: his/her complete neural
recording in the brain.
The adolescent, conducting observations of adult (and/or peer) behaviours, reflects on
these and arrives at an “Insight” regarding a possible behavioural mode for himself/herself
{Stage I}.
The individual then deposits (‘writes mentally’) this proposed model for behaviour into
his/her own neural archive as a “Postulated Hypothesis” {Stage II}.
The more reflective that the individual has trained himself/herself to be, then the more
likely he/she will conduct his/her own thorough “editorial review” {in Stage III} by asking
himself/herself whether the self-proposed behaviour would, if conducted, be in accordance with
the principles of his/her religious and/or national upbringing. For example, would the behaviourto-be, if affecting others, remain in consonance with the Golden Rule?
	
  
If any such ‘test’ fails, then the responsible individual will need to return to Stage II
(Feedback Loop {III ➚ II} so as to form another mental model, then subject this to its own
Perscrutation process {III} before even implementing the behaviour.

	
  

However, once implemented/enacted, the adolescent will be subjecting his mental model
for behaviour to a “Confirmation Testing” {IV}. In the extreme case, incorrect behaviour could
subject him/her to a jail cell as an excellent environment in which to conduct mental reflexion
{I}, as shown by the Feedback Loop {IV ➚ I}, before returning to the nation/society with a
revised postulated hypothesis {II} and its own mental scrutiny {III} as a proper (i.e., more
correct) model for behaviour.
Again, it is quite possible that the extreme measure (jail; or, the schoolroom’s ‘dunce’s
stool’) is not required. Rather, a corrective feedback move from Stage IV directly to Stage II:
{IV ➚ II} is sufficient, a personal move correcting a small mental error before proceeding with
this new model to its own Perscrutation {III} before implementation {IV}.
The goal of the adolescent is to reach adulthood with his developed personality (and,
hopefully, with an ability to construct with rectitude other models for understanding not only the
social structure but also the natural environment surrounding him/her).
Similarly, ethologists have noted that the behaviour of the members of other ‘higher’
species of animals is clearly conducted by corrective feedback loops, demonstrating the ‘learning
process’, though the internal neural ‘language’ within the brain remains still under investigation.
C. On Confirming JZ Young’s Conclusion
These two ‘patterns’ (chemico-genetic and chemico-neural) therefore are actually two
successive biological ‘implementations’ of a single process which accounts for the survival of all
Life on Earth to date. What we here (above) describe as Mankind’s own process (Modern
Science’s ‘Method’) for advancing and accumulating Human Knowledge becomes our own
previously unwitting mimicry of Nature’s established procedure for ensuring survival
biologically.
By conducting (our Modern) Science in strict accordance with its Scientific Method, we
are now consciously, though previously unwittingly, conducting (via a previously un-noticed
mimicry) Nature’s model-building process for biological survival.
We here note that it would be quite remiss for one to report that a quality adequate for
publishing a manuscript as a ‘scientific contribution’ would be that it would be ‘a result that
every one can agree on’. Rather, it need be more like a result that everyone must agree on
[because of its underlying (rather biological) characteristic of ‘ensuring survival’.
D. A Note Aside
We have been pleased to have received (See Table II) a number of complimentary
comments as correspondence regarding the several conclusions above. We supply them as a list
of evidence serving as ‘confirmatory testing’ for the representation (by Figure 1’s right-most
diagram) of the Scientific Method as both a near-algorithmic and a quite biologically-founded)
process. One might also examine the Preface of the Reference (Lorenz, 1975/4), wherein the

	
  

appreciative comments of Nobel Laureate John C. Eccles adjoin those of Nobel Laureate Konrad
Z. Lorenz.
4. Scientific Creativity: Its Own Analogical Under-pinning
We maintain that Mankind’s search for truth(s) is an essential human condition: first,
myths; then, as exemplified by humanists and men of letters: metaphors; and, then, by Modern
Science’s model-building. We have delineated above the Scientific Method (as a direct
	
  
TABLE II CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING FIGURE 5.2.	
  
(cf. Page 260, SIMULATION: STATISTICAL FOUNDATIONS AND METHODOLOGY, Academic Press, N.Y.)
SIR MAURICE G. KENDALL (Past President of the Royal Statistical Society and of the Operational Research Society [05.12.75]):
“I have now had a chance to look through your paper2 on models and … I found it of very considerable interest. …Man is indeed
a model-building animal, and I suppose in a sense language itself is model-building…. I certainly agree that a session (on the
subject) would be a very interesting one and I should be glad to take part.”
DOCTOR JOHN H. KNOWLES (President, Rockfeller Foundation [28.06.78]);
“As for Telecybernetics4, I think you have some very good points about the Age of Tele-communications … Reality as it is
conveyed by the mass media can … lead us one and all to believe things that simply don’t exist.”
NORMAN HACKERMAN (President, Rice University [23.07.74]):
“I have … read your reprint1 … and have done so with great interest. I particularly appreciate the attempt to show that creativity
in the letters and in the sciences is parallel.”
KENNETH E. BOULDING (Past President, American Economic Association [08.07.75]):“I found your paper1 interesting … in the
parallels between criticism in art and literature and testing of models in science, as I think the two processes are quite parallel.”
RICHARD M. CYERT (Past President, The Institute of Management Sciences [20.08.74]):
“I think your propositions1 about human learning and human knowledge are verified by psychological research into the learning
process.”
KONRAD Z. LORENZ (Nobel Laureate [30.08.74]):
I thank you very much … for sending your highly interesting paper1…. I realize that our thoughts have run on very parallel paths
indeed. I used to add to trains of thought dealing with models and analogy that everything we can know is based on a model or
analogy of real things, built up in our nervous system.”
JOHN ZACHARY YOUNG (Fellow, Royal Society [15.10.74]):
“As one who is using the concept of models, I find a systematic treatment1 such as yours very helpful…. yours seems to be
reasonable and valuable.”
C. WEST CHURCHMAN (Author of CHALLENGE TO REASON [15.10.74]):
“I certainly enjoyed reading your paper1…. I hope you will continue your work along the same lines.”
STAFFORD BEER (Past President, Operational Research Society [03.11.74]):
“Yes, I will refer it to the Annual, because it all needs to be said.”
MARGARET MEAD (Past President, Amer. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science [13.01.75]):
“Thank you very much for your paper…. The late Laurence K. Frank once made an intensive effort to find a case where art had
followed discovery rather than preceded it.”
GARRETT BIRKHOFF (Mathematics, Harvard University [28.02.75]):
“I have forwarded … your interesting reprints1,2 (many of whose philosophical comments I endorse warmly, after reading them,
to … Harvard’s program on the theory of decision-making. Thank you.”
WILLIAM D. CAREY (Exec. Officer: Amer. Assoc. for the Advancement of Science [29.01.75]):
“Thank you for sending me your paper2 on world models, which I found fascinating…. The central proposition, I take it, is that
world survival hangs on reason in decision-making. I certainly agree…. (And) If one has to cope with multiple centers of
decision-makers, each coming at a problem from different value sets and religious/philosophical base lines, then one has to
employ negotiating methods in order to produce outcomes for survival. (But, in this event) The element of control suffers heavy
damage, obviously, and the model spins on its wheels.”

	
  

CITATIONS FOR TABLE II.
1. Mihram, D. and G. A. Mihram. “Human Knowledge: The Role of Models, Metaphors, and Analogy,” INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL OF GENERAL SYSTEMS: 41-60 and 281 (1974 [1971]).
2. Mihram, G. A. “A Critique of World Models,” pp. 464-473 of SYSTEMS THINKING AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE. Society for
General Systems Research, Washington, D.C. (1975).
3. Mihram G. A. “World Models: Mathematical. Neural, Political, Religious, or Simular?” New York (1975).
4. Mihram G. A. AN EPISTLE TO DR. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. Exposition-University Press, New York (1975).

continuation of these earlier ‘formats’), showing it(they) to be a six-stage model-building
process, one which not only is virtually algorithmic in its nature but also is a direct (and
isomorphic) mimicry of the Metaphorical Process of Men of Letters [cf. Table I’s Item 3].	
  
Yet, how can we understand that the commonplace occurrence of analogy-making is
an/the underlying basis for an individual scientist to arrive at NEW Human Knowledge? This
becomes a matter of accounting for human creativity, a subject serving quite recently as the theme of a
professional, scientific conference: ‘Creativity’ at the 2016 Meeting of the Society for Literature, Science,

and the Arts. Our paper there (Mihram and Mihram, 2016) on ‘Distinguishing Scientific and
Artistic Creativity’ noted that the advancement of (i.e., any new) Human Knowledge has at its
basis: analogy.
The ‘creative’ portion of any scientific advance is [mental] analogy, an exemplar of
creativity [Mihram and Mihram, 1974(1971)]. Indeed, this conclusion was reached prior to
Konrad Lorenz’s Nobel Prize Acceptance Address (12 December 1973), “Analogy as a Source
of Knowledge”, yet was then complemented via personal communication from him re both our
1971 paper and his own early (mental) reflexions on the issue:
“Everything we can know is based on a model of analogy of real things, built up in our nervous
system [His emphasis here].”
It is of some merit to remark that earlier Whitehead (1926) in his lecture, “Religion in the
Making”, noted two characteristics of creativity: that of the mental, but then this is secured
(better) by the physical (i.e., by the observed): to wit, “abstract creativity can procure nothing.”
He therefore underscores the distinction accorded to scientific advances: creativity substantiated
by observation, also thereby illustrated in Figure 1, above.
Our (historically speaking: new) natural philosophy (viz., Modern Science) demands
therefore that scientific creativity indeed requires, à la Whitehead, mental reflexions, but only
those founded on observation(s). Indeed, our updated natural philosophy (Modern Science),
being a revision of that of the ancient Greeks, requires that any scientific investigator’s
underlying (premier) Stage [cf. I, above] must be founded on the physical (viz., observation,
rather than philosophical speculation).
Indeed, as per mathematician Cotes’s Preface to Newton’s Mathematical Foundations
for Natural Philosophy, 2nd Edition (1713): Modern Science may be natural philosophy, but is
now historically amended to require that observation precede the prospective scientist’s mental
reflexions thereon.
	
  

As a note aside: the mathematician G. Polya [Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning,
Princeton Univ. Press, 1954] has published works on analogy, thereby approaching creativity. Of
course, mathematics teachers do regularly demonstrate the value of analogy via the assignment
of homework exercises. Yet, even any mathematical advance will require that analogy be
employed beforehand.
In the present context, we first relate the finding that there is a quite scientific basis for
mimicry (imitation) as a very natural motivation for not only understanding but also behaviour;
indeed, analogy-making, we relate [See Entry 4a (1971) of the present Table I; then Nobel
Laureate K. Lorenz, 1973a; then Leatherdale’s 1974 ROLE OF ANALOGY, MODEL, AND
METAPHOR IN SCIENCE, North-Holland], is fundamental not only to the individual (Homo
Individualis) but also to humankind (Homo Socialis), Latin terms employed by the Nobel
Laureate Sir John C. Eccles in his 1975 FACING REALITY, Springer-Verlag. Clearly, we wish to
note our meetings both in 1975 with Eccles (See the Preface of Entry 7c of the present Table I.)
in Buffalo, NY and then in 1976 Lorenz [Entry in the present Table II] in Altenberg, the latter
one in which Prof. Lorenz noted our own (197l) publication as the origination of the result that
analogy is the source of each advancement in knowledge (His Nobel Prize Acceptance Address
was delivered late in 1973.).
We note the relationship of the terms, ‘analogy,’ ‘metaphor,’ and ‘model’ [See the 1971
Citation 1 of the present Table II.], with the definitions of the term, “mimetic”:
1. Apt to imitate; given to mimicry; imitative.
2. Characterized by mimicry; -- applied to animals and plants; as, "mimetic species;
mimetic organisms.
We also note that there seem to be significant implications to the human (i.e., to the
Homo Socialis) evolution: moving from myth to metaphor to scientific model-building; from a
religious connotation for the word ‘truth’ to its scientific denotation, one founded on “the actual
state of affairs”.
However, if the six-stage process by which Human Knowledge progresses is itself a
nearly algorithmic process, then how does new/additional knowledge (of scientific validity, or a
truth) arise? Our answer relates revelation, a term favoured in religious circles, to analogy.
Konrad Lorenz (noted above) probably worded this most succinctly:
“I thank you very much … for sending your highly interesting paper [Mihram and Mihram: See
the 1971 Item 4a of the present Table I .]….I realize that our thoughts have run on very parallel
paths indeed. I used to add to trains of thought dealing with models and analogy the everything
[his emphasis] we can know is based on a model or analogy of real things built up in our
nervous system.”

Of course, not every analogy which each of us makes within/throughout any day is a
model qualified as a scientific truth. It is the role of the disciplined mind in “sorting the wheat
from the chaff of metaphors” which leads to an advance in Human Knowledge. One might as
well here note how important in early Christianity was one’s possessing a disciplined mind: Each
of the seven deadly sins actually was/is to be a mental constraint on one to avoid certain physical
misdeeds.
	
  

5. Religion: Evolving from Mankind’s Earliest, Now to Securing the, Scientific Method
In this final Section, we recall Alston’s reference (1996) to religion as the motivation for
his concern about the failure among contemporary philosophers to acknowledge the realist
conception of truth. We note our earlier conclusion [Mihram, 1981(1980)] that religion is
Mankind’s earliest science.
We are prompted by René Girard’s comments on truth, science, and religion [FIRST
THINGS 62: 27-31, 1996] to extend here our earlier paper, “Religion: Man’s Earliest Science,”
prepared in 1980 and presented to the 1981 Joint Meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science and the Society for General Systems Research [See Entry 5b in the
present Table I.], by tabulating a set of several identifying characteristics vis-à-vis each of eight
or nine of the world’s major religions: cf. Table III, below.
We noted that every (major) religion has two fundamental characteristics:
1) to provide for its adherents a “model” of the (physical) world (natural science, or Science);
and
2) to provide for its society of adherents a structure, a “model” (social science, or Law) for
behavior.
Since Science (quite generally: whether physical or bio-social) is our (Mankind’s) search
for the very explanation for (i.e., for the truth about) any particular naturally occurring
phenomenon, this concurring with the O.E.D.’s definition of ‘science’ as Mankind’s truthseeking activity.
Yet, whenever one compares the major religions, one finds [cf. E.C. Blackman’s entry
for ‘truth’ in his THEOLOGICAL WORD BOOK OF THE BIBLE]:
“In the O.T., with its connotation, truth [Hebraic] means ‘in accordance with Yahweh’s
will, as made known in the Torah’;
yet, moving to the N.T., truth assumes its Greek connotation: ‘the actual state of affairs’.”
The second [N.T.] denotation is the bedrock of Modern Science, though some
contemporaries, perhaps not sufficiently reflexive, somehow seem to feel that this is not
necessary. We show also that this N.T. denotation itself provides a pertinent bedrock for Justice
as well. Yet, one should remain aware that there is prophetic truth and, then, there is scientific
truth.
Furthermore, such disparate notions of ‘truth’ surely imply important correlates. One
such correlate is very strongly implied here: If the justification for a particular statement’s truth
depends only on whether it does not confront negatively any specific set of religious dogma, then
nearly every human-made statement’s ‘truth-status’ becomes a potentially automatically
‘justifiable’ condition. Surely, this would explain such ready acceptance by certain chosen ones
of ‘relativity’ vs. truth, thereby explaining such a person’s declaring that he/she can on his/her
own decide to accept or reject any particular sentence, no matter however well-founded (as for
science) the statement is.
	
  

Yet, the matter of “relativity” of truth would appear to be compatible with (or
accountable to) such notions that one needs only his/her own acceptance of any written
statement’s credibility (e.g., to be ‘true’). Such a person appears to state that
S1: ‘Every/Any Man-made statement is [only] relatively true’.
This statement’s equivalent states:
S2: ‘There is no Man-made statement which is true.’
One should recognize that Statement S2 [= S1] becomes, on reflexion, itself an assertion:
S3: ‘There is indeed at least one Man-made statement which is true.’
The notion that any/every statement must be (i.e., is) only relatively true must be hereby refuted:
Truth is indeed an acceptable goal and guide for our Modern Science, as well as a foundation (à
la “Thomas Jefferson, above) for human behavioural conduct.
We have shown above (Section 1) that Mankind’s search for truth(s) is an essential
human condition: first, myths; then, as exemplified by humanists and men of letters: metaphors;
and, then, by Modern Science’s model-building. We have delineated above (Section 2) the
Scientific Method (as a direct continuation of these earlier ‘formats’), showing it (they) to be a
six-stage model-building process, one which not only is virtually algorithmic in its nature but
also is a direct (and isomorphic) mimicry of the Metaphorical Process of Men of Letters.
We then related (above: Section 3) the biological background of our [Mankind’s]
Scientific Method: the proven survival mechanism. The astonishing result is that Mankind has
been—by constructing extracorporeal models to be housed in museums and libraries—heretofore
unconsciously miming a biological process, one ‘used’ first by genes, then by the neural system
of the ‘higher’ animals, to ensure survival.
Clearly such a connexion implies an ethical responsibility for academics to ensure that
our truth-seeking process be followed “religiously correctly”. As we have noted above [Section
3(C)], an awareness of this biological foundation for our Modern Science needs to guide even
more our publishers’/editors’ goal in seeking authors’ truths re Nature. We now return to the
tabulation of the comparison of the primary features of alternative religions. If each religion is to
provide elementary truths, then we seek in our paper now to undertake further comparisons
between/among religions.
Some Remarks from Science and Religion on Truth and Justice
We continue further with truth: Not only does the N.T., a religious text, relate the power
of truth “to set one free”, but also philosopher Alston [A REALIST CONCEPTION OF TRUTH,
1996] concludes his work by observing that Christianity promotes (has always promoted) truth-

	
  

seeking. Indeed, Thomas Jefferson, eventually a deist, remarked in a political context that “For
here [in the republic] we are not afraid to follow truth wherever it may lead, nor to tolerate error
so long as Reason is left free to correct it.” Though condensed in his 1801 Presidential State of
the Union Address, this quotation became the motto for his University of Virginia (founded in
1825).
We include two other aspects of comparative religion, noting the paper [Mihram, 1981
(1980)], a summary of our examination of the literature of comparative religion, thus providing a
tabular accounting (24 entries) of the pertinent features of the world’s major religions.
Table III: Comparative Religions
Religion
African2

Amer. Indian3

Model of
World
Much
polytheism,
Extant “High
God” not
ultimate
explanation.
Polytheistic.

Epistemology

Social order

No concept of
future; No
written
language*.

Ancestor cults.

Economic
Theory
Barter.

Hieroglyphics
(rudimentary)
Talmudic
infallibility;
Prophetic
disclosure.
Scriptural
infallibility.

Tribal.

Barter.

Ten
Commandments;
LEVITICUS

Hardly
constrained
Trade;
Marxism.
Trade

Argumentative
discourse, yet
mental reflection
paramount

Dharma

Judaism

Monotheism *
GENESIS

Hinduism/
Vedism4
Buddhism5

Aryan; Books of
Knowledge;
polytheistic
aditya(s)
Darsanas

Confucianism6

Polytheism

Parables

Parables of ancient
sages

Taoism6

Neglects
personal
experience(s)
Argumentative
discourse;
humanism
Scriptural
infallibility

Conform to the
way of nature

Islam

The society
(state) is the
monotheism.
Monotheism;
Christ, son of
God
Monotheism;
Christ, son of
God
Monotheism

Prefer knowledge
to faith.8

KORAN

Protestantism:
Reformulated
Christianity

Monotheistic;
Christ, son of
God

Modern Science1

Golden Rule +
Work Ethic

Christianity
(Catholicism)
Orthodoxy7
(Greek)

	
  

“Rita” afterlife

Golden Rule
Stereotypic
behaviour

Origin
Prehistoric

Prehistoric;
Hieroglyphic
2000-1500 BC

2000-1500 BC.

Trade
constrained to
attain
community
cohesion
Barter; hardly
constrained
trade
State-imposed
order.

525 BC.

Free
enterprise;
laissez-faire.
Hardly
constrained
trade
Highly
constrained
trade
Capitalism

0-100 AD.

500 BC.
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*Note the exceptional qualities of the ancient Egyptians, however: they introduced both the
notion of a single god (monotheism) and their near-alphabetic hieroglyphs.
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We also are presenting below the full transcript of Jeannette Wing’s comments (2013)—
at the AAAS’s 2013 Forum on Research and Development—about our earlier publication of the
conclusion as to why the relatively geographical success of Modern Science seems restricted to
the Western World. We place this in the context of the literature of comparative religion in an
effort to overcome a widespread attitude of the antithesis of Science and religion generally.
First, if the six-stage process by which Human Knowledge progresses is a nearly
algorithmic process, then how does new/additional knowledge (of scientific validity, or a truth)
arise? Our answer related above (Section 4): revelation from analogy.
Secondly, regarding alternative notions of justice: We relate scholar/jurist Georges C.
Anawati’s comments in his presentation at Princeton [P.W. BULLETIN, 15 Oct 1986: p. 4], he
concluding that, if one could condense each of the three religions {Judaism; Islam; Christianity}
into a single word {viz., righteousness; peace; love, resp.}, then one can similarly characterise as
a result the respective notions of justice: {vengeance; mercy (situational/contingent); and,
forgiveness (w/reconciliation)}. Though Islam and Christianity have indeed ‘evolved’ from
Judaism, they each have developed (and thereby redefined) justice: Each provides an
improvement from vengeance.
We tabulate his conclusions re the religiously differing supports for justice:
Judaism
righteousness

Islam
peace [ = domestic tranquility? ]

Christianity
love

AND the respective notions of justice become:
vengeance

mercy (case-specific)

forgiveness (w/reconciliation).

One can see here revealed a “progressive evolution” historically among religions: clearly,
either forgiveness or mercy is preferable to vengeance as the ‘religious definition’ for justice.
One likely further conclusion regarding justice among the adherents of alternative religions:
If it is true that, in bringing to justice a misbehaving individual, one who is charged with having
committed a ‘criminal’ act (one warranting social/national punishment), then, in an essentially
Islamic society, the judge/jury will focus his/their attention on the intention of the accused, it
being likely assumed that one raised as a Muslim would not commit such a crime unless he had
	
  

some motivation not readily apparent. Hence, the result that Islamic justice would appear,
concluded Anawati, to be situational, or contingent.
In a Christian society, on the other hand, intention is not a usual component in the
consideration to determine guilt (excepting, of course, matters such as that distinguishing
between manslaughter and murder). It is the deed which predominates when a judge/jury is
determining guilt of an accused. It seems unavoidable to make the connexion with the (nonfundamentalist) Christian notion of ‘truth’: the actual state of affairs, the evidence related to the
deed.
We include here both:
(α) the abstract of our paper, “An Educational Note Concerning Scientific Progress and
Religion,” presented at the invitation of the 2016 AAAS Annual Meeting (Washington, DC):
“Background: Science is that human endeavor devoted to the search for the very explanation for
(i.e., for the truth about) any particular naturally occurring phenomenon. Historians of Science
Sarton in 1927 and Butterfield in 1957 conclude that our [Modern] Science has arisen as a reintroduction of natural philosophy. In 1713, the mathematician Cotes, for Newton’s mathematical
principles for natural philosophy, delineated how the new natural philosophy requires that any
scientific enquiry must begin with observation(s), including reflexion thereon, and not represent a
return to the merely conjectural ancient natural philosophers. Method: The theologian/philosopher
Whewell in 1860, seeking “the modes by which Man bests acquires the truest knowledge”, has
been answered by the disclosure of our Modern Science’s [six-stage] ‘Method’ in the literature of
the philosophy of science. Yet, why has our ‘Method’ developed so successfully and quite
exclusively in the Western world? Indeed, Jeannette Wing*, Chair of our AAAS’s 2013 R&D
Forum (in video format), sought to understand why, then, respecting Asian perspectives on science
and technology policy, are there not only ‘Commonalities’ but also ‘Contrasts’ with the USA.
Results: Aware of an earlier 2013 Wesleyan Philosophical Society paper on this very topic, she
concurred that this difference must be due to a religious kind of background that any adherent
tends to forget: viz., do a particular society’s religious tenets (as, therefore, a part of any adherent’s
upbringing) allow criticism to be encouraged and, therefore, to become a minute-by-minute, from
adolescence to adulthood, behavioral characteristic and, hence, his/her duty? Even though
Confucius had been first to proclaim a ‘golden rule for behaviour’, his did not attain status as an
ingrained portion of any adherent’s day-to-day behaviour, in contrast to that attained by Christ’s
[Christianity’s] Golden Rule in Matthew and Luke. She, too, concluded: Well-established peerreview becomes a requirement for the success of Modern Science’s Method historically (still
pending geographically). Conclusion: Furthermore, the literature of comparative religion reveals
that nearly every one of the major religions worldwide includes a tenet similarly worded to the
Golden Rule of Christ [Christianity], yet none of these others ‘promotes’ this tenet to the status of
dogma. This Golden Rule becomes also the foundation for widespread ‘courtesy’, itself an
attribute encouraging even more respect for any ongoing search for the truth about any particular
naturally occurring phenomenon.”

and
(β) our interaction (AAAS-recording) with Jeannette Wing at the AAAS 2013 Forum on
Research and Development (Washington, DC):
The pertinence of the transcript of Jeannette Wing’s 2013 contribution follows:
Jeannette Wing, Vice President, Head of Microsoft Research International, Microsoft
Corporation
	
  

Asian Perspectives on Science and Technology Policy: Contrasts and Commonalities with the
U.S. (Thursday, 2 May 2013)
AAAS Forum 2013: Program listing:
https://www.signup4.net/public/ap.aspx?EID=STPO12E&OID=110
Video:
http://www.c-span.org/video/?312495-3/american-association-advancement-sciencetechnology-trends-asia
TRANSCRIPT:
Yes, Arthur Mihram Princeton, NJ [here speaking]:
I’d like for you to expand a bit on the difficulty you perceive it has, you find in Asia with regard to the
conduct of peer review. It seems to be related to a question that arose at the History of Science
Department at the University of Princeton, namely why does it seem that science has been so successful
in the Western World, as opposed to the rest of the world, and it turns out that a paper was presented at
the Wesleyan Philosophical Society, oh last month, in which it was raised that it’s Christ’s Golden Rule
that permits this. It’s a religious kind of background that we tend to forget, i.e., criticism is to be
encouraged and if that’s not a part of your upbringing and foundation even though Confucius was the first
to say the Golden rule, it’s not such an ingrained portion of the societal behavior, day-to-day behavior that
was the form, a paper by someone at the University of Southern California, but have you perceived that as
a way to explain the difficulty that people in Asian countries seem to have with conduct of peer review or
could you just expand a bit more on what their difficulty is?
WING [RESPONSE]:
The short answer is yes.
And let me give a longer answer and an anecdote.
I’ll give you the anecdote first. A few years ago, when I was still at Carnegie Mellon, I was visiting
MSRA [Microsoft Research Asia] which is open basic research. If you go to MSRA it’s like you went to
Microsoft Research in Redmond [WA] except maybe you see more Chinese faces. It’s really just like a
research lab that you would find in the United States. And I was talking to a colleague of mine there and
he said that he does not, he deliberately refuses to review submissions to a particular Chinese journal in, I
guess, in computing, because he is afraid that, first of all, he suspects that the quality of the submission
would be pretty low and so he’ll write his negative review and suggest rejection, but he is afraid that that
will get back to him in some way. So he just refuses to participate in that system.
Now, it’s ironic, of course, because the impact that MSRA has had on the computer science research
community in China has been in some sense to spread the Western values of peer review, open criticism,
you know, the scientific process, but, you know, you can see the quandary he was in.
So I do think that a society that fosters open criticism which is very much like the Western world that the
US is certainly, is part of the whole peer review ideal and thus it does help to have that in cultural value, if
you will, and then does to support the advancement of science.
TRANSCRIPT ENDS HERE.

	
  

Students of comparative religion require a much more scientific bent, one such as this. If
it is true that only one (viz., Christianity) of the major religions emphasizes, whether in the
physical or the social sciences, that truth (or, truth-seeking) is to be the guide for its adherents
(Recall the aforementioned quotation of Thomas Jefferson.), then we should insist that any
fundamentalist [i.e., O.T.] view (of the ‘truth’ of some political action/decision) not be permitted
to prevail. We now also know that truth-seeking (of the scientific bent) has a demonstrable value
in ensuring biological survival.
6. Conclusions
We conclude by noting that what we collectively consider to be the pursuit of academics
(viz., the search for truths re the observable world) is in actuality a previously unwitting
mimicry, both stage-by-stage and feedback-loop—by—feedback-loop, of a quite biological
process which has ensured (first via chemico-genetic modelling and then enhanced via chemiconeural modelling) survival.
In so doing, we can essentially declare, as having now been successfully concluded,
Popper’s unended quest (1976), noting for his readers also that his notion (1962) of ‘Three
Worlds’ is essentially correct, yet requires the clarifying redefinition which we have provided
above, that arising from reflexions on Young (1964).
We have examined the three linguistic alternatives available to any scientist for the
purpose of authoring his/her model: first-person (natural language); second-person (algorithmic,
computer programming); or, third-person (mathematics), but have earlier revealed that there is
not an inherent ‘magic’ for achieving a successfully scientific model just by accepting
mathematics as the linguistic choice (nor is there any necessity for doing so), as per our
accompanying paper this year in the Education Conference’s Proceedings.
Furthermore, one can respond to philosopher Alston’s remarks (1996: p. 264] that his
own motivation for a realist conception of truth develops from a religious perspective. Religion
qualifies as Mankind’s earliest science (Mihram, 1981), each religion providing:
(α) a model of the world (physical science); and
(β) a model, a structure for behaviour within the society/nation (social science, law).
In this sense, within Popper’s (herein redefined) World 3, we humans, in our quite natural
activity of truth-seeking, have moved from myth (like ancient religions) to metaphor (of
humanists) to models (of scientists). That this model-building is in fact a direct, though
previously unconsciously enacted, application of a single, but already well established, biological
process for ensuring survival (World 1: genes; World 2: neurons) is the fundamental conclusion
of this paper.
Indeed, Science [ = Mankind’s search for the very explanation for (i.e., for the truth
about) any particular naturally occurring phenomenon ] is our quite natural inheritance of
Nature’s biological process: one single process—first conducted via genes, then via neurons—to
ensure survival.

	
  

Of course, we have noted that—because the six-stage Scientific Method (of our Modern
Science) is a direct, though not earlier recognised, mimicry of the single biological procedure
(first conducted genetically, then neurally) for the survival of every species on Earth—it then
follows that adherence thereto is somewhat mandatory.
We could here conclude then with a rather logical deduction, one dealing with ethical
conduct among scientists (and as well for any other scholar): Since ethics is the science of human
duty, and since Science is conducted by means of a model-building process (Scientific Method)
which is demonstrably founded on an actual biological process, one which ensures survival, then
we should collectively be required to ensure that Science, the pursuit of truths regarding the
world about us, be conducted in strict accordance with this (the) Scientific Method.
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Abstract: This study introduces the work of Mary B. Craik, a feminist activist, artist, and
philanthropist, whose work spanned the decades after WWII. After initially conforming to
traditional gender roles—even being crowned a pageant winner—Craik evolved into a feminist
activist on the Saint Cloud State University campus in Minnesota. She was compelled to launch
a landmark gender discrimination suit against SCSU, which lasted nearly a decade. Following
the lawsuit, she returned to her native Louisville, Kentucky, where she focused on her awardwinning textile art. Many of her works feature feminist themes and issues, including
autobiographical pieces that highlight moments of personal pain or jubilation. Despite this, and
despite readily identifying as a feminist, Craik does not identify as a feminist artist. Using oralhistory methodologies based on exclusive interviews with Craik as well as exclusive access to
her artwork, this session analyzes her feminist awakening and evolution. It situates her story
within the larger framework of the post-WWII women’s movement in the USA, confirming
some generalized notions while challenging others. It also analyzes her feminist themed
artwork and asks the question: is Craik a feminist artist or not?
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Abstract

The Impact of L2 Learning Experience in Learning an L3: Case Study of the
Acquisition of Word Order Scrambling in L3 Korean Course by English-Chinese Early
Bilinguals
Mihi Park (National University of Singapore) and Jeeyoung Peck (Hanyang University)
Second language (L2) learning experience in formal context was proved to be beneficial in
subsequent language learning due to facilitative language transfer (Bardel & Falk, 2007; 2012;
Cenoz, 2003; Jaensch, 2012; Park & Starr, 2015; Rothman, 2011; 2015; Rothman & Cabrelli
Amaro, 2010; Westergaard et al., 2017) or enhanced metalinguistic awareness (Jessner, 2006;
Jaensch, 2009; Park & Starr, 2015). For example, in Park & Starr (2015) and Park (2016), the
early bilinguals who studied L2(s) in addition to two L1s outperformed those who did not in
generating language-specific rules for the case-marking system of L3 Korean at an earlier
stage of learning, regardless of typological proximity between L2s and L3 Korean.
To further expand the findings from the previous studies, the current study aims to investigate
if general L2 learning experiences after ‘critical period’ (-8 years old) help Singaporean early
bilinguals (English and Chinse) better acquire scrambled sentences of L3 Korean, regardless
of linguistic proximity of L2s. The word order scrambling is available in Korean and
Japanese where explicit case markers indicate the grammatical relations of NPs in either the
canonical order, i.e., Nominative-Accusative-V (e.g. Minsu-ka kimchi-lul meok-eyo ‘Minsu
eats Kimchi’) or a more complicated order, i.e., Accusative-Nominative-V (e.g. Kimchi-lul
Minsu-ka meok-eyo ‘Kimchi Minsu eats’). On the other hand, scrambling is much less freer
in languages lacking case marking morphology, such as English, Chinese, Malay or
Indonesian, which is L1s of the participants. In addition, this work specifically examines if
learning experience of L2 Japanese that is close to L3 Korean regarding the target feature,
facilitates learning the scrambled structure of L3 better than linguistically distant L2.
Total of 148 early bilinguals who have studied Korean for one semester in a formal university
classroom setting participated in the current experiment. Among them, 121 participants
studied no other second language before Korean (EBLs) and 27 participants studied other
L2(s) such as Japanese, French, German, and Malay in adulthood in a formal setting, prior to
Korean (EBLs+L2). The latter group EBLs+L2 is categorized into two subgroups, depending
on whether L2 is typologically close to L3 or not (or L2 has a linguistic proximity to L3 in
terms of scrambling, i.e., the target syntactic feature). EBLs+Jp group includes 14
participants who studied L2 Japanese; EBLs+non-Jp group includes 13 participants who
studied other L2s (e.g. French, Malay, etc.) that do not allow scrambling. The participants
were asked to rate the grammaticality of sentences through untimed grammaticality judgment
task (GJT), in order for us to investigate if the participants have more difficulty in
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Abstract

interpreting the scrambled sentences (Acc.-Nom.-V) than the sentences with canonical word
order (Nom.-Acc.-V).
The results show that EBL+L2 outperformed EBL in GJT on scrambled sentences in both
grammatical and ungrammatical test items. This result proves that general learning
experience of L2 is beneficial for L3 learning, because participants’ L1s do not share the
target syntactic feature, i.e., scrambling, thus L1s cannot be the source of the positive transfer.
Regarding potential transfer of L2 Japanese to L3 Korean, the performance of EBLs+Jp and
EBLs+non-Jp do not show significant difference, meaning that the outperformance of
EBL+L2 is due to non-linguistic factors such as enhanced metalinguistic awareness, rather
than due to the shared typological or linguistic proximity between L2 Japanese and L3
Korean. Gutiérrez (2013) reported that the grammaticality of GJT stimulus affects the L2
learner’s performance significantly, and this difference attributed to the types of knowledge
that learners resort to; Those types are implicit knowledge for grammatical items and explicit
knowledge for ungrammatical items in untimed GJT. Thus, the fact that EBL+L2
outperformed EBL in ungrammatical sentences, but not in the grammatical sentences, implies
that EBL+L2 group in general is more advanced in learning L3 due to their enhanced
accessibility to corresponding explicit knowledge.
We assume that because formal language learning experience would enhance metalinguistic
awareness, learners will achieve metacognition which is ultimately beneficial in subsequent
language learning. Anderson (2002) discussed the role of metacognition in second language
teaching and learning intensively and asserted that the use of metacognitive strategies ignites
one's thinking and can lead to more profound learning and improved performance. We agree
that understanding and controlling cognitive processes may be one of the most essential skills
that classroom teachers can help second language learners develop, especially in higher
education. To sum up, we can make a pedagogical implication, such that curriculum design to
help learners get equipped with metacognition should be enforced for a successful language
learning.
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U.S. language policy and the Chinese language: A paradoxical connection
(Abstract)
This paper seeks to elucidate the paradoxical connection between the U.S. current language
policies and its desire to promote linguistic diversity in the society. Analysis of this paradox
reveals the imperative for changes in U.S. language planning so as not to leave many children
behind or to avoid the risk of leaving even a generation of students behind (College Board,
2018). Alternatives are thus recommended for the U. S. to replace its present conflicting
language policies for purposes of advancing its endeavor in preparing for what is considered the
possible “world’s next Lingua franca” (Ding & Saunders, 2006), the Chinese language.
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U.S. language policy and the Chinese language: A paradoxical connection

Language is like a door that enables you to reach the world. When you learn one
language, you get to know one part of the world. When you learn other languages, you’ll
get an opportunity to know other parts of the world. It is like windows opening up to you
on by one. You can lean many things and obtain knowledge through languages.
---Curdt-Christiansen (2009, p. 351)

The phenomenal rise of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) as an emerging world
political, economic and cultural superpower has effectively commanded the attention from not
only nations all over the world (World Bank, 2002) but also scholars in the field of language and
communication (Ding & Saunders, 2006). In the process of modernizing itself and participating
in the worldwide economic globalization, China has become an emerging cultural power on the
world stage, exercising its political, economic and cultural influences over other world countries.
China’s using of this cultural power has also been referred to as utilizing the country’s “soft
power” as Gil (2008) argues: “This aspect of power--that is, getting others to want what you
want – might be called attractive, or soft power behavior” (p. 116).
With the PRC as an important cultural power on the world stage, teaching and learning
Chinese in the United States of America have since become more popular than ever. More and
more Chinese programs are established in American colleges, universities and high schools as
College Board, in order to meet the country’s increasing demand, regularly holds standard AP
examinations for “Chinese Language and Culture” (College Board, 2018). While existing U.S.
language policies have rendered the Chinese language no status in American formal education
3

system (Wang, 2007), the Foreign Language Assistance Program (FLAP) was enacted in 1988
and 1990 to ensure that U. S. citizens will have the global competence necessary to compete in
the current globalized world. The FLAP has identified Chinese as one of the critical languages
to receive programmatic funding priority (Committee for Economic Development, 2006).
The purpose of this paper is to explicate the paradox between existing U. S. language
policies for the Chinese language and the country’s desire to promote linguistic diversity in its
society so as to embrace the emerging Chinese cultural power. The connection between Chinese
cultural power and the Chinese language will be discussed first followed by an analysis of the U.
S. attitude toward Chinese as a foreign language. Next, the paradox between U.S. existing
Chinese language policies and the desire to prepare its citizens for the emerging Chinese cultural
power is examined and revealed before alternatives for Chinese language policies and planning
are explored and recommended. Finally, conclusions and implications of this research are
presented.
China’s Cultural Power and the Chinese Language in the U.S.
Although culture is an elusive concept to define, scholars in the field of language and
communication tend to agree that culture refers to the shared values, beliefs and behavior
patterns of a given group of people (e.g. Jandt, 2016). Cultural power, in this sense, refers to a
community of people’s influence on another’s political, economic, social and cultural decisionmaking. In the process of modernizing itself and participating in the worldwide economic
globalization, China has become an emerging cultural power on the world stage, exercising its
political, economic and cultural influences over other world countries in their decisions
regarding political, economic and cultural developments.
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The application of a group of people’s cultural power on the world stage has alternatively
been interpreted as “the imposition of cultural values on states/ethnic groups by other states or
ethnic groups” (Ding & Saunders, 2006, p. 6). Only in this sense of imposing values and beliefs
onto others was cultural powder being referred to as “cultural hegemony”, “cultural imperialism”
and/or “cultural colonialism” (Hoare, 1978). More often, this type of cultural power application
was found to be more coercive and political, similar to what Huntington (1993) referred to as
“clashes of civilization”. Differing from earlier practices, contemporary use of cultural power
has a persuasive appeal or soft side in the sense that cultural values, beliefs and practices are not
imposed upon others by the agent; rather, they are being passed on to others as “desirable and
influential” cultural resources. Such cultural resources are primarily passed on to others via the
host’s language as language and culture are intrinsically tied together (Hall, 1959). On the one
hand, language serves as the medium to transmit cultural values, beliefs and practices; on the
other, the process of acquiring a particular language itself is the process of obtaining knowledge
of hosting language’s culture because of the inseparable nature of culture and language. Thus,
with the PRC as an important cultural power on the world stage, teaching and learning Chinese
in the United States of America have therefore become not only more popular but also
contributed to the promotion of linguistic diversity in its society. More and more Chinese
programs are established in American colleges, universities and high schools. The enthusiasm
for Americans to learn Chinese as a foreign language has been steadily increasing. As a result,
the College Board, in order to meet the country’s increasing demand, regularly holds standard
AP examinations for “Chinese Language and Culture” (College Board, 2018).
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Attitude toward Chinese as a Foreign Language
The existing U.S. language policies, however, offers a sharp contrast to current
Americans’ enthusiasm for learning the Chinese language. To begin with, the current U.S.
language policies have virtually rendered the Chinese language no status in American formal
education system. Thus, the Foreign Language Assistance Program (FLAP) was enacted in 1988
and 1990 to ensure that U. S. citizens will have the global competence necessary to compete in
the current globalized world. The FLAP has identified Chinese as one of the critical languages
to receive programmatic funding priority (Committee for Economic Development, 2006). With
the understanding that the connection between Chinese cultural power and the Chinese language
is an inseparable one and economic globalization inevitably brings with it cultural globalization,
the FLAP was able to advocate Chinese language education in U.S. schools. However,
recognizing Chinese as a critical language important to the present and future of the United State
did not alter its historically established heritage language status. Wang (2007) pointed out:
Within the US educational system, Chinese can be categorized in terms of its
functions as a home language in bilingual education and as a world language in foreign
language education. To Chinese communities outside the formal education system,
however, Chinese has been a heritage language. As the result of the interplay of US
foreign policies, immigration policies, socio-cultural ethnic group relationship inside the
US, educational concerns, civil rights movement, economic factors, and national security
issues, among others, Chinese have acquired different statuses in various sectors of the
society over time (p. 30).

On the one hand, Chinese has been identified as a critical language that’s important to the
present and future competitiveness of the United States on the world stage. Thus, learning the
language is greatly encouraged and has been deemed worthwhile. On the other hand, the
historical status of Chinese as a heritage language spoken by bilingual immigrants and their
offspring hinders active promotion of Chinese acquisition, going against the direction of
6

promoting linguistic diversification in the society. Recognizing the Chinese language as
critically important for its citizens to learn yet without giving it its proper social and educational
status entails the creation of an inevitable paradox in promoting linguistic diversity in the
society.
The Paradox and Possible Alternatives
The U. S. attitude toward Chinese as a foreign language is a love-and-hate relationship, a
natural product resulting from the U.S. mainstream ideology toward foreign languages. The
paradox between U.S. existing Chinese language policies and the desire to prepare its citizens for
the emerging Chinese cultural power have contributed to the prevention of U.S. Americans from
benefiting fully in the current economic/cultural worldwide globalization. To effectively
overcome this paradox, the current U.S. language policies should be closely examined first as
Wang (2007) argues that the prevailing monolingual ideology in the U.S. society has offered the
Chinese language in the United States as a home language with “no status in the formal
education system” (p. 32).
Thus, it seems quite clear that the key to changing the paradoxical situation may lie in
innovative language policies and language planning. Implementing alternative Chinese language
policies and planning in the U.S. should and will benefit Americans in the sense of enhancing
their competitiveness in this globalized world. To that extent, we recommend U.S. language
policymakers consider (1) keeping encouraging foreign language learning in the U.S.; (2)
promoting teaching and learning Chinese in elementary and high schools; and (3) prioritizing
funding for all Chinese programs in the country.
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Conclusion and Implication
This analysis has demonstrated the paradoxical connection between the U.S. current
language policies and its desire to embrace the emerging Chinese cultural power on the world
stage. Analysis of this paradox further reveals the imperative for changes in U.S. language
planning so as not to “leave many children behind” or to avoid the risk of leaving “even a
generation of students behind” (Committee for Economic Development, 2006). Chinese has now
become the third most spoken language in the U.S. (behind English and Spanish), which
emphatically suggests the urgency for a better understanding of the Chinese language, culture
and communication. The time is now for U.S. language policymakers to consider possible
alternative language policies and planning to enhance the opportunity for U.S. Americans to
acquire linguistic competence in the Chinese language. The current status of Chinese being a
“home language” without “status in the formal education system” should be closely examined
and alternative language policy and/or planning be adopted and implemented to facilitate the
language’s entry into to the U.S. formal education system to benefit the next generation of U.S.
American students. Only then can it be possible for Americans to obtain linguistic competence
in the Chinese language and hence, gaining fully from the currently on-going global cultural and
economic exchanges in the world.
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This panel explores current trends rhetoric and composition theory and pedagogy that recognize critical making
as valuable classroom praxis through the lens of “critical quilt making.” Uncovering the history of quilting to
emphasize its usefulness as decolonial, feminist, social justice project, this panel argues that quilting is a
valuable tool for teaching composition and encourages students to see the risks and rewards of writing in its
myriad forms as a tool for social justice.
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Extended Abstract:
As rhetoric and composition continue to recognize critical making as useful to performing
composition (Haas; Ratto and Boler; Shipka and Sheridan), how might we, as scholars and
teachers in the field, practice pedagogy that critically engages these ideas? This panel
presentation answers that call by challenging participants to reimagine composition through the
practice of quilting. In this session, speakers will first introduce their experiences as part of an
upper division undergraduate writing course that tasked students with performing composition,
cooperative argumentation, and social justice through quilting. Speaker one, an Assistant
Professor of Composition Studies at California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), will
open the session with an overview of her upper division composition course, “Cooperative
Quilting.” In this class, speaker one uses quilting to introduce students to cooperative
argumentation, deliberative inquiry, and research and writing in the humanities and social
sciences. Building on the work of Sonia Arellano, The Migrant Quilt Project, and Sewing for
Social Justice, speaker one argues that quilting is uniquely positioned as both an individual and
collaborative method for performing composing processes and is conducive to individual and
group dialogues about social justice and advocacy. Quilter one will discuss her experiences as
the instructor of the course, including reactions from students and fellow faculty, and critical and
pedagogical considerations. Finally, speaker one will challenge assumptions about which bodies
and whose bodies perform quilting by linking her approach to quilting as composition to
rasquachismo (Ybarra-Frausto) through her identity as a Chicanx woman who had no experience
as a quilter before this project.
Speaker two, a student of speaker one, discusses her role in the quilting project and creating her
own quilt piece, or “block.” She reflects on how making the quilt is both stimulating and
insightful as it asks individuals who have similar and different opinions to come together to
create new ideas. Through her observations, she notes that quilting challenges thought processes
as participants work to figure out how to best represent ideas important to them. She will use this
to help spark a conversation about the composition process and encourage session attendees to
think critically about quilting as composition.
Speaker three, also a student of speaker one, will speak about her experience quilting in class.
She will focus on her initial impressions of the project, including doubts and fears from the
student perspective of being tasked with such an undertaking. Her discussion will cover her
success despite not having any prior sewing experience to help make the quilt, and the challenges
she faced along the way while sewing. Apart from the individual sewing tasks, she will also
cover group and class dynamic and how disagreements about the quilt were settled. She will use
these observations to discuss how the quilt helped develop her dialogic and ethical
communication and cooperation through group quilting.
Speaker four will approach the project as a researcher and respondent. She will provide a deeper
understanding of how textiles function as technical documents (Haas; West-Pucket), and the
history of textiles as testimonio in indigenous communities across Latin America. This
connection helps ground “Quilting Composition” as a decolonial Latinx feminist approach to
teaching writing, especially in the context of CSUMB, a Hispanic Serving Institution. Using her
experience as a farmworker to connect embodied practice to performative research, speaker four
will show how innovative pedagogies which respond to the lived experiences of the student
population encourage students to value the historically undermined epistemologies they bring
into the classroom. Speaker four will argue that quilting composition, reimagined as decolonial
Latinx feminism, goes beyond traditional multimodality to connect bodies and lives through
performance and production.

SONGS FOR LYRIC TENOR: AN ANALYSIS OF FIVE
FRANCESCO PAOLO TOSTI SONGS
Presented by Mark Aaron Kano, D.M.A.
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Bellarmine University - Louisville, KY
1368 Bardstown Rd.
Louisville, KY 40204
markakano82@gmail.com
INTRODUCTION
The tenor voice is arguably the most unique, and challenging fach to teach.
Richard Miller, one our countries most highly regarded pedagogues, states in his book
Training Tenor Voices, “Singing tenor is a challenge. It requires guts and intelligence. It
also demands the best technical foundation a singer can get.”1
In lessons, teachers’ address proper posture, breath mechanics, optimal
resonance, clarity of vowels, vowel modification, and overall expression. However, it is
through the repertoire assigned to the singer that the instructor can best guide the
application of these technical principals.
The inherent legato and frontal qualities of the Italian language are prominent
reasons that voice teachers assign Italian repertoire to their students early in vocal
development. Once early Italian songs are mastered, singing in Italian can be explored
further.
Selecting repertoire for the undergraduate lyric tenor is a tedious process for
instructors of this voice type. The undergraduate lyric tenor is still maturing at a rapid
rate and his voice will face inconsistencies on a daily basis. It is the duty of the teacher
to assign repertoire that will display and nurture the strengths of the singer while
1

Miller, Richard. Training Tenor Voices. p. x. New York: Schirmer Books, 1993.

incorporating essential fundamental concepts of vowel modification and passaggio
negotiation, in addition to the basics of breath mechanics and resonance.
This process will allow the tenor to develop confidence while instilling a solid
technical foundation that will pave the way for more challenging repertoire in the
future. Francesco Paolo Tosti, a lyric tenor and composer, wrote songs that exemplify
technical concepts that should be cultivated in the undergraduate lyric tenor voice. His
songs offer the undergraduate level tenor the opportunity to find a deeper connection
to the Italian language after early Baroque and Classical Italian songs have been
introduced and mastered.
Francesco Paolo Tosti
Francesco Paolo Tosti was born April 9, 1846 in Ortona, Italy - a small town in the
Abruzze region, just off the Adriatic Coast. As a child, Tosti studied violin and was
accepted to the Naples Conservatory at the age of twelve. While at the Naples
Conservatory, he studied composition from Giuseppe Saverio Mercadante, in addition
to violin. Mercadante is credited for influencing Giuseppe Verdi’s dramatic technique,
predominantly through his melodic style and orchestration techniques. His influence on
melodic style is apparent in Tosti’s songs.
After completing his violin studies in Naples, Tosti ventured to Rome. In Rome,
Tosti became well known as a singing teacher – he possessed a lovely lyric tenor voice –
and became a part of the most aristocratic society. He became the voice teacher to the
court of Princess Margherita of Savoy, whom would later become the queen of Italy.

After spending more than five years in Rome, Tosti then moved to London. He
became the singing teacher to Queen Victoria’s children, and was responsible for all of
her private vocal concerts. Tosti signed a contract and began what would become a very
lucrative relationship with a publisher from Milan – Ricordi. Ricordi also resided in
London during the same time.
In London, Tosti also served on the faculty at both the Royal College of Music
and the Royal Academy of Music. In 1906, Tosti became a British citizen and was
knighted by King Edward VII in 1908. In 1912, Tosti returned to Rome and spent the final
years of his life in Italy. He died in his apartment in the Hotel Excelsior in Rome on
December 2, 1916.
Compositional Style and Influences
Tosti composed more than 350 songs in various languages, including Italian,
French, English, and the Neapolitan dialect. His experience as a singer, voice teacher,
violinist, and pianist greatly influenced his compositional style. He obtained a vast
knowledge of vocal technique, which commanded the respect of Verdi who considered
Tosti to be one of the greatest voice teachers of his day. Friends and colleagues of Tosti
included the foremost operatic composers of the day, such as Puccini, Mascagni, Boito,
and, of course, Verdi. Similarly, Tosti was well acquainted with renowned singers of the
day.
The famous Australian soprano, Nellie Melba, and the great Italian tenor, Enrico
Caruso, helped bring acclaim to Tosti’s songs. Their programming of his songs on

recitals, helped his works become known to a broad audience.2 Other notable singers
that brought notoriety to Tosti’s songs through recital programming were John
McCormack, Luisa Tetrazzini, Beniamino Gigli, and Ezio Pinza.
Tosti’s songs contain beautiful, singable melodies, often allowing for
embellishment by the singer; hence their popularity amongst operatic singers. The vocal
lines display Tosti’s keen understanding of the mechanics of the voice. Likewise, the
accompaniment in his songs displays his ability to imaginatively construct a song from its
fundamental elements. Tosti was able to compose accompaniments that create
evocative moods and fuse them with Italianate melodies that engage the listener and
allow for freedom of expression by the singer. His songs are direct, well crafted, at times
intense, and striking.
The influence of Neapolitan melodies and the finesse of bel canto vocal lines are
apparent in Tosti’s songs. In her book Song: A Guide to Style & Literature, Carol Kimball
notes that “intense emotionalism color the songs of Paolo Tosti, whose song style
defines for many the ultimate ‘Italian song’ sound - Italianate melody with a generous
dash of Neapolitan popular song…he knew how to write engaging, flowing melodies that
displayed the voice…they had an immediate appeal.”3
The syllabic setting of the poetry within the confines of an almost always
gorgeous melody is inherent to Tosti’s Italian songs. In Francesco Santivale’s biography
on the composer, The Song of a Life, he explains that “Tosti’s choice among
contemporary Italian poets was determined not only by the musical potential of the
2
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lyrics, but [also] to a great extent by the literary themes and styles that would make the
greatest impact on the general public, so that these verses reflected their ideals and
aspirations.”4
Song Text and Poetry
Much of the poetry that Tosti selected to set to music was intimately associated
with the cultural and historical setting where he lived and worked early in his career.5
“Tosti’s desire to keep up to date with the latest in both Italian and foreign poetry, his
direct acquaintance with the poets, the sharing of ideas, experiences…enriched his work
immensely. Tosti distinguished himself thanks to this felicitous combination of his
natural gift for melody and his continual striving for a more cultured and refined style.”6
However, “certain vocabulary and poetic themes,” particularly love, continued to
resurface in the poetry that was offered to composers by their publishers.7
Tosti set poetry that was strophic in structure and consisted of verses that were
heptasyllabic (seven syllables) to octosyllabic (eight syllables), enneasyllabic (nine
syllables) or hendecasyllabic (eleven syllables).8 This regularity in pattern throughout the
poetry allows for smoothness of recitation, which encouraged Tosti’s predominantly
syllabic writing style. A syllabic setting maintains the natural rhythm of the poetry.
However, this puts a great deal of responsibility on the interpreter of his songs to
recreate the fluidity and natural rhythm of the poetry through legato singing.
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EXPLORING THE REPERTOIRE
During the exploration of repertoire, I will address the following within each
song: Pedagogical Observations; Accompaniment; Phrasing and Articulation; Vocal
Challenges and Benefits; as well as Poetry/Text. I will also suggest a recommendation on
classification, or skill level, of the undergraduate lyric tenor. The classifications are:
Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced levels. But, first, let’s review some pedagogical
terminology: Tessitura, Passaggio, and Vowel Modification.
TESSITURA, PASSAGGIO, AND VOWEL MODIFICATION
The range of most lyric tenors is from C3 to C5. The term tessitura refers to the
portion of the music in which most of the pitches of the melody lie.9 Richard Miller
defines lyric tenor as one that “can sing much of the standard opera literature. He must
have a beautiful vocal timbre and be able readily to sustain a high tessitura.”10 Every
voice type is made up of different registers; however, it is the blending and navigation of
these registers in the lyric tenor that can significantly impact the upper register, which is
arguably the most important aspect of his voice.
Miller says the term passaggi, meaning passageway in Italian, refers to a “pivotal
point” in the vocal register.11 These “pivotal points” are transition points, also known as
breaks, in the tenor voice. In the tenor voice we refer to these passaggi as the primo
passaggio, or first transition point, occurring at D4; the secondo passaggio, or second
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transition point, occurring at G4 (NAN PLAYS PITCH); and the area between D4 and G4
as the zona di passaggio, or transition area.12
The act of seamlessly navigating between these registers in the most “efficient”
manner, to achieve the most consistent tone, is described as registration. 13 The primary
objective of the classically trained tenor is to make the passaggi areas undetectable. It is
by way of aggiustamento, or vowel adjustment, that the singer is able to best negotiate
between registers.14
Vowel Modification is the “gradual adjustment of vowels during the ascent of the scale
so as to produce uniform timbre, resulting in an evenly registered voice.”15 Richard
Miller also refers to vowel modification by its Italian name, aggiustamento. He defines
aggiustamento as “vowel modification in singing; a method for achieving an even scale
throughout the registers of the singing voice, associated with the historic Italian
school.”16 Now, let’s look at the songs.
APRILE
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Tosti sets Aprile firmly in the key of C major with a 6/8 time signature. The range
in this piece spans one octave, G3, just below middle C, up to G4, just above middle C.
The tessitura lies between G3 and E4, just below and in the primo passaggio. The vowels
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utilized in the passaggio in this piece are: [a], [ɛ], [e], [i], [o]. Finally, the recommended
classification for the undergraduate lyric tenor is: Intermediate level.
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

The piano writing utilizes an arpeggiated accompaniment, which supports the
singer harmonically and tonally. However, the vocal line is independent of the
accompaniment. The fluid and legato accompaniment does not support the singer
rhythmically, so the singer must command a strong sense of rhythmic accuracy and
pulse in this song. Tosti indicates specific tempi changes. These tempi changes occur at
climactic moments within the piece, both dramatically and textually.
The vocal phrases are consistently 2-bar phrases and the articulation is syllabic.
Therefore, the singer must fully understand legato line, which will propel rhythmic
energy forward throughout each phrase. An overall sense of forward motion is
necessary in this piece by both pianist and singer to accurately depict the mood themes of spring and love.
The challenges presented in this piece are the required rhythmic and melodic
accuracy of the singer, without having the aid of vocal doubling in the accompaniment.
Also, the syllabically set text may interrupt the vowel-to-vowel connection of the Italian
language, contradicting Tosti’s suggestion of “molto legato”. Tosti’s choice of text in the
singer’s zona di passaggio was deliberate. He carefully crafted the melodic line with the
poetry so that the vowels of the text in the singer’s zona di passaggio, [o], [i], [e], are
excellent vowel choices. Conversely, the singer must pay close attention to [ɛ] and [a] so
that they do not spread, causing unbalanced registration and resonance. Richard Miller

suggests that the singer modify [ɛ] to [e] and [a] to [ɔ].17 These vowel adjustments
encourage a narrowing and heightening of their more open neighbors, which will
facilitate ease of vocal production, as well as balanced registration and resonance.
Furthermore, the suggested modifications aim to focus the tone and vowels to prevent
spreading.18
This song was composed in October of 1882 in Milan, but not published by
Ricordi until 1884. The overall mood of the song is joyful as the poetry depicts themes of
spring and love. The light-hearted theme lends itself to being easily accessible for a
young tenor. However, the tessitura of this piece is high, so the singer must be able to
sustain the higher tessitura without fatigue. The singer should feel comfortable
negotiating the secondo passaggio, as the climax of the piece is a sustained G4, which
occurs twice; however, Tosti selected an[ɛ] vowel for this moment, which should work
well for most lyric tenors. A tenor with a lighter, more agile voice, should feel at home
with this piece.
When referencing the poet, Rocco Emanuele Pagliara, Santivale says, “Many
musicians composed romanze and songs to his verses, and the publication of several
collections of his poems was aimed mainly at divulging texts created expressly to be set
to music.”19 Pagliara served as a diligent collaborator to the publisher Ricordi because of
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his expertise in writing verses for music; his texts were “charming” and “original”.20 Tosti
set sixteen of Pagliara’s poems to song. Now, the poetic translation of Aprile:
Poetic Translation:

Don’t you smell in the air
the permeating scent of spring?
Don’t you hear in your soul
the sound of a new charming voice?
It is April! It is the season of love!
Ah! Come, O my dear, the fields in bloom!
It is April! Your feet will walk among the violets,
you will wear on your heart roses and bluebells,
and the white butterflies
will flutter around your black hair.
It is April! It is the season of love!
Ah! Come, O my dear, the fields in bloom!21

NON T’AMO PIÙ
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Non t’amo più modulates between E minor and E major with a 4/4 time
signature. The range spans over an octave from D3 to F#4. The tessitura lies between G3
and E4. Tosti utilizes all 7 Italian vowels in this piece: [a], [ɛ], [e], [i], [ɔ], [o], [u]. The
recommended classification is: Intermediate level.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The accompaniment in this song is chordal and repetitive in the minor key
sections. The singer is supported harmonically, but the voice line is not doubled exactly
– the top note of each chord doubles the singer. This gesture elegantly supports the
singer. In an 1885 musical review, Non t'amo più is described as a “very successful
20
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composition in which those characteristic octaves in the voice and accompaniment
express as we so often find in Tosti, a surge of uncontrollable passion.”22 Tosti creates
intensity by altering the quarter note pattern to an eighth note chordal pattern as the
singer moves into the major key area. Also, contrasting the chordal pattern, Tosti
includes a one to two measure motive, which takes place between phrases of the singer.
The motive rises by whole step, enhancing the tension and intensity of the minor tonal
area before moving into the major tonal area. Specific tempi and expressive markings
are indicated in this song. Equally notable are the dynamic markings of messa di voce
throughout, which the singer can echo in his phrases.

The vocal phrases are mostly two measures in length. Throughout this piece,
Tosti indicates a messa di voce, or a gradual crescendo and decrescendo. This works to
benefit the singer within the syllabic writing of the phrases. There are many
opportunities for rubato in this piece as well, allowing for expressive and dramatic
interpretation by the singer. Tosti does a wonderful job of setting syllabic text fused
with a striking melody that, with his use of harmony and major vs. minor tonality shifts,
brilliantly portrays the emotional poetry.
Due to the octave doubling between piano and voice, this piece is melodically
more accessible to a younger undergraduate tenor, than some of Tosti’s other pieces.
Though the leaps of fourths and thirds into the zona di passaggio could be problematic.
Furthermore, attention to vowel alignment is necessary in phrases of the secondo
passaggio, where the singer must negotiate between closed and open vowels. For
22
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example, on the phrase “a te non penso”, the singer moves from an open vowel [a] on
D4 to [e]-[o]-[ɛ] “te non penso”, all on F#4, before resolving on the [o] vowel of “penso”
on E3. The singer must be careful not to over-open the vowels in the passaggio area in
order to not fatigue himself. A more vertical vowel modification in place of the [a]
vowel, like [ʌ] or [ɔ] would be ideal for the singer. Additionally, the closed nature, high
placement, and frontal position of the [e] vowel on “te” should work well for the tenor,
if he does not spread his embrasure, causing an imbalance in registration. The closed
nature of the [e] vowel to the [o] vowel on “te non” should facilitate the narrow/vertical
alignment necessary for maneuvering in the passaggio. However, the [ɛ] vowel on
“penso” has the danger of producing a harsh tone quality if the tenor is not able to find
the verticality in the [ɛ] vowel. Finally, the “Puccini-esque” melody throughout the vocal
line encourages expressive singing.
The singers’ emotions in this text, “torn between romantic memories, promises,
dreams of eternal love, the end of passion and dillusion,” are depicted well by Tosti.
Santivale states, “the typical square-cut periods, consisting of two musically identical
four-bar phrases, which are easily adapted to the hendecasyllabic quatrains of the poem
(the device most commonly used by composers of romanze, including Tosti), are less
predictable thanks to the variations in the melodic and the harmonic passages.”23 He
further asserts, “a melodic and harmonic arc corresponds musically to this rapid
succession of situations: one ascending, on the words ‘una catena dileguante in ciel’,
and one descending, on the words, ‘perché l’anima tua fatta è gel’, the latter lunging the
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soul, once light and dreamy, into a cold, hard reality.”24 The major tonal area follows, “in
which a livelier and richer piano part accompanies a more relaxed melodic
development.”25
The poet, Carmelo Errico crafted his own late-romantic style, which was
extremely appealing to Tosti and his verses were appealing to the public as well,
prompting Tosti’s enthusiasm. His texts dealt with nostalgic, idealized, and familiar
topics. Errico’s innate manner of rhyming stanza settings made his verses easy to set to
music.26 The text of Non t’amo più depicts “restraint that barely conceals its yearning, as
well as expressed pain and resignation. Even when the words rise to a peak of
bitterness, the tone is more tender and nostalgic than bitter.”27 Non t’amo più:
Poetic Translation:

24

Do you still remember the day that we met;
do you still remember your promises?
Madly in love, I followed you, we loved each other,
and near you I dreamed, madly in love.
Happily, I dreamed of caresses and kisses,
in a chain vanishing in the sky.
But your words were lies,
because your heart is made of ice.
Do you still remember?
Now my faith, my desire immense,
my dream of love, is no longer in you:
I do not seek your kisses, I do not think of you;
I dream of another ideal; I do not love you anymore.
In the days that we spent together,
I scattered flowers along your path.
You were to my heart, the only hope,
you were to my mind, the only thought.
You have seen me plead, turn pale,
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you have seen me crying before you:
just to satisfy a single wish of yours,
I would have given my blood and my faith.
Now my faith, my desire immense,
my dream of love, is no longer in you:
I do not seek your kisses, I do not think of you;
I dream of another ideal; I do not love you anymore.28
PREGHIERA
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Preghiera is set in the key of D major and 4/4 time signature. Like Non t’amo più,
the range is from D3 to F#4, however, the tessitura lies lower, D3 to F#4. Tosti only uses
4 of the 7 Italian vowels: [a], [e], [i], [o]. The recommended classifications are: Beginner
and Intermediate levels.
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The accompaniment is chordal and the harmonies are straight forward, with few
modulations. However, Tosti writes a beautiful melody in the piano introduction that
elegantly moves from the top voice in the accompaniment to the lowest voice. At times,
the bass voice in the accompaniment doubles the voice line, offering energy and
enhancing the expressiveness of it. Tosti incorporates: messa di voce, accent marks,
sentito, ritard, a tempo, and dynamic markings that vary from pianissimo to fortissimo.
The vocal phrases are two measures throughout. The “melodic line rises and
grows in intensity, culminating in the most profoundly felt lines of the poem and
concludes with a coda, which underlines the despair of the poet, with a final invocation
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‘Signor, pietà’ (Lord, have mercy!), repeated again and again.”29 The articulation is
largely syllabic, however, the slow tempo makes the language more accessible for young
tenors and offers the opportunity to display sustained singing. Most of the movement in
the vocal line is step-wise, however, there are leaps of thirds and fourths. Tosti writes
leaps of fifths at dramatic moments and rises by whole step through the passaggio at
the climax of the piece.
The tessitura of this piece lies in the middle and low voice for the tenor. When
Tosti writes in the zona di passaggio and upper part of the voice, it is at dramatic
moments within the poem. With the exception of the [a] vowel, all of the passaggio
pitches are on closed vowels. The climax of the piece will probably offer the greatest
challenge because the pitches are D4, E4, and F#4, however, the diction can facilitate a
freedom of vocal production because of the closed vowels, the enya, and glide that the
diction requires (Signor, pietà! [siɲˈɲoːr pjeˈta]). The singer should explore modifying
the [a] of “pieta” to the neutral vowel of [ʌ] because of it’s placement on F#4 in the
secondo passaggio.
Preghiera obtainins beautiful text and has influences of Schubert and Gounod.30
Tosti is able to write a beautiful, yet simple melody that builds in intensity to accurately
convey the torment of the text, which is difficult to achieve in a strophic song. This piece
allows for both sensitive and expressive singing.
Giuseppe Giusti was a Tuscan poet and author of many political and social
satires. He also wrote many poems with themes of love and Petrarchan inspiration that
29
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became popular due to the romantic idealists of the nineteenth century. Published in
1880, Tosti set Guisti’s poem “Alla mente confusa” to music and entitled it
“Preghiera”.31 Tosti did not set many of Giusti’s poems to music; however, the
Lombardia described “Preghiera” as “one of the most heart-felt and moving lyrics ever
to spring from a poet’s heart…”32 “Preghiera” has a direct and somber tone. The verses
represent the emotions of Giusti, who was slowly dying from tuberculosis.33 Preghiera:

Poetic Translation:

31
32

To my confused mind
by doubt and sorrow
lend assistance, oh my Lord,
with the light of faith.
Lift from me the weight
that presses it into the mud:
I sigh and I weep for you,
I entrust myself to you.
You know that my life
is consumed little by little
like wax by a flame,
like the snow in the sun.
From my soul, which yearns
to shelter itself in your arms,
break, Lord, the bond
that prevents it from taking flight.
Lord, have mercy!34
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LA SERENATA
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Set in F major, the range in La Serenata spans just over an octave from E3 to F4.
The tessitura lies from A3 to E4. Tosti uses five Italian vowels in the passaggio: [a], [e],
[i], [o], [u]. The recommended classification is: Intermediate level.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The accompaniment displays arpeggiated figures representative of the rapid
movement of fingers on the strings of a guitar throughout the entirety of the piece.35
During the piano introduction and interludes, the accompaniment incorporates the
vocal melody. However, Tosti does not have the accompaniment double the singer. The
singer is fully supported harmonically throughout. Dynamic markings are not specified,
with the exception of piano and pianissimo. However, crescendos and decrescendos are
indicated.
The vocal phrases are two measures in length throughout. The verses are mostly
syllabic, however, Tosti does allow for many places where lyrical singing can be
displayed. There are several instances where the singer can sustain one vowel sound for
the duration of the note value. There are also moments for staccato singing on the text
“Vola”. This will encourage agility and avoid the breath from locking, while maintaining
the mood of the piece. There is a leap of a sixth that occurs, though most of the leaps
are confined to thirds and fourths, both ascending and descending.
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This piece allows for expressive singing and should be fun for the tenor to
perform. The singer’s first entrance is on the text “Vola” and on F4 to C4. However, the
closed vowel [o] is an excellent decision by Tosti because of the entrance in the upper
passaggio. In fact, all of the passaggio vowels are closed, with the exception of [a] on the
word “vola”. To avoid vowel spreading and carrying up vocal weight in the passaggio,
the singer should explore modifying the [a] vowel to [ɔ], however, [ʌ] would work as
well. The “characteristic vocalization on the exclamation “Ah!” recurs, first with the leap
of the sixth (A3 to F4) followed by a triplet figure on the text “la” in the passaggio. This
is an opportunity to address appoggio and vowel modification. The greatest challenge in
this piece is maintaining a legato line within the syllabic text and various leaps
throughout.
Carol Kimball describes this song as, “a passionate (somewhat extroverted)
serenade”.36 It “continues to be one of Tosti’s most popular” songs, probably because of
its’ memorable and beautiful vocal line that expressively shines over the guitar-like
accompaniment.37
This poem was published in 1887 in a collection entitled Le Occidentali, by poet
Giovanni Alfredo Cesareo. However, Tosti only used four of the nine stanzas “for
reasons of good taste and propriety”, avoiding the “mischievous elements”. 38 Tosti
chose to make this serenade less sensual and simply a declaration of love. Cesareo
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utilized several formal devices to “achieve symmetry and balance.”39 Tosti is not able to
reflect the “sense of proportion created by the poet” in the “structure of the music.”40
The pattern from the music that emerges is a traditional one of “three symmetrical
periods, each falling into two phrases – one of statement and one of response.”41
Poetic Translation:

Fly, O serenade:
my dear is alone
with her beautiful head lost in
dreams between the sheets:
O, serenade, fly.
The moon is shining brightly,
silence extends its wings,
and behind the veils of the dark alcove,
the lamp burns:
brightly the moon shines.
Fly, O serendade:
my dear is alone,
but smiling, still
half asleep,
she has returned between her sheets:
O, serenade, fly.
The waves dream on the shore,
and the wind in the branches;
and for my kisses, a nest is still refused by
a blond lady.
On the shore the waves dream.
Fly, O serenade, fly.42

IDEALE
PEDAGOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
Ideale is set in A major and indicates a 4/4 time signature. The range spans just
over an octave from E3 to F#4. The tessitura lies between A3 and E4. Tosti utilizes the
39
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same 5 vowels in the passaggio as La Serenata: [a], [e], [i], [o], [u]. The recommended
classification is: Intermediate to Advanced levels.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Accompaniment: The accompaniment in this piece is chordal with a melody that
gradually rises and falls in the left-hand during the introduction. Also occurring during
the interlude between the first and second verse, as well as during the postlude. This
piece incorporates phrases of a triplet pattern in the accompaniment placed against the
voice line written in duple time. This innovative accompaniment technique that Tosti
employed represents a significant move in his compositional style.43 The
accompaniment supports the singer tonally, but does not ever double the vocal line. The
singer must maintain the rhythmic integrity of the vocal line independently from the
piano. However, the pianist must play sensitively as Tosti indicates very specific
expressive markings for both the singer and pianist throughout.
The singer enters with a recitative-like phrase that develops into a distinct
melody, which builds to a dramatic climax at the end of the piece. The song varies
between two and one measure phrases and the singer must fully embrace the rubato
throughout. The vocal line is similar to opera arias during the late nineteenth. The vocal
melody rises and falls, emphasizes half-steps, and frequently employs intervals of a
third, fourth, or fifth. The tessitura is mostly in the middle voice, requiring legato line
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amongst syllabic writing, by the singer. This song offers the singer the opportunity to
display sensitive and expressive singing.44
Tosti has set text in a manner that offers the singer closed pre-passaggio vowels
throughout, encouraging a more focused tone and narrow vowel alignment. In addition,
many of the secondo passaggio vowels are closed and incorporate a [j] glide preceding
an open vowel, which will encourage frontal/palatal singing, indicative of the Italian
language. For example, on the text [ˈpjɛːna], occurring at F4, F#4, and [sɛmˈbjante],
occurring at E4. Aside from the attention to detail regarding expression and tempi
changes, the most challenging negotiation is the [a] vowel, which occurs at the climax of
the piece. The open vowel occurs at F#4 and is preceded by a closed [o] vowel. The text
dictates a flipped [ɾ] occur before the closed [o] vowel, which will encourage a relaxed
and forward tongue position. However, for the [a] vowel to align with the preceding [o]
vowel, the singer should modify the [a] vowel. Appropriate modifications are [a] to [ʌ]
and [a] to [ɔ]. However, one might choose to open the preceding [o] to [ɔ] and maintain
the same vowel by modifying [a] to [ɔ]. This decision will be relative to the needs of the
singer.
This song was published in 1882 and is one of Tosti’s most beloved songs. The
poetry describes an ideal that does not materialize, offering the singer and listener the
opportunity to decide whether his personal ideal is a “person, love, or poetry”.45 The
mood in this piece varies between “ecstatic” and “sensual”. The accompaniment sets an
almost ethereal mood for the singer. “Ideale” “displays all of the characteristics we
44
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associate with Tosti - dreamy sentimentality, smooth, caressing phrases, pleasing
melody, and a delicate melancholy. He preferred to make his emotional expression
lyrical and on relatively small scale, rather than dramatic. The lines are flowing and rich,
occasionally rising in yearning, but mostly in the rich middle registers of the voice.”46
The verses of “Ideale” are taken from a collection of lyrics called Convolvoli by
Carmelo Errico. These texts were extremely popular among the social and cultural
middle-class because of their “delicate lyricism”.47 Errico’s poetry is described as
“idyllic” because “it expresses delicate sentiments, little repercussions of external things
on the poet’s soul”.48 “Errico writes what he feels; he wraps his gentle thoughts in
musical stanzas indeed worthy of inspiring Tosti’s elegant melodies: he is a melancholic
poet.”49 The translations of Ideale:
Poetic Translation:

46

I followed you like a rainbow of peace
across the paths of the sky:
I followed you like a friendly torch
in the veil of the night.
And I sensed you in the light, and the air,
in the perfume of the flowers;
and the lonely room was full
of you and your splendor.
Enraptured by you, by the sound of your voice,
for a long time I dreamed;
and earth’s every anxiety, every trial,
in that moment, I forgot.
Return, dear ideal, return for a moment to
smile on me again,
and in your face will shine for me
a new dawn.50
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CONCLUSION
The uniqueness of the lyric tenor voice and its’ frequent inconsistencies during
the undergraduate years make it challenging and sometimes frustrating for both
instructor and singer. It is the responsibility of the teacher to guide the singer on
establishing a consistent technique, while enabling their strengths. Additionally,
repertoire assigned to the undergraduate lyric tenor should be carefully selected and
serve a pedagogical purpose or goal.
It is apparent that Francesco Paolo Tosti’s songs are valuable assets to the voice
studio. Not only for their beauty and charm, but also for the pedagogical value that they
offer to the singer. Although these five pieces offer a variety of pedagogical challenges
and benefits, the basic concepts of posture, breath mechanics (appoggio), and
resonance (chiaroscuro) should be facilitated as well. In addition, after the fundamental
pedagogical principals have been instilled, the challenge of consistently navigating the
zona di passaggio, and the necessity of vowel modification, in the lyric tenor is of crucial
importance. Thank you!
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6. Abstract
This paper presents a reflection on the Future Life of Objects, a project
that led to an exhibition based on the metaphor of a biological
research lab focusing on the study of DNA. What do a human, a pine
tree, and a bacterium have in common? Each of these things — along
with every other organism on Earth — contains the molecular
instructions for life, called deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA. Just as DNA is
found in nearly every living cell, can we imagine a future where even
artificial objects encrypt a genetic code? The paper will describe our
project manifesto for the Future Life of Objects: In the Future, Objects
will 1) Reveal their anatomy - 2) Declare their Impacts - 3) Tell their
Story - 4) Care for their Descendants - 5) Express their emotions - 6)
Communicate with each other and 7) Be Free... will you?
This interactive exhibition presents a critical and somewhat subversive
point of view on the world of objects, where the visitor is invited to

manipulate distorted interactive objects, or play the role of a scientific
investigator called on to discover the interior organs of an object,
through hand held scanners and X-Rays.
From personal electronic devices to home appliances, specialized
equipment and furniture, we are surrounded by objects. More than
ever, they play an essential role in all facets of our daily lives, for
communicating, working, preparing food and playing sports, among
others. These objects are designed to perform and to meet our needs,
but with the evolution of technology and planned obsolescence, their
lifespan is becoming shorter and shorter, causing increasing negative
impacts on natural resources and energy consumption. This exhibition
focuses on this irresponsible situation where repairing an object is
more expensive than buying a new one. The project questions the
notion of durability, emotional attachment with products and assesses
the foreseen impacts resulting from the anticipated revolution of
connected objects and the so-called internet of things. When objects
interact with each other and exchange sensible personal information,
shouldn’t we be concerned about our personal freedom and the
potential threat to our privacy?
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This paper examines the ways in which U.S. presidents have used
and interpreted country music in the decades when country music became
associated with conservative politics and in recent years. It also examines
the criticisms of the political use of country music. An analysis of
presidential remarks, videos, and criticisms shows that presidents of both
parties have negotiated the meaning of the music to project their views of the
country. They have also attempted to disregard or downplay the racial and
political associations of the music by claiming that the music is “American”
in nature. President Obama, in particular, embraced and presented a
multicultural vision of country music throughout his White House concerts,
thereby challenging the racial and partisan assumptions of country music.

At the same time, he reaffirmed his Republican predecessors’ claims that
country music is uniquely and universally American, disregarding the white
and heteronormative nature of that Americanness.
Country music has been associated with conservative politics and is
often understood to be oriented toward the Republican Party. In recent
decades, particularly in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, country
musicians such as Toby Keith and Darryl Worley recorded songs that
supported the war on terror. Conversely, when the Dixie Chicks’s lead singer
made an anti-war remark that criticized President Bush shortly before the
beginning of the Iraq War, the group was censored and boycotted. This
reinforced the image of country music as pro-military and pro-Republican
administration. Chris Willman, the author of Rednecks and Bluenecks: The

Politics of Country Music, wrote that the “leftish wing in country” is
“generally called alternative country, Americana, roots music, No Depression,
y’allternative, or some other appellation marking it as the less popular,
critically more palatable stuff,” as country music is associated with

conservatism. 1 However, Willman also pointed out that the majority of
country music listeners in the early 2000s were not Republicans. He quoted a
co-founder of the Music Row Democrats (a group of songwriters, musicians,
producers, and executives in the country music industry aiming to combat
the association of country music with the Republican Party) Bob Titley, who
stated that according to a 2002 survey, country radio listeners were one-third
Republican, one-third Democratic, and one-third independent. Women
(single women in particular) were more Democratic than Republican. 2 Also,
as shown by the Music Row Democrats’ event in support of Democratic
presidential candidate John Kerry (“Kerry-oke”) and Willie Nelson’s support
for Democratic presidential candidate Dennis Kucinich in 2004, which
happened around the same period of time, politicians from both parties
developed relationships with country musicians. 3
When Ted Cruz, a Republican U.S. senator from Texas, proclaimed
his love for (and conversion to) country music one day after he announced his
candidacy for president in 2015, some viewed his remark as a cynical move

to pander to conservative voters. In an interview with CBS This Morning
aired on March 24, 2015, Cruz remarked that after 9/11, his taste in music
changed. While he had grown up listening to classic rock, he did not like
“how rock music responded [to 9/11].” Country music, by contrast, “resonated
with me and [...] I had an emotional reaction that says these are my people.” 4
Comedian Bill Maher reacted to Cruz’s remark on his TV show, Real

Time with Bill Maher, where he criticized Cruz for pandering to the
conservative base. Maher stated that instead of answering “a very innocent
question” of what music he listened to, which most people would “just
answer,” “Ted Cruz’s mind goes, ‘Oh, an opportunity to lie.’” Maher also noted
that contrary to Cruz’s suggestion, rock music responded sympathetically to
9/11. Three major fundraising concerts were staged where “a virtual roster of
classic rock” performed, and in addition, such rock musicians as Bruce
Springsteen, Paul McCartney, Bon Jovi, and Neil Young recorded songs
about 9/11. Maher’s audience and panelists agreed with Maher’s assertion
that Cruz’s conversion to country music was a lie; the audience laughed

when Maher read out Cruz’s statement, “My music tastes changed on 9/11,”
and added, “Who thinks that’s true?” One of the panelists, former
congressman Barney Frank, stated that one of his rules was: “try not to say
something that no one will believe,” agreeing with Maher that Cruz’s remark
was unbelievable. 5 Cruz’s remark and the subsequent backlash over it
illustrate how the affinity with political conservatism and country music is
assumed. Professing musical taste turned out to be far from simply
answering an “innocent” question; it was a political statement.
Historians have identified the 1960s as the era when country music
began to be associated with political conservatism. Bill Malone argued that
George Wallace’s use of country music in his 1958 gubernatorial campaign
laid the foundation for the “national ‘discovery’ of country music. 6 According
to Malone, Wallace’s ideology “with its populist-tinged contempt for
intellectuals and social planners and its resolve to preserve the older racial
hierarchies,” resonated with country musicians who shared similar
sentiments. 7 Country musicians, although they remained “apolitical,” 8 began

to support the establishment in the 1960s:
While country music’s identification with national establishment norms
reflects the changing political moods of the sixties and early seventies,
and is an indication of the conservatism of its audience and of the urge of
“respectability” within the industry, this embracing of the status quo is a
recent phenomenon. 9
J. Lester Feder detailed the ways in which the Nixon campaign
extended the Wallace campaign’s use of country music and argued that the
two politicians benefited from country music, which had done the
“remapping work” that identified the South as the source of “American
values.” 10 Feder also showed that the country music industry and President
Nixon developed a close reciprocal relationship. In 1972, the Country Music
Association sent Nixon an LP entitled Thank You Mr. President, in which
Tex Ritter stated: “[O]ur country music...in reality is the voice of your ‘Silent
Majority.’” 11 Nixon in return thanked country music in his remarks at the
Grand Ole Opry in 1974, where he was the first President to visit. 12
Malone contended that Presidents Nixon and Reagan were
responsible for solidifying the partisan association of country music by
coopting the music to further their political views:

Political associations began to calcify, however, when Nixon conflated
country music’s characteristic themes of family, religious faith, and
patriotism with the views of his so-called “silent majority.” Reagan
further cemented the relationship between right-wing politics and
country music’s typical nostalgia for home and celebration of ordinary,
everyday life. Since then, partisan assumptions about country
performers and audiences have obfuscated the music’s more nuanced
historical relationship to politics. 13
Lee Greenwood’s “God Bless the U.S.A.” (1984) is a prime example
that shows the partisan association of country music. Even though
Greenwood has insisted that he never meant the song to be politically used, 14
it has been sung throughout the last three decades at Republican
presidential political events. Ronald Reagan used this song as his campaign
song in 1984. 15 The song accompanied Reagan’s 18-minute film that was
played at the Republican National Convention. 16 In the 1988 presidential
campaign, George H.W. Bush used the song in a TV advertisement. As
president, Bush also praised this song in his open letter of appreciation in
1991: “In a world where people everywhere are marching toward liberty and
democracy, Lee’s important message reminds us how blessed we are to be
citizens of the country that stands as a model for so many others.” 17 He

interpreted this song to express Reagan’s famous phrase of “shining city
upon a hill” (based on John Winthrop’s “city upon a hill”). Greenwood
performed on stage at the 1988 Republican National Convention after
Reagan made a speech while both the president and the first lady stood with
him on stage. 18 He sang at the inaugural events of four Republican
Presidents: Ronald Reagan’s in 1985, George H. W. Bush’s in 1989, George W.
Bush’s in 2001, and Donald Trump’s in 2017. 19
Presidents have embraced country music and offered their
interpretations of what the music meant to them and the country. In his
remarks at the Grand Ole Opry in 1974, Nixon praised and thanked country
music and claimed that country music embodied faith, family, and
patriotism:
[C]ountry music is American. It started here. It’s ours. It isn’t
something that we learned from some other nation, it isn’t something
that we inherited.... It’s as native as anything American we could find.
Country music also has a magnificent appeal all across the
country. It’s not regional. It comes from the heart of America, because
this is the heart of America, out here in Middle America.
It talks about family. It talks about religion, the faith in God
that is so important to our country, and particularly to our family life.

And as we all know, country music radiates a love of this nation.
Country music, therefore, has those combinations which are so
essential to America’s character, at a time that America needs
character.
I wanted to take this opportunity on behalf of all the
American people to thank country music...for what it does to make
America a better country. 20
Nixon identified country music as the most “American” national music that
was native to the US but not specific to any particular geographical region;
instead, it came from the country’s idealized non-geographical “heart” and
“Middle America.” This ran counter to the history of country music, which
originated in the American South and had musical roots outside the US,
including the British Isles, Mexico, and Africa.
Jimmy Carter’s remarks at the Country Music Gala on October 2,
1979 show a different and more realistic interpretation of country music.
Carter emphasized the folk origin and development of country music, and
acknowledged that it was a Southern (and Western) music that had roots
outside of the US:
Some people call it, some experts call it indigenous American music,
but when I grew up in Plains, Georgia, when we asked for music, we got
country music.

Musicians coming out of the South, like the late Mother Maybelle
Carter, brought with them songs that had been sung and played for
centuries. These were songs that were played for entertainment by
people who had to sing them themselves. They were songs that came out
of the people’s own hearts. Some of those tunes, even some of the words,
had been with them since medieval times; others were composed in this
country as people walked through the southern mountains or rode a
horse or in the back of a mulewagon or sat beside a campfire in the
western plains.
The good songs were passed down from generation to generation,
because they told stories of how ordinary people lived and felt and loved.
As people moved to the cities, they wrote different songs about their own
new feelings and new experiences, but even in our day country music
has remained people music.
[...]
The country in country music is America. Like jazz and the blues,
country music has become a bridge of understanding and good will and
friendship from our country to other nations, and so have many of its top
talent and top artists. 21
Carter claimed the Americanness of country music by calling it “people
music”; it chronicled ordinary people’s lives and feelings. He likened it to
African American genres such as jazz and blues in their roles in representing
American culture to the world, implicitly equating white and black genres of
music.
Reagan returned to a theme that Nixon had proposed: that of
country music as an idealized national music. In his remarks at a White

House reception for members of the Country Music Association on March 15,
1983, Reagan stated, “[S]ince country music is one of only a very few art
forms that we can claim as purely American, it is a special pleasure to
welcome its brightest stars to the White House and our national home. You
belong here. Your music belongs here.” Reagan placed country music and
musicians at the center of the nation. Reagan also repeated Carter’s claim
that country music represents the US abroad.
Someone once said that it’s easier to understand a nation by
listening to its music than it is by learning their language. And when
you listen to country music, you hear the beauty of our wide open spaces,
the emotions of a people whose hearts are as big and full as the land
they live in. The country sound has become a good will ambassador for
us

all

around

the

world—through

its

variety,

spreading

an

understanding of our basic values, our high spirit and determined
self-reliance. And as others understand this music, they also understand
and appreciate our deep-seated love of country, freedom, and God. 22
While he did not reference any specific region in the US, Reagan tied country
music to the “wide open spaces” and self-reliance, which evoked the
mythologized American West. He also claimed that the music embodied faith,
patriotism, and the American ideal of freedom.
George H.W. Bush professed to be an ardent country music fan and

wrote an open letter of appreciation in 1990. In the letter, he wrote: “Country
music hits all the right chords—like caring for your family, remembering the
good times and keeping faith in God.” He wrote that “the best part of country
music is the lyrics. There’s a sense of everyday reality to them.” He also
praised country musicians who helped his campaigns for being hardworking
and humble:
I’ve enjoyed meeting and working with people like those wonderful
sisters, Loretta Lynn, Crystal Gayle and Peggy Sue. They traveled with
me on the campaign trail throughout the heartland of America. They'd
sing on our bus, wave to the passers-by and perform when we stopped
along the way. The conditions were sometimes rough, but they’d never
complain.
And Moe Bandy campaigned for us tirelessly; I’ll never forget it. Larry
Gatlin and his brothers, too, made the long hours a little easier to take.
And this will come as no surprise to the readers of Country America: Not
a single one of them behaved like some big-shot “star.” Everyone was
there because they believed, and they wanted to help.
That’s what country music comes down to: real people singing real
stories that we can all understand. 23
The country musicians who traveled with him through the “heartland of
America,” worked “tirelessly,” and never “behaved like some big-shot ‘star,’”
are implicitly contrasted to city dwellers and celebrities whose lives were not

“real” and who are perhaps not as hardworking. Bush identified country
music’s version of American life as authentic and universally American.
Bush expressed a similar sentiment the following year when he
declared October 1991 “Country Music Month” at the request of the U.S.
Congress. He characterized country music as universally “American,” both in
its content and appeal.
To listen to a country and western song is to hear the story of America
set to music. It is a story of patriotism and hard work, a story of faith,
opportunity, and achievement. Most of all, it is the story of a people
whose love of freedom is equalled only by their love of life itself. [...]
Never out of fashion, always comfortable, country music has millions of
fans in cities and towns across the United States—people of all ages and
all walks of life. And whether they tap their toes to the lively sound of
bluegrass and honky-tonk or hum along with the rhythm and blues,
country music lovers share an appreciation of the simple and most
important things in life: faith, family, and friendship. 24
Bush projected a conservative version of American values such as faith and
family onto country music and claimed its appeal was universally American.
He also categorized rhythm and blues, which is usually regarded as
African-American music, as a subgenre of country music. 25 This

unconventional inclusion may have been his way of attempting to make
country music appear less white and more inclusive.

Barack Obama’s embrace of country music was gradual and critics
viewed it as politically motivated. Obama used country songs in his
campaign in both 2008 and 2012, including the same theme song as the one
used by George W. Bush in 2004, “Only in America” by Brooks & Dunn. He
increased the use of country songs over time. When Obama released his iPod
song list during his 2008 campaign, it did not have any country songs. His
campaign played “Only in America” at the Democratic National Convention,
perhaps to fill this gap, according to Benjamin Schoening and Eric Kasper,
who wrote a book on the history of music in presidential campaigns. 26 In the
subsequent presidential election in 2012, Obama released a mixtape
consisting of 29 songs, which included seven country songs, including
“Everyday America” and “Stand Up” by the Sugarland, “Learn to Live” and
“This” by Darius Rucker, and Dierks Bentley’s “Home.” While country music
was highly represented on the list, hip-hop and Latin music (except perhaps

for a song by Ricky Martin) were missing, which prompted criticism.
Erik Nielson wrote an article for the Guardian entitled “How
Hip-Hop Fell out of Love with Obama,” in which he criticized the Obama
campaign for excluding rap songs on his mixtape in favor of country songs.
Nielson saw this as a political move by the Obama campaign to distance
itself from hip-hop culture, which had been demonized by the conservatives,
so as not to lose swing voters. Nielson objeted that “[k]eeping a safe distance
from rap may be a wise strategic move, but putting politics before principle
runs counter to the slogan of ‘change’ that Obama ran on.” 27
An article by L. V. Anderson wrote in Slate, “Obama Pretends to
Like Country Music,” criticized him for including seven country songs in his
mixtape as a campaign strategy. Anderson noted that “Of the six artists
listed in the ‘Favorite Music’ section of Obama’s Facebook page, not one is a
country musician.” Anderson pointed out that hip-hop was missing from the
list and lamented, “What a sad statement about America’s cultural and
racial divide that Obama thinks the only safe political move is to pretend

that an influential, diverse, American-born genre of pop music simply doesn’t
exist.” 28 Anderson described hip-hop as a “diverse, American-born” music
instead of calling it African American music.
David Graham of the Atlantic wrote that the mixtape was “carefully
calibrated to appeal for optimal demographic appeal—age, gender, geography,
race, and socioeconomics.” He tied each genre of music to a demographic that
the Obama campaign sought to reach: For example, classic rock was
“inoffensive” and appealed to middle-class, middle-aged voters, who were “a
key election block.” Indie rock was a “blatant pander to twenty-somethings.”
The large selection of country songs showed the Obama campaign’s attempt
to reach out to the white working-class voters: “The president knows he
needs to firm up his support among white working-class voters, so country is
the second-largest group of songs after soul and R&B. The choices tend to be
patriotic, small-town-America-celebrating songs, logically enough. But they
show a rather limited taste for and knowledge of all things twang,” as
demonstrated by their heavy reliance on Darius Rucker and the Sugarland. 29

Similar to the way Maher and his panelists mocked Ted Cruz’s conversion
narrative, these critics regarded country music as a political prop to appeal
to white working-class voters. They assumed country music’s whiteness even
though the list included songs by Darius Rucker, an African American
musician who was formerly a member of a rock band and an R&B artist.
In the White House, Obama continued to embrace country music.
His remarks at the White House concerts resemble those made by his
Republican predecessors. He repeated the claim that country music is a
quintessentially American musical form that tells a “real” American story. At
the same time, Obama also stressed the multicultural roots of country music
and invited African American country singers, thereby painting a more
diverse picture of the music.
Obama hosted a series of six concerts in 2009 entitled “White House
Music Series.” Each concert featured different genres of music: jazz, country,
Latin, classical, music of the civil rights movement, and Broadway. As
musicologist Elise Kirk noted, “Each concert had a historic or educational

focus, and the president or first lady introduced it by highlighting that
particular form of music’s significance within the broad figurations of
American life.” 30 Alison Krauss and the Union Station, Brad Paisley, and
Charley Pride performed at the White House country music concert on July
21, 2009. This selection of singers, which included a woman and a pioneering
African American country singer, shows Obama and his staff ’s efforts to
position country music as inclusive, all-American music. In his opening
remarks, Obama praised country music as “another uniquely American art
form” and stated as follows:
Now, I know folks think I’m a “city” boy, but I do appreciate listening to
country music because like all Americans, I appreciate the broad and
indelible impact that country has had on our nation. It’s touched
countless lives; it’s influenced all genres of music; it’s helped us make
the American people more hopeful; it’s captured our restless-ness and
resilience, and told so much of our story in the process.
After all, that’s what country music is all about: storytelling. It’s about
folks telling their life story the best way they know how: stories of love
and longing, hope and heartbreak, pride and pain. Stories that help us
celebrate the good times and get over the bad times. Stories that are
quintessentially American. After all, name me any other country that
would have produced a Hank Williams or a Willie Nelson. And like all
great art, a great country song also has a commitment to truth...to
telling the truth like it is, without pulling any punches. And generations

of performers have honored that commitment. Harlan Howard
proclaimed country music “three chords and the truth.” Garth Brooks
said it’s “honesty, sincerity, and real life to the hilt.” And Dierks Bentley
called it “the best shrink that 15 bucks can buy.” 31
Obama referred to himself as a “city boy,” which elicited laughter from the
audience; he and the audience acknowledged that he was an outsider to
country music and that country music belonged to the rural America. Obama
also positioned country music at the center of American music by stating
that it influenced “all genres of music.” Just as George H. W. Bush praised
the authenticity of country music, Obama told the audience that country
music (or at least a “great” country song) tells the truth about American life.
He did not mention the widely held understanding of country music as
Southern white working-class music. While stressing a more inclusive vision
of country music by including a female country singer and African-American
country singers, Obama identified two white male country singers, Hank
Williams and Willie Nelson, as uniquely American country musicians that
defined the genre. Williams is representative of the honky-tonk style of the
1950s, while Nelson represents the “outlaw” country movement of the 1970s.

Both emphasized rough masculinity, depicting and performing romanticized
male figures who live a restless and lonely life that defies social convention.
Furthermore, Obama quoted three white male country singers in claiming
the authenticity of country music. Despite his efforts to make country music
appear inclusive, he gave white men the authority to define the music.
In another of his White House concert that featured country music,
the “In Performance at the White House” concert on November 21, 2011,
Obama reaffirmed the notion of country music as a generically American art
form, at the same time as he tried to make country music appear less white
and more multicultural. The performers at the event included four women,
including an African American woman, and three African Americans. 32 In
his opening remarks, Obama stressed the multicultural origin of country
music by tying the music to immigration history:
It’s a unique history that ties together many threads of our immigrant
heritage—like the Irish fiddle, the German dulcimer, the Italian
mandolin, the Spanish guitar, and the West African banjo—into music
that is truly made in America. And at its most pure, that’s what country
music is all about: life in America. It’s about storytelling, giving voice to
the emotions of everyday life. Brad Paisley put it simply: “This is real,

this is your life in a song. This is country music.” 33
Without mentioning the historical development of country music, Obama
repeated the claim that country music was a plainspoken music for all
Americans. He also viewed country music as embodying the American
Dream and the ideal of equal opportunity:
It reminds us that this is America. This is a place where you can make it
if you try. And there is a pretty good Brooks & Dunn song about that. I
recommend it. So as we look forward to celebrating this holiday season,
let’s take the time to appreciate the things that matter most in our lives:
country, family, and community. 34
The song he referred to was “Only in America,” which he used during the
2008 campaign, and the audience’s laughter showed their acknowledgement
of this fact. Instead of the “faith, family, and friendship” that Bush stated
country music embodied, Obama listed “country, family, and community.” He
repeated the claim made by previous presidents that country music told real
stories of down-to-earth American life that appealed to all Americans.
This contrasted with the way Obama introduced blues and gospel at
the White House concerts. He identified those types of music as African
American music that had emerged from the history of slavery and

segregation and he discussed their distinctive historical development before
claiming that they had a universally American nature. When he hosted the
“In Performance at the White House” blues event in February 2012, for
example, he talked about the story of folklorist Alan Lomax meeting Muddy
Waters in 1941 while traveling through the Deep South. He then tied the
development of the blues to the struggles of African Americans 35
This is music with humble beginnings—roots in slavery and
segregation, a society that rarely treated black Americans with the dignity
and respect that they deserved. The blues bore witness to these hard times.
And like so many of the men and women who sang them, the blues refused to
be limited by the circumstances of their birth.
The music migrated north—from the Mississippi Delta to Memphis
to my hometown in Chicago. It helped lay the foundation for rock and roll,
and R&B and hip-hop. It inspired artists and audiences around the world.
And as tonight’s performers will demonstrate, the blues continue to draw a
crowd. Because this music speaks to something universal. No one goes
through life without both joy and pain, triumph and sorrow. The blues gets
all of that, sometimes with just one lyric or one note.
Obama named the other genres of music that the blues influenced and
described the geographical trajectory of how the blues spread in the US. He
did not simply call the blues “American” music, as he did with country music.
Neither Obama nor any of the other presidents discussed so far

mentioned in their remarks that country music was white American music.
In “Why Does Country Music Sound White? Race and the Voice of Nostalgia,”
Geoff Mann pointed out that “country music is widely perceived to be ‘white’
music—produced by white people, consumed by white people, apparently
appealing almost exclusively to white people, at least in North America.” 36
He argued that country music “sounds white” not because white people sang
and played it but because it produced “a particular white (American) subject”
through the use of nostalgia. 37 “Even as the ‘multiculturalism’ of the
citizenry intensifies, the ‘pose’ of ‘authentic’ whiteness that country music
performs helps both produce American ‘whiteness’ and whiten ‘America.’” 38
Ignoring the whiteness of country music would normalize the centrality of
whiteness in American culture.
Aidan Smith argued in her book, Gender, Heteronormativity, and

the American Presidency, that during the 2008 election, Obama
compensated for his racial otherness by adhering to heteronormative gender
roles. He utilized the image of his white and working-class grandparents

from Kansas to combat his racial otherness: “The Dunham family origins lie
in the Kansas heartland, with a tale of westward movement in pursuit of
financial reward. [...] So often, Obama defined his background simply as
thus: ‘I am the son of a black man from Kenya and a white woman from
Kansas.’” 39 Especially after being criticized for his association with the
Reverend Wright, whose vitriolic criticism of the U.S. foreign policy and
culture on tape became viral, Obama identified with his maternal
grandparents and their roots in Kansas as the source of his values such as
family and love of country: “After months, if not years, of anchoring the
candidate’s identity in his role as an outsider and a new kind of American,
the campaign communications effort sharply pivoted to focus on the
maternal side of the family.” 40 Obama’s embrace of country music may have
had a similar intent and effect; he adhered to the message of love of country
and family in the heteronormative white American heartland while at the
same time, challenging its perceived racial homogeneity.
This paper traced the history of how US presidents have used

country music politically. They identified country music as “American,” and
offered their versions of what country music represents. They tied the music
to their ideas of American values and ideals, presenting the music as
generically American without getting into the specifics of the music’s
development. In particular, they avoided mentioning the racial and political
associations of the music. The critics, in contrast, viewed country music as
white and the politicians’ embrace of the music as appealing to conservative
white voters. The tension between the two interpretations showed how
politically charged country music was in the contemporary US.
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Abstract: Since dance found its home in higher education in the 1920s, many dance departments have
made changes to their curriculum to better serve students for their professional preparations. One of these
changes was to embrace multiculturalism incorporating diverse cultural dance forms into the curriculum.
Despite all these efforts, however, it is true that most dance departments focus on the intensive study of
Western dance forms such as modern dance and ballet, regardless of their students’ backgrounds and
interests. If dance education can be committed to serving each student in a personal and meaningful
manner, should a particular region and its students be considered in designing a curriculum? Can a
curriculum be tailored to a region's need? What does it mean by rethinking dance curriculum in the 21st
century? This presentation addresses a need for curriculum change in regards to the meaning of diversity
and equity. Using the example of a Hispanic Serving Institution in South Texas, it examines how
curriculum change can help students prepare for their careers and make an impact on the economic and
cultural developments of a region.
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Abstract
More researchers and designers have advocated that a wider and fairer participation of
recycling is important. However, many people are still excluded from this meaningful social
participation. For example, the visually impaired persons (VIPs) today are still facing a lot of
barriers if they want to have participation in recycling independently. Since 2015, a series of
studies have been conducted to explore the possibility for the VIPs to participate in
recycling. Through a case study of designing recycling facilities for the VIPs, this paper
reviews and discusses the difficulties and limitations for the visually impaired to participate
in recycling, even though today the technological advancement claimed to give help for
many persons with disabilities. It also identifies some directions for the researchers and
designers as references for future studies and practical development.
Keywords: Recycling, participation, the visually impaired, inclusive design, fairness, equity
Introduction
Recycling has become a worldwide issue since human beings have been generating too
much waste that our planet cannot afford. According to the study of Geyer, Jambeck and
Law (2017), only around 9% of the plastic waste ever manufactured was recycled, and 79%
of them was disposed to landfills or the natural environments as of 2015. The recycle rate
was low, and due to the limit natural resources, it is imperative to advocate recycling and
also other waste reduction campaign in communities. Wider participation of recycling is
important in this sense, and groups which were not included in the activities of recycling has
drawn the attentions of the researchers and advocators. Children were one of the groups,
and an increasing number of researchers has included children as the research subjects of
sustainability activities and environmental issues (e.g., Borg, Winberg, & Vinterek, 2017;
Casaló & Escario, 2016; Matthies, Selge & Klöckner, 2012). However, other groups such as
the visually impaired persons (VIPs) are still facing a lot of barriers in participating this
1

meaningful social events, and are excluded from active participation. Despite the
advancement of today’s technology, no new inventions or devices are able to facilitate the
VIPs to participate in recycling activities. They are unable to contribute to the public
environment through joining recycling activities.
Designers and the governments in the western countries such as Canada, the UK and
Australia had noticed the issue and designed recycling bins which addressed the needs of
the VIPs. For instance, in the city of Calgary in Canada, a plague with a raised alphabet “G”
and its braille was attached on the lids of the recycling bins (Peterson, 2014). The colours of
the alphabet and the bin were in high contrasts so the VIPs could easily recognise the bins.
In the Derbyshire Dales of the UK, designers found that currently bins were confusing for
the VIPs, and they designed bins with braille on the top and two notches on the sides of the
lid (Letsrecycle, 2018). The local government of Greater Geelong district in Australia had
provided tactile information on the lid of the recycling bins. A square tactile symbol was
placed on bins for green waste, a triangle symbol on bins for recyclables, and a circle symbol
on bins for garbage (City of Greater Geelong, 2017). Although these bins were designed for
the VIPs, they were only provided on request. Besides, it is questionable whether the bins
are efficient for the VIPs to distinguish the kinds of bins and able to encourage the VIPs to
participate in recycling activities.
Since 2015, the Public Design Lab at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University had conducted a
series of studies to explore the possibility for the VIPs to participate in recycling. It is found
that involving the VIPs in the design process of the recycling facilities are able to encourage
them participating in recycling events and activities. They were respected, and their
opinions are valued in the process. This paper presents the design process which includes
the VIPs, and discusses the importance and fairness of participation of the VIPs in recycling g.
The needs and preferences of the VIPs in recycling, and how new inclusive designs can fit
the needs are also addressed.
Method and process
A case study of designing recycling facilities is conducted to study the difficulties and
limitations of the VIPs joining recycling facilities. Through the design process, the VIPs were
invited to provide design ideas, modify the designs, and test the prototypes. A participatory
design approach was adopted. According to Druin (2002), participants in participatory
design process could act as four different roles: user, tester, informant, and design partner.
The participating VIPs in this study were taken roles of user and tester in this study.
A designer who was specialised in designing inclusive facilities had gone through the design
process with the VIPs and eventually designed a set of recycling bins. The set includes a
purple bin for general waste, a blue bin for paper recyclables, a yellow bin for aluminium
recyclables, and a brown bin for plastic recyclables. The whole set was brought to the VIPs
for obtaining opinions and conducting tests. Photographs were taken to record the test
process. Semi-structure interviews were conducted after the tests to understand the
usability of the bins and their experience when using recycling facilities.

2

The findings of the previous studies showed that the VIPs often were unable to identify
different kinds of recycling, and were unable to throw recyclables to the correct bins
correspondingly, despite the use of different colours. Therefore, the design of the new
recycling bins had a new opening at the top of the lid, and a tactile pictogram and the Braille
were added on the edge of the lid so that the VIPs were able to identify the bins by touching.
The VIPs did not need to open the lid to throw recyclables.
After gaining comments and opinions from the VIPs after the tests and interviews, the
designer and a researcher were responsible to manage the data and optimise the design.
The data were organized and summarised in this paper. After three rounds of tests and
interviews at three different stages of design using different test prototypes, the final design
of the set was produced.
Findings and Analysis
Figures 1 shows the testing of the size and the shape of the bin openings. The recycling bins
were designed to have four different shapes of openings. The opening of the bin for general
waste (purple in colour) is circle in shape, for paper recyclables (blue in colour) long oval, for
aluminium recyclables (yellow in colour) square, and for plastic recyclables (brow in colour)
hexagon. The size of the openings were designed to match the maximum size of the existing
recyclables. The VIPs were satisfied with the shape and the size of the lids so that they can
distinguish different bins with the shape of the openings.
Figure 2 shows the testing of the tactile information on the edge of the lid, and Figure 3
shows the tactile pictograms and the Braille before modification. One of the VIPs
commented that the tactile pictograms were too complicated that she could not understand
the information; however, the Braille on the edge was clear to them. Figure 4 shows the
final testing of the lid of the recycling bins. All the VIPs in the test were satisfied with the
design. The VIPs were generally welcome and happy with the new design ideas.

Figure 1. Testing of prototype 1 with the VIP
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(Left) Figure 2. Testing of prototype 2 with the VIP
(Right) Figure 3. Tactile pictograms and the Braille on the lid of the recycling bins before modification

Figure 4. Testing of the final design with the VIP

The VIPs responded that the major difficulty for them to use the inclusive recycling bins was
that the bins were often covered with a lot of dusts and dirt. They were reluctant to touch
the lid and open the bin, as they were unable to see clearly. This had discouraged them to
use the facilities and thus hindered them from joining recycling activities. The poor hygienic
condition of the facilities implied that other users of the facilities may not use them properly,
and the management work was not done accordingly.
Some of the VIPs also expressed their worries that although recycling bins were newly
designed and made so that they could identify and recognise them easily, other facilities
4

which were related to the recycling bins, such as the tactile guide path which guided the
VIPs to the recycling bins were not well allocated and managed. Other pedestrian or street
users may not know the needs of the VIPs and thus may affect the usability and accessibility
of the recycling bins. The bins did not have fixed locations, and it was difficult for the VIPs to
find them if they were moved to somewhere else. Besides, they reported that Hong Kong
people seldom offered help to them on streets. They had to be very independent in finding
ways, and it seemed that joining recycling activities was just an option for them when they
had so many issues to tackle in their lives.
The findings of the study show that the issue does not only relate to the technical aspects,
but also the social, cultural and environmental aspects. It is important to address the issue
in these aspects because providing the proper facilities is inadequate to encourage the VIPs
to join recycling. Other considerations are needed so that they can participate in recycling
independently and with dignity. Equity with public participation is key to facilitate and build
a harmonic society.
In order to help the VIPs to be an active citizen in joining recycling activities in the society,
several suggestions in different aspects are listed below.
• Apart from high contrast in colour and size, designs which require least contact with
the facilities are more favourable to and welcomed by the VIPs.
• Standardisation of design is essential for the VIPs to get familiar with the recycling
facilities.
• Location of the facilities should be fixed so that the VIPs can locate them easily and
independently.
• Researchers and designers should consider the entire accessible system while
designing any recycling facilities for the VIPs.
• Information has to be well disseminated to the VIPs so that they can get the most
updated information about the new policies and facilities related to them and their
communities.
• Non-government organisations (NGOs) of the VIPs and the government should work
together so that policy can well address the needs of the VIPs.
• More VIPs should be invited in the design process so that they are able to provide
useful and constructive comments and opinions to the design and the system.
• Education is required to inform other users to well use the facilities and understand
the needs of the VIPs.
Conclusion
Through a case study of designing a set of recycling bins for the VIPs, the paper identifies
the limitations and difficulties that the VIPs countered when they participate in recycling
activities. The findings of the interviews with the VIPs showed that part from the inclusive
design of the facilities, corresponding social, cultural and environmental coordination is
needed to encourage the VIPs’ participations. It is necessary to ease their worries related to
the hygienic and management issues and educate other street users to be inclusive
behaviourally and psychologically. The paper also identifies some design directions and
approaches for the researchers and designers as references for future studies and practical
5

development. Collaboration and coordination among different stakeholders are essential to
cultivate an equitable and inclusive society which advocates public participation.
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Objectives：Japanese nurses often leave their job because of life events and stress caused by
interpersonal relationships. Therefore, they require abilities to deal with career development
crises for developing their career. It has been recently indicated a career resilience state is
relevant for recovery from crises of career development. However, factors affecting career
resilience have not been sufficiently investigated. This study examined the effects of the sense
of authenticity, career maturity, and emotional management strategies of nurses on career
resilience.

Method：A questionnaire was administered from February to April in 2018 to Japanese
nurses (N=757, 87 men, and 670 women, mean age= 37.9, SD=9.40, average years of
experience as a nurse=14.5, SD=9.26). The questionnaire included items inquiring about
general attributes, scales of career maturity for nurses, a sense of authenticity, emotional
coping strategies for nurses, and meaning-making from stressful care, as well as career
resilience (sub-scales: abilities to cope with challenges, social skills, novelty and diversity of
interests, future orientation).

Results：Data were analyzed through multiple regression analysis with career resilience as
an objective variable and other variables as explanatory variables. The results indicated career
resilience was affected by career maturity, the sense of authenticity, and emotional
management strategies (p<.001). The adjusted R2 of each subscale of resilience was in the
range of .33 and .53.

Discussion：These results suggest that career resilience of nurses would increase through
improving emotion management strategies and career maturity provided by psychoeducational
support.
Mayumi ITO
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6. Abstract
Recent literature on language acquisition and processing has revealed that object
relative clauses (ORCs) are harder than subject relative clauses (SRCs).
(1) a. The reporter [that ____ criticized the senator] disliked the editor. (SRC)
b. The reporter [that the senator criticized ___ ] disliked the editor. (ORC)
In adult performance, parsing of ORCs is harder than that of SRCs, which is confirmed
by the self-paced reading research showing that ORCs are read slower than SRCs. In
language acquisition, young children have a strong tendency to avoid ORCs and acquire
them later than SRCs (Belletti and Rizzi, 2013). SRCs and ORCs differ in the position
from which movement originates. In SRCs as in (1a), the antecedent (the reporter)
moves from the embedded subject position, while in ORCs as in (1b), movement is
from the embedded object position. The original position is indicated by an underline.
The subject-object asymmetry in acquisition and processing is recently understood in
terms of intervention effects, specifically the relativized minimality (RM) approach
(Rizzi, 1990). The RM approach suggests that the difficulty of ORCs is selective; it
depends on the featural similarity between the moved item and the intervening subject.
Processing difficulty is proportional to the number of grammatical features shared by
the moved item and the intervener. In (1b), the antecedent (the reporter) and the
intervening subject (the senator) are both definite descriptions, sharing the same
grammatical features, which gives rise to the difficulty with ORCs. ORCs with the
embedded pronominal subject as in (2) are, however, reported to be easier to process
than ORCs with the embedded definite noun as in (1b), where the number of sharing
features between the reporter and the embedded subject is smaller in (2) than in (1b).

(2) The reporter [that you criticized ___ ] disliked the editor.
With respect to second language acquisition, relative clauses are known to be one of
the most difficult grammar items for non-native speakers of English to learn and even
for English teachers to teach. The difficulty with ORCs has also been reported in second
language literature (i.e., Izumi, 2003), but no effective teaching advice has been given
on how to improve the mastery of ORCs by Japanese learners of English. On the basis
of recent research on language acquisition and processing, this paper gives some
suggestions on how to teach object relative clauses to second language learners of
English.
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The role of gender and experience on nurses’ emotional coping
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Objectives
Nurses often deal with various negative emotions when managing patient care
and providing support. Therefore, nurses engage in large amounts of emotional
labor, and such emotional management is an indispensable skill. While engaging
in emotional labor increases stress, these activities can also be beneficial.
Furthermore, if nurses are able to learn more effective emotional coping strategies,
job satisfaction may increase. Kaneko et al. (2017) suggest that there are four
common emotional coping tendencies: prioritizing patients’ emotions, prioritizing
one’s own emotions, prioritizing emotion regulation for the self and the patient, or
avoiding the regulation of both the patient’s and one’s own emotions. The goal of
the present study was to determine the association between a nurse’s emotional
coping priorities, gender, and nursing experience in order to promote effective
coping among nurses.

Methods
Participants: The sample comprised 757 Japanese nursing professionals (nurses,
community health nurses, and nursing midwives). The age range for the sample
was 21-63 years (M = 37.59, SD = 9.39); nursing experience ranged from 1-42 years
(M = 14.05, SD = 9.20); and the sex breakdown was as follows: 670 women and 87
men.
Materials: A questionnaire survey comprised an assessment of personal attributes
(sex, age, educational background, work experience) and an emotional-coping
strategies scale for nurses (ECSS-N; Kaneko et al., 2017). The survey was
distributed in paper form through a research company, online, and at specific
hospitals where the nurses worked. The Kyoritsu Women's University Ethical
Review Board approved this study.

Results
The main independent variables included participant sex and nursing experience
group (Group 1: 1-5 years, Group 2: 6-10 years, Group 3 11-20 years, Group 4:
more than 21 years). A series of 2-way factorial ANOVAs were conducted for the 4
emotional coping tendencies. No significant interaction was observed (patient
priority: F(3, 749) = 0.753, n.s; self priority: F(3, 749) = 0.596, n.s; both prioritized:
F(3, 748) = 0.096, n.s; both avoided: F(3, 749) = 0.875, n.s). There was a main effect
of self priority : sex (F(1, 749)= 5.61, p < .05) and nursing experience (F(3, 749)=
6.076, p < .01). A post hoc analysis using Bonferroni adjustments for multiple
comparisons revealed that for women, Group 1 > Group 3 and 4, and 2 Group >
Group 3 and 4. The main effect of both priority (F(1, 749) = 11.628, p <. 01).

Discussion
Results revealed that men tended to prioritize their own emotional coping, or
avoid both, while women prioritized their own emotional coping less as nursing
experience increased. Based on the present findings, it appears useful to
implement programs that address the association between sex differences and
nursing experience in order to promote effective emotional coping strategies.
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Abstract
Can we change the status quo when it comes to sexism in advertising? A recent study of global
advertising agencies reveals that women hold only about 16% of senior leadership positions in
the “creative” departments, and less than a quarter of executive positions in the industry overall.
Why does this disparity exist, what is the effect of the bias towards male authorship in cultural
content, and how can we prepare students (in college classrooms and beyond) to challenge this
reality and shift the numbers? This paper examines the roots of gender disparity in the
advertising field - from implicit bias to social capital theory - reviews the existing literature, and
discusses the results of our own interviews with students and alumni. The authors propose
several strategies to prepare advertising students (both female and male) to challenge male
privilege and assert female leadership when they enter the industry as art directors, copywriters,
or digital designers. The approaches discussed would be useful in business, marketing, design,
computer, film and video, and public relations classrooms as well.

Keywords: media, advertising, leadership, women, gender, diversity, GenZ, stereotypes,
creativity, design, marketing, film

Cultivating Female Creative Leadership:
Preparing Gen Z Advertising Students to Challenge the Culture

Introduction: Gendered Media / Messages / Authorship
Women make up 50.8% of the U.S. Population, 58% of college graduates, and 85% of all
consumer purchases. Yet when images of women in media are analyzed, the status quo is
evident: women are poorly represented. This is perceived by both experts and regular
viewers. According recent studies, 55% of adults believe women are portrayed negatively
in the media (Kerr) and 91% of women say that advertisers don’t understand them
(Greenfield Online for Arnold’s Women’s Insight Team).
Women are starkly under-represented in popular media. Only 28.3% percent of speaking
characters in family films are female. In prime-time programs the percentage is 38.9%, and in
children’s shows 30.8% - including female narrators and voiceovers on animated shows (Smith
et al). The center for women in media reports that men outnumbered women two to one as film
leads, and only .09% of showcased games at a major annual expo featured female protagonists.
On the plus side, 2016 set the record for the number of female lead characters in film – 29%
overall. Women in other entertainment roles, such as stand-up comedians, newscasters, and
radio hosts, are also in the minority. The entertainment world is taking notice, and movements
such as #metoo are calling attention to the imbalance of power behind the scenes and in front of
the cameras in Hollywood. But change is slow. (SOURCE)
When female characters are shown onscreen, the portrayal is skewed. In film, female
characters from thirteen to thirty years old were more than three times more likely than men to
be shown nude or in sexy attire (Smith et al.) The highest grossing film of 2017 was the live

action version of Beauty and The Beast. Number two was The Fate of the Furious, starring
Duane (The Rock) Johnson and Vin Diesel. The breakthrough performance of Gal Gadot as
Wonder Woman (in a sexy form-fitting superhero costume) was at number seven (Guerrasio, J.).
An analysis of all 5,839 speaking characters in family films in 2017 shows not a single female
character playing a powerful political role (i.e., President, Vice President, Chief of Staff,
Advisors, Senators, Representatives, Mayors, Governors), where 45 men are in these roles.
Similarly, not one female protagonist is portrayed in a STEM career. When they exists as minor
characters, women in STEM are shown in roles in life or health sciences; not one female
engineer or mathematician is shown across the sample of working prime-time characters. Female
decision-makers are rare, but thin female characters in tight or revealing clothes are common.
18 of the top 20 biggest TV audiences of all time were the live broadcasts of NFL
Superbowl games (the other two were the last episode of M.A.S.H., and the Ali-Frazier fight).
Families across the country gather to watch powerful men banging their heads together
(producing lifelong traumatic brain injuries) while beautiful women in skimpy costumes (who
have recently revealed the sexual harassment and low pay that is part of the NFL cheerleader
culture) dance on the sidelines. Male announcers give commentary. And it’s not just once a year;
NFL football games are the highest rated network shows on Sunday, Thursday, and Monday
nights during the season (Nielsen).
“The media is selling young people the idea that girls’ and women’s value lies in their
youth, beauty, and sexuality and not in their capacity as leaders. Boys learn that their success is
tied to dominance, power, and aggression. We must value people as whole human beings, not
gendered stereotypes,” says the mission statement for Jennifer Siebel Newsom’s Representation
Project, a movement to use film and media as a catalyst for cultural transformation.

What about the depiction of women in advertising? An analysis of sex roles in
global TV ads reveals similar overall trends in the United States: fewer female than male
roles are shown, women in commercials are more likely to be younger, under 35; male
voiceovers (“the voice of authority”) predominate; women are often shown as users or
consumers, rather than experts. There was a strong association between women and body
products, as well as “household and cleaning products” (Furnham and Paltzer,
2010). Women are more often shown at home: men are more often shown in a workplace.
Do these reinforced sterotypes have a societal cost? In the last ten years, rates of
depression among women have increased by 200%. Globally, in 2014, the number one
cause of death in teenage girls (15-18) was suicide. More than one out of seven women
have experienced sexual violence in dating. Among children as young as eight, ½ of girls
and 1/3 of boys feel that they should be thinner. A Pew Research Center implicit bias
study of word / gender associations among 4,573 Americans showed that “Beautiful” was
almost always used as a descriptor for women and “Provider” was only used for men.
The study showed that traits related to strength and ambition are especially valued for
men in society and that compassion, kindness and responsibility are particularly valued
for women (Pew).
Why do these stereotypes persist? Who creates them? “Mass media” is a still a
construction, by and large, of male authorship. The stories that surround us are selected,
written, directed, filmed and edited by, for the most part, men.
In 2017, the Women’s Media Center reported that just 16% of primetime directors are
female. Women accounted for 3 percent of box-office blockbuster film directors in 2013 - 2014.
The tally of female directors, writers, producers, executive producers, editors and

cinematographers, combined, behind the 250 top-grossing films, fell to 17 percent in 2017—the
same rate as in 1998. Women were just 20 percent of non-actor Oscar nominees in 2017.
The gender imbalance is not only in Hollywood films and network television - men
received 62% of byline and other credits in print, internet, TV and wire news; women received
38%. Women account for only 11 percent of video game designers and 3 percent of
programmers (Burrows). In Silicon Valley, including the social media giants Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, and Google, only 30 percent of workers at 75 of the top tech firms were female. 61
percent of startup founders said their boards of directors were entirely male. (SOURCE)
Women are underrepresented in many fields of “applied creative services” (Hill
and Johnson, 2003), those fields where creativity is used for a commercial purpose. In
architecture, women earned 44.5 percent of U.S. Bachelor’s Degrees in 2007, yet only
24.8 percent of working architects were women (US Department of Labor, 2008). There
is also a lack of women in new media, where they constitute just 16.2 percent of web
designers (A List Apart, 2008).
The same lack of gender diversity exists among the creators of the mini-dramas
we see during commercial breaks. According to five years of data drawn from Red Books,
the leading advertising industry database, women hold 23.5% of the total creative
positions (art directors, copywriters, creative directors), while in creative management
(creative directors), women hold only 16.1% of the positions (Deng & Grow, 2018).
Where is the good news? Recent business analysis shows that when women
participate in creation of cultural content, the results are profitable - more profitable than
male-only creations. According to a 2015 McKinsey report, companies in the top quartile
for gender or racial and ethnic diversity are more likely to have financial returns above

their national industry medians. Feature films with female directors show a better return
on investment, dollar for dollar, than male-dominated films – perhaps because women are
used to working with smaller, more restrictive budgets – making every dollar count.
Women superstars like Shondra Reims, Amy Schumer and Geena Davis are
making newsworthy inroads in the male-dominated fields of directing, producing and
show running. When women are behind the screen, onscreen representation improves. A
recent analysis concluded that when female writers are in the writers’ room, female
character representation on-screen is, on average, 50 percent higher (USC). The
advertising and design industry is instigating change with projects like the 3%
Movement, SheRunsIt, SheSays, Women In Games, M.A.I.P. (the Multicultural
Advertising Internship Program), ADCOLOR, and AIGA Women Lead.
As faculty members who work with undergraduates enrolled in a Bachelor of Fine Arts
program who want to be designers, animators, advertising art directors, copywriters,
photographers, cinematographers, editors, game designers, social media influencers, and the like,
we work with a majority female student body, like most college professors. Most top design
schools now have a majority of female students — 68 percent at the Rhode Island School of
Design in the United States and 54 percent at Design Academy Eindhoven in the Netherlands.
Women also outnumber men in many professional organizations, including the American
Institute of Graphic Arts, where they have done so for 15 years (Acaroglu).
Preparing our students to encounter and overcome the bias that exists in these fields is
our responsibility, but even broaching the subject seems like an intimidating, possibly
discouraging endeavor. This paper explores the gender situation specifically within advertising
and design creative departments, as these fields are the main employers for our graduates.

Literature review: reasons for lack of female leadership in creative fields
What are the roots of gender disparity in the advertising field?
There is both a “pay gap” and a “leadership gap” within the fields of advertising and
design. In the design industry, the 2017 AIGA member census showed that the average annual
salary for a women was $66,331, whereas the average annual salary for a man was $75,371

On

average, for every $1 earned by a man, a woman earns 81¢ (Bagnall, 2017).
“When there is gender balance on boards and in the executive teams, there is
more balance throughout the entire organization... until decision makers are enlightened
to the many benefits of equal gender representation at the top or they are pressured to
change, the pay gap will continue to exist,” says Ann Willoughby, principal of Willougby
Design (Bagnall).
An average of 41 percent of entry-level employees in the various sectors of marketing
and media were women and 59 percent were men. But, over time, as those women’s careers
moved ahead, just 25 percent of them wound up in the C-suite, according to a 2016 study by She
Runs It, the national organization formerly known as Advertising Women of New York. The falloff was particularly steep in the “media and creative” sectors of marketing and media, according
to the report, conducted with LinkedIn and EY data-crunchers. The media and creative centers
are those where our students are engaged, and where the idea-generating, image-making, and
story-creating really gets done.
The “Elephant on Madison Avenue” survey of 600 female advertising creatives
revealed ways in which ad women were told, in powerful ways, “you are the other.” The
report documents phenomena such as unwanted sexual advances and harassment at work,
a “Toxic Culture of subtle and unsubtle bias in the workplace, ranging from “raunchy

dialogue” to “poker night and strip club” team building events, the general unfriendliness
and inconveniences for working ad moms, a lack of accessibility to decision-making
events, and the “rock and a hard place” double-bind of negotiating both female and male
gender expectations, and the pigeonholing of young women in “Work Wife” roles of
office cleanup crew, secretary and “helpmate”.
Although data can show us that a pay gap exists, the fact that bias plays such a
significant role in the issue of gender equity means it can’t easily tell us why. An
initiative by the American Institute of Graphic Arts, AIGA, “Women Lead” looks at
several causes of the “fall-off” between entry level women and women in the C-suite or
ownership roles of design agencies.
In-your-face, blatantly sexist behavior is not just a relic of the Mad Men years.
According to The “Elephant on Madison Avenue” survey of almost 600 industry women,
conducted by the 3% Conference, 91% of women in advertising have heard demeaning
comments from male colleagues. 54% of women in the industry have been subjected to
unwanted sexual advances in their career, and 70% of these came from a superior.
Women in creative roles continue to feel isolated. Over half (58%) of those
surveyed said they have felt excluded from important business meetings and only one in
four feel that they have the same opportunities as men.
In the advertising industry, and especially in the Creative Services Department,
the dominant culture is highly masculine (Nixon, 2003). The departmental culture is
based on “male bonding, male networking and joking. It may also include the
sexualization of female colleagues” (Gregory, 2009:325). That is the main reason why
Creative Services Departments are also considered “boys clubs” with a “locker room

atmosphere” or a “male bastion” with their own departmental culture in which women do
not fit in (Nixon, 2003). Other organizational barriers of the ad industry are the
demanding and irregular work schedules which are not conducive with work/family
balance (Mallia, 2009), the lack of female promotion activities (Klein, 2000), the lack of
female role models in creative leadership positions (Pool, 2001) and the lack of workfamily policies (Martín, 2007).
But even in a more outwardly unbiased workplace - such as a small design studio
or the corporate environment of a Fortune 500 company - impediments to women’s
advancement are more complex and elusive than deliberate forms of sex discrimination
(Sturm, 2001) Equality has moved from an explicit conversation where we rally against
the ass-pinching and sexist slurs, to an implicit one, where we deal with microaggressions and silent stereotyping, which is fueling the persistent underrepresentation of
women in positions of leadership” (Acaroglu). Powerful yet often invisible barriers to
women’s advancement arise from cultural beliefs about gender, as well as workplace
structures, practices, and patterns of interaction that inadvertently favor men (Sturm).
“Implicit biases, and their silent influence, have been found to be the fueling force
behind the lack of diversity in positions of leadership. The research has moved from
looking at overt sexism and obvious glass ceilings inhibiting women, to sticky
floors, glass cliffs, double binds, silent office housework and benevolent gender bias,”
concludes Acaroglu.
The “double bind” problem is perfectly expressed in the “Elephant” survey - 68%
of the advertising women report they have been told that they are “too aggressive”, and
64% have been told they are “too emotional”. The double bind arises from a combination

of prescriptive and descriptive bias. In the workplace culture of the creative department,
women face the double bind in a concentrated form. “Women faced role conflict because
the norms for achieving status and success within the department were developed based
on masculine values. Thus, women had to navigate a space between two roles. They
could decide to act as one of the guys, being aggressive and participating in the
sexualized jocularity of the department, while sacrificing part of their identity as a female.
Alternatively, they could act based on the feminine prototype, doing deference while
losing some status and identity as a professional. Men did not face such conflicts, since
masculinity was the dominant role for their gender and their profession. These gender
differences were constructed over time and maintained through male homosociability,
paternalism, and sexism” (Windels, 2012). Biases drive stereotypes, which build narrow
paths for women to progress into positions of leadership. And, simultaneously, these same
biases inhibit men from opting into less dominate social roles.
Descriptive stereotypes (“women are…”) ascribe certain characteristics - caring,
warm, deferential, emotional, sensitive, and so on - to women. Women are generally
rewarded for these traits, unless they are applying for or being evaluated in a role where
they are seen as negative - a “lack of fit” between the personality a woman is supposed
to possess and the attributes considered necessary for the job. This causes subjects in
studies to rate female performance in traditionally “male” jobs as negative, even when
objective measurements are equal (Heilman).
Prescriptive bias (“women should…) penalizes women who do succeed in “male”
roles. Women who succeed in male domains (violating incompetence) are disliked
(Heliman 2007), while women who self-promote (violating modesty) are less hirable

(Rudman, 1998), women who negotiate for raises and promotions (violating passivity)
are penalized (Riley et al), and women who express anger (violating warmth) are given
lower status (Brescoll). Of course, men who violate gender norms by pursuing
traditionally female jobs are penalized as well, taking a financial hit as well as social
stigma. Both women and men display these unconscious biases in ways we may not even
perceive in ourselves (Fast Co).
When we examine gender bias through the lens of social capital theory, other
barriers become visible. Social Capital theory posits that “social capital” - the number,
quality and complexity of connections with other people - your network - is a strong
predictor of leadership. These networks determine access to information, provide a
gateway to influence, and are the catalysts for augmenting change within an organization
(Lin, 2001). The “SheRunsIt” study conducted using LinkedIn information found that
men in advertising and marketing leadership positions had 15 percent more professional
connections than did women. At the “influencer” stage—the workplace level just above
entry level and right below middle management—men had 15 percent more professional
connections than did women. The fact that this disparity exists does not explain why it
exists - are men more active on LinkedIn? Do they actively seek connections? Or are
there just more possible connections available?
Networking only becomes more challenging with promotions; as women rise in
the hierarchy, they become increasingly scarce; as women become scarce, they become
more visible and subject to greater scrutiny.
Key to strong networking success is “soft skills.” Social psychology suggests that
women tend to show strengths in the area of soft skills (Windels et al., 2013). Yet, these

skills, which women excel in and which should bring job satisfaction, do not appear to
benefit women to the same extent that they benefit men (Windels et al., 2013).

Actions to challenge the status quo
Now that we have thoroughly, perhaps depressingly, illuminated the barriers to success for
women in advertising, what can be done? Obviously the solution must involve macro-actions by
advertisers, agencies, and organizations - an effort which is underway. One female CEO in
Design points out that the Equal Pay Act needs an update from its 1953 version (AIGA). In the
meantime, educators can raise awareness of the issue and prepare students to encounter,
understand, and overcome cultural barriers as they enter the workforce.
In our classrooms, we have seen that some students begin shaping their career decisions
at the undergraduate level in an attempt to avoid gender issues.
“I am afraid of the culture of 80- hour work weeks in ad agencies. I want to have time to
do my own thing and to spend time with my friends and family. I want to work for someplace
that is less demanding.”
“I’m not into hanging out at the bar after work with the guys. I want to get my work done
and get home.”
“I’m a feminist but I am ok with depending on my boyfriend for a while since he’s going
to make more money than me.”
How can we empower students to withstand the enormous cultural pressure of gender
bias and strengthen their ability to succeed?

Teaching Generation SHE
The generation of students born after 1997 has been delineated from the “Millenial” generation
that came just before. The Pew Research center asserts, “Anyone born between 1981 and 1996
(ages 22 to 37 in 2018) will be considered a Millennial, and anyone born from 1997 onward will
be part of a new generation.” A combination of demographic and psychographic measurements
separates this post-Millenial group from previous generational cohorts. Various names have been
proposed for this group: GenZ, the plurals, MultiGen, or iGen. We are dubbing them Generation
SHE, in anticipation of a powerful shift toward gender equity – one presaged, we hope, by the
“pink wave” in the 2018 midterm elections.
The census predicts the most diverse population ever in the United States. In the
United States, 54% are Caucasian, 24% Hispanic, 14% are African-American, 4% are
Asian, and 4% multi-racial. Generation Z are children of Gen X or Millenial parents. This
generation uniquely was born into a world where the internet and smartphones were
omnipresent; in effect, they have been digitally connected since birth. They have a neverbefore-in-history relationship with 24/7/365 news, entertainment and media. According to
research of the Representation project, American teenagers consume an average of 10
hours and 45 minutes of media a day. Immersed in a YouTube, Snapchat and Instagram
environment, they are adept at content creation, but also highly self-critical.
They experienced the Great Recession as a major event that impacted family
finances and their plans for higher education. With rising real estate values and college
tuition costs, resulting in large loan payments, their prospects of home ownership are
daunting. They have little faith in corporations and less identification with brands than
Millenials.

In general, it appears that Gen-Zers have a passion for social change and crave
purpose (Scott, 2016). They are independent and they view the world as moving toward
accepting intersectionalities (Kane, 2017). Researchers Elmore (2015) and Scott (2016)
suggest they value job stability, and demonstrate less interest in money and more interest
in personal fulfillment than previous generations. They also strongly view experience as
more valuable than graduate degrees when it comes to career advancement, which
suggests that advertising educators need to place significant importance on quality
internship programs. This cohort also appears to undervalue business literacy, which
suggests that this is a hole that advertising educators need to fill.

Strategies: GenShe and Gender Awareness in the classroom
A survey of recent articles and events has helped us to identify possible strategies to help
these students recognize and challenge male privilege, and develop and assert female leadership.
Practitioners and educators lack a coherent, theoretically based, and actionable
framework for designing and delivering leadership programs for women. Lacking such a
framework, many adopt an “add-women-and-stir” approach (Martin & Meyerson, 1998:
312), simply delivering the same programs to women that they deliver to men. This
approach assumes that gender either does not or should not matter for leadership
development. Others take a different tack, adopting a “fix-the-women” approach (Ely &
Meyerson, 2000). These programs assume that gender matters a great deal, but they
locate the problem in women: Women have not been socialized to compete successfully
in the world of men, and so they must be taught the skills their male counterparts have
acquired as a matter of course. While both approaches may impart some useful skills and

tactics, neither adequately addresses the organizational realities women face nor is likely
to foster in participants a sustained capacity for leadership. Additionally, the advertising
field has unique pitfalls and opportunities for women, and those in creative occupations
have unique requirements for leadership and career success. We propose, and actively
practice, the following strategies:

1. Be aware of your own unconscious or implicit bias.
• Use the AIGA “Gender Equity Toolkit” to discuss and learn about your own bias. Be
transparent.
• Use unbiased tools like timers to call on all students equally. Have students reflect and
write on paper, before answering out loud, to let shy students prepare to speak.
• Be aware of gendered classroom expectations. For example, “expecting” girls to smile,
use polite language, and volunteer for unpaid social tasks, or allowing boys to interrupt or
dominate discussion.
• Don’t assume boys will be more committed to their careers. Don’t assume girls will be
more committed to family.
• Use pronouns such as he/she or they. Do not use male examples exclusively.
• Ask students to “call you out” when they identify gendered speech or behavior.
2. Raise the subject of implicit gender bias.
• Harvard's Project Implicit offers Implicit Association Tests (IAT) that measure attitudes
and beliefs that people may be unwilling or unable to report. For example, you may
believe that women and men should be equally associated with science, but your
automatic associations could show that you (like many others) associate men with science

more than you associate women with science. Explain that bias is an unintentional
shortcut in the brain.
• Incorporating empathy-building experiences, which are designed to rapidly help
people to be able to understand, without judgment, and to see the inherent value
of a person different than oneself.
• Screen Miss Representation and The Mask We Live In to understand how gender
bias negatively affects both men and women.
• Gen-Z, with their tendency toward acceptance of differences, along with a
passion for social change, may find themselves with the dubious task of
unmasking their own unconscious biases, while unmasking the built-in inequities
that, as the literature suggests, permeate the advertising industry (Deng & Grow,
2018; Grillo, 2015; Windels et al., 2013).
• Gen-Z women may already have an awareness of the bureaucracy and hierarchy
that male-dominated industries have created (Acker, 1990; Lewis, 2014; Williams
et al., 2012). Encourage them to continue to aspire to these careers and point out
the progress that has been made.
3. Discuss sexual harassment. Even if it is uncomfortable.
• Review training materials provided by your school or online.
• Talk about the #metoo movement in class. Compare the experiences of women in
different industries. Talk about why creative industries have unique risks.
• Reduce the risks of triggers in classroom discussion by having students reflect and write
privately about personal experience.
• Prepare students for the workplace: tell them they should ALWAYS keep a record of

unwanted behavior and enlist the support of others.
4. Discuss the value of diversity in the workplace. Show statistics.
• Discuss the benefits of hiring and working with women, including working
moms such as from this article: http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/17/upshot/
mounting-evidence-of-some-advantages-for-children-of-workingmothers.html?_r=0
5. Show examples of “femvertising” - recent ads with a new emphasis on gender awareness.
• Explore changes in Superbowl ads over the last five years, and the impact of the
#notbuyingit and #askhermore social media campaigns.
• Show examples of ads that use uplifting images and language for women and girls.
Dove - Real Beauty campaign
Always - #likeagirl
Barbie – #youcanbeanything
Verizon #inspirehermind
6. Teach about historical and contemporary female role models.
• When you teach about Doyle Dane Bernbach, talk about Phyllis Robinson.
• When you talk about Milton Glaser, talk about Paula Scher.
• Women like Neri Oxman and Daisy Ginsberg are working on the frontier of
design and science. In new, cutting-edge fields of design, there may be more room
for female explorers (Rawsthorn, 2011).
• Highlight female teams and award winners in current news, like the Standing
Girl team from McCann Ericson.
7. Focus on specific skills and abilities

• “Focus on performance and skill sets first and foremost. There are few things
more valuable than a skilled, professional, hard-working employee.”
• Teach students about nongendered keywords for use on resumes and
applications.
• Encourage the acquisition of objective skills measurements, for example, Adobe
certification, social media performance metrics or industry awards.
8. Help female students internalize a leader identity (DeRue & Ashford, 2010b)

and

develop an elevated sense of purpose (see, e.g., Quinn, 2004). (harvard article)
• Assign female students leadership roles.
• Look for opportunities for female students to present their work at conferences,
to clients, and in competitions.
• Mentor female faculty and students so they know someone has their back.
• Amplify the ideas of your female students and female colleagues in meetings.
• Teach female student leaders to watch out for “leader-as-servant” office-wife
chores.
9. Practice using 360-degree feedback
• Collecting, delivering, and processing 360-degree feedback is a fixture in most
leadership development programs. This feedback tells managers how their bosses,
peers, direct reports, and clients or customers perceive them. It is a basic tool for
building self-knowledge and increasing awareness of one’s impact on others
(Day, 2001)—skills that are part and parcel of identity development (Hall, 2004).
• Processing 360-feedback with a coach and peers can help participants identify
and deal with gender stereotypes and double binds. Consistent with research (see

Heilman & Parks-Stamm, 2007), participants in Women’s Leadership
Programs—accomplished, high-potential women—are typically seen as
competent but sometimes fail the likeability test.
10. Teach “soft” business skills
• Teach students to recognize industry creative codes and culture, like the
currency in creative awards. Explore awards that reward diversity and positive
change.
• Lead interview training programs, including interview role play sessions to help
students be prepared for challenging questions and adapt to intimidating interview
environments.
• Networking, negotiations, leading change, and managing career transitions are difficult
areas for women, who end up being caught in implicit bias bind.
• Teach strategies to better negotiate equal pay. Have students practicing asking
for outcomes-based feedback, for example, “Would you say I’m in the top,
middle, or bottom range of skills in my position?” Have them ask for specific skill
development rather than opinions about their behavior.
• For future freelancers, discuss pricing and salaries so that all designers
understand what a decent rate/wage is.
• Teach students to use sites like Glassdoor and Fairygodboss to research salaries, culture,
and gender bias at specific companies.
10. Discuss gender roles and “benevolent sexism”
“Benevolent” sexism (BS) as opposed to “hostile” sexism, is an attitude that sees
women as weak, vulnerable, and in need of protection, or “putting women on a

pedestal”. This can manifest in a combination of positive feedback (to avoid hurt
feelings) with less challenging assignments (reduced expectations); managers
patronize women by treating them with kid gloves.
“If a woman expects a knight in shining armor to come along, why invest
heavily in a career?” Rudman and Heppen (2003) found that female
undergraduates who implicitly associated male romantic partners with chivalrous
“protector and provider” images (e.g., “knights” and “princes”) had lower career
ambitions. BS items make such beliefs explicit. Recent research shows endorsing
BS negatively predicts high school girls’ academic aspirations and, in turn, their
academic performance (Montañés, et al., 2012), setting girls on a path where a
male provider becomes ever more attractive.
Linda Peach and (2013) found that college-aged women who endorse
attitudes of benevolent sexism show less ambition to achieve financial
independence.
• The 3% Organization recommends that “Discussions of inequities should be
woven into each and every advertising class we teach.”
• Teach girls NOT to make the cookies, take the notes, clean up the room,
organize the party, or get the coffee.
• Equally assign male students to duties like note taker, secretary, or coffee runner
so they are comfortable in these roles
11. Discuss work/life harmony. Examine your own and students expectations
• Take your full maternity leave. If you are a new father, take paternity leave.
• If you are in leadership, talk publicly about your children and about family-

centric events you’re attending that may conflict with work hours.
• Be out and proud about your role as mother and professional.
• Support mothers in the workplace even if you are not one yourself. We cannot
support all women if we divide camps into mothers and non-mothers.
• Have an honest conversation with students interested in work-life balance, a trait
quickly being seen in Gen Z. Explore a range of life-paths, stories of success and failure
at different ages.
• “Try not to perpetuate the impossible standard of overwork and celebration of 80 hour
work weeks. Generally women’s lives and work schedules are impacted far more
severely when it comes to managing households and raising children than men — if the
only way to get ahead (or stay ahead) is to work 12 hour days and every weekend, then
female designers will have to choose between having a family and having a career — a
choice that doesn’t need to happen if the attitude shifts,” advises designer Jessica Hische.
• Don’t tell war stories about ad agency life that highlight grueling all-nighters – or at
least moderate them with the realities of necessity for rest, nourishment, and creative
downtime.
8. Invite female art directors, copywriters and creative directors into the classroom and to
speak on campus.
• Invite a diverse panel to discuss the importance of a work-life balance and/or the
dangers of a poor work-life balance—people who have seen, and lived through
both.
• Visit and talk to creative working in various business structures – startups,
independent studios, in-house, large agencies, etc.

9. Create opportunities for alumnae to interact socially and professionally.
• The higher one goes in an organization, the less likely bureaucratic policies apply and
the more critical one’s informal network becomes (Kanter, 1977). To meet this need, help
students begin building their networks by increasing networking opportunities, expanding
the depth and range of developmental relationships, and highlighting the benefits of
networking (Day, 2001).
• Pair students with alumae to visit or invite to coffee.
• Hold alumni networking events that don’t exclude any genders.
10. Make students aware of industry efforts towards gender balance
weareshesays.com - One Club (advertising creative organization) gender equity
sherunsit.org - formerly the Advertising Women of New York
3percentmovement.com - a conference to promote female creative leadership
girlgaze.tv - platform connecting female-identifying creatives with brands
elephantinthevalley.com – survey of women working in Silicon Valley
elephantonmadisonavenue.com – survey of women working in Advertising
These first steps can be woven into classroom curricula, assignments and discussions.
Perhaps a week or more of focus on research and discussion of gender issues can be
incorporated into each class. Assigned creative projects can provide more opportunities
for exploring gender roles in student ads. Assigning “nongendered” or “swapped gender”
assignments can foreground these issues. Generation SHE is not afraid to discuss the
future and to express their beliefs and opinions. Use the opportunity to raise awareness
and open future paths to career success. Most importantly, continue to affirm to students
that their generation can and will make a difference in the media of the future.

To quote Alice Walker, “The most common way people give up their power is by
thinking they don’t have any.”
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(Abstract)
What is “Design Thinking” and How Can I Get Some?
A Workshop Introducing Design Thinking Practices for Non-Designers
“Design Thinking” is the new “it” business development approach for managers, and a
trendy topic in both K-12 and higher education. David Kelley, founder of the Stanford
University d.school, is often quoted for saying “…the next generation of innovators and
leaders need to be great design thinkers.” Pedagogical approaches to teach problem
solving and idea generation are not new in creative fields such graphic design, but have
now entered the wider culture of non-“artists”.
Design Thinking puts the end user at the beginning of the process, encourages empathy
and close observation, builds teamwork and collaboration, and promotes rapid idea
generation and prototyping. No drawing, building or engineering skills are needed.
The authors are professors of graphic and advertising design who use a design thinking
approach in undergraduate classes. The 90-minute workshop will include an overview of
design thinking, example assignments, and a step by step opportunity to practice using
the process to tackle some light-hearted problems.
The field of graphic design is being rapidly transformed by such pressures as artificial
intelligence, crowdsourcing ($5 logo websites), and readily available templates for users.
Hence, design professors are no longer training “aestheticians” or layout-makers; we
MUST train critical thinkers and problem-solvers. The flexible, friendly process is suitable
for instruction in fields as diverse as the humanities, social sciences, engineering, or
software design.
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Abstract
A successful business should be able to survive social transformation and the
challenge of contemporary consumer needs. In this era of global information and
technology transparency, an industry should come up with new innovative business
models ahead of time in order to exist and face competitive means from competitors. It
should be active in seeking and integrating external resources, drawing up strategies
and doing what adapt appropriately to strengthen its edges. During the execution of the
above, the management of marketing has a direct effect on the product design and
development for the entire industry, and the business strategies and business
performance.
The investigation by the authors also illustrated from the customer side that tin art
needs to change with the existing environment. As the development of new products is
one of the critical factors that directly affect the business models and strategies for the
industry as a whole. The structural innovation and development and integrated
marketing service will be the key to the future sustainable development for the tinware
industry. WNTS successfully reintroduces tin art into the market with innovative
products, and further makes the consumers’ potential needs with the marketing strategy
of joint-creation and customization. In the perspective of marketing management,
WNTS’ succeeds in implementing the business strategy of differentiating tinware and

increasing its productivity and operational performance gradually. The differential
operation of tin products relies on how the managers utilize their unique aesthetic
experience and communicative ability to integrate resources.
WNTS deems its responsibility to carry on yesterday's tradition with today's
innovation. Its perfect handicraft and expressive power drive consumers to buy its
artworks in recognition of its efforts in passing on Taiwan's tin handicraft. The unique
value-added of its artworks is the reason why WNTS still maintains its position as a
manufacturer of high quality, high price products that are preferred and purchased by
consumers.
Keywords: Tinware, Handicraft, Craftsmanship, Culture and Creative Products

1. Introduction
Since ancient times, the development of arts and crafts has always been originated
from people's creative activities, which depending on the place of the activities and by
virtue of people's experience, convert different materials into works of a great variety
of forms and functions to meet people's life needs. These unique expressions of a
particular culture or community through local craftsmanship and materials (Kapur &
Mittar, 2014). The decoration and handicraft techniques arising from people's esthetic
experience are the important cultural creativity heritage of their respective countries.
However, the emergences of industrialization as a result of the social progress over time
had led to the mass productions replace the traditional handicraft and its skills.
Consequently, Taiwan's arts and handicraft industries have been confronted with the
destiny of marginalization. The prevalence of technology-intensive digital products has
considerably undermined people's consumption habits of and motivation to buy
traditional arts and handicraft works. Moreover, international commercial intercourse
and inflation have made the market teemed with arts and handicraft products imported

from areas where the labor cost is low. There are numerous examples of counterfeiting
and plagiarism in intellectual property. Taiwan's traditional arts and handicrafts
businesses are no match for low cost competitors and have to go out of business or
transfer their technologies. In recent years, the education quality of Taiwanese has
generally improved. Due to changes in purchasing behavior and trends in individualized
demands, traditional tin lampstands have been unable to satisfy the consumer’s need.
Therefore, how to induce consumers' interest in the product of tin lampstands and
satisfy consumer groups with differentiated, diversified and customized products to
meet different needs has become one of the important issues for the traditional tin crafts
industry towards sustainable development.
The trend of cultural globalization is gradually taking shape. It makes people’s
aesthetic experience and aesthetic standards have become increasingly international
and modern. However, the design and aesthetic form of traditional crafts in many
developing countries still remain in the original rigid stage (Yu, Yu, Li, Zhang & Zhang,
2017). Through the interviews of some tinsmiths and tin workshops that were still doing
the preparation of traditional tin ware in Taiwan, it was proved that tin-made religious
lamp wares were almost a mainstream product in Taiwan’s traditional tin ware industry,
and it was a media for tinsmith to express personal features and skills. However, lamp
ware produced in Taiwan had almost the same modeling, regularly, it was a geometrical
shape main body, on the upper side, there was a round and red transparent glass lamp
mask, below the lamp mask, there was lotus petal as decorator. The main body can be
divided into two main types, which were respectively a “Long Chiao Lamp” (Figure 1)
having the main body with a cylindrical support in the middle, and on its peripheral, it
was decorated with dragon totem, or a “Tai Chi Low Lamp” (Figure 2) having the main
body of palace shape. The traditional cultural spirit, the skill innovation and the

operating status are the three keys of craftsman-jumped status. Traditional Taiwan
tinsmiths can only do these two models, and the entire change was more or less
decoration, or sometimes some tiny changes of surface treatment were conducted on
local site of the work. Therefore, there were not too much change and breakthrough in
the entire design, if it was to talk about major reform or new design in modern years in
tin-made lamp; it was only the innovation of changing the red glass lamp mask into tinmade hollow lamp mask (Figure 3).

Present traditional tin-made lamp ware, from ancient days until today, its shape was
almost not changed, and this was the major reason modern consumers did not favor it.

Figure 1. Long Chiao
Lamp

Figure 2. Tai Chi Low
Lamp

Figure 3. Tin-made
hollow lampshade

However, the product development strategy was an important activity for an
organization to survive and to have to sustain the business operation, and it was one of
the important strategies of an organization (Liu, Chen & Tsai, 2005；Yung, Chen, 2012).
Satisfy the need of consumer and enhance the benefit of the product were important
factors for an industry to make profit continuously and to enhance competitive
advantage; therefore, uninterrupted development and innovation of the tin-made

product was the only way to continue the competitive advantage of the industry.
Products that are differentiated from others can have pricing capabilities, which can be
the most significant factor for the success of craft technopreneursip (Musa, Azmi,
Mohamad, Shahbodin & Fam, 2017).

2. Methodology
2.1 SWOT & TOWS analysis
The advantage of SWOT analysis or the TOWS matrix is its attempt to connect
internal and external factors to stimulate new strategies. Hence resource and
competency based planning can enrich SWOT analysis by developing the internal
perspective whilst keeping internal and external perspectives in play simultaneously.
Rather than seeing SWOT analysis as an outdated technique therefore it is possible to
see it as a firm foundation for resource and competency based planning (Dyson, 2004).
After observing the development of WNTS over time, the participant selected two
vital stages, the initial and current stages, to analyze the competitive environment. By
adopting the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) and the threats,
opportunities, weaknesses, and strengths (TOWS) matrices, the study examined WNTS’
business model and strategies implemented.
2.2 Innovative business model analysis
Business model innovation can improve business performance, and it might be
moderated by the turbulence in the surrounding environment (Madian, 2015). A new
contextual and conceptual framework through which innovations can occur and
customer needs can be met (Souto, 2015). The nine components of the business model
were proposed by Osterwalder and Pigneur in the 2010 Business Model Generation
book, and describe the means and methods of how an enterprise creates, delivers, and
obtains value. Utilizing the principles of these nine components allows companies or

researchers to more easily describe the logic of how the company makes profits. It also
allows us to explore new feasible strategies. It is a systematic analysis framework that
can be simply used. These nine elements cover four major areas of a company's
customers, products, infrastructure, and finances. The nine components are: Customer
Segments, Value Propositions, Channels, Customer Relationships, Revenue streams,
Key resources, Key activities, Key partnerships, Cost Structure.

2.3 Participant Observation
Participant observation has been used in a variety of disciplines as a tool for
collecting data about people, processes, and cultures in qualitative research (Kawulich,
2005). Participant observation is the process enabling researchers to learn about the
activities of the people under study in the natural setting through observing and
participating in those activities. It provides the context for development of sampling
guidelines and interview guides (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2002). Participant observation is
used as a mainstay in fieldwork in a variety of disciplines, and, as such, has proven to
be a beneficial tool for producing studies that provide the accurate representation of a
culture (Kawulich, 2005). Participant observation method is direct and detailed
information that the researcher conducts in the process of studying the subject's daily
life in the background of the subject's life. The researcher himself is one of the members
of the case, also known as the Un-intrusive Participant Observation.

3. Research Procedure
3.1 Data collection
This study gathered primary and secondary documentary data from the Internet and
books, both in Taiwan and overseas, and the typical studies and theses on Taiwan’s
traditional tin ware, also, testified the results of field study with documentary data.

Besides data gathering and analysis, in-depth interviews were made with other
traditional tin ware firms in Taiwan for comparison with the firm of interest and for
analysis, in an attempt to outline the current condition of the traditional tin ware
industry in Taiwan and the operative strategy of the business model of the firm of
interest.
In-depth interview
This study conducted an in-depth interview with the retrospective research. The
interviewees were the mainly members of WNTS and the professional tinsmiths who
are currently engaged in traditional tin ware making in Taiwan. We designed in advance
the questions (Table 1.) on the firm’s business status and job contents, to understand
and analyze the difference between the status of Taiwan’s traditional tin ware industry
and the business model of the firm of interest. The subjects of the interview were
thirteen tin ware shops and personal workshops in Taiwan.

Table 1. Interview default questions
Theme
Mentoring

Question

Variable

Why to learn?

Value Propositions

Who learned?

Key Resources

Do you have any assistants or

Cost Structure

apprentice?
Skills

How to get or buy the material?

Value Propositions

How to make the product? method？

Key Resources

What kind of mold you have?

Key Activities

How to make your mold?

Cost Structure

What is the common tin alloy ratio?
Any special skills or personal
characteristic?
What kind of skill you usually do?

Products

Do you have any representative work?

Customer Segments

Where is the works displayed?

Value Propositions

Do you have any innovate product?

Customer

What kind of product is good at making?

Relationships
Key Activities

Ways of Sale

How to sale your product?

Channels

Do you have any cooperation partner?

Customer

Is there a marketing channel?

Relationships

What are your bestsellers?

Revenue Streams
Key Partnerships

Self-

About Tin-ware, Do you have any

Customer Segments

conscious

planning for the future?

Value Propositions

Is there any idea of innovation or

Customer

transformation?

Relationships

What are your views on other tin-ware

Key Activities

makers?
Impression of tin-ware from other
countries？
Do you know about China’s tin-ware
products?
Working

Working environment observation &

Environment description.

Value Propositions
Cost Structure

3.2 Questionnaire survey
In order to verify the needs of consumers, this study has designed a variety of
questionnaires at different time points for the products of WNTS. It is hoped that by
objectively investigating the results, the concept of innovative design of tin products
will be revised to subsidize subjective concepts. We designed and to be prepared by the
form of an online response to understand the participant's opinions on the phenomenon
or questions. The principles of questionnaire design are as follows: The question can
make the respondents fully understand, not exceed the knowledge and ability of the

respondents. The problem is simple but need to meet the needs of the study hypothesis.
It is going to be able to trigger the respondents and true reflection. The problem cannot
be too professional or too broad, or include two or more concepts, easily lead to the
misunderstanding of respondents; problems cannot involve social taboos, preferences,
sensitive issues; problems cannot produce a hint. Use the Microsoft’s excels software
to record the data faithfully, process the data and analysis, including coding,
questionnaire data type. The participant answer way of this questionnaire designed is
in a closed questions type.
We listed several major answers to the question, and then choose one or more
answers from the respondents. The answers are pre-designed and standardized, which
not only helps the respondent to correctly understand and answer questions, save time
to answer, improve the response rate and efficiency of the questionnaire, but also
facilitate the statistical and quantitative study of the respondents. The answers of closed
questions are rigid, no flexibility, it is relatively easy to fill, the respondents may not
understand their own, or even do not understand the problem and fill out the answer
arbitrarily, thus may be reducing the authenticity and reliability of the response, but the
existing the respondents are possible to make a closer answer.
4. Results and Discussions
4.1 SWOT and TOWS analysis
After reviewing the development of WNTS over time, we selected two vital stages,
the initial and current stages, to analyze the competitive environment. By adopting the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) and the threats, opportunities,
weaknesses, and strengths (TOWS) matrices, we examined the business model and
strategies implemented at Wan-Neng’s.
A. SWOT analysis of WNTS during the initial stage (Table 2)
Analysis was conducted by examining the internal and external factors that

affected WNTS at the initial stage of its establishment.
Table 2. SWOT Matrix of WNTS during the initial stage

Internal Factor

•
•
•
•

Strengths
Artistic foundation
Handicrafts skills
Third generations
aesthetics
experience

External Factor

Opportunities
• Social & economic
upgrading
• The government
promotes cultural
development
• Raising the level of
domestic education

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weaknesses
No marketing
channels
Lack of founds
Poor quality of
products
Old style of products
High labor costs
Threats
Handicrafts market
shrinking
Industrial
development
Alternative mass
production products
Consumers & dealers
dislike

B. TOWS analysis of the business strategy planning and implementation
policies of WNTS during the initial stage (Table 3)
Strategy planning during the initial stage was based on a careful review of the
weaknesses and opportunities the brand possessed. In particular, product quality
and design are vital factors that affect consumer decisions directly. To improve the
unfavorable impression that consumers have regarding existing products, the
designers at WNTS began to transform traditional product designs. Employing
available craftsmanship and novel expression techniques, innovative products and
specifications were developed and produced.
Table 3. TOWS Matrix of WNTS during the initial stage
Internal factors

External factors

Strengths
 Artistic foundation
 Handicrafts skills
 Third generations
aesthetics experience

Weaknesses
 No marketing
channels
 Lack of founds
 Poor quality of
products
 Old style of products
 High labor costs

Opportunities
 Social & economic
upgrading
 The government
promotes cultural
development
 Raising the level of
domestic education
Threats
 Handicrafts market
shrinking
 Industrial development
 Alternative mass
production products
 Consumers & dealers
dislike

SO situation
Maxi-Maxi Strategies
 Introducing the New
product design
 Join the exhibitions &
craft competitions
 Enhancing the media
reports.
 Provide the luxurious
and refined tin crafts
ST situation
Maxi-Mini Strategies
 Development the new
product design
 Try the creation of tin art
 Increase media exposure

WO situation
Mini- Maxi Strategies
 Change the marketing
channels
 Rent a shop
 Self-Sale

WT situation
Mini-Mini Strategies
 Improve the quality of
existing products
 Development the pure
tin products

C. SWOT analysis of WNTS during the current stage (Table 4)
Internal factors
(1) Strengths: The staff members possess comprehensive know-how and have
obtained rich aesthetic experiences. Furthermore, WNTS possesses superior
capacity in product development and design as well as high brand visibility.
(2) Weaknesses: Low productivity, the high cost of creating handmade products,
long delivery time, and insufficient display space and professional technicians
are all disadvantages.
External factors
(3) Opportunities: Religious activities are widespread in Taiwan, and people’s
financial status and education level are high. In addition, consumers exhibit a
strong spending power and high acceptance of novel products. The convenient
flow of information and diverse forms of print and visual media has caused the

population of young consumers to increase.
(4) Threats: Industry competition has intensified, and tin products that are massproduced mechanically are entering the market. In addition, inexpensive goods
imported from China and counterfeit goods are numerous.
Table 4. SWOT Matrix of WNTS during the present stage

Internal Factor

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

External Factor

•
•
•

Strengths
Know how
Diversified products
produce & market all by
oneself
excellent handicraft
skills
originality
product design
capabilities

Weaknesses
• Labor & producing
time costs too high
• Consumers have to
wait

Opportunities
consumers acceptable
new products design
Younger consumer
group
Religious activities
prevailed
The Internet is popular

Threats
• Mass production
• Low price
competition
• Counterfeit

D. TOWS analysis of the business strategy planning and implementation
policies of WNTS during the current stage
The business strategy currently adopted at WNTS has evolved from the WO
strategy implemented during the initial stage to an SO strategy (Table 5). Because
of the successful promotion of tin crafts, WNTS is benefitting from increased
visibility, thus attracting elites and young consumers and encouraging them to
value and collect the products. Religious activities are conducted frequently across
Taiwan, and the tin wares that various parade formations use at temple fairs are

considered a form of competition in popularity and grandeur. Young participants
in the fairs, who typically have a higher level of education compared with that of
older people, are independent decision makers and consumers who favor unique
products. Consequently, the appeal of tin wares featuring traditional designs to
these consumers has decreased. Consequently, designers at WNTS applied their
excellent art sculpturing and design skills to lighting fixtures that are used in
traditional rituals. By incorporating cultural connotations and stories in the fixture
design, the designers emphasize the unique values and features of the handmade
products. In addition, customized product design services are provided to
revolutionize the traditional designs of tin lighting fixtures, segment tin products
on the existing market, and prevent counterfeiting. Creative lighting fixtures have
attracted young consumers, who desire to differentiate themselves from other
people. Consumers were convinced that the long delivery time they were required
to endure while the products were being handmade was worthwhile because the
refined products are of superior quality. Currently, orders are filled for the
following 2 years; however, consumers are willing to wait and are rushing to place
purchase orders. Customization is the most widely used service and a main source
of revenue at WNTS.
In 2017, WNTS established the first tin art museum in Taiwan, which covers
an area of more than 264 square meter of exhibition space. It displays all kinds of
artworks made by WNTS and providing customers with a more comfortable
environment and negotiating space at the top of the pyramid. In addition to product
sales at brick and mortar shops, WNTS owns a Web site and Web pages on social
networking sites, which are used to publish and update product information. This
approach is beneficial for promoting and marketing products and serves as proof
for property right claims.

Table 5. TOWS Matrix of WNTS during the present stage
Internal factors

External factors

Opportunities
 Consumers acceptable
new products design
 Younger consumer
group
 Religious activities
prevailed
 The Internet is popular
Threats
 Mass production
 Low price competition
 Counterfeit

Strengths

Weaknesses

 Know how
 Diversified products
 produce & market all
by oneself
 excellent handicraft
skills
 originality
 product design
capabilities
SO situation
Maxi-Maxi Strategies
 Religious product
development
 Increase media exposure
 Build the internet
website
 Activity the social media
 Diversified operation



ST situation
Maxi-Mini Strategies
 Products Differentiation
 Continue the new
product design
 Products Value coproduction with
customers

WT situation
Mini-Mini Strategies
 Exquisite and
complicated product
development



Labor & producing
time costs too high
Consumer have to
wait

WO situation
Mini- Maxi Strategies
 A small amount of
handmade
 Individual &
Customized product
 Price depends on
quantity

4.2 Case Innovation Business Model Analysis
At WNTS, the innovative business model is customer oriented. They develop and
design multiple patterns, independently, in view to satisfy the potential needs of
consumers for them to choose from, whereby to build and reinforce their confidence in
jointly creating new products. We now outline the internal and external markets for
WNTS with nine key elements of innovated business models (Table 6):

Table 6. The chart of WNTS innovative business Model
External market

Internal market

CS Customer Segments
 Luxury consumers
 Pious religious believers

KR Key Resources
 Shop owner
 Self-selling
 Aesthetic experience
KA Key Activities
 Development marketing
 Customized product designs with
customers
 Website management
 Product’s certification
KP Key Partnerships
 Customers
 Suppliers
 Professional support

VP Value Propositions
 Hand made
 Refined & complicated
products
 Unique products
CR Customer Relationships
 Communication coordination
 Network connections
 After-sale services
 Brand loyalty
CH Channels
 Self-operated shop
 Website
 Showroom
 Teaching
R$ Revenue Streams
 Gross Profit on Sacrificial
supplies
 Gross Profit on art works sales
 Maintenance Service

C$ Cost Structure
 Materials
 Production cycle
 Transportations

External factor
A. Customer Segments
For WNTS, the targeted customer group is in the type of niche market. Its
products are chiefly positioned at handcrafted, customized, exquisite tin ware at
small quantities and high price. Thus, its targeted customer group is those at the
top notch of the market or those seriously religious.
WNTS then divides its products in tin artworks and religion-purpose,
customized, creative lamps by the types of customer need. Be it at the top notch

of the market or seriously religious, these consumers all look at the same value for
their needs, that is, seeking unique products and service.
B. Value Propositions
Exquisite and personalized tin ware or tin artworks at small quantities are the
common need by the customer group that WNTS targets. As such, the packaging
of customized product design and service, and the scheme of jointly creating
design with customers are the primary quest for customer value at WNTS targets.
Despite of a tremendous variety of artworks in craft, tin artworks are very
rare. Tin artworks are developed and produced in other countries; however, they
are generally made by mass production. Though tin lamps for religious purpose
are a bulk commodity for Taiwan’s traditional tin ware trade, they are similar in
shape. Those cheap products particularly from China imitating WNTS’ products
are mass-produced as well. Both are in large quantities, widespread and less
refined. Given potential needs widely seen in Taiwan market yet to be satisfied,
unique products and the pioneering in personal fashion, WNTS thus unveils the
scheme of developing marketing, giving the customers opportunities of realizing
and possessing single, personalized, customized tin art or creative lamps and
products of the like in the design made together with customers to increase added
value to products for customers.
C. Customer Relationships
In order for its products and service to meet customers’ quest for value,
WNTS customizes various design schemes and products individually according to
different types of customer needs. When performing the customized design
scheme, WNTS’ first develops and designs certain specific creative tin ware alone
to obtain customers’ trust for the shop in its shaping ability. The customers may
propose local combinations or change the accessories to the designed patterns as

they like, or conceive, jointly, any product entirely. But, a customer conception is
not necessarily feasible; hence, WNTS’ communicates with the customer on the
shape and design prior to the purchase to the extent that the design contents are
not contrary to traditional anecdotes or cultural connotation, before both parties
and a contract agree upon a feasible design scheme is signed. During the sale, the
shop contacts the customer to inspect the completed jointly created item, and asks
if the customer is satisfied before making delivery or arranging a redo. WNTS’
then provides permanent warranty for the products regarding any repair service,
whereby to maintain product quality as well as increase customer loyalty.
D. Channels
In Taiwan, conventional marketing has been done face-to-face with
consumers by using physical products and through other opportunities, like
participating contests or exhibitions to arouse topics on the product and be covered
by press, thus to let the product speak louder, or by a third party like art managing
firms and art galleries. These methods can effectively disseminate the merchandise,
yet, the process is slow. In a time like this with global transparency of information,
for any work, the product information on it can be communicated, or the product
can be marketed over the Internet on latest technology and platform like Facebook,
line and YouTube.
In addition, in seeking a better sale environment and showroom, WNTS
founded the very first tin art museum in Taiwan. It is a display building lately
opened in 2017 October at 23, Dexing St., Lukang Township, with a public space
beside it for parking. The building, covering a footprint of about 330 sq. m., is a
Baroque architecture on the outside and a 5-story building, where presently only
the ground floor is used to display. Interiorly it is painted in black, white and gold
color to make the colors of exhibits stand out; in display cabinets, documentary

materials on Chen’s family, the tools used, and both traditional and innovated
works are shown. Behind the display room is a workshop, where works are being
made, and a cozy conversation room for receiving special guests or for transactions
to take place. Both the display room and the workshop are open to the public
subject to reservation. The museum’s floors above the ground floor are reserved
as display rooms or classrooms. The inauguration of the tin art museum
symbolizes another milestone of the Chen’s family in the promotion of tin art,
while revealing, inconspicuously, the beginning of turn of generations, as well as
the first step of an operation of tin art as an enterprise.
In addition, seminars or teaching programs held at schools or by governments
give the average people an opportunity to be exposed to or understand tin art and
its production process, whereby to promote the positioning and value of WNTS.
E. Revenue Streams
Flow of earnings means the profit from successfully supplying a product to
customer. At WNTS, its profits come chiefly from the sale of customized products
of religion category, account for 80% of its total turnover, of which the tin art items
contribute 15% and household items contribute 5%. Additionally, a fee is charged
to the repair service for any damage to product due to external forces, based on
condition of the case. The shop also charges two percent of the price as
compensation in case the customer is in breach of a contract or cancels the deal
for other reasons.
Internal market analysis
F. Key Resources
Key resources mean a crucial asset that allows a business to keep operative
and continue to profit in different business models. Key resources differ, so do
target customer groups, as the business the business has different quest for value.

Key resources can be divided in physical, intellectual, human and financial
resources.
WNTS runs physical shops at three places in downtown Lukang Township to
segregate its consumer groups, and at these shops they arrange different types of
product allocation and sale. For instance, a shop for showcasing and selling tin
ware for religious purpose, a workshop for creating tin artworks, and a tin art
museum for display and educative purpose. These three physical shops all are
located on major roads and by important facilities inside Lukang Township,
making spots of tourists gathering and easy for customers to find. WNTS’ work
team consists of family members, each possessing over twenty years’ of abundant
practical experience as well as training and cultivation in specialty subjects like
fine art, sculpture, craft and design, which help significantly in product
development. They also are good at selling and negotiating and communicating
with customers; they are richly experienced in marketing. With the physical shops
and the members being their own houses and relatives, extra rent and personnel
cost are unnecessary; and employees’ heart of unity and loyalty are 100 percent
assured. By integrating and utilizing resources of all kinds, WNTS has a quest for
value that meets the needs of its target customers.
G. Key Activities
Key activities mean the actions that a business should take in order to let its
commercial model work. Key activities typically can be divided in production,
solving customer problems and management of platform and network.
All handcrafted making under responsibility system is one of the key activities by
WNTS to maintain the high quality of product, whereby artists’ unique style and
refined product features all can be fully displayed. The Shop keeps itself updated at
all times of market dynamics and consumption trend. When there are no indications

of needs from the consumers, it takes the opportunity to develop new products in
advance in a way that would spur purchases; it changes the consumers’ view and
evaluation of the existed products and enhances their confidence in purchase,
turning its products from unneeded into needed. That involves the promotion of
customized sophisticated tin ware, the joint creation of new products with
customers, satisfying their desire for uniqueness, actively providing certificate for
the product after sale, and increasing their mental value for the products. It creates
a dedicated page on social network websites and operates its own website, and
shows where the shops are on the website map, facilitating consumers to obtain
information on merchandise and know their locations; there also are persons
dedicated to answering to consumers’ inquiries and communicating with them over
the Internet.
H. Key Partnerships
Creating contents and value of innovated items together with customers is
WNTS’ principal key cooperation. To maintain consistent quality and service of
the products, the Shop maintains long-term cooperation with the suppliers from
metal materials to accessories to product. On special occasions it also seeks or
introduces other top tinsmiths to assist in making routine products, to jointly drive
the development of Taiwan’s traditional tin ware industry.
I. Cost Structure
In creating high-value products and highly personalized service at low cost,
WNTS is midway between cost driven and value driven in terms of cost structure.
Except a higher cost of acquiring materials and accessories on regular basis, the
other fixed costs on human resources, rent and manufacturing equipment for it are
all lower than for its peers. The only thing that changes is time cost, where the
sophistication and complexity of products change as customization and

personalization differ, resulting in varied costs of process and time of making, and
the final price of the product changes, too. Additionally, WNTS’ takes extra care
of shipment of products; it uses high-end vehicles to transport the products to the
customers, which makes them feel how the shop treasures and cares for the items
sold.
4.3 Discussion
In recent years, tin-ware in Taiwan has been driving more and more while
Mainland China's low-price tin products are dumping in Taiwan, for which WNTS
is active in seeking a broader creative performance and strict quality control for
their products. They also upgrade their After-sale services for customers and they
reject to produce amends for the products from Mainland China.
Therefore, WNTS’ innovative business model will continue to search for
quality and skills as a fundamental, and, through a more sophisticated approach to
create a more valuable diversified craft with single or composite media. Whether
it is a pure ornament or a practical type of daily necessities, the "narrative design"
should be adopted as a method for developing creative goods of Taiwanese culture
to establish the value of the domestic brand. Continuous innovation, R & D and
integration of cross-domain resources will be sure to enhance product niche and
differentiation, and create the best competitive advantage with international vision
and height, and actively develop cultural products leading the trend to expand the
international market opportunities.
5. Conclusions
WNTS stood alone to change tin appliances into the tin craft and successfully
attracted many people to appreciate the craftsmanship of the tin products. The
Shop has introduced many new media and techniques into the making of the tin
product, which changed the traditional methods and techniques radically. The

Shop also changed the conventional attitudes toward the tin products and attracted
many young artisans to join the industry for the creation of tin products with new
brand names. WNTS has been working on new designs and innovative concepts
for new products to create new value for the tin technology. In the market, it has
become a topic that WNTS has created a trend of mutual competition among
customers and has also driven the trend in the traditional tin industry market in
Taiwan whether or not the consumers have the products.
WNTS may be counted as the representative of promoters of Taiwan's
traditional tin handicraft industry, and its artworks are different from the mass
produced products from other Asian tin product manufacturers. WNTS' success in
carrying on and restructuring Taiwan's tin handicraft can be attributed to the
following factors:
I) Appropriate use of materials.
II) Innovative use of ancient ideas.
III) Good product development capacity and more than a hundred
meticulously hand carved molds that are accumulated over the past 100 years and
available for combination to manufacture a wide variety of shaping designs.
IV) Continual cultivation of esthetic experience and artisans, which enables
WNTS to evolve new products from old ones continuously.
IV) Adherence to hand-made products and bending on products' uniqueness
and value.
WNTS deems its responsibility to carry on yesterday's tradition with today's
innovation. Its perfect handicraft and expressive power drive consumers to buy its
artworks in recognition of its efforts in passing on Taiwan's tin handicraft. The
unique value-added of its artworks is the reason why WNTS still maintains its
position as a manufacturer of high quality, high price products that are preferred

and purchased by consumers.
Moreover, WNTS attaches much importance to its artworks' connotation.
Every handicraft work has its unique story and allusion, shaping origin and
historical significance, as well as a profound blessing and wishes for the future.
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Abstract
This study takes the Tainan Food Festival held in Tainan City as a case study to
explore the cooperation model between the Tainan Tourism and Tourism Bureau, and
the private cooperative units. The objective of this study is to analyze the evolution of
mutual cooperation through participatory observation research and in-depth interviews.
It hopes to establish a cooperative mode of sustainable operation. Positioning and role
of the government in the process are crucial for its success. Finally, we explore how to
establish a sound and sustainable mechanism under the interaction between the public
and private sectors.
This research focused on the innovations of Taiwan's Culture Festival from PublicPrivate Partnership Perspective. Incorporate the concept of " Public-Private
Partnership" to enhance the communication and links between Public and Private
sectors in the city. It also can be used to explore how Tainan’s food industry combine
cultural marketing, which might effectively promote the positive cycle of Tainan's
foods and culture. In the past ten years, Tainan has also established a number of friendly
exchange platforms for food, culture, and Tourism. In addition to expanding the
diversity of Tainan’s food, culture, and Tourism, it also consolidates the information
transparency and peer-to-peer interaction among the private sector, public sectors, and
consumers. Tainan, the most abundant land and resources, is one of Taiwan’s five
primary counties. It has also created the "Good Quality Products" stamp of "Tainan
Shangqing" with the "first and unique" specialization operation to establish the original
brand and positioning.
This study used the literature review method to take the current domestic and
international systems and cases as the current strategy and resource inventory study to
locate the future trend of Tainan. A strategic plan was developed based on the "co-

evolution theory" as the infrastructure. The "case interview method" was used to
explore further the feasibility and practicality of applying the strategic plan to Tainan.
The conclusions of the research and development plan can be used as a reference and
development direction for Tainan.
Keywords: Food and Culture, Strategic Plan, Public-Private Partnership, Food
Festival
1. Introduction
In recent years, many local governments try to establish their city images by
holding gourmet festivals. Having a successful gourmet festival activity is relied on
matching the expectations and needs of the government, the media, the sponsors, and
the participants. Therefore, when government units planning the gourmet festivals, it is
necessary to understand their competitive advantages and to investigate the strategic
initiatives. Thus, the limited resources, time and expense can be well used for the most
significant benefit and improving the execution performance. Tainan not only has
mouth-watering cuisine but more importantly, "Tainan is a base for inheriting
Taiwanese cuisine." These dishes are not only food but also culture.
Entering the 8th Tainan Food Festival, with the theme of "Ten," advocated "When
you eat in the land," complied with the solar terms, visitors have an exceptional
experience. It is wonderful for the chef to enjoy the seasonal ingredients, plan a series
of activities from food to cooking, from urban reality games to local cuisine travel. It
can blend the traditional Taiwanese table culture with the creative creativity of Tainan’s
new team. It hopes to bring a different Tainan annual food carnival to the people!
2018 Tainan Food Festival hosted five series of activities, including the tour
(introduction of origin food travel), Xunyi (Taiwan food garden tour), Xunqi (master
shop), Xun opera (the real game), and ten days (Tainan food taste manual). From the
quarterly food tour destination travel, chef cooking forum and food garden tour, Nanba
Tianguobao Ayongshi and Asya Hotel four hands joint master shop, 24 real festival
game to complete presentation of Tainan how Tainan food taste manual for eating and
how to eat. Give people an irresistible Tainan "Ten" food tour! (Figure 1, 2, 3)

Figure 1. 2018 Tainan Food Festival (April 2018 to Dec. 2018)

Figure 2. 2018 Tainan Food Festival with the theme of "Ten."

Figure 3. 2018 Tainan Food Festival (A series of activities from food to cooking,
from urban reality games to local cuisine travel.)
2. Literature Review
Participant observation
Participant observation is one type of data collection method typically used in
qualitative research. It is a widely used methodology in many disciplines. The purpose
is to reach a close look at a given group of individuals and their practices through an
intensive involvement with people in their cultural environment. It usually takes over a
long period of time. The method originated by Bronisław Malinowski and his students
in Britain, the students of Franz Boas in the United States in the field research of social
anthropologists (Malinowski, 1929). Video has become a methodological tool of choice
for many researchers in social science in the field of organization studies. Video
recordings and analyses can be used to support other approaches. It can be used not
only for observational studies but also for interviews and surveys (LeBaron et al., 2017).
Participatory sensing applications collect personal data of monitored subjects
along with their spatial or spatiotemporal stamps. The attributes of a monitored subject
can be private, sensitive, or confidential information. In addition, spatial or
spatiotemporal attributes make it easy to infer private information. Although there are
a large number of problem-oriented literature on geographic disclosure, the study
provides a clear and meaningful guide that covers the steps that research activities

should follow to protect the privacy of participants. Authors first studied the technical
aspects of geopolitics in the context of participatory sensory data. They then proposed
four categories of privacy protection steps, namely ensuring secure settings,
researching actions prior to the investigation, collecting data processing and analysis,
and securely disclosing the datasets and research deliverables. (Kounadi, Resch, 2018)
The study used a sequential hybrid approach to study design, with a focus on
qualitative research. Data collection for professional and family caregivers and
pediatric patients will include written questionnaires and semi-structured interviews.
The written questionnaires are based upon European recommendations for pediatric
palliative care. In addition, professional caregivers will participate in focus group
discussions and participatory observations. Interviews and focus groups will be
recorded or videotaped, transcribed verbatim and analyzed according to the principles
of grounded theory (interview) and content analysis (focus group). A structured on-site
note template will be used to record notes taken during the observation period. The
Social Science Statistics Package (SPSS, version 22 or higher) were used for
descriptive statistical analysis. Qualitative data analysis will be aided by MAXQDA
(12 or higher) software. (Ulrich, et al., 2018)
In-depth interview
In-depth interviews are loosely structured interviews. It allows interviewers and
respondents to freely explore additional points and change directions if necessary.
Qualitative data collection methods, in-depth interviews provide an opportunity to
capture rich, descriptive data about people's behaviors, attitudes, and perceptions, as
well as complex processes. They can be used as independent research methods or as
part of a multi-method design, depending on the needs of the study.
In-depth interviews with topic saturation were conducted to explore the facilitators
and barriers of sharing results with family members. Participants were women with a
personal/family history of breast and/or ovarian cancer who received positive, negative
or variability in the results of the uncertainty significance test. Twenty-four women
participated. Three categories of facilitators were present in all outcome categories:
family intimacy, family involvement in the testing process, and perception of the low
emotional impact of the outcome. In the positive outcome category, two facilitator
themes emerged: the existence of viable outcomes and perceptions of family members.
In the negation and variation of the category of uncertain significance outcomes, two
themes that represent barriers to sharing emerge: perceptions of no genetic or medical

influence on the family and vague results. The promoters and barriers to sharing results
are similar to those of Western women. The framework for explaining the Asian patient
decision-making process identifies the best counseling opportunities to strengthen
communication with the family. (Li, et al., 2018)
A semi-structured interview was also conducted with the provider. Interventions
included a one-day coaching, mentoring work assistants and enhanced supervisory
visits. The primary outcome was the proportion of customers who received any PAFP
method (excluding condoms) within 14 days of obtaining an abortion. The secondary
outcome was the proportion of clients receiving PAFP counseling and the proportion of
clients receiving long-acting reversible contraception (LARC) within 14 days of service.
Authors used chi-square test and multivariate logistic regression to determine whether
there were significant differences between baseline and post-intervention, adjusting for
clustering of potential confounders and clinical levels. (Wendot, et al., 2018)
At present, several sociological methodologists pay more and more attention to
the central position of the relationship dimension in the information collection process.
However, what is the interaction mechanism involved in data construction? In order
to answer this question, the study will use a relationship analysis to apply it to two
specific interrogation technology families: focus groups and in-depth interviews.
Therefore, a pilot study was conducted by interactive process analysis, and a small
number of focus group transcriptions and in-depth interviews were analyzed (groups
in interactive process analysis: group research methods, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1950), social psychology Classic. The pilot study aims to understand what
it means to be an interview (involving two or more topics) as social interaction and
to identify the relevant characteristics of the two technologies as an analysis. (Cataldi,
2018)
Co-evolution
Co-evolution is primarily a biological concept that has been used analogously in
different fields of algorithms, architecture, technology, and sociology in recent years.
The term co-evolution usually refers to “the evolution of two evolutionary populations
when they co-evolve and only when they have a significant causal effect on each other's
ability to sustain” (Murmann, 2003, p. 210). Co-evolution theory suggests that
organizational populations are interdependent and interact (Hassink and Lee, 2018). In
the research, the perspective of co-evolution will be the general framework for

describing and analyzing the relationship between the development path of the Tainan
Food Festival and the evolution of stakeholder participation.
Commercial and management research has recently undergone co-evolution
(Volberda and Lewin 2003; Rodrigues and Child 2003), studying the (common)
evolutionary process in internationalization strategies (Koza et al. 2011), offshore
outsourcing of business services (Lewin and Volberda, 2011), Networks (Dantas and
Bell, 2011), Organizational Adaptation (O'Reilly and Tushman 2008), Organizational
Learning (Crossan et al. 2013) and Organizational Practice (Pentland et al. 2010; 2012).
Local Food Festival
Food produced in a limited geographical area has the characteristics of the region's
terroir or its production tradition or modern principles (Eriksen, 2013; Sundbo, 2013).
In many projects, food and food have been analyzed as tourist attractions (Hall &
Mitchell, 2005).
The main reasons for organizing local products/traditional festivals are related to
improving the image of the geographical location, promoting local products and
traditions, and supporting tourism activities, thereby enhancing local cultural awareness.
Entertainment is critical to organizers, participants, and visitors. (Stankova, Vassenska,
2015)
Food Festival
The Food Festival is a food-centric festival that is generally associated with old
regional traditions. These activities may evoke a sense of local character and brand
destinations and food. (Ambassador, Mykletun and Einarsen, 2016). The primary
purpose of tourists choosing food is to participate in food-related activities, such as
tasting special foods and learning how to cook. Festivals are an essential time to achieve
these goals (Falassi, 1987).
In short, the food festival allows visitors to enjoy fresh and unique cuisine and
experience the local culture. (Ding & Lee, 2017) The local food festival is an
impressive tourist attraction that has a significant impact on the image of the
destination (Table 1).
Getz (2005) established a similar model that divides events into the following
types based on the size of the event and its social and economic impact:


Local: low demand, economic and social importance, mainly to meet the
needs of small local communities,



Regional: medium demand, of medium importance to the development of
tourism,



Periodic hallmark events: there is a significant demand, which is of great
significance to the growth of society, economic activities and the development
of the tourism industry.



Occasional mega-events: This is a one-off event with a significant demand,
which has a great impact on the social economy and is of great significance to
the development of tourism..
Table 1. Food Festival Around the Globe

Country Name

Time
Period

Feature

England Taste of

June

Invite best chefs in top restaurants to
showcase the diversity of London's cuisine.
Direct showcase excellent cooking skills,
which attracts many tourists to learn the
cooking style of London's cuisine.

London

Hungry

International September Among the numerous wine festivals held in
Wine Festival
Hungary, the most exciting foreign and local
wine tasting is the Budapest International
Wine and Champagne Festival. Here you
can taste high-quality Hungarian wines and
meet face-to-face with the producers. The
central location is the Buda Castle, which is
protected by the World Cultural Heritage.

Belgium Brugge
Chocolate
Festival

November Brugge is the city with the most significant
number of chocolate shops in Belgium.
There is a chocolate museum, and there are
regular chocolate festivals. It is known as the
"world's number one chocolate." The world's
most famous Godiva chocolate shop is also
here, every neighborhood. There must also
be several handmade chocolate stores in the
store.

Italy

November Doolin in northern Italy has another name
for “Chocolate Capital”; world-renowned
chocolate brands such as Caffarel, boutique
chocolate, and Ferrero, which produces
Sanda chocolate, are located here. A weeklong chocolate festival is held from March to
May each year. The manufacturers sell and

Torino
Chocolate
Festival

introduce the latest chocolate products to
make them taste early.

Public-Private Partnership
The Interaction within a public project
Based on resources, successful PPP has the ability to maximize the potential of
public projects. (Almarri, & Boussabaine, 2017) Due to the ever-changing
organizational development trend of the Tainan Food Festival, their cooperation results
are worth looking forward to. The public sector can take advantage of creating
additional public values that would otherwise be impossible when the government took
action because of the lack of external co-producers or replicators participating in the
public value production cycle (Chien, 2016). Similarly, the private sector is better able
to improve output, reduce business risk and use technological advances to reduce the
life cycle costs of certain types of projects (P3, 2011; EPEC, 2012).).
PPP implementation
PPP projects are widespread around the world. These projects share risks and bring
innovation and experience in the private sector. (Almarri, & Boussabaine, 2017)
PPP projects always intend to leverage the experience and expertise of the private
sector to manage public services best and provide benefits for innovation, efficiency
and quality improvement through better financing (Osei-Kyei and Chan, 2015)..
Limitation of PPP
Regarding whether politics will invade PPP, it has been pointed out that they will
inevitably be subject to large-scale political debate. Unless there is a strong political
will on the public sector and transparent and fair communication of public welfare,
political winds can easily make this process out of control, and PPP projects will be
challenging to succeed. (Turhani, Shqau, 2011) As for the Tainan Food Festival, there
are no apparent restrictions or political wrestling disputes in the current resources, but
with the further development of partnerships and the growing number of organizations,
this will be an essential Discuss further exploration.
3. Methodology
Participant observation

This type of research involves a distinct but variable approach: informal interviews,
direct observation, participation in group life, brainstorming, analysis of individual
documents within the group, self-analysis, results of activities or online, and life history.
Although this method is often characterized as a qualitative study, it can (and often does)
include quantitative dimensions. Traditional participatory observations usually take
place over a long period of time, from months to years, even generations. An extended
study period means that researchers can obtain more detailed and accurate information
about the individual, community, and/or population studied. Observable details (such
as daily time allocation) and more hidden details (such as taboo behavior) are easier to
observe and interpret over longer periods of time. The strength of long-term observation
and interaction is that researchers can discover the differences between what the
participants say - usually thought - between what should happen (formal system) and
what actually happens, or between different aspects of the formal system. In contrast, a
one-time survey of people's answers to a set of questions may be identical, but it is
unlikely to show conflicts between different aspects of the social system or between
conscious representations and behaviors. (DeWalt, DeWalt, Wayland, 1998)
In participant observation, the researcher determines what events he or she
considers to be critical to the research investigation based on the subject's interests and
commitments. (Emerson, Fretz, Shaw, 2001) According to Howell (1972), most of the
four stages involved in observational research are to establish rapport or understanding
people, immerse themselves in the field, record data and observations and integrate
information gathering. (Howell, 1972)
Types of participant observation
Participants' observations are not just at a site and are written down. In contrast,
participant observation is a sophisticated approach with many components. After
deciding to perform participant observations to collect data, the first thing a researcher
or individual must do is to decide what kind of observers he or she will become.
Spradley provides five different types of participant observations summarized below.
Participant Observation Type Chart. (DeWalt, DeWalt, Wayland, 1998; Spradley,
1980; Schwartz, Schwartz Green, 1955)

Type of
Participant

Level of Involvement

Limitations

Observation

unable to build rapport or ask

Non-

No contact with population

Participatory

or field of study

Passive

Researcher is only in the

limits ability to establish rapport

Participation

bystander role

and immersing oneself in the field.

Researcher maintains a

this allows a good combination of

balance between "insider"

involvement and necessary

and "outsider" roles

detachment to remain objective.

Moderate
Participation

questions as new information
comes up.

This method permits the
Researcher becomes a
Active
Participation

researcher to become more

member of the group by fully involved in the population. There
embracing skills and customs is a risk of "going native" as the
for the sake of complete

researcher strives for an in-depth

comprehension

understanding of the population
studied.

Researcher is completely
integrated in population of

There is the risk of losing all

Complete

study beforehand (i.e. he or

levels of objectivity, thus risking

Participation

she is already a member of

what is analyzed and presented to

particular population

the public.

studied).

In-depth interview

Face-to-face in-depth interviews are usually conducted to build good relationships
with respondents. Body language is also used to increase the level of understanding of
the answer. Skilled researchers can also use the phone, there is almost no data loss, and
the cost is only one-tenth.
The style of the interview depends on the interviewer. Successful in-depth
interviewers listen rather than speak. They have an explicit questioning and use of body
language to build rapport. The interview is more like a guided conversation than an
intermittent question and answer session.
Interviews were conducted through a discussion guide that promoted the gradual
elimination of respondents' opinions through open-ended questions. Projection
techniques can also be included in the interview.
In-Depth Interview Advantages


The interviewer can build rapport with the participants to make them feel
more comfortable and relaxed.



The interviewer has more opportunities to ask follow-up questions.



The interviewer can monitor changes in tone and word selection for a deeper
understanding.



Higher sampling quality than some other data collection methods.



Researchers need fewer participants to collect useful and relevant insights.



Potential interference or peer pressure dynamics can sometimes occur in focus
groups.



Because in-depth interviews can have strong insights, it is quick to identify
precious findings – sometimes in the first interview..

The Process for Conducting In-Depth Interviews
The process of conducting in-depth interviews follows the same general process
as other studies: plan, develop instruments, collect data, analyze data, and disseminate
findings. More detailed steps are given below.
A. Plan


Identify the stakeholders that will be involved.



Determine what information is needed and from whom.



List the stakeholders to be interviewed.



Identify stakeholder groups at the national, facility and beneficiary levels and

then identify individuals in those groups


Determine the sample if necessary.



Ensure that research follows international and national ethical research
standards, including review by the Ethics Research Council..

B. Develop Instruments


Develop an interview protocol - guide the rules for interview management and
implementation. Simply put to ensure consistency between interviews, thereby
improving the reliability of the survey results. The following instructions for
the interviewer should be included in the protocol:



What to say to the respondent when setting up an interview;



What to say to the interviewee at the beginning of the interview;



What to say to the interviewee at the end of the interview;



What to do during the interview;



What to do after the interview;



Develop an interview guide that lists the questions or issues to be discussed
during the interview and includes informed consent. There should be no more
than 15 major questions guiding the interview, and the probe should be
included where it is helpful.



Translate the guide to the local language and test the translation if necessary..

C. Train Data Collectors


Identify and train interviewers. If necessary, use an interviewer who speaks
the local language.



Data collector's training skills



Employees, youth program participants or professional interviewers may be
involved in data collection. Regardless of the experience of the data collector,
the training should include:
An introduction to the assessment objectives,



Review data collection techniques,



Thorough review of data collection projects and instruments,



Practice using instruments,



Skills training exercises on interviews and interpersonal communication, as
well as discussions on ethical issues.

D. Collect Data


Interview with stakeholders



Seek informed consent (written or oral) from the respondent.



If the respondent agrees, please conduct an interview.



Summarize key data immediately after the interview.



Verify the information provided in the interview as needed.

E. Analyze Data


Transcribe and/or review data.



Analyze all interview data.



Analyze tips for interview responses



Read interview responses and look for patterns or topics among participants.



If you get a variety of topics, check to see if they can be grouped into any
meaningful topic



Ways, such as the type of participant.



You can also identify seemingly responsive responses, rather than responses
that participants respond with just a few sentences.

F. Disseminate Findings


Write a report.



Seek feedback from respondents and program stakeholders.



Modify.



Communicate to respondents, program stakeholders, funders and communities
as appropriate.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Raising cultural awareness of local traditions through festival tourism
Tainan was the earliest developed core city in Taiwan, and it was the center of
political economy and culture at that time. Tainan experienced the Dutch period, the
Ming Dynasty period, the Qing Dynasty period, the Japanese rule period and the
Republic of China period, and developed a unique taste in cooking. In order to
provide different people's needs, Tainan's traditional foods are continually changing
and are compatible and continue to be served in various ways.
The reason why Tainan holds the strength of the food festival every year is to
preserve and spread the balcony dishes. It is not just the food. It understands the cause
of Tainan culture. Tainan, the origin of Taiwanese, the cultural capital of Taiwan. The
role of Tainan cuisine has become more and more widely noticed in recent years. It
also began to want to have the name of Taiwan's food capital. The Tourism and
Tourism Bureau specially selected Taiwanese food for the central axis to start a

journey of food and food. The taste was recorded in the history of Tainan for nearly
400 years.
Under the trend of the booming tourism industry, an emerging model of
cooperation in public-private partnerships. Different types of cooperation will not
only shape different service models, but also affect whether the festival activities can
be continued or expanded. The international public-private partnership model is also
affected by the industry category. Just as the emerging creative industries have
different service models due to their different sub-industry characteristics, Taiwan has
vigorously promoted the creative industry through local governments and
international cooperation in recent years. The emergence and promotion of the new
service model began with the government but was activated by civil society
organizations. Therefore, how the government establishes international cooperation to
enhance this cross-cultural cooperation has become an important issue in today's
public-private partnership.
Early and comprehensive preparation by both the public and private sectors is
the key to successful public/private partnerships.
1.

Prepare Properly for Public/Private Partnerships

2.

Create a Shared Vision

3.

Understand the Partners and Key Players

4.

Be Clear on the Risks and Rewards for All Parties

5.

Establish a Clear and Rational Decision-Making Process

6.

Make Sure All Parties Do Their Homework

7.

Secure Consistent and Coordinated Leadership

8.

Communicate Early and Often

9.

Negotiate a Fair Deal Structure

10. Build Trust as a Core Value
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1. The meaning and purpose of Aboriginal community art and cultural expression in
postcolonial contexts
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4. This paper describes an Aboriginal community art project in South Western Queensland,
Australia. The workshops represent a unified approach to identity and the realities of having
been part of a contact history which in some ways continues to impact Aboriginal people.
The paper highlights the constructive nature and perspective of Aboriginal people
celebrating survival in a colonial and postcolonial reality.
5. Dr Robyn Heckenberg,
College for Indigenous Studies, Education and Research.
University of Southern Queensland. Queensland. Australia.
Email: robyn.heckenberg@usq.edu.au

Abstract: The meaning and purpose of Aboriginal community art and cultural expression in
postcolonial contexts
This paper is research work in progress. The paper analyses and describes the processes
used to create a series of art workshops for an Indigenous group of women in South
Western Queensland, Australia. This region has both an Indigenous and non-Indigenous
population. The history of the region is a powerful one, being the home for five Aboriginal
nations, as well as white settlers, some of whom have built up large holdings of land which
relies heavily on the living water from the river. The Aboriginal people have a different
relationship with the river, and to the country itself. There is a unique history regarding
colonial imposition and occupation, whilst at the same time a story of survival and
celebration. Creating an art space to be able to tell the Aboriginal story within the larger
shared story is both healing and potential transformational. The workshops have a unified
purpose around which art is a medium for expressing emotion and connection. The
narrative goes beyond a commonplace visual art project as it explores these connections
and feelings.
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What is the Best Way to Get the Immigrants Melted into a Society?
-Based on In-service Program for Bilingual Lecturers

Korean society has been becoming a multi-cultural society faster than the Korean
anticipated. This means that an increasing number of foreign people are trying to settle
themselves down in all over the country, especially more in some local cities or rural
counties, those of whom are female immigrants who have been married to the Korean
males. Since they got married, some of them have tried to get some jobs in order to
support their own families or to get self-esteemed. However, it is noticed that most of
them could not be satisfied with their positions at workplaces, and so often they feel
unstable in doing their jobs because most of them are not full-time workers. On the
other hand, a few of them seem to lead the happier life as members of mainstream in
the Koran society. Considering this kind of fact, we can ask ourselves: Could they have
much happier life than now in the Korean society? What kind of jobs could be given to
them? Could they be blessed with their current status continuously?
This paper is to investigate the problems on the immigrants’ families and suggest some
feasible resolutions. Therefore, this paper focuses on this question: 1) How could we
cultivate and develop their capabilities? For this purpose, I have organized some
education programs supported by some local governments and counties since 2015. In
some aspects, I could make a great achievement in some programs. Therefore, lots of the
female immigrants have contributed themselves to their second country, South Korea.
Now I have been operating another education program for other immigrants, which aims
at making the participants instructors to teach their own language such as English,
Chinese, Japanese, etc. The program is 10-week course, during which they take a variety
of subjects in order to gain the certificate for being a lecturer responsible for some afterschool classes. Actually, through some previous programs, lots of female immigrants have
already become bilingual instructors, which enables them to have self-esteem as one of
the Korean citizens.

In conclusion, this kind of In-service program offers lots of

immigrants opportunities to be melted into the mainstream in the Korean society.

Key Words: multi-cultural society, member of mainstream, immigrants, capability,
Education program
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Abstract
This study explored the psychological effects of a game for learning English phonemes by
6th graders in the Korean elementary school through a questionnaire survey and face-to-face
interviews. It developed and employed a “serious game” in the classroom setting of English
teaching and investigated the effects of the game on the affective domain. A serious game is a
game pursuing a primary purpose other than entertainment, such as learning, training,
simulation or cognitive or social change (Abt, 1970). Game dynamics driven by the teachers
in class affect strong class dynamics and learner motivation (Kim et al., 2018). Serious games
gained interest in educators to facilitate their teaching and testing. Not only scholars but also
teachers and education companies have focused on the positive features of games, such as
learner motivation, engagement, or learning effects including memory retention and recall of
knowledge and skills. In this study, we created a phonemic awareness and discrimination
game for elementary school students, named „Alien Family‟, focusing on three minimal pairs
of the English sounds - /m/ vs. /n/, /l/ vs. /r/, and /æ / vs. /e/ using 54 minimal pair words such
as moo vs. new, lace vs. race, and pan vs. pen. A total of 29 6th graders participated in this

study including 15 in the control group and 14 in the experimental group. The experimental
group played the game on a tablet PC for 10 minutes two times per week for five weeks
whereas the control group used an English dictionary application on the tablet PC for
listening practice. The survey and interviews of the students‟ experience of the both groups
using a tablet PC in the classroom resulted in positive psychological responses. However, the
serious game-based learning group demonstrated enjoyment and engagement on their gamelike experience in learning. The findings of this study provide supporting evidence for the
psychological effectiveness of the serious game on the English education.
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What made the transformation of modern American residence: Exploring
through interior design case studies.
As I practiced in residential design projects, I have experienced few renovations of early to mid1900 residence in Greater Boston area. Biggest need of renovation always starts with Kitchen not
only just the update of the style but also update of location in the house, size, and relations with
other rooms, which involves hierarchy and organizational change of the whole residence.
The cases houses are the ones that have kept their initial layout as in the blueprint/drawing and
renovated in recent 3 years with my interior design practice.
Case 1. Residence in Brookline, MA., (4,500 sqft)
The residence was built in 1936 in historical Tudor architectural style. The kitchen was very
small, pantry was large and two maid rooms are connected with the kitchen/pantry with direct
hidden back stairs. The owners purchased the house in 2015 and it needed the major renovation
focusing on Kitchen for the family of couple and two teenage children.
Case 2. Residence in Weston, MA., (9,000 sqft)
The residence was built in 1950. The original floor plan layout was clearly defined rooms with
walls and doors and the owners wanted to have open and bright atmosphere at their home.
From early twentieth century, American domestic life underwent dramatic alteration by shifts in
the larger social and material environments (Foy and Schlereth, 1992). The social and material
environments changes continued with the technology development for the domestic tasks. It has
made the changes of the room hierarchy in a residence floor plan. As I practice of residence
design reflecting the contemporary need of the centered kitchen/dining and open floor plan, it
recalls the prehistoric residence, occupied cave, where the interior was zoned with areas
designated for specific functions, such as cooking, gathering, and sleeping (Caan, 2011). Modern
social hierarchy change at home brought a home floor plan back to prehistoric form yet with
refined technology and material evolution.
The case studies of author’s practice examples seek to identify the transformation of spaces
impacted by the social and service changes with the technological development in residence of
modern America.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to clarify the political vision of the Japanese
students in England in the end of the Edo period in the middle of the 19th century.
The proposed methodology is to use documents from 1863 to 1867 stored in the UK
and Japan.
The Tokugawa, a feudal government, ruled a country with hereditary status in
the Edo period. At the end of 1867, the Japanese Emperor declared the abolition of the
feudal system and the establishment of a new government. Therefore, this period is a
turning point which transformed Japan from a feudal society to a modern state, called
the Meiji Revolution or Meiji Restoration.
The Choshu clan, one of the feudal Lords, sent five students to study at
University College London. And the Satsuma clan sent fifteen students there two
years later. In London, Reginald Russell, who had stayed in Japan as interpreter of
the British legation, had an interview with some Japanese students about the
situation in Japan and wrote down details of their talk. According to his
Memorandum, the Japanese students told him that they thought that the way to
restore peace and order in Japan was not the expulsion of foreigners but restoring the
Emperor to political power from Tokugawa.
Therefore, the expected outcome is that the Japanese students would think that
Japan needed to put the Emperor into political power instead of a feudal government.
In this research, it will be discussed in detail the kinds of political system in Japan
they needed.
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We developed treatment programs to reduce speech anxiety. The treatment is mainly
composed of virtual reality exposure to the feared situation
Research objectives: A larger study will examine the effects of virtual reality
exposure therapy on speaking anxiety. Specifically, first date anxiety and interview
anxiety will be targeted to reduce. Based on the principles of learning, we developed
a series of virtual reality exposure therapy programs with which an individual with
anxiety can confront the feared situation in a safe environment. We hope to reduce the
drop-out rate the conventional exposure therapy has shown and provide more
controllable social scenes.
Methodology: In order to provide a vivid virtual reality environment, we utilized
motion capture process. We recorded actors’ action which include faces while they
ask questions and respond. College students with speaking anxiety will be screened
and interviewed for selection. The selected participants will be randomly assigned to
either an experimental group or a wait-list control group. The experimental group will
be asked to wear a head-mounted display and complete several sessions of virtual
reality exposure therapy. Pre and post-treatment, and the follow-up assessment will
be conducted with a variety of measures.
Conclusion: A larger study is still on the way and the treatment program is expected
to help participants with anxiety. In this presentation, we plan to introduce the
program in detail with captured shots and explain the treatment rationale.
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In this study, the authors extend the standard approach to investigating the DunningKruger effect by adding an idiographic analysis to establish whether all
“incompetent” individuals overestimate themselves because they are unaware of their
lack of skill. The application of the standard approach produced findings that are
consistent with the typical Dunning-Kruger effect. However, the idiographic analysis
produced findings that challenge both the common conception and the widely
accepted explanation of the Dunning-Kruger effect.

Abstract
The Dunning-Kruger effect is commonly understood, both in the research industry
and in popular culture, as the tendency of the “incompetent” to be unaware of their
lack of skill and, as a consequence, to grossly overestimate their ability and
performance. In this study, we extend the standard approach to investigating the
Dunning-Kruger effect by adding an idiographic analysis in an attempt to establish
whether all “incompetent” individuals overestimate themselves because they are
unaware of their lack of skill. Ninety-three psychology students from Western Sydney
University completed a survey that required them to provide three estimates
pertaining to an upcoming multiple-choice test: their percentile ability, their percentile
performance, and their raw score. Using the standard approach to analyzing the data,
participants were split into quartiles based on their actual test score. For each quartile,
the mean estimated ability percentile and the mean estimated performance percentile
were compared to the mean actual test score percentile. Also, mean estimated test
score and mean actual test score were compared across quartiles. Consistent with the
typical Dunning-Kruger effect, the authors found that the magnitude of
overestimation was greatest in the bottom quartile, while top quartile participants
underestimated themselves. However, the idiographic (i.e., within bottom quartile)
analysis revealed that a high proportion of bottom quartile participants did not
estimate themselves to be above average and that some of the most unskilled bottom
quartile participants were less miscalibrated than many of those more skilled. On the
basis of these findings, we conclude that the “incompetent” overestimate themselves
not because they are unaware of their relative lack of skill, but because they are
susceptible to factors that render all people – irrespective of performance level – poor
at estimating their relative ability and performance.
The Dunning-Kruger effect: Have we been too “mean” to the “incompetent”?
In 1999, two researchers at Cornell University, Justin Kruger and David
Dunning, conducted a series of four studies, each of which involved two basic
procedural steps. First, participants completed a test that assessed their ability in an
academic domain (e.g., logical reasoning). Second, participants estimated their ability
in that domain and their performance on the test. A clear and consistent outcome was
observed across the four studies. Those who performed worst on the test grossly
overestimated their ability and test performance, while those who performed best on
the test tended to underestimate their ability and test performance.
This outcome captured substantial research interest, and many follow-up
studies have been conducted. Yet, although Kruger and Dunning (1999) reported
miscalibration on the part of both the worst performers and the best performers, the
follow-up studies have tended to focus on the worst performers – or, as Kruger and
Dunning term them, the “incompetent”. Accordingly, researchers commonly accept
that there is a Dunning-Kruger effect and that it “refers to the observation that the
incompetent are often ill-suited to recognize their incompetence.” (Pennycook, Ross,
Koehler, & Fugelsang, 2017, p. 1). In addition to gaining wide currency amongst
researchers, this conception of the Dunning-Kruger effect has permeated popular
thinking. For instance, Forbes magazine recently ran an article entitled “The DunningKruger effect shows why some people think they’re great even when their work is
terrible” (Murphy, 2017). Another magazine recently ran an article on Donald Trump
entitled “The Dunning-Kruger president”! (Poundstone, 2017)
The tendency to focus on the miscalibration of the incompetent is certainly
understandable from an applied perspective. In the academic context, the worst

performers have much to learn and presumably want to learn. However, learning
relies largely on accurately perceiving where improvement is required. Granting this,
the important applied implication of the Dunning-Kruger effect is apparent: since the
worst performers often fail to recognize their incompetence, they often fail to see
where improvement is required, and this failure effectively impedes their learning. As
Pennycook et al. (2017) put it, “the failure to recognize incompetence among the
incompetent… has far-reaching implications because, presumably, one of the
prerequisites of voluntary self-improvement is actually recognizing the need for
improvement.” (p. 1).
Now, it may be possible to formulate strategies that help students to avoid
falling prey to the Dunning-Kruger effect and its negative impact on learning. But the
formulation of such strategies would rely heavily on an understanding of the
psychological dynamics underlying the Dunning-Kruger effect. Kruger and Dunning
(1999) attempt to explain the effect via an appeal to metacognitive deficit. They claim
that in certain domains (such as the academic domain), the skills that engender
competent performance are the very skills required to accurately assess competence.
Thus, the more unskilled a person is in the academic domain, the lower that person’s
awareness of the true quality of his/her work – in other words, the lower that person’s
metacognitive skills. Kruger and Dunning offer the following account of how
focusing on the metacognitive deficits of the incompetent may help explain their
overall tendency toward inflated self-appraisals:
Because people usually choose what they think is the most reasonable and
optimal option, the failure to recognize that one has performed poorly will
instead leave one to assume that one has performed well. As a result, the
incompetent will tend to grossly overestimate their skills and abilities.”
(Kruger & Dunning 1999, p. 1122)
While this passage does not make it clear why, when people are uncertain of their
performance outcome, they “usually choose what they think is the most reasonable
and optimal option” and consequently assume they have performed well, the broader
context in which the passage appears makes it evident that Kruger and Dunning
assume the influence of the above-average effect, that is, “the tendency of the average
person to believe he or she is above average, a result that defies the logic of
descriptive statistics.” (Kruger & Dunning 1999, p. 1122). Their claim, it appears, is
that owing to a lack of metacognitive skill, the incompetent will assume that they are
above average and thus grossly overestimate their ability and performance.
But is this explanation applicable to every incompetent individual? This
question draws fresh attention to the standard method of investigating the DunningKruger effect. In the standard method, participants are split into quartiles based on
their actual test scores and then the average estimate of a given quartile is compared
to the average actual test score of that quartile. The findings produced by this method,
then, provide evidence only for the overall tendency of the incompetent to assume
that they are above average and thus grossly overestimate their ability and
performance. The findings do not show that every member of the bottom-quartile
grossly overestimates his/her ability and performance in this way. As Heck and
Krueger (2015) point out, although every member of the bottom quartile will
necessarily have a true score that is well below the median score, any given
incompetent individual could nonetheless be either a “false alarm” (i.e., estimated that
he/she scored better than average, but did not), or a “correct rejection” (estimated that
he/she scored like the average person or worse, and did). Accordingly, they suggest
that investigations of the Dunning-Kruger effect should employ a different method of
analyzing the data – namely, the decision-theoretic index – so that it is possible to

distinguish those in the incompetent cohort who are “false alarms” from those who
are “correct rejections”.
In the interests of enhancing understanding of the psychological dynamics
underlying the Dunning-Kruger effect, we employ the decision-theoretic index to take
a closer look at what is going on within the bottom quartile. We expect to observe a
Dunning-Kruger effect when using the standard method of data analysis. However,
upon applying the decision-theoretic index to the bottom quartile data, we expect to
find that not every incompetent individual estimated that he/she scored better than
average.
Method
Participants
Participants were 93 Western Sydney University students enrolled in the level
three (i.e., third year) undergraduate psychology unit, Personality. This sample
consisted of 71 females and 22 males, whose ages ranged from 18 to 52 years (M =
23.07).
Procedure
In the final tutorial of teaching session, participants were invited to complete a
survey that was ostensibly designed to evaluate the practice multiple-choice questions
that were provided throughout the Personality unit. Embedded in this evaluation
survey were three items that required participants to make estimates about their ability
on multiple-choice questions and their performance on the multiple-choice section of
the upcoming final exam for the Personality unit. The first of these estimate items
asked participants to rate how they think their ability on multiple-choice questions
compares with that of the average student in the Personality unit. The second estimate
item asked participants to rate how they think their performance on the multiplechoice section of the final exam will compare with that of the average student in the
Personality unit. For each of these estimate items, participants responded by circling
the appropriate percentile ranking on a ten-point scale ranging from 0 to 99 (i.e., 0,
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 99). An explanation of percentile ranking was provided
to participants; they were informed that percentile rankings range from 0 (I’m at the
very bottom) to 50 (I’m exactly average) to 99 (I’m at the very top). The third
estimate item asked participants to estimate what their score (out of a possible thirtyfive) would be for the multiple-choice section of the final exam. Participants
responded to this item by writing their estimated mark out of 35 in the space provided
on the survey. Two weeks after completing the survey, participants completed the
final exam for the Personality unit.
Results
Following the standard approach to data analysis introduced by Kruger and
Dunning (1999), participants were split into quartiles based on their actual test score
(i.e., their performance on the multiple-choice section of the final exam for the
Personality unit). For each quartile, the mean estimated ability percentile (i.e.,
perceived ability) and the mean estimated performance percentile (i.e., perceived
performance) were compared to the mean actual test score percentile. These
comparisons are illustrated in Figure 1 below. Participants in the bottom quartile (n =
24) scored at the 11th percentile on average. However, they estimated that their
multiple-choice question test ability falls at the 48th percentile and that their test
performance falls at the 55th percentile. Thus, on average, participants in the bottom
quartile overestimated their ability by 37 percentile points and their performance by
44 percentile points. Participants in the second quartile (n = 23) also overestimated

both their ability and their performance, but to a lesser extent. While these
participants scored at the 36th percentile on average, they estimated that their ability
falls at the 53rd percentile and that their performance falls at the 56th percentile. On
average, then, participants in the second quartile overestimated their ability and
performance by 17 percentile points and 20 percentile points respectively. Participants
in the other two quartiles underestimated both their multiple-choice question test
ability and their test performance. Those in the third quartile (n = 27) scored at the
62nd percentile on average. Yet, they estimated that their ability falls at the 51st
percentile and that their performance falls at the 55th percentile, thus underestimating
their ability by 11 percentile points and their performance by 7 percentile points.
Although participants in the top quartile (n = 19) scored at the 89.5th percentile on
average, they estimated that their ability falls at the 64th percentile and that their
performance falls at the 65th percentile. Hence, they underestimated their ability by
25.5 percentile points and their performance by 24.5 percentile points.
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Figure 1: Perceived multiple-choice question test ability and perceived test performance as a function
of actual test performance.

Consistent with the standard approach to data analysis, we also compared
mean estimated test score and mean actual test score across quartiles. These
comparisons are illustrated in Figure 2 below. Participants in the first three quartiles
overestimated their test score. On average, those in the bottom quartile estimated that
they would score 21 (out of a possible 35). However, they achieved a mean actual test
score of 12. Participants in the second quartile estimated that they would score 22.7
but achieved a mean actual test score of 17. In the third quartile, the overestimation of
test score was marginal. On average, these participants estimated that they would
score 21.6 and they achieved a mean actual test score of 21. In contrast, an
underestimation of test score was observed in the top quartile. These participants
estimated that they would score 24.6 on average, but achieved a mean actual test
score of 28.
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Figure 2: Estimated test score versus actual test score across quartiles

In line with the recommendations of Heck and Krueger (2015), the decisiontheoretic index was employed to analyse the data within the bottom quartile.
Typically, the decision-theoretic index is used to sort participants into one of four
categories: (i) those who estimate they are better than average (i.e., median) on a
given task and actually do score better than average on that task (hits); (ii) those who
estimate they are better than average on a given task but do not score better than
average on that task (false alarms); (iii) those who estimate they are equal to or worse
than average and actually do score equal to or worse than average (correct rejections);
and, (iv) those who estimate they are equal to or worse than average but do not score
equal to or worse than average (misses). However, only two of these categories –
false alarms and correct rejections – apply to the bottom quartile, since actual test
scores in this quartile will, by definition, be worse than average. Table 1 presents,
across each of the three estimates (estimated ability percentile, estimated performance
percentile, and estimated test score), the proportion of correct rejections versus false
alarms in the bottom quartile.
Table 1: Bottom quartile correct rejections versus false alarms across estimates
Correct Rejections False Alarms
Estimated Ability

17 (71%)

7 (29%)

Estimated Performance

11 (46%)

13 (54%)

Estimated Test Score

5 (21%)

19 (79%)

Of the twenty-four bottom quartile participants, seventeen (71%) estimated that their
multiple-choice question test ability is equal to or below average, while seven (29%)
estimated that their multiple-choice question test ability is above average. With regard
to estimated performance percentile, eleven bottom quartile participants (46%)
predicted they would be equal to or below average, while thirteen (54%) predicted
they would be above average. Lastly, five bottom quartile participants (21%)
estimated that their test score would be equal to or below average (i.e., equal to or
below the median actual test score of 19 out of 35), while nineteen (79%) estimated
that their test score would be above average. The estimated performance percentile,
estimated ability percentile, estimated test score, and actual test score for all bottom
quartile participants are presented in table 2 below.

Table 2: Estimated performance percentile, estimated test score, and actual test score
for bottom quartile participants.
Participant
Number

Estimated Ability
Percentile

Estimated Test
Score

Actual Test
Score

1
2

30th
30th

20 (3.7)
20 (3.7)

9
14

50th Percentile (n = 9)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

40th
50th
40th
60th
50th
40th
50th
30th
50th

15 (-4)
17.5 (-1.5)
17.5 (-1.5)
18 (-1)
20 (1)
20 (1)
20 (1)
20 (1)
28 (9)

8
14
15
13
7
13
13
15
10

60th Percentile (n = 10)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

60th
50th
50th
60th
50th
40th
60th
40th
60th
60th

18 (-2.66)
20 (-0.66)
20 (-0.66)
20 (-0.66)
20 (-0.66)
20 (-0.66)
22 (-1.34)
25 (4.34)
25 (4.34)
30 (9.34)

11
8
11
11
14
15
9
7
14
15

70th Percentile (n = 3)

1
2
3

50th
60th
50th

20 (-2.14)
24 (1.86)
25 (2.86)

13
15
15

Estimated Performance
Percentile
30th Percentile (n = 2)

Note: The bracketed, italicized figure in the “Estimated Test Score” column is the participant’s
estimated test score minus the actual test score that falls at the relevant percentile. The actual test
score that falls at the 30th percentile is 16.3; the actual test score that falls at the 50th percentile is 19;
the actual test score that falls at the 60th percentile is 20.66; the actual test score that falls at the 70th
percentile is 22.14.

Discussion
Using the standard approach to data analysis introduced by Kruger and
Dunning (1999), we found that, on average, participants in the bottom quartile
overestimated their relative ability, their relative performance, and their test score.
Moreover, it is reasonable to assert that, on average, the bottom quartile participants
grossly overestimated their ability, performance, and test score. The magnitude of
miscalibration for each of the three estimates is clearly greater for the bottom quartile
than for any other quartile. These findings are consistent with the typical DunningKruger effect. In what is another correspondence with the typical Dunning-Kruger
effect, we found that, on average, participants in the top quartile underestimated their
relative ability, their relative performance, and their test score.
However, the observed trends deviate from the standard Dunning-Kruger
pattern in two important respects. To begin with, estimates of relative ability and
relative performance in the Kruger and Dunning (1999) study typically fell between
the 60th and 70th percentile. In comparison, the estimates of relative ability and
relative performance in our study are somewhat depressed; while the top quartile
estimates are consistent with the Kruger and Dunning findings, the remaining
estimates fall between the 50th and 60th percentile - except for the bottom quartile’s
mean estimate of ability, which falls below average. Second, whereas Kruger and
Dunning found that third quartile participants typically overestimated their ability and
underestimated their performance, we found that third quartile participants
underestimated both their ability and their performance. As will be shown below,
these deviations from the standard Dunning-Kruger effect have important
implications for understanding the psychological dynamics underlying the effect.
The outcome of the decision-theoretic analysis of trends within the bottom
quartile makes it evident that this quartile’s below average rating for relative ability
cannot be attributed to the influence of a few anomalously low estimates. On the
contrary, seventy-one percent of the bottom quartile ability estimates are “correct
rejections”; that is to say, seventy-one percent of bottom quartile participants
correctly estimated that their multiple-choice question test ability is equal to or below
average. A sizeable proportion of bottom quartile participants also correctly estimated
that their multiple-choice question test performance is equal to or below average.
These findings are inconsistent with the suggestion, advanced by Kruger and Dunning
(1999), that a lack of metacognitive skill leads the “incompetent” to assume that they
are above average and thus to grossly overestimate their ability and performance. Of
course, all bottom quartile participants in our sample did grossly overestimate
themselves, even though many of them did not assume they are above average.
However, the within bottom quartile analysis reveals that some of the most unskilled
members of that quartile (i.e., those with the lowest actual test scores) were actually
less miscalibrated with regard to estimates of relative ability and performance than
were many of those more skilled, a finding that suggests the gross overestimation of
bottom quartile participants cannot be adequately explained in terms of metacognitive
deficits alone.
An alternative to the metacognitive deficit explanation is put forward by
Burson, Larrick, and Klayman (2006). According to their noise-plus-bias model,
people at all skill levels are poor at estimating their relative performance because
everyone is susceptible to the same general sources of inaccuracy. As the name of the
model suggests, these general sources of inaccuracy are noise and bias. “Noise”
includes both “task randomness” (i.e., any task-related factor that can affect
performance and cannot be predicted by the performer, e.g., luck as to which
particular test items are included), and “conditions of feedback” (e.g., a lack of
specific information about task progress and/or the performance of peers undermines

the accuracy of percentile estimates). “Bias”, on the other hand, is said to have two
key sources: motivation and perceived task difficulty. The latter is central to the
noise-plus-bias account of the Dunning-Kruger effect. Burson, Larrick, and Klayman
claim that perceived task difficulty has a systematic effect on percentile estimates.
Specifically, they make three predictions: (i) for tasks perceived as easy, people at all
performance levels will estimate their performance as better than average; (ii) for
tasks perceived as hard, people of all performance levels will estimate their
performance as worse than average; and, (iii) for tasks perceived as moderately
difficult, the bottom and second quartiles will overestimate their performance, the
third and top quartiles will underestimate their performance, and the overall pattern of
percentile estimates will fall mid-way between the easy task and hard task patterns.
Burson, Larrick, and Klayman provide experimental support for each of these
predictions. Notably, our two findings that deviated from the standard DunningKruger pattern – i.e., the relatively depressed level of percentile estimates and the
third quartile’s underestimation of both ability and performance – conform closely to
the predicted pattern for tasks perceived as moderately difficult. It may be, then, that
participants in our study tended to view the multiple-choice question test as a
moderately difficult task. This interpretation, however, must be made cautiously, for
our study did not include an assessment of perceived task difficulty. Clearly, such an
assessment should be included in future investigations of the Dunning-Kruger effect.
In summary, our findings suggest that the Dunning-Kruger effect cannot be
adequately explained in terms of metacognitive deficits and point instead to the noiseplus-bias model as providing a more plausible account of the psychological dynamics
underlying the effect. Accordingly, we conclude that the attempt to explain the gross
miscalibration of the bottom quartile via an appeal to metacognitive deficits is simply
too “mean” to the incompetent. That is to say, when most participants estimate that
they are above average, the mean actual test score of the bottom quartile will
necessarily be furthest away from their percentile estimation. By unfolding its core
assertion that “people at all skill levels are prone to similar difficulties in estimating
their relative performance” (Burson, Larrick, and Klayman 2006, p. 61), the noiseplus-bias model provides an account that is more sensitive to the range of factors that
produce the Dunning-Kruger effect. Nonetheless, future research could make further
contributions to our understanding of the underlying psychological processes by
focusing on how motivation influences the upward bias that characterizes the
Dunning-Kruger effect. As mentioned above, Burson, Larrick, and Klayman identify
motivation as a key source of bias. Other leading researchers in the field have
acknowledged that motivational variables are likely to play a role in the
overestimation of relative ability and performance (e.g., Kruger & Dunning, 1999;
Heck & Krueger, 2015). Heck and Krueger’s comment about the role of motivation is
particularly insightful:
A person who shows self-enhancement error is being inaccurate but not
necessarily irrational. Instead, this person attempts to manage two types of
error: Type I errors (False Alarms) and Type II errors (Misses). This
person will be sensitive to the benefits (utility) of correct decisions and
the costs (disutility) of wrong ones. A person may set a liberal threshold
for claiming to be better than average inasmuch as a Miss seems more
damaging than a False Alarm. In the current cultural climate, many
individuals may think there is little harm in laying a claim to relative
superiority. Given that many people strive to be better than average, they
might as well predict that they have reached their goal while still being in
a state of uncertainty. Doing the opposite would seem odd… From this

perspective, the setting of the threshold S-O should be highly sensitive to
a judge’s motivation to excel. (Heck & Krueger 2015, p. 1017)
This comment encourages researchers to look even more closely within the bottom
quartile and investigate whether “false alarms” and “correct rejections” can be
distinguished on the basis of relevant motivational and/or personality variables (e.g.,
achievement motivation, narcissism, attribution style, defense style). Far from being
too “mean” to the “incompetent”, such research could help us to understand exactly
what the miscalibration of the “incompetent” means.
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Jean-Philippe Rameau and the Subdominant Chord
B. Glenn Chandler
Much has been written about the subdominant chord since Jean-Philippe Rameau (16831764) first puzzled over it in the early eighteenth century. He originally proposed his theory
of the basse fondamentale in his first treatise, the monumental Traité de l’harmonie in
1722, which established the triad as the basic building block of harmony, and determined
his theory of chord progressions1 However, Rameau did not yet employ the term
subdominant in the Traité; he first introduced the term in his second treatise of 1726,
entitled Nouveau système de musique théorique.2 And while some theorists had used the
term subdominant to designate the scale degree located a step below the dominant pitch,
Rameau appears to be the first to use it to describe a harmonic function.
The theoretical system in use when Rameau came upon the scene was simply inadequate to
describe functional harmony as it had evolved in the late seventeenth century. And
although the triad had been a major organizing factor in musical composition since the
beginning of the seventeenth century, the theoretical system in the early eighteenth century
was more reflective of the intervallic theory system of Zarlino and his cohorts than it was
of early eighteenth-century harmony. Rameau’s astute musical intuition enabled him to
recognize the hierarchical relationships within harmonic progressions. While the role of the
dominant and tonic harmonies were well established by his time, he was among the first to
recognize the importance of the subdominant chord and to wrestle with its cause and
effect.3 It is the purpose of this paper: 1) to examine the evolution of Rameau’s theory of
the subdominant from its earliest implications to his codification of it as one of the three
fundamental chords of a tonality; 2) to explore the unique nature and function of the
subdominant chord; and 3) to compare Rameau’s concept of the subdominant chord to
those who came after him.
The chord-of-the-added-sixth
Rameau’s precursor to the subdominant chord was his chord-of-the-added-sixth, first
introduced under the heading Irregular Cadence in Book II, Chapter VII, of his Traité de
l’harmonie.4 In the previous two chapters he had presented relatively clear descriptions of
1
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the Perfect Cadence (V-I) and the Deceptive Cadence (V-vi). However, his rather brief and
cumbersome description of the Irregular Cadence in Chapter VII leaves the reader
confused by its contradictions. He initially described the Irregular Cadence as a
progression from I to V; thus, the title Irregular Cadence as opposed to the V to I
progression of the Perfect Cadence. To the tonic chord in the Irregular Cadence he added a
sixth above the bass in order to create a dissonance with the fifth of the chord, resulting in
the title, chord-of-the-added-sixth.5 Then in the last paragraph of Chapter VII he indicated
that the Irregular Cadence also might occur as a progression from IV to I. Yet, back in
Book I, Chapter VIII, Article IV, entitled On Modulation, he had already indicated that the
chord-of-the-added-sixth may occur on the fourth note:
Modulation also leads to recognition of the fact that an Irregular Cadence may occur
only when a dominant is preceded by its tonic note, or when the tonic is preceded by
its fourth note. Each of these notes should always be found in the fundamental bass
bearing a perfect chord.6
In Chapter VII Rameau explained that the sixth is added to the first chord of the Irregular
Cadence in order to create a dissonance with the fifth of the chord in a similar manner to
the seventh that is added to the dominant chord in the perfect cadence. He explained that
while in the resolution of the dominant-seventh chord the seventh resolves downward by
step to the third of the tonic chord, in the chord-of-the-added-sixth the sixth resolves
upward by step to the third of the V chord—or the third of the I chord if the first chord is a
IV chord. He rationalized that it is appropriate that the dissonant note in the Irregular
Cadence should not function in the same manner as the dissonant note in the Perfect
Cadence since it is an Irregular Cadence as shown in Example 1, taken from the Traité.7
Ex. 1: Irregular Cadence
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Rameau insisted that the bass note of the chord-of-the-added-sixth should be considered the
fundamental bass; yet he still maintained that it’s origin is in the seventh chord found a
third below the fundamental bass note of this chord.8 It was obviously important for him to
consider the bass note of the chord-of-the-added-sixth to be the fundamental in order for it
to resolve by an ascending fifth and thus remain consistent with his theory of chord
progressions as prescribed in his theory of the fundamental bass. Had he claimed the root
of this seventh chord as the fundamental bass on D, it could not resolve by step to the chord
on C, according to his rules regarding chord progression. The reader then is understandably
left in a state of confusion at the end of Chapter VII.
It may be assumed that Rameau was still working out his concept of the chord-of-theadded-sixth when the Traité went to press since a revised version of Chapter VII was
printed in the Supplement and is three to four times longer than the original chapter.9 In the
first sentence Rameau clarified the fact that the Irregular Cadence may occur…
…with a progression from the tonic note to its dominant, or from the fourth note to
the tonic. He also expounded much more on the addition of the dissonant sixth and
its voice leading, chastising certain composers for not recognizing the true
harmonies and their progressions.10
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The fact that he allowed the Irregular Cadence to occur either as a I-V or a IV-I
progression seems to indicate that he was attempting to explain both the half cadence and
the plagal cadence. On the other hand, it would be difficult to prove that the half cadence
could be so narrowly defined in the music of Rameau’s day.
In the Traité Rameau had not yet invoked the term subdominant in reference to this
progression from the fourth scale degree to the tonic, perhaps because at this point he was
still considering that the Irregular Cadence could occur from I to V as well as from IV to I.
We should note that for Rameau the progressions of the Perfect Cadence and both the
progressions considered under the category of Irregular Cadence conform to his principle
of chord progressions as determined by his theory of the fundamental bass, in which the
interval of a fifth, and its inversion the fourth, as the first new tone generated through string
division, are the only progressions allowed within a modulation, or tonality. At this point
Rameau had not completely worked out his theory of the subdominant and, therefore,
leaves the reader in a state of confusion regarding the chord-of-the-added-sixth.
The Subdominant Chord
In his second treatise, Nouveau système published in 1726, just four years after the Traité,
Rameau introduced the term subdominant (sous-dominant) for the first time to describe the
chord built a perfect fifth below tonic.11 His concept of the chord-of-the-added-sixth had
evidently codified in his mind to the point that he now considered its root to be one of the
three fundamental pitches of a tonality along with the tonic and dominant pitches. He
demonstrated the relationship of these three fundamental pitches, ut, sol and re, using the
continued geometric proportion 1 : 3 : 9, from which he claimed …will be generated the
modes, modulation and melody.12 In other words, the pitches of the diatonic scale (G, A,
B, C, D, E, F#, G) are generated from the pitches of the perfect chords (major triads) that
are heard in each of these fundamental pitches according to the principle of the corps
sonore [1:(CEG), 3:(GBD), 9:(DF#A)].
Rameau seemed quite pleased that through the principle of the corps sonore nature
validated his perfect chord and, by extension, demonstrated the importance of his two
dominants around the tonic, one above and one below. However, unlike he had done in the
Traité, in which the tonic note was assigned to ut (1), in the Nouveau système this was no
longer the case. By assigning tonic to 3, Rameau was abandoning one of the basic
principles of Cartesian philosophy, which sought to base everything on unity.13 This was
one of several philosophical changes that occurred in his evolution as a philosopher that
will be further discussed later.
In the Nouveau système Rameau described his cadences in clear and concise terms. He
described the Irregular Cadence as a progression from ut to sol (1-3), and the Perfect
11
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Cadence as a progression from re to ut (9-3).14 Perhaps as a product of the Age of
Enlightenment Rameau seemed particularly fond of this symmetrical arrangement of the
tonic chord surrounded by its two dominants, one above and one below. For him this
imagery vividly demonstrated the only harmonic progressions allowed within a tonality. He
also determined that there was a hierarchy among the cadences; that is to say, in the Perfect
Cadence the dominant pitch is heard in the tonic chord, while in the Irregular Cadence the
subdominant pitch is not heard in the tonic chord. Therefore, he said … it is not logical that
these two different cadences should be the same.15
Ex. 3a: Perfect Cadence

Ex. 3b: Irregular Cadence

Although he had abandoned the cumbersome term chord-of-the-added-sixth in the Nouveau
système, Rameau maintained the need for the added sixth in the subdominant chord and
stressed the fact that it bears symmetry with the added seventh in the dominant chord.16
And while his explanation of the subdominant chord in the Nouveau système is much
14
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improved over his description of the chord-of-the-added-sixth in the Traité, he continued to
claim its source to be the seventh chord found a third below the fundamental bass of his
newly defined subdominant chord. The fact that the root of the subdominant chord does not
generate the pitch a sixth above was to remain a theoretical paradox for the rest of his life.
However, at this point Rameau had established his theory of the fundamental chords and
stood ready to defend them at any expense.
The Nouveau système was a seminal work because in it Rameau first introduced the
principal of the corps sonore, or overtone series. Nothing could have been more gratifying
than to learn that through the overtone series nature produces the same perfect chord that
he originally discovered through string division, thus proving his theory of chord
progressions and also his claim that the subdominant, tonic, and dominant-tonic chords
were the fundamental chords of any tonality.
The increasing importance of the subdominant chord can be seen through a comparison of
his derivation of the diatonic scale in his first two treatises. In the Traité the major scale
was derived from the tonic chord (C E G) and dominant chord (G B D) while deriving the
remaining pitch (A) from the dominant of the dominant (D F A), which he had claimed as
the original source of the chord-of-the-added-sixth.17 In the Nouveau système he derived
the diatonic scale from his three fundamental chords: tonic (G B D), dominant (D F# A)
and subdominant (C E G).18 He was pleased to find the diatonic scale in these chords
related by the continued geometric progression of fifths (1:3:9). For him this was further
justification of the importance of the subdominant chord to his theory of harmony.
The fact that the subdominant chord is based on the fourth scale degree and as such is not
derived from tonic was still problematic because it does not conform to the Cartesian
concept of unity. Rameau was an avid Cartesian, citing Descartes numerous times in his
writings an, as such, had sought to base everything on one principle; however, here he can
be seen veering away from pure Cartesian philosophy. Also, the issue of looking back to
the seventh chord located a third below the fundamental bass of the subdominant chord as
its source was also troubling. However, it was the best explanation he can find for what he
had determined to be a fundamental chord. Furthermore, the continued geometric
progression (1:3:9), with tonic as 3 and not 1, was also contradictory to basic Cartesian
tenets. But for Rameau this illustration did, in fact, demonstrate their harmonic
relationships and may have been an easier adjustment than the other issues considering the
philosophical winds blowing across Europe in the eighteenth century.
The double emploi
Eleven years after the publication of his Nouveau système Rameau published his next
treatise entitled Génération harmonique. By this time he was fully invested in the principle
of the corps sonore as the basis of his theory of harmony, yet he continued to use integers
to demonstrate relationships, and the experimentation that began in the Nouveau système
17
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was significantly expanded in the Génération harmoniques. He continued to use the terms
tonic and subdominant, but in reference to the dominant-tonic chord he dropped the
hyphenated extension, -tonic, in favor of the single term, dominant.
The subdominant chord was described here in much the same way it was described in the
Nouveau système, except here he unveiled his new theory of the double emploi.19 As he had
established earlier, the triple geometric progression 1 : 3 : 9 represented the only
progressions possible within a tonality; thus, a progression by an ascending second—as
from subdominant to dominant—was not allowed, according to his principle of the
fundamental bass. However, through his new theory of the double emploi, a progression
from tonic to subdominant would allow the subdominant chord (C E G A) to be
reinterpreted as a dominant chord (A C E G) in first inversion, if it progresses to the
dominant chord (D F# A C) on its way to the tonic chord (G B D). Rameau put great stock
in this new concept as shown here in Example 4.20
Ex. 4: Harmonization of the ascending major mode

Here Rameau demonstrated the theory of the double emploi using the time honored Rule of
the Octave. While the norm at the time for this exercise was to place the scale in the bass
and harmonize the bass line with chords in the right hand, here he reversed the texture and
treated it like figured bass with the scale as melody in the right hand with the fundamental
bass in the left hand. The antepenultimate chord in Ex. 4 follows a tonic chord (3) and,
therefore, should be a subdominant chord (1). Rameau inserted a cursor on the pitch C,
which represents the root of the subdominant chord (1); however, through the theory of the
double emploi, upon arrival, the subdominant chord is reinterpreted as a seventh chord built
on A (27) in order that it may then progress by a descending fifth to the dominant on D (9).
He rationalized this harmonic switch on the basis that the ear soon forgets from where the
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progression came when the double emploi switches the role of the next chord and the ear is
led to its new progression without confusion.21
While the double emploi allows him to avoid a progression by a second, it creates other
problems. Should not the role of the seventh chord on A (27) change to dominant and lead
to a new tonic on D (9) in a new geometric progression 3 : 9 : 27? Not so, says Rameau,
who justifies the retention of tonic on G (3) by the fact that there is no leading tone in the
chord A C E G (27). According to Rameau’s hierarchy of modulations, the D (9) in this
case is only an implied tonic and not a true tonic.22
In his late theoretical works, including his Démonstration du principe de l’harmonie23 and
Code de musique pratique,24 Rameau did not make significant changes to his description of
the subdominant chord. He continued to defend his theory of harmony as based on the
principle of the corps sonore throughout the remainder of his life, and the principal of the
double emploi remained an essential element in his explanation of the function of the
subdominant chord. Of this Matthew Shirlaw said:
…the subdominant is a harmonic fact, a fact of experience. Of Rameau’s
successors, not one has succeeded in finding for it an adequate explanation.
Some do not realized the nature of the difficulties connected with it. Others
appear to be unconscious of the part played by the subdominant in the
establishment of our key system, and to be unaware that any explanation is
required.25
Conclusion
While ground breaking in his day, Rameau’s concept of he subdominant chord was not the
same as today’s concept. We classify the subdominant function as pre-dominant, the role of
which is to announce the dominant in tonal progressions. For Rameau the subdominant
served to announce the tonic just as the dominant does, although he did recognize the
hierarchy of relationships. He claimed that the dominant-tonic progression is stronger than
the subdominant-tonic progression due to the fact that the dominant is found in the tonic
while the subdominant is not.26 For him the subdominant could not resolve directly to the
dominant without breaking his own rules regarding chord progressions as prescribed in his
theory of the fundamental bass. Yet he always sought to have theory serve practice, and in
the music of his day subdominant chords did, in fact, often resolve by step to the dominant.
This dilemma eventually led to his theory of the double emploi, in which the subdominant
chord may be reinterpreted depending upon its course of resolution.
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In his explanation of the double emploi as described in the Génération harmoniques he
claimed that the ear soon forgets from whence the subdominant chord came in
consideration of its direction, which was basically the same rationale he used to explain
how equal temperament was acceptable. There, he explained, the imperfect ratios caused
by spreading the Pythagorean comma over twelve fifths in equal temperament could
progress without harming the ear.27 In both these cases he sought to bridge the gulf
between theory and practice. Of course, his rules regarding harmonic progressions were of
his own making and were rigid because of his quest to move music theory into the realms
of science. The fifth, as the first overtone that produces a new pitch that is not the octave of
the fundamental, was the most important interval.
While numerically the arrangement of the triple progression (1:3:9) demonstrates the
relationship of the dominant and subdominant to the tonic, it represents a significant
philosophical departure from the principle that tonic is the progenitor because it was
assigned a number other than unity. Now in this case, where tonic is assigned the number 3,
the subdominant chord appears to be the progenitor of the tonic chord and, as such, stands
in stark conflict with the Cartesian philosophy of one unique principle. Whereas, in the
Traité Rameau had depended on mathematics to rationalize his theory, with the advent of
the corps sonore, which generates a major triad through the overtone series but not a minor
triad, there is less room for such manipulation than there is in abstract mathematics.
With the Nouveau système Rameau began to conduct experiments in accordance with
Newtonian methodology, which was one of many new philosophical trends that swept
across Europe in the eighteenth century.28 And although Rameau remained Cartesian in
much of his reasoning throughout his life, the ramifications of experimentation became
increasingly important to him as exemplified by his experimentation via the principle of the
corps sonore. The discovery of gravity by John Newton became a powerful influence on
most scientific reasoning, and Rameau may have been influenced by it in regards to how he
thought about tonality. The idea of a tonal pull toward tonic from its two dominants located
a fifth above and a fifth below is thought by some to have been the result of Newtonian
influences on Rameau.29
The work of Rameau was nothing short of spectacular considering the stubborn musical
tradition in place when he was born, the infancy of the field of acoustical science, and his
modest formal education. Yet he was the first musician to apply the principle of the corps
sonore to the theory of music, the result being that he became known as the Isaac Watts of
music.30 There are numerous errors and contradictions throughout his numerous theoretical
writings as he sought to unify musical theory and practice, especially in his efforts to
rectify the principle of the corps sonore with his previously established theory of harmony.
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He was not afraid to admit when he was wrong, or to change his explanation of something
when he discovered a better methodology. Sometimes he created new terminology where
none previously existed. His innovations in music theory can be attributable to his inherent
musicianship, genius, and determination, all of which enabled him to move music theory
out of the realms of number magic and into the world of acoustical science.
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